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FOREWORD

The International Development Strategy for the Second United Nations
Development Decade - adopted by the General Assembly in its resolution 2626 (XXV) of
24 October 1970 - calls for a biennial review and appraisal of performance and
progress.  The first of these assessments was made in 1973ÿ the second - designated
the "mid-term" review and appraisal - is to be carried out in 1975.  The present
report is designed to assist in this second examination of the way in which
Governments are responding to the International Development Strategy.   It presents
an over-all analysis of economic and social performance in the developing countries
and of implementation of the Strategy by the developed market economies and the
centrally planned economies.

The reportÿ prepared in the last quarter of 1974 by the Centre for Development
Planning, Projections and Policies of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
has drawn on the information furnished by Governments in response to a note verbale
circulated by the Secretary-General in June 1974.   It has also taken into account
regional and sectoral appraisals of progress issued before the end oÿ 1974.

\
Every effort has been made to bring together relevant statistical data covering

the first three years of the Second United Nations Development Decade, 1971-1973,
with 1970 as a bench-mark from which measurements could be made.  Despite this and
the use of proxies and indicators for estimating purposes, a large number of
statistical gaps remainÿ even in key areas of the Strategy - such as domestic savingÿ
rates in the developing countries and expenditure  on research and development - for
which quantitative targets have been set.  The events of 1974 are described in
qualitative terms.

Dealing as it does with many of the problems of economic development in a
global setting, this report is being issued as part one of the World Economic
Survey, 1974.   It will be followedÿ as soon as the relevant statistical material
becomes available, by part two, Current Economic Develooments, in which salient"
features of the world economic situation in 1974 will be examined in quantitative
terms.
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Explanatory notes

The following symbols have been used in the tables throughout the report:

Three dots ( •.. ) indicate that data are not available or are not separately
reported

A dash (-) indicates that the amount is nil or negligible

A blank in a table indicates that the item is not applicable

A minus sign (-) indicates a deficit or decrease, except as indicated

A full stop (.) is used to indicate demicals

A comma (,) is wed to distinguish thousands and millions

A slash (/) indicates a crop year or financial year, e.g., 1970/71

Use of a hyphen (-) between dates representing years, e.g., 1971-l973~

signifies the full period involved, inclUding the beginning and end years.

Reference to "tonsil indicates metric tons, and to ildollars H ($) United
States dollars, unless otherwise stated.

The term "billion" signifies a thousand million.

Annual rates of growth or change, unless otherwise stated, refer to annual
compound rates.

Details and percentages in tables do not necessarily add to totals,
because of rounding.

The following abbreviations have been used:

AID

BTN

CIPEC

CMEA

DAC

EEC

FAO

GATT

IBRD

IDA

Agency for International Development IUnited States of Americil

Brussels Tariff Nomenclature

Intergovernmental Council of Copper Exporting Countries

Council for Mutual Economic Assistance

Development Assistance Committee LOEC~

European Economic Community

Food and AgriCUlture Organization of the United Nations

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

International Development Association
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IDS

liB

ISIC

ITC

ODA

OECD

OPEC

SDR

SITC

UA

UNCTAD

International Development Strategy

International Investment Bank /CMEA7

International Standard Industrial Classification

International Tin Council

official development assistance

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries

special drawing rights

Standard International Trade Classification

units of account /EEC/

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

UNESCO  United Nations Educationalÿ Scientific and Cultura! Organization

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this
publication do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of
the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any countryÿ
territoryÿ city or area or of its authoritiesÿ or concerning the delimitation of
its frontiers or boundaries.

The term 'ÿcountry" as used in the text of this report also refers, as
appropriateÿ to territories or areas.
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Chapter I

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL PERFORMANCE OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
UNDER THE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

The global setting

When the International Development Strategy (IDS) was adopted by the General
Assembly in October 1970 the world was on the eve of what has proved to be one of
the least stable periods in recent history.  In 1971 the payments imbalances that
had been building up among the major developed market economies culminated in a
breakdown of the international monetary system.  The consequent changes in price
relationships helped to stimulate a trade-led boom in demand which raised the rate
of growth in the developed market economies from one of the lowest post-war figures
in 1970 (2.6 per cent) to one of the highest in 1973 (6.5 per cent)ÿ  This upswing
greatly accentuated the inflationary pressures which, for institutional reasons,
had become more troublesome and persistent in the course of the 1960s.  Another
impulse was given to prices in 1972 when widespread crop failures resulted in a
great expansion in cereal trade and a rapid drawing down of stocks in the exporting
countries.   Other supply difficulties served to accelerate the price rise in 1973:
some reflect capacity ceilings in highly capitalized industries (such as steel,
pulp, chemicals and non-ferrous metals), others reflect adverse natural conditions
(such as the poor cocoa crop in West Africa and the alteration of the anchovy shoals
in the Humboldt Current) and yet others reflect official or private actions (such
as the rerouting of Zambian copper exports, labour strikes in several mining areas
and the curtailment of exports by the Organization Of Arab Petroleum Exporting
Countries).  In the sellers' market that developed in 1973, moreover, producerst
earnings rose rapidly and there was a marked increase in nationalizations and other
manifestations of government concern to share in the higher revenues and control
the assets producing them.  One of the outcomes of this was the raising of the
effective world market price of crude petroleum, phosphate rock and bauxite.

In the case of petroleum, the rise in the price was so large - a fourfold
increase between January 1973 and January 1974 - that, given its importance in world
trade and the low  elasticity of demand for it on the market, the consequence was
not merely another boost to costs and prices but also the opening up of serious
deficits in the external accounts of many importing countries.  This new set of
imbalances emerged at a time when production in the developed market economies had
begun to slow down or had even entered the downward phase in the business cycle.
Thus, although the rise in prices was still accelerating in almost all countries and
the balance of trade was deteriorating in most countries, it became very dangerous
to take disinflationary or defensive action.  And at the end of 1974, for the first
time since the 1930s, the world economy was posed on the brink of a general
recession.

Against this tumultuous background of short-run change and disruption, the
normative influence of the international Development Strategy with its long-range
view of the development process  was less than it would otherwise have been.  While
the Strategy played an important part in shaping long-run economic and social
policies in the developing countries and trade and aid policies in the more advanced
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countriesÿ the major economic decisions taken in the 1971-1974 period represent
responses to market forces, to the exigencies of the food situation and to the
political challenges and opportunities as they occurred both within countries and
internationally.

There was a great upsurge in imports into the more advanced countries from the
developing countries but this reflects movements in demand and prices rather than
changes in trade policyÿ though the implementation of preference schemes by a number
of countries in 1971 did have a positive effect on the sales of various manufactures.
An international Cocoa Agreement was negotiated in 1972 but it had little bearing on
trade when market prices were far above the agreed stabilization range and there
were no stocks to be used for buffer purposes.  Other commodity arrangements also
became academic as price and other substantive provisions were suspended as
inoperable in the prevailing circumstances.  Little headway was made in reaching
the target for the transfer of resources to developing countries:  the over-all flow
from the developed market economies increasedÿ but hardly any faster than their
combined national productÿ and the ratio  of official assistance to total production
was lower in 1973 than in any year since the adoption of the initial aid target by
the General Assembly in 1960.  Events also overtook the efforts made to reconstruct
an international monetary system with fixed but adjustable exchange rates; thus no
firm decisions were taken on the role of the special drawing rights (SDR) in the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and hence on the IDS-advocated linkage between the
creation of new international liquidity and the flow of aid to developing countries.

The commodity shortages that emerged in 1973 imposed a considerable strain on
the generally liberal trade philosophy that has tended to underlie international
thinking in the post-war period.  A number of countries resorted to export controls
in order to protect their domestic supplies of particular items and there was a
general strengthening of autarkic sentiment:  the upsurge in price and unreliability
of supply tended to persuade many importing countries that the continued support of
domestic production (of coal and sugar, for example) was a safer policy than opening
the market and increasing dependence on imports.

The trade liberalization programme was also threatened by the massive
deterioration in the current accounts of many of the industrial countries in the
wake of the raising of petroleum prices.  Several countries felt impelled to take
defensive action for the purpose of limiting import expenditure.  Borrowing
arrangements and mutual assurances prevented a chain reaction from setting inÿ but
circumstances on the eve of the new (Tokyo) round of trade negotiations were far
from conducive to progress in what had been intended not only as the virtual
elimination of tariffs on most manufactures but also as the first major step in
reducing non-tariff barriersÿ even on agricultural commodities.

The implications of impending changes in price relationships also cast a
shadow over international tradeÿ especially between primary exporting and industrial
countries.  As a result of the high prices of 1973-1974, the production of many
primary commodities is likely to increase:  new capacity has been stimulated andÿ
after a variety of gestation delaysÿ this should begin augmenting output in the
period immediately ahead.  It is in this periodÿ howeverÿ that demand is most likely
to be reduced by the market and policy forces operating in the developed market
economies.  The consequential weakening of prices will be far from uniform, however:
petroleum prices (because of the producersv control over supply), cereal prices
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(because of the low inventory position and the continued growth in population) and
the prices of manufactures (which are still being pushed upwards by rising wage and
other input costs) are all likely to lag behind the slide in most other food and rsw
material prices.

In these circumstances most developing countries are likely to experience a
deterioration in their terms of trade and a sharp deceleration in the expansion in
their export earnings.   Import expansion could be maintained for a year or two by
drawing on the foreign exchange reserves that have been built up substantially in
the first half of the decadeÿ but the rate of investment would soon begin to suffer
when what has been the main engine of growth in the 1972-1974 period loses its
thrust.  0nly if there were a major recovery in agriculture and an upsurge in
industry - based largely on developing country markets - would a continuation of the
over-all rate of growth at 6 per cent seem feasible over the middle third of the
decade.

Since a slackening in the rate of growth would make it that much more difficult
to attain most of the other objectives of the International Development Strategy, it
is extremelY important to counteract the effect of any contraction in the demand for
developing countries' exports that might manifest itself in 1975.  This may call for
action by individual developed market economies to avoid undue cutbacks in
expenditure where possible or at least to insulate developing countries from the
effects of such cutbacks where they are deemed to be an essential part of the effort
to restore the balance within and between countries in preparation for a resumption
of steadier and less inflationary growth.  It may also call for compensatory action
at the multilateral level, both in the form of appropriate lending and in the form
of liquidity creation geared to current need.  As the large prospective deficits of
the major industrial countries will tend to swell international liquidity in the
aggregate, a special responsibility will rest on the surplus countries to ensure
that their use of monetary resources is not deflationary in its consequences.

Progress in the developing countries towards the objectives
of the Strategy

The first four years of the Second United Nations Development Decade have seen
the unfolding of a paradox.  Even though the policy recommendations of the
International Development Stragegy for the Decade were implemented only partially
and feebly, progress towards the fulfilment of some of the major aggregative
development targets was on course.  Thus, despite the lack of any significant
liberalization of import policies by the more advanced countries, between 1970 and
1973 the trade of the developing countries increased at approximately the 7 per cent
rate specified in the Strategy.  Despite the failure of the more advanced countries
to make available a higher proportion of their gross output in the form of
deve!opment assistance, the developing countries raised their average savings ratio
more or less in line with the IDS objective of 20 per cent by Decade-end°  Despite
a disconcertingly poor agricultural performance, the developing countries achieved
an average rate of growth in over-all production of 6 per cent a year - the Decade
target.

The main factor behind the over-all achievement of the developing countries was
the impulse that came from the external sector.  Amplifying the effect of the
increase in export volume was a sharp rise in export prices - measured in dollars,
this averaged almost 17 per cent a year over the three-year period.  Export earnings
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thus rose at 25 per cent a yearÿ compared with 20 per cent a year for imports°   This
served to raise the developing countriesÿ over-all trade surplus from $2 billion in
1971 to about $ii billion in 1973o  As a resultÿ the external reserves of the
developing countries doubled in the 27 months between the end of 1970 and March
1973 and doubled again the following 18 months°

Another consequence of the upsurge in export earnings was a sharp rise in
incomes - especially corporate incomes - generated in the export sector and in
government revenues.  This, combined with the poor agricultural out-turnÿ tended to
swing the expenditure pattern from consumption to investment.  This swing favoured
further economic growth, though its immediate effect was to widen internal income
disparities thus postponing the achievement of the IDS objective of a more
equitable distribution of incomes.  This objective was also made more difficult of
attainment by the rapid rise in prices which affected the developing countries no
less than the rest of the worldÿ both through traded goods and through the lag in
agricultural production.

The fact that the main stimulus to growth in 1971-1974 came from the external
sector had two other consequences.  Firstÿ it tended to increase the differences
among developing countriesÿ depending on the composition of exports.  Exporters of
tea or bananas or juteÿ for exampleÿ had a much smaller income boost than exporters
of rice or sugar or petroleumÿ while increases in import prices differed relatively
little.  And secondlyÿ it enhanced the vulnerability of the developing countries
to the repercussions of economic changes in their trading partners.  The contraction
in demand for imports now under way in the developed market economies, for exampleÿ
is likely to have a severe impact on both private incomes and public revenues in
most developing countries.  This will be cushioned by the reserves built up in the
1971-1974 period, but if the consequent deterioration in the terms of trade persists
the goals of the Decade will be in jeopardy.

The gross domestic product

In the first two years of the decade the total output of goods and services in
the developing countries - influenced by a slowdown in developed market economy
growth in 1971 and widespread crop failure in 1972 - barely mairtained the rate of
increase registered in the 1960s.  Under the influence of the primary commodity
boom that got under way in 1972 and the recovery in agriculture in 1973, the next
two years brought a sharp acceleration in growth.  The average rate of increase in
1971-1973 was 6 per cent a year and early indicators suggest that that rate - which
is the IDS target average for the Decade - was maintained in 1974.  The rate of
advance was highest in West Asia and Latin Americaÿ the developing countries in
Africa and South Asiaÿ affected more severely by the weakness in agricultureÿ lagged
behind their earlier growth rates (see table i).

These regional differences suggest that fulfilment of the IDS aggregative
target is itself no assurance of a satisfactory state of affairs among the
developing countries.  In fact, economic performance varied widely in the 1971-1973
period.  A third of developing country population lives in the 32 countries in which
the rate of increase in production exceeded 6 per cent a year.  At the other end of
the scaleÿ however, over half the population lives in the 39 countries in which
production increased at less than 4 per cent a year and 45 per cent in the 24
countries in which the growth rate averaged less than 2 per cent (see table 2).

In the developing countries of the western hemisphere and West Asia, around
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three fourths of the population lives in countries in which production grew at over
6 per cent a year°   In Africa and South and East Asiaÿ by contrastÿ only one fourth
of the population lives in such high-growth countries°  Of the 45 per cent of the
developing country population living in countries with a growth rate of less than
2 per cent a year in 1971-1973ÿ about six out of every seven were in the seven low-
growth countries of South and South East Asia°

The disparity between the petroleum-exporting group and the rest of the
developing countries that had opened up in the 1960s widened in the first three years
of the 1970s.  Notwithstanding the decision of Kuwait and the Libyan Arab Republic
to reduce their output of oilÿ the rate of economic growth of the petroleum group
accelerated by a third to an average 1971-1973 figure of 8°7 per centÿ while growth
in the rest of the developing worldÿ dampened by the 1971-1972 setbackÿ was only
fractionally above the average for the 1960s.  In Africa the rate of increase in
countries other than the petroleum exporters dropped back from 4.4 per cent a year
in the 1960s to a bare 4.0 per cent in 1971-1973.

The overmall growth rate of 6 per cent a year meant an average annual increase
in per capita income of about 3.5 per cent.  This figure is in line with the Strategy
targetÿ but also conceals a wide range of results:  from declines of more than
5 per cent a year to increases of more than i0 per cent.  Rather less than a third of
the developing countries had rates of increase in per capita production above the
3.5 per cent target.  The median rate of increase was 2 per cent.

At one end of the soaleÿ about a fifth of the developing countries achieved
an increase in per capita production of more than 4.5 per cent.  This groupÿ which
accounted for about a fifth of the combined populationÿ included not only some of the
petroleum-exporting and transit countries (Ecuadorÿ Gabonÿ Indonesiaÿ Iranÿ Lebanonÿ
Saudi Arabia and the Syrian Arab Republic) but also some of the leading manufacturing
countries in the developing world (Brazilÿ Hong Kongÿ Israelÿ the Republic of Koreaÿ
Singapore and Southern Rhodesia).

At the other end of the scale were a fourth of the developing countries
(accounting for 45 per cent of the combined population) in which per capita
production declined in the 1971-1973 period.  These included some in which the
reduction was deliberate (Kuwait and the Libyan Arab Republic)ÿ some in which it was
largely the result of adverse weather (as in India and the Sahelian countries) or
other factors unfavourable to agriculture (as in Guyana and Uruguayÿ Sri Lanka and
several African countriesÿ including Guineaÿ Madagascar and the United Republic of
Cameroon)ÿ and some in which war and civil disturbance played a major role (as in
Bangladeshÿ Chileÿ Egyptÿ Jordanÿ the Khmer Republic and Uganda).

The early years of the decade brought a widening of the inC0me disparities among
the developing countries.  Of those that achieved an increase of over 4.5 per cent a
year in per capita productionÿ the proportion of low-income countries (less than $200
per person in 1970) was 9 per centÿ the proportion of middle-income countries ($200-
$500)ÿ 23 per centÿ and the proportion of high-income countries (more than $500 per
person in 1970)ÿ 35 per cent.  Among those whose per capita production declinedÿ on
the other handÿ the proportion of low-income countries was substantially above that
of higher income countries (even when the two cases of planned reductions are
included).  Moreoverÿ over 40 per cent of the developing country population lives in
the low-income countries in which per capita income declined in 1971-1973 (see
table 3).

Among the low-income countries only about a fourth achieved a 1971-1973 rate of
growth that was significantly higher than that registered in the 1960sÿ over 40 per
cent recorded a deceleration.  Among the higher-income countries the proportion
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experiencing a s!ower rate of growth than in the 1960s was appreciably smaller°  And
among the medium-income countries (between $200 and $500 per person in 1970) slmost
half raised their per capita output faster in 1971-1973 than in the 1960s (see
table 4)°

Agricultural production

One of the reasons for the widening of the disparities among the developing
coÿ11tries was the disappointing agricultural performance that marked the early years
of the 1970s°  Since the lower-income countries tend to depend on agriculture to a
greater eÿent than the higher-income countriesÿ the crop failures of the period bore
a heavier incidence on the former°  Though drought was the main source of difficultyÿ
floodsÿ unseasonable frosts and pest and disease infestations all played a part in
reducing harvests°  Production problems were also exacerbated by input difficulties
in some countries (credit and fertilizer supplyÿ in particular) and by the price
policies pursued by some Governments and regarded by farmers as discouraging planting
or delivery.

The incidence of these factors differed from year to year:  in 1971 about a
fourth of the developing countries experienced a reduction in gross agricultural
outputÿ in 1972 almost 40 per centÿ in 1973 about a third.  The worst year for the
western  hemisphere and South and East Asia was 1972ÿ when production declined in
about half the countries in these two regions.  A similar proportion of reductions in
output was registered in Africa and West Asia in 1973.  The crop failures in Africa
in 1973 stretched right across the continent below the Sahara andÿ coming after
several years  ÿ diminished rainfallÿ resulted in serious faminesÿ the toll of which
was greatly aggravated by the logistical difficulties caused by the inadequacy of
transport facilities and the nomadic nature of the population concerned.  Howeverÿ it
was the 1972 failures that had the greatest impact on the market and the world food
situation:  they occurred in the populous countries of South Asia and at the same
time as similar failures across the Eurasian land mass.  Grain imports into the
developing countries of Asia increased sharply in 1971/72 and again in 1973/74 butÿ
because of the upsurge in imports of centrally planned economiesÿ they did not reach
the proportion of world grain trade (around 16 per cent) that marked the two years
after the monsoon failures of the mid-1960s, i/

Notwithstanding the recovery in agricultural production in 1973ÿ the average
rate of increase for the first three years of the decade was around 2 per cent.

1j Imports of grainÿa/ 1970/71-1973/74
(Millions of tons)

Importing region               1970/71   1971/72   1972/73   1973/74

Developing countries of Asia °     13         17         16         20

Centrally planned economies        14         21         37         27

Western Europe and Japan °          58         54         59         57

World total  .........  109        113        135        146

Source:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies
of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United States of Americaÿ
Department of Agricu!tureÿ World Grain Situation Review and Outlookÿ
Foreign Agriculture Circular FG 3-75 (Washingtonÿ D.C., 1975).

a/ ÿ,ÿeat and flour (grain equivalent) and maizeÿ barleyÿ sorghum
and oats°
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This was well below the rate achieved in the 1960s and be!ow the rate of groÿh in
population.  This lag behind both earlier rates and population growth occurred in
each of the developing regions with the possible exception of West Asia where crop
fluctuations have been particularly wide°   Early estimates of 1974 output suggest an
improvement in Africa and a continuation of the satisfactory 1973 rate in Latin
America.   In Asiaÿ howeverÿ unfavourable weather - notably a poor monsoon iÿ India
and flood in Bangladesh and Burma - probably resulted in a reduction in agricÿultural
output°  Thusÿ for the developing countries as a wholeÿ the rate of increase between
1973 and 1974 was of the same modest order as over the three previous years (see
table 5). 2/

Over a fifth of the developing countries registered a decline in agricultural
production in the period 1971-1973o  A slightly larger proportion registered only
low rates of increase - of less than 2 per cent a year.  These groups consisted
chiefly of the smaller countries of Africa and the western hemisphereÿ though they
included Argentinaÿ Chileÿ Peru and Venezuela and Algeriaÿ Moroccoÿ the United
Republic of Tanzania and Zaire as well as Burma and Sri Lankaÿ and accounted in s ll
for a fifth of developing country population (see table 6)°  More serious in its

2/ Very few developing countries attempt to measureÿ on a current basisÿ their
agricultural output.  The fact that so important a sector was so poorly monitored wss
pointed out in World Economic Surveyÿ 1969ÿ1970 (United Nations publicationÿ Sales
No. E.71oll. Colÿsee po 20 et Seqo)ÿ which discussed the problem of measuring
economic and social progress in the light of the preparations then being made for the
International Development Strategy°  A target was set for agricultural growth but up
to the time of the mid-term review and appraisal no additional country has published
an index of production.  As a resu!tÿ use has to be made of outside estimates.  Two
such sets are availableÿ one produced by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO)ÿ the other by the Department of Agriculture of the United States
of America.  There are appreciable differences between the results for individual
countries reflecting (ÿ) differences in actual crop estimatesÿ (b) difference in the
allocation of harvests to particular calendar yearsÿ (ÿ) difference in the allowances
made for in-sector consumption for seedÿ feed and on-farm losses (in order to avoid
double counting)ÿ and (ÿ) differences in the weighting system used for combining
crops into a single production index.  ÿost of these differences have been narrowing
over the years as estimates (other than those for the most recent year) and
procedures have become more uniformÿ but the weighting difference remains andÿ since
the year-to-year fluctuations in harvest are often very sizableÿ the result is
disparate movement in the index of total agricultural outputÿ especially in the case
of countries with a dominant crop.  The United States Department of Agriculture
weights are the average 1961ÿ1965 producer (farmÿgate) pricesÿ estimated fcr each ÿrop
(between 15 and 20 in most cases) in each country and converted into United States
dollars.  The FAO uses a set of regional V'wheat equivalentsÿv as weights.  These
weights are the arithmetic averages for each region of the national wheatÿbased price
relatives (using 1961-1965 producer prices) weighted by the country production of the
commodities concerned.  The national wheatÿbased price relative is the ratio to the
national producer wheat price of an equal weight of each of the crops (or groups of
crops in the case of minor items or similar items such as pulses or vegetables or
deciduous fruit or hard fibres).  Because of its national weightsÿ the United States
Department of Agriculture index probably provides a more accurate measure of change
in individual countries.  By avoiding the distortions introduced by exchange rate
conversionsÿ the FAO index is probably a better guide to regional changes in
production.  Neither index measures the change in value added in agriculture that is
the basis of the IDS target for agricultural growth.  At best they are proxies for
the desired measure of agricultural growthÿ more acceptable at the global level than
at the country level°
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implications is the fact that the next group - whose agricultural output increased
between 2 and 3 per cent a year in the 1971-1973 period - included many of the
largest developing countries (Egyptÿ Kenya and the Sudanÿ and Bangladeshÿ Indiaÿ
Indonesia and the Republic of Korea) in which well over half the population of the
developing world is to be found°  Altogetherÿ 60 per cent of the developing
countr±esÿ accounting for three fourths of the populationÿ failed to maintain the
per capita level of agricultural production°

This was a particularly disappointing result in the light of the optimism that
had coloured the 1969-1970 discussions leading up to the setting of a 4 per cent
growth target for agriculture for the Second Development Decade°  A sharp recovery
from the double monsoon failure that had marked the mid-1960s and the rapid spread
of the new genetically improved varieties of wheat and rice had led many foodm
importing countries to look forward confidently to the attainment of
self-sufficiencyo

The area planted to high-yield seed was in fact extended rapidly°  In the case
of wheat the area planted with such seed in Asia and North Africa increased from
less than a million hectares in 1967 to ii million by the beginning of the new
Development Decade and over 16 million hectares by 1972/730 by which time over half
the wheat sown in India and Pakistanÿ the major producersÿ was of improved strainsÿ
developed from cross breeding Mexican dwarf seed with local varieties°  The area
under high-yield rice in South and South East Asia underwent a similar expansion -
from a million hectares in 1967 to almost 16 million in 1972/73 - and accounted for
a sizable proportion of total planting:  a fourth in Indiaÿ a third in Malaysia and
the Republic of Viet-Nam and a half in Pakistan and the Philippines.  The improved
varieties accounted for even higher shaÿes of the smaller areas planted to rice in
the tropical parts of Latin America (see tables 7 and 8)°

The new strains have contributed to the increase in output per unit area that
has taken place in almost every developing country in which they have been used°
Wheat yields in South Asia in the early 1970s were of the same order as those
reaped in Australiaÿ though still only half those obtained in North America and a
third or less of those common in western Europe°  Egyptian yields were up to
European levels (over 30 quintals per hectare) but few of the wheat producers of
North Africa or West Asia achieved more than i0 quintals per hectare even though
about a fifth of their wheat lands carried high-yield varieties.

The poor performance of developing country agriculture in the early years of
the Second Development Decade cannot yet be construed as evidence of the
unreasonableness of the target of a 4 per cent annua! rate of increase in production
set in 1970o  Indeedÿ given the midwDecade situation in respect of food-stuffs and
other primary commoditiesÿ the need to achieve the IDS target for agriculture is
more urgent than ever°  Developing country population is continuing to grow at
about 2.6 per cent a year and the demand for food at about 4 per cent a year°
Inventories have been drawn doÿ to precariously low levels and need to be built up
in the interest of stability and security°  A larger and more reliable flow of
agricultural inputs is called for in the manufacturing plans of many developing
countries.  In the period immediately aheadÿ moreoverÿ the developing countries are
unlikely to benefit from any further improvement in their terms of tradeÿ economic
growth will depend much more on domestic developments and much less on the external
sector than was the case in the first four years of the decade°
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In seeking the !essomÿ ÿf these yearsÿ it should be borne in mind that about
a third of the developimg countries experienced a material acceleration in their
rate of increase in agricultural productionÿ and another eighth maintained the
growth rate of over 2°8 per cent a year registered in the 1960So  The disturbing
feature of the situation lies in the fact that the countries in -which agricultural
results were unsatisfactory account for so large a proportion of the population°

While in most cases the proximate cause of the unsatisfactory results was the
weatherÿ policy failures also played their part°  Each country has its own unique
combination of conditions and problems but the events of the past few years have
served to emphasize the need for careful policy formulation and firm action in four
spheres of critical importance to agricultural performance ÿ land tenureÿ the
provision of farm inputsÿ the pricing of farm outputs and arrangements for
distribution and marketing°

Land tenure problems

There are still many countries in which the relationship between the farmer
and the land is conducive to neither adequate nor stable production°  In some cases
this reflects inappropriate technologyÿ as in the livestockÿoverloaded Sahe! or in
the slash-andÿburn areas of the tropics°  In other casesÿ it reflects out-of-date
institutions such as tenancies that are insecure or oppressive in their termsÿ or
farm sizes thatÿ because of inheritance laws or the distribution of wealthÿ are too
small or too large for optimum use°  In some placesÿ the disequilibrating forces
stem from the rapid growth of population°

The early 1970s saw a variety of government actions designed to modify tenure
systemÿ especially in countries in which the number of landless labourers was
increasing too fast for absorption by either the existing farm sector or the
nascent industrial sector.  The problem remains a fundamental oneÿ howeverÿ and all
Governments need to face it in evaluating recent progress in agriculture°  In the
interest of both productivity ÿ and all that that connotes in terms of output and
incomes ÿ and the country's ability to withstand the vagaries of natureÿ recent
experience suggests that it is necessary to pursue two types of balance°

The first is an ecological balance:  in each agricultural zoneÿ with its
characteristic soil, topography and climateÿ the selection and rotation of crops
and the cultivation techniques employed should create a stable system that is
dynamic by virtue of its capacity for self-correction and self-renewalo  The second
is an economic balance:  the farmer operating each unit should enjoy sufficient
security of tenure and sufficient net income to enable him to make the investment
and provide the inputs necessary to maintain the ecological balance in the face of
technological and market changes.  In the absence of this economic balance the
farmer tends to lose status in relation to both the landownerÿ if the system is a
tenancy oneÿ and the industrial worker°  And this militates not only against social
justice but also against the symbiotic growth of agriculture and industry which in
most countries is the essential feature of successful economic development°

Agricultural input problems

The second area of concern is the availability of appropriate inputs°  As
implied aboveÿ the inputs in question constitute the balancing factorÿ enabling a
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given farming system to move from a static to a dynamic state and to remain viable
in the face of change.  The most important inputs for this purpose areÿ in the
order suggested by recent experienceÿ expertiseÿ watery fertilizerÿ credit and
mechanical energy°  Each has been the occasion of both achievement and difficulty
in the developing countries in the period under review°

As indicated aboveÿ genetic innovation was not only accomplished on an
unparallelled scale in the laboratory but was also put into the hands of a large
number of farmers through the distribution of high-yield seeds.  The essential
feature of these high-yield varieties is their ability to put to effective use
(that isÿ in enlarged grain heads rather than stalk) greater quantities of
nutrients°  The resultant increase in the demand for water has made many developing
areas more dependent on rainfall and irrigationÿ and thisÿ in turnÿ has increased
not only the vulnerability of agriculture to unfavourable weather but also the
sector's capital/output ratio°  The challenge immediately ahead is to combine the
yield advantages of the new short-stemmedÿ large-head  varieties with the drought
and disease resistance of some of the local varietiesÿ so as to obtain seeds that
are less demanding of water and artificial fertilizer and more readily adaptable to
rotation patterns and that maximize the natural availability of nitrogen.

Irrigation tends not only to add materially to farm costs but also to increase
the need for expertise°   If new irrigation water is not to raise soil salinity -
and exert a depressing effect on yields in the longer run - means have to be
found to instruct farmers in new techniques of cultivation and to keep the system
under regular surveillance.  This has added to the difficulty of providing adequate
extension services:  water management involves not only agricultural knowledge but
also the skills associated with soil science and engineering.

A parallel set of problems exists in waterBrich areas such as the deltaic
regions of Bangladeshÿ Burmaÿ the Republic of Viet-Nam and Thailand.  The ÿgreen
revolutionV'ÿ based on short-stemmed varietiesÿ has had little relevance to the
deep-water cultivation that is characteristic of much of the rice-exporting areas
of South and South East Asia°   Indeedÿ in the face of the rapid progress made in
cereal production between 1967 and 1971 in the net importing countriesÿ the
exporting countries increased their efforts to diversify their agriculture.
Typicailyÿ the 1971ÿ1976 plan of Thailand made relatively little reference to
riceÿ the country's major industry and export.  The difficulties that the net
importing countries have encountered in the 1972-1974 period have made it necessary
to reassess the role of the net exporting countries in the international food
nexus°   Clearlyÿ genetic and other types of research needs also to be directed
towards raising productivity in the surplus countriesÿ each with its own particular
set of technical and economic problems°  Moreoverÿ their role as suppliers must
be examined in a time framework sufficiently long to provide justification for
the necessary allocation of resources according to international rather than
national criteria.

Largely as a result of the effort to take advantage of the responsiveness of
the new seed varieties to added plant nutrientsÿ the consumption of artificial
fertilizer in the developing countries increased at over 13 per cent a year
between 1967 and 1972.   In 1973ÿ the effort to increase food production in the
more advanced countries tended to squeeze the developing countries out of the
fertilizer market:  nitrogen output reached capacity ceilings in the developed
market economies and prices began rising rapidly.  The upswing in fertilizer prices
accelerated later in the yearÿ following the increase in the cost of
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petroÿfeedstock and a fourfold boost in the export price of phosphate rock°  The
combination of shortage in supply and increase in price slowed down the increase
in fertilizer consumption in the developing countriesÿ   further gains in some
of the countries with a domestic industry (Mexico and the Republic of Koreaÿ for
example) were offset by reductions in some of the importing countries (notably
Bangladesh) so that over-all use in 1973/74 was not much above the 1972/73 level°

In relation to current levels of consumptionÿ the largest fertilizer deficit
in the developing countries is in potashÿ Asia and Latin America having to import
all they consume (see table 9).  The most urgent needÿ howeverÿ is for nitrogenÿ
the increased use of which is basic to the spread of the high-yield varieties of
cereal on whichÿ in turnÿ the rise in yield and food supply greatly dependsÿ
especially in South Asia°  In recent years developing country production of
nitrogen has risen slightly faster than consumptionÿ  imports in 1971-1973 were
below the 1968-1970 average - though well above earlier levels°  Plam-ts have been
built not only in most of the major petroleum-producing countries 3/ but also in
a number of countries that depend mainly or entirely on imported petroleum° 4/  In
19739 indeedÿ capacity in this second group was about double that in the firstÿ
thus leaving the developing countries uncomfortably exposed to the fourfold
increase in the price of petroleum that took place between the beginning of 1973
and the beginning of 1974o

Though plans to expand nitrogen capacity are well advanced in many countries
andÿ to judge by the experience of previous investment cyclesÿ a surplus may
have emerged on the world market before the end of the decadeÿ the period
immediately ahead will be a difficult one for importing countriesÿ   shortages and
high prices will make it more necessary than ever to use fertilizer to optimum
advantage.  Some of the countries whose terms of trade began to deteriorate in
1974 are already in need of financial assistance to maintain fertilizer imports
and the dynamic of the green revolution°  In greatest need are the heavily
populated countries of South Asia where in 1973/74 fertilizer consumption - at
about 3.5 million tons of nutrient - was almost double the amount they produced°
Maintenance of fertilizer supplies in these countries is important from a longÿrun
point of viewÿ even if the marginal ton of fertilizer could produce a larger and
more certain increment in food supply in some of the more favourably endowed
areas.  Apart from doubt as to whether such increments would in fact be produced
and the physical and financial problem of arranging their transfer to the
food-deficit countriesÿ there is a risk that the unavailability of necessary
inputs would do lasting psychological damage.  Disillusionment with the efforts to
raise agricultural productivity on the part of developing country farmers would
be a serious setback to the development process.

Linked closely to the problem of providing the water-fertilizer inputs needed
to sustain the new agricultural technology has been the increasing energyÿ
intensiveness of farming°  Diesel engine pumps are now widely used both for low

3/ Argentinaÿ Colombiaÿ Mexico,' the Netherlands Antilles and Trinidad and
Tobago in the western hemisphereÿ Algeria and Egypt in Africaÿ and Indonesiaÿ
Iranÿ Iraqÿ Kuwaitÿ Malaysia and Saudi Arabia in Asia.

4/ Brazilÿ Chileÿ Cuba and Peru in the western hemisphereÿ Southern Rhodesia
in Africaÿ and Bangladeshÿ Indiaÿ Israelÿ Pakistanÿ the Philippines aÿdÿthe
Republic of Korea in Asia.



lifting of water from rivers and for deep tube wells:  India alone is estimated to
operate three fourths of a million such pumpsÿ irrigating as much as 7 million
hectaresÿ  The number of tractors more or less doubled in the 1960s and has
continued to increase rapidly°  And mechanical and electrical energy is being
harnessed increasingly in farm operations - not only for transport but also for
drying, threshingÿ ginningÿ milling and other on-farm activities°

This trend has significantly increased the dependence of many developing
countries on petroleum imports and their sensitivity to changes in petroleum
prices°  The recent increase in these prices has complicated the longÿstanding
problem of the role of mechanization in labourÿsurplus countries°  No easy or
general answers have emergedÿ but because of the implications for employment and
the balance of payments as well as food supply, it has become more necessary than
ever for each Government to formulate its own policies in this areaÿ  Gratuitous
favouring of the use of mechanical energy = through unrealistically low interest
rates or low tariffs on capital goods, for example ÿ has become much more costly°
In many developing countriesÿ therefore, it has become more important than it was
to limit mechanization of agriculture to cases of demonstrable social superiority
in which the job in question cannot be done manually at all, or in the time
availableÿ or except at unacceptable cost°

What is at issue here is not the direction in which developing country
agriculture must move but the shape and pace of the movement°  There can be no
doubt of the need for the many changes that are usua!ly subsumed in the concept
of ÿmodernizationvÿ, that is, the process by which agriculture becomes a more
specialized, and hence more productive, function, integrated with the other
sectors in a way in which it can benefit from an assured inflow of goods and
services and from advances in knowledge, techniques and equipment°  But recent
developments in some countries stemming from the speeding up of this modernization
process that has occurred under the influence of the green revolution have shown
that it may be necessary to take positive steps to ensure that government policies
do not accentuate the wide differences that already exist in the capacity of
farmers to adopt and profit from innovations affecting the economics or technology
of agriculture°  This is an area in which the criteria applied by the individual
farmer to measure the success of his own enterprise are not necessarily identical
with those by which the allocation of resources by the community and the nation
are appropriately judged°  Among the matters of high national priority, official
policies must give due weight to employment and balanceÿofÿpayments implications
which are hardly considered by the entrepreneur.

These considerations are of special importance in policies affecting another
of the agricultural inputs for which the need has become greater as modernization
has proceeded ÿ namelyÿ credit°  This has long since transcended the financing
of seasonal requirements in ÿdvance of harvest revenues.  Increasingly it involves
longerÿterm credit and the financing of the fixed investment that proliferates
with the industrialization of agriculture°  This in turn calls for institutional
changesÿ  the traders and money-lenders and even the coÿoperative societies are
seldom in a position to provide much more than shortÿterm accommodation° ÿ/  The

5/ Over the 1967ÿ1974 period of the fourth plan in Indiaÿ the Planning
Commission estimated that Rs iÿ400 crores of a total credit requirement of
Rs 1,650 crores would be of a longÿterm nature°  Only i0 per cent of the total was
expected to come from "agroÿindustries", a slightly smaller proportion from

(foot-note continued on following page)
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result has been a growing demand for new agencies that embody a number of special
attributes over and above their access to adequate discounting facilities:  wide
geographical spreadÿ close links with the agricultural extension serviceÿ a staff
capable of much closer supervision of borrowing transactions than is customary
among banksÿ and a policy of not limiting their lending operations to the larger
and more commercially minded farmers°

!n most developing countries this involves pioneer and experimental work°  In
some places there has been resentment and resistance from the older lending
institutionsÿ and everywhere the forging of an effective link between the new
agricultural technology with its purchased inputs and the means of finance has
presented problems°  Responsible borrowing is not an instinctive mÿtter among small
farmers and even less among the newly settled peasant beneficiaries of land
reforms:  it has to be taught and supervised°  This often means the introduction
of the time dimension into the thinking of communities that have rarely planned
beyond the next planting°  At stake in many cases is a significant increase in the
savings potential of the country as a wholes

Pricing problems

The realization of these potential savings depends on increasing not only
productivity (per agricultural worker andÿ even moreÿ per hectare of land) but
also total output°  The more dependent the farmer becomes on purchased inputs the
more do such increases in output depend on price relationships°  To some extent
the prices in question are determined on the open market but most developing
countries have found it necessary to follow the lead of the more advanced countries
and underpin the market by a system of support pricesÿ administered through
purchasing agents or marketing boards°  And in many cases this has been
complemented by the insulation from the market of various agricultural inputs -
irrigation water and some types of credit almost everywhere andÿ increasinglyÿ
seed and fertilizer°

In the course of the 1960s this new policy variable began posing awkward
problems in many developing countries°  The combination of rapid urbanization and
the desire to industrialize often led Governments to hold farm output prices down
in the interest of factory and household consumers°  The search for government
revenue often led to a similar low-price policy in the case of export crops
handled by an official agency.  The rise in the importance of purchased inputs - in
the wake of agricultural development in general and the green revolution in
particular - complicated such pricing decisions:  some countries chose to
subsidize basic foods bought by urban consumersÿ others chose to subsidize
fertilizer and agricultural credit°

The great upsurge in primary commodity prices that characterized the world
market in the 1972-1974 period exposed the price structure of many developing

!i (continued)
co-operative banks and a somewhat larger proportion from the agricultural
re-finance corporationÿ  A fourth was expected from the commercial banks and the
largest portion (over h0 per cent) from the Land Development Banks - specialÿ
purpose institutions created to deal in land mortgages and provide rural finance°
Seeÿ Indiaÿ National Council of Applied Economic Researchÿ Credit Requirements for
Agriculture (New Delhiÿ 1974)ÿ
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countries to new and powerful strains°  Wide disparities opened up not only between
world market prices and domestic prices in many countries but also between domestic
prices in different countriesÿ reflecting differences in openness (especially in
the role of imported food-stuffs) and in budgetary strength (which came under
increasing pressure as the cost of subsidizing domestic supplies rose)°  Where
these differences widened between contiguous countries there was a marked expansion
in smuggling and other non-conventional transactions°

As a result of this upheaval in price relationshipsÿ pricing policies have
come under new and critical scrutiny°   In thisÿ two new considerations have
assumed greater weightÿ  anxiety about the consequences of the over-rapid growth
of urban populations and a corresponding concern about the lag in the contribution
of agriculture to the development process°  On both scores the drift of policy is
towards a price structure more favourable to agriculture than it has hitherto
tended to beo  This reflects a realization that only a financially viable
agriculture can yield the flow of food and raw materials and savings that is the
appropriate contribution to balanced economic development from what in most
developing countries is by far the largest productive sectorÿ

While the price structure need not be the only instrument for slowing down
the townward movement of populationÿ a price high enough  to provide an incentive
to modernization for peasant agriculture is likely to yield substantial profit to
larger-scale farmers°  Consequentlyÿ the introduction of more generous price
support has to be accompanied by appropriate tax arrangements through which the
Government is able to recover a reasonable proportion of the revenue its price
policy has put into the hands of the more efficient farmers.

Marketing problems

To be effectiveÿ price policy has to be determined in the light of marketing
arrangements°  This dependence was forcefully exemplified in many countries in
which scarcities developed after 1972 and wide differences opened up between the
local administered price and the price on the world market°   Government programmes
for distributing grain through a network of T'fair pricev' outlets were difficult
to sustain when farmers found it more profitable to sell to independent traders
or direct to consumers° 6/  In these circumstances "black markets" were very
common and the official pÿrice policy had much less impact than intendedÿ either
on producers  or  on  consumers°

/ !n Indiaÿ for exampleÿ the Government tried to hold the price of wheat
in 1973 at the figure of Rs 76 per quintal that had obtained as a procurement
price for several years°  As a result ÿ and notwithstanding the Government's role
as sole purchaser ÿ it managed to buy from farmers not much more than half of
the 8 million tons (out of a 24 million ton crop) that it had planned to
distributeÿ  The rest leaked through the market at presumably higher prices.
Private trading in wheat was rcÿlegitimized in 1974o  The Government announced a
pre-sowing support price of Rs 85 per quintal and later a preÿharvest procurement
price of Rs 105 per quintal applicable voluntarily to farmers and compulsorily to
half the amount purchased by traders for whom a selling price ceiling of
Rs 150 per quintal was fixed°  Even these higher prices failed to generate the
expected supplies for official distributionÿ  the attraction of the free market
was evidently too strong°



The 1972-1974 strains were exceptionalÿ but in most developing countries there
are perennial marketing difficulties and theseÿ tooÿ were in evidence in this
period°  Perhaps the most common is the inadequacy of the physica! infrastructureÿ
many farmers have only a tenuous connexion with the market because of the absence
or weakness of storage and transport facilities°  This was dramatized in 1973 in
a number of localized famines in parts of Africa and Asia whereÿ after serious
crop failuresÿ it proved to be extremely difficult to move in relief supplies°   Yn
such areas the incentive to produce more than is required by the immediate
neighbourhood is almost nonÿexistento

Weakness in economic infrastructure also hampers marketing°  Where
agricultural produce can move from farm to mill or processing p!sÿtÿ the
responsibility and risk of the farmer are materially reducedÿ and Governments have
found it correspondingly less difficult to implement a chosen price policy°
Where a complicated trading establishment operates between farmer and consumerÿ
few Governments have the administrative infrastructure to impose a price or
marketing policy°   Coÿoperatives are helpful in this respect but they remain weak
in most developing comÿtriesÿ and the early 1970s saw little progress in
strengthening them°

Lack of pertinent information has also been a handicap in this period of
rapid change in international conditions°  For optimal distribution of foodÿstuffs
accurate knowledge is required of inventoriesÿ plantings and stage-by-stage
growth and harvest prospects°  In many developing countries agricultural
intelligence was found to be far from adequate and a ntmToer of Governments had to
deal with unexpected local shortages and to buy on the world market at inopportune
times°  Improvement of agricultural information systems is an urgent need in most
developing countries and could be effected at relatively low cost°  But even in
the best managed eeonomiesÿ farm production is at too great a natura! risk to be
entirely controllable or predictable°  To be effectualÿ.thereforeÿ agricultural
price and distribution policies need to be underpinned by adequate stocks°

The depletion of stocks in the major exporting countries has made this a
high-priority need at the global level. 7_/  But the maintenance of a national
reserve or buffer stock is a matter worthy of the most careful consideration by
each developing country individually°  As some of the technical problems of
storage have still to be overcome and as stock management involves not only a
sizable capital cost but also a variety of running costs for protection against
animaiÿ insect and disease infestation and for regularizing infloÿs and outflowsÿ
the nature and extent of official inventories need to be decided case by case
within the country planning context°  The agriculture setback of 1972,=1974 has
shown that this is not a question that can be left entirely to the major exporters
or even to the international communityÿ it must be faced as part of agricultural
policy in each developing countryÿ

Industriai production

In contrast to the disappointing performance of agriculture in the 1970=1973
periodÿ industrial production increased at appreciably above the target rate of

7--/ See Report of the World Food Conference (United Nations publicationÿ
Sales No. E.75olIoAÿ3)ÿ resolution XVIiÿ International undertaking on world food
security.
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8 per cent a year set for the 1970s in the International Development Strategy°
The annual rate of increase in industrial outp1ÿ for the developing     ÿ  °_                                                                    coDJ_ cries  ÿs

a whole accelerated from less than 7 per cent in 1971 to about 10 per cent in
1973 and preliminary returns for the first half of the year suggest that the rate
was well maintained in 1974o 8ÿÿ  The most dynamic components of this output were
the mining sector and ligkt manufacturing in Asiaÿ heavy manufacturing in the
developing cotÿtries of the western hemisphereÿ and the utilities sector - chiefly
electricity - in all developing regions (see table i0)o

Behind these averages lay a wide dispersion of results°  Many reasons account
for these differences but two of them seem to predominate:  poor industrial
performance was often associated With input difficulties (arising most frequently
from crop failure or from import constraints) while the strongest performance was
generally associated with success in export marketsÿ  It was only among the
countries in which the impact of external demand was greatest that the
manufacturing sector absorbed the bulk of the available labourÿ elsewhere the
contribution of industÿ to employment creation was disappointingÿ

Performance in the manufacturing sector

Compared with the 1960s the sharpest acceleration in manufacturing production
was in the western hemisphere ÿ from just over 6 per cent a year to almost
9 per cent a year in 1971ÿ1973o  !n the developing countries of Asiaÿ which had a
higher rate of manufacturing growth in the 1960s (about 7 per cent a year)ÿ the
acceleration was only marginalÿ thoughÿ starting the 1970s with a depression in
the basic metals branchÿ there was a sharp spurt in 1972ÿ1974o

As in the case of agricu!tureÿ there was a wide range of performance at the
country levelÿ  from an average annual increase of 20 per cent to a decrease of
the same order°  There was no discernible tendency for the rate of increase in
production to be related to the initial level of industrializationÿ  the agrarian
countries with relatively little manufacturing showed as broad a spectrum of
results as the most industrialized of the developing countries (see table ll)o

A low rate of increase in manufacturing in the 1970ÿ1973 period was
associated with civil or military disturbance in some cases = as in Chile and Egypt
among the industrialized countriesÿ and the Khmer Republicÿ Laos and Uganda among
the agrarian countries°  More frequently it was attributable to a Door
agricultural outturn ÿ as in Uruguay among the industrialized conntriesÿ Guyanaÿ
Jsmlaica and Morocco among the intermediate countriesÿ and Ethiopiaÿ Somalia and
Sri Lanka among the agrarian countries°  The 1972 crop failures also exercised a
depressing effect on industry in the Indian subcontinent°

By the same tokenÿ a favourable agricultural performance provided a stimulus
to manufacturing in Brazil and Iranÿ in the Dominican Republic and Mauritiusÿ in

8/ In the absence of national accounts dataÿ the growth rates cited here refer
to the combined gross output of various industries in the organized sectorÿ
weighted by the value added in 1963o  This differs conceptually from the sum of
value added in industry measured in constant dollars which was the basis of the IDS
target°  Howeverÿ a comparison of the actual figures aggregated for those
developing countries for which both measurements are available suggests thatÿ at
least for the developing countries as a groupÿ the two series yield very similar
averages o
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Kenya and Malaysia and in the Syrian Arab Republic and Tunisia°  A similar role
was played by petroleum development in Algeria, Ecuadorÿ Gabonÿ Indonesia and
Nigeriaÿ all of which increased their manufacturing output by 9 per cent a year
or more in the 1970-1973 periodÿ

The impact of primary activities on secondary industry is a dua! one°
Directly or indirectlyÿ the incomes generated on the farms and in the mines expand
the market for the output of the factoriesÿ  At the same time the primary
producers provide the raw materials input of the processing industry:  the milling
and refining of sugarÿ vegetable oils and cereals, the spinning and weaving of
cottonÿ jute and sisalÿ the smelting or refining of copperÿ and the refining of
petroleum are among the leading industries in many developing countries°  The
countries in which manufacturing output rose most vigorously were those able to
maintain their inputs - if necessary from the world market as in the case of
Hong Kongÿ the Republic of Korea and Singapore -.and supplement their domestic
demand by foreign demand.

Exports of manufactures

The developing countries shared fully in the upsurge in international trade
in manufactured goods in 1971-1973:  the expansion in dollar earnings from exports
of manufactures to the developed market economies was over a fifth in 1971ÿ
double that in 1972 and approaching 60 perÿcent in 1973.  In the three yearsÿ the
quantum doubled and the value increased almost threef61dÿ  Thusÿ notwithstanding
the steep rise in primary commodity prices,ÿthe relative contribution of
manufactures (other than non-ferrous metals) to total developing country export
earnings actually increased in this period:  it Was under 18 per cent in 1970 and ÿ
over 20 per cent in 1972 and 1973 (see table 12).  The proportion going to the
developed market economies tended to rise:  from rather more than 60 per cent in
1970 to around 66 per cent in 1972-1973, with a corresponding decline in the
proportion moving between the developing countries - from 34 per cent to
30 per cent B with the share of the centrally planned economies remaining between
h and 5 per cent of the total.

Though thebulk of developing country exports of manufactures thus continued to
go to the developed market economies, this flow constituted only a small fraction
of those countriesÿ total intake of manufactured goodso  That fraction increased
sharply in the early years of the decadeÿ however:  from less than 6 per cent in
1970 to 8o4 per cent in 1973. 9/  This reflects an upsurge in shipments of
machinery and transport equipment and, on a larger scaleÿ clothing and foot-wear.
The developing couutries continued to provide about 4 per cent of the developed
market economiesÿ imports of chemicals and a much higherÿ though decliningÿ
proportion of their imports of non-ferrous metals lO_ / (see table 13).

One of the basic features of this trade flow is its narrowness.  The top 20
developing country sources account for 90 per cent of the total flowÿ the top i0
for 80 per cent and the top three for over halfoÿ In 1973ÿonly 18 developing
countries exported more than $i00 million of manufactures and only eight countries

9/ Exclusive of non-ferrous metals and manufactured food-stuffso

10__/ Measured in dollar value, a figure very sensitÿive to the price of copper°
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more than $500 million.  Nor did the major contributors change drastically between
1970 and 1973o  In none of the main categories of manufactures did the list of
the 20 largest sources change by more than four countries (see table 14)o

For manufactures as a whole the countries losing their places in the top 20
were mostly western hemisphere suppliers of petro-chemieals (Algeriaÿ Bahamasÿ
Bermuda and Trinidad and Tobago) and those joining the top 20 mostly Asian
suppliers of consumer goods (Bangladeshÿ the Dominican Republicÿ Macao and
Thailand)°  Thusÿ by 1973ÿ eight of the top I0 developing country suppliers of
manufactures to the developed market economies were Asianÿ and they accounted for
almost 70 per cent of this trade flowo  The only non-Asian countries to appear
among the top 15 suppliers wereÿ in orderÿ Mexicoÿ Brazilÿ Argentina and Colombiaÿ
which together provided about 15 per cent of the inflow of developing country
manufactures into the developed market economies°

Notwithstanding this great eoneentrationÿ there was a wide and widening
participation in trade in manufactured goods°  The number of small contributors
to the imports of the developed market economies increased substantially between
1970 and 1973 in each of the main categories of manufactures and to each of the
main destinations (see table 15).  African countries began appearing more
frequently among the significant suppliers of mÿnufactured goods to the developed
market economies:  in 1973ÿ Moroccoÿ Sierra Leoneÿ Tunisiaÿ Liberiaÿ Algeria and
Egypt each provided more than $40 million worth and Nigeriaÿ Kenya and Gabon
between $20 million and $30 million°

This rapid expansion in exports of manufactured goods was largely the result
of the upswing in demand in the developed market economiesÿ augmented to some
extent by the preferential lowering of import duties on many items by most of
those countries°  In some cases the expansion reflects bilateral arrangements
between enterprises in one or other of the developed market economies
(particularly the United States of America) and subsidiaries or associated
concerns producing components (particularly in the electronics field) for assembly
in the headquarters establishment°  But it also reflects a modification in
industrialization policy in some of the developing countriesÿ particularly those
in which the local market is either too small to sustain a viable local industry
or has already been fully catered for - often by a protected local industry.

The reorientation of industry in the direction of external markets calls for
a number of policy changes°  Competitivenessÿ quality and reliability of supply
become more important if foreign purchasers are to be satisfied on a continuing
basisÿ and therefore measures that tend to raise costsÿ interfere with management
or disrupt the smooth flow of both inputs and outputs become increasingly
inappropriate°  The countries that have developed their essential infrastructure
particularly transport and power ÿ stabilized their licensing and other regulatory
arrangements as well as the rules governing foreign investment and the operation
of foreignÿowned companies and reduced the degree of protection of local
industries seem on the whole to have achieved the most notable expansion in the
export of manufactured goods°

In some countries recent gains have been based on the processing of local
raw materials°  Most countries that mine the ores of eopperÿ lead and tin now
export the product as metalÿ and increasingly those mining bauxite export alumina
(the Dominican Republicÿ Guyana and Jamaicaÿ for example) or aluminium (Ghana
and the United Republic of Cameroonÿ for example).  Many petro-ehemieals now



originate in developing countriesÿ either from indigenous oil (as in Algeria and
Tunisia) or from imports (as in Panama and Trinidad and Tobago)o  Fibres are
increasingly exported as textiles and apparel (as cotton in Egyptÿ wool in Iranÿ
jute in Bangladesh and India).  Rubber products are becoming a major export of
Liberia and Malaysiaÿ wood products of Gabon and the Philippinesÿ leather products
of Pakistan°

But the most notable expansion in exportmled industrialization in recent
years has occurred in countries that possess only a small raw material base°  In
1973 almost three fourths of all exports of manufactures to the developed market
economies originated in four such countries - Hong Kongÿ -the Republic of Koreaÿ
Singapore and Israel.  Between 1970 and 1973 this trade flow doubled in Hong Kong
and Israel and increased fourfold in the Republic of Korea and between seven and
eightfold in Singaporeÿ reflecting the results of commercial and fiscal policies
and institutional adaptations designed to improve local skills and marry imported
as well as local capital to the country's major resource - its labour supply°
Starting with labour-intensive consumer goods industriesÿ these countries have all
been moving towards greater industrial depthÿ with capital goods and
high-technology manufacturing playing an increasing role in local industry°

Employment in manufacturing

Notwithstanding the great differences in the performance of individual
coÿutriesÿ the outcome of the 1970-1973 period in respect of the production and
foreign exchange earnings of the manufacturing sector must be considered
encouraging.  The same cannot be said of the contribution of the sector to efforts
of the developing countries to provide gainful employment to the expanding labour
force.  Though the data are woefully weak - and since the problem was discussed at
the end of the 1960s when IDS was being formulated ii___/ little has been done to
improve them - they suggest that the rate of increase in industrial employment was
not much above the 3.2 per cent a year estimated for the 1960so ÿMuch higher rates
of absorption in a few countries - Brazilÿ Iran, the Republic of Korea and
Singaporeÿ for example m were offset by lower rates in most Other countriesÿ
including some of the largest.

At the beginning of the 1970sÿ the industrial labour force in the developing
countries accounted for less than 90 million out of a total of over 600 million
(and a population of 1.8 billion).  Hence, even a rate of increase in industrial
employment well above the rate of growth in population (285 per cent a year) and
in labour force (2.7 per cent a year) makes only a modest contribution to the
absorption task. 12__/  Clearly the problem of maximizing the number of jobs created
by each dollar of investment remains as urgent as ever.

This is partly a question of technology and partly one of organizationÿ and
on neiÿÿer score has the progress made in the early 1970s been reassuring°  Except
in somÿ of the smaller economies that have developed export-oriented industries

ll/ Para. 66 of the International Development Strategy recommends that efforts
be made to improve labour force statistics.

12__/ To absorb only a fourth of the annual increment in the developing country
labour force would require a rate of growth in industrial employment of about
5 per cent a year in the period immediately aheadÿ
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the demand for factory labour has lagged behind the supply flowing from urban
schoolsÿ on the one handÿ and an over-manned agrarian sector, on the other°

The considerations affecting the choice of manufacturing techno!ogy are
essentially the same as those referred to above in connexion with the
mechanization of agriculture°  To optimize the use of labour it is necessary to
subdivide industrial processes into the smallest technical segments for which it
is possible to devise alternative methods of accomplishing the operation
concerned.  In principle, integration of the most labour-intensive techniques
selected for each of such segments should yield an over-all industrial technology
best suited to the resource endowment of developing countries with their
characteristic labour surplus and capital shortage°  In practice, other
considerations may supervene ÿ the need for speed or precision not obtainable from
manual effort, for example - so that mechanized segments may have to be integrated
with labourÿintensive segments in order to achieve a viable industrial
undertaking°

This search for appropriate technology does not necessarily entai! the
revival of older methods and procedures once practised in the more advanced
countries.  The combination of relevant variables to be taken into account by a
developing country in the 1970s is by no means the combination that faced any of
the more advanced countries in some earlier decade:  the problemis a new one and
new answers must be found°  The only satisfactory long-term source of such
answers lies in the development of the engineering capacity of the developing
countries themselvesÿ only this will lessen their dependence on the services of the
consulting engineers of the more advanced countries and the importation of
off-theÿshelf equipment designed for very different circumstances.  Some developing
countries have taken tentative steps in this direction in recent years with
modifications in the educational system, widening the opportunities for
science-based technical training.  But progress has been disappointingly slow,
partly because several layers of skill are often either missing or inadequately
developed, and among them some at the artisan and technician level that have
little appeal to a school population aspiring to "white collar" jobs which tend
to be rewarded at rates that are disproportionately high for countries that lack
a well-rounded apprenticeship system.

Engineering skills .at the operative level cannot be learned out of books.
The building up of a technical infrastructure that will lead to indigenous
solutions to problems of industrial technology i's a long-term process.  Some
developing countries - especially some of the larger ones, with an older and
more diversified industrial establishment m are quite far along this road, but
most have a long way to go.  To speed up progress requires not only the revamping
of some school curricula and the spread of appropriate extrauschool education but
also some major revisions of wage structures ÿ favouring the technician over the
clerk, for example - in which the public sector will have to play a leading role.

External trade and payments

The growth in exports of goods and services from the developing countries
accelerated in the first three years of the Second Development Decade from
substantially below the average for the 1960s in 1971 to considerably above in
1973.  Measured in 1970 United States dollars, the average rate of increase over
the 1971-1973 period was almost 8 per cent, well above the IDS target of just over
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7 per cent a year°  There was a similar though less sharp acceleration in the
imports of goods and services by the developing countries and the average rate of
expansion over the three years was also well above the IDS target (of just under
7 per cent a year)°

The impact of this groÿh in trade was far greater than implied in the figure
of 8 per cent a year°  Its effect was magnified by its near universality andÿ
even more significantly9 by the gains in the terms of trade that accompanied ito
After lagging behind, import prices in 1971ÿ the unit value of commodity exports
rose more rapidly in 1972 and surged upwards in 1973o  Thoughÿ in dollar tenÿs9
import prices rose by almost 12 per cent a year over the !971ÿ1973 periodÿ the
rise in export prices was steeper (almost 17 per cent a yearÿ on average)ÿ
increasing significantly the resources at the disposal of the developing countriesÿ

While the improvement in the terms of trade was very widespread9 its
magnitude differed appreciably from country to country depending on the composition
of exports°  By the same tokenÿ the vulnerability of countries to subsequent
changes in prices and terms of trade also differed widelyÿ  institutional factors
seem likely to militate against a rapid decline in import prieesÿ whereas market
factors lesÿe some commodities very exposed to the effects of shrinking demand°
Thus9 the uniformly buoyant effect of foreign trade in 1972 and 1973 (and much of
!974) seems likely to be succeeded by a much more varied pattern of impacts in
1975 and 19769 with exporters of fuel and food gaining in relation to exporters
of raw materials°

Exports and imports of goods and services

A poor export performance in Africa and Latin America held down the
developing countriesÿ 1971 expansion to below the aÿerage achieved in the 1960so
!n the wake of the upswing in activity in the developed market economies9 howeverÿ
the next two years saw a rapid and general increase in the export of goods and
services°  Thusÿ at almost 8 per cent a yearÿ the rate of increase for the
developing countries as a who!eÿ measured in 1970 United States dollars9 over the
first three years of the Second Development Decadeÿ was well above the average for
the 1960so  The gain was sharpest among the Asian countriesÿ both in the west
(based largely on petroleum) and in the east9 where manufactures and services
played a major role in the expansion°  It was smallest in Africaÿ where production
cutbacks (Libyan Arab Repub!ic)ÿ transit difficulties (Zambia) and supply problems
(mostly weatherÿindueedÿ as in the Sahel) held down export growth to far below
the longerÿterm rate°

Changes on the import side were less dramatic and more uniformÿ though there
was a slowdown in South and East Asia in 19719 and a cutback in commodity imports
into a number of African countries in 1972 reduced the rate of expansion in that
region to well below the average for the 1960so  Over bhe first three years of
the decade imports of goods and services into the developing countries as a
whole increased steadily and the average gain of nearly 8 per cent a year (in
1970 dollars) was above both the iDS target and the recorded rate for the 1960s
(see table 16)o

The impact of price changes

Though the IDS targets are denominated in rea! termsÿ the impact of changes
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in intermatiomal trade depemds on the relative prices at which the transactioms
are effectedo  Reflectimg the inflation that was gathering momentum in the
deYe!oped market economiesÿ the devaluation of the United States dollarÿ and in
1972 amd 1973 the rise in food and fuel pricesÿ the unit value of developing
coÿmtry imports rose steeply - measured in dollar termsÿ the imcrease was about
6 per cent in 1971ÿ 9 per cent in 1972 and as much as 24 per cent in 1973o  Export
prices foilowedÿ lagging somewhat in 1971 but surging ahead in 1972 and 1973 as the
demand for primary products - for manufacturing inputs and inventories to support
the upswing in production im the developed market economies and also for
speculative and protective purposes in the inflationary environment - began to
overtake current supply°  As a resultÿ the terms of trade of the developing
coumtries as a groupÿ which deteriorated by about I per cent in 1971ÿ improved
by about 2 per cent in 1972 and by almost i0 per cent in 1973 (see table 17)o

Reflecting differences in the composition of exportsÿ the regions fared
differently in respect of these relative price movements°  The 1971 deterioration
in the terms of trade and the 1973 gain were both greatest in Africa and Latin
Americaÿ  Over the three years the smallest improvement was registered in South
and East Asia (an average of about I per cent a year) and the largest in West
Asia (about 6 per cent a year)°  The latter reflects the gains of the petroleum
exporters whichÿ after a decade of declining relative prices (at about ! per cent
a yearÿ om average)ÿ recorded successive increases of a fifthÿ an eighth and a
third°

The export earnimgs of West Asiaÿ measured im curremt dollarsÿ increased at
an average rate of 38 per cent a year in the first three years of the decade (well
over three times the rate registered in the 1960s)o  The expansion of import
expenditures average 25 per cent a year (about twice the 1960s figure).  As a
resultÿ the trade surplus (exports fooobo minus imports coiofo) expanded rapidlyÿ
from $2°8 billion in 1970 to $12ÿ6 billion°  With exports increasing faster than
imports in the other regions alsoÿ the developing countries of Africa raised their
combined trade surplus (to $3ol billion in 1973) while those of the westerm
hemisphere and South and East Asia reduced their deficits (to $0o8 billion and
$2°6 billionÿ respectively)°  Thus the developing coumtries moved into trade
surplus in 1972 amd achieved an active balance of over $12 billion in 1973 (see
table 18ÿo

The number of countries in surplus doubled between 1971 and 1973 and the
number im deficit dropped by a fourth.  The combined dollar amount of the
surpluses more or less doubled in Africa and West Asia where they were largest in
1971 and rose by four and six times in Latin America and South and East Asia where
they had shrunk somewhat between 1970 and 1971o  Thoughÿ as indicated aboveÿ the
period saw an increase in over-all surpluses or a decrease in overÿall deficits
in each of the regiomsÿ the combined figure for deficits did not declineÿ  in each
of the regionsÿ imdeedÿ the total of the deficits was higher in 1973 than in 1970.
Im this dimensionÿ as in so many othersÿ the range of country performance widenedÿ
surpluses rose and deficits deepened and im the aggregate ÿ for the 85 developing
coumtries with available data ÿ between 1970 and 1973 the combined surplus
increased by $17o4 billion and the combined deficit by $4°5 billion (see
table 19)o
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Changes in international reserves

As a result of the increase in the number and size of trade surpluses and the
continued net inflow of capitalÿ the developing countries added considerably to
their international reserves - $5 billion in 1971ÿ $9 billion in 1972ÿ $12 billion
in 1973 and $26 billion in the first three quarters of 1974o  The great bulk of
the 1974 increment accrued to the petroleum-exporting countriesÿ but in the first
three years of the decade the gains were widely dispersed°   0nly 12 countries
ended 1973 with smaller reserves than they had had when the decade began and in
these cases the reductions were either marginal or the consequence of special
internal problems as in Chileÿ the Republic of Viet-Namÿ Uganda and Zambia°  The
reserves of the major developing country petroleum exporters 13__/ trebled in the
three years and those of the rest of the developing countries more than doublegÿ

These gains were made not only in terms of dollars but alsoÿ in relation to
trade values.  Two thirds of the developing countries had a higher ratio of
reserves to imports at the end of 1973 than at the end of 1970ÿ and in half of
these the increase in reserves was equivalent to more than two months of importsÿ
The proportion of countries with a reserves/imports ratio of over 50 per cent rose
from 21 per cent to 30 per centÿ their share of reserves from 41 per cent to
64 per cent and their share of imports from 18 per cent to 37 per cent (see
table 20)ÿ   In the aggregateÿ the reserve ratio rose from under 38 per cent to over
56 per cent.

Hereÿ tooÿ the period brought a widening of the developing country spectrum°
Among the countries increasing their reserve ratio by more than 20 percentage
pointsÿ only one had reserves of less than a five-month import equivalentÿ while
among those whose reserves were reduced between 1970 and 1973ÿ a third ended up
with a reserve ratio equivalent to less than two monthsÿ imports (see table 2i)o
The countries in the bottom tenth of the reserve ratio range (with reserves equal
to less than i0 per cent of imports) lost ground in the periodÿ  they disposed of
0.7 per cent of all reserves in 1970 but only 0.3 per cent in 1973 and they
accounted for 3°6 per cent of total imports in 1970 but only 2°8 per cent in 1973o
Countries in the top tenth of the range (with a reserve ratio of over 75 per cent
in 1970 and over 90 per cent in 1973) experienced an even sharper improvement in
their relative position:  their share in reserves rose from less than 25 per cent
to more than 40 per cent and their share in imports rose from just over 7 per cent
to almost 17 per cent°

Changes in external debt

Not all the increases in international reserves stemmed from changes in the
balance of trade or in other current account flows°  Capital continued to move into
the developing countries both in the form of direct investment and as a result of
borrowing. 14___/  Despite the upsurge in foreign exchange earnings in 1971-!973ÿ the
nominal dollar value of the external debt of the developing countries continued to
rise at 14-15 per cent a year.

13___/ Other than Abu Dhabiÿ Bahrainÿ 0manÿ Qatar and the United Arab Emirates
for which no data are available,

14___/ The nature of this flow is examined later in the context of IDS
implementation by the developed market economies and the centrally planned
countries°
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Irrespective of trade balanceÿ very few developing countries reduced their
external indebtedness in the 1971-1973 period°  Zambia was one such country and soÿ
on a smaller scaleÿ was Chadÿ while Pakistan shed some of its debt with the
separation of Bangladesh°  The largest reductions were in 1973 when several
countries - notably Argentinaÿ Iranÿ Iraq and Kenya - repaid more than they
borrowed°  In the aggregateÿ howeverÿ the externalÿ publicly guaranteed debt of the
developing countries increased by almost $ii billion in 1971ÿ $12.5 billion in
1972 andÿ according to early estimatesÿ by $17o5 billion in 1973. 15___/

The main expansion in indebtedness was in the trade deficit countries - around
$6 billion a year in 1971 and 1972 and almost $14 billion in 1973 - but even the
surplus countries increased their borrowingÿ and faster than their reserves in
1971 and 1972 andÿ in the case of Africa and Latin Americaÿ in 1973 also (see
table 22)°

In the case of the major petroleum exportersÿ international reserves rose
faster than external debt.  For the rest of the developing countriesÿ howeverÿ even
the rapid accumulation of reserves was not enough to prevent the continued increase
in net external obligations = by about $17.4 billion over the first three years of
the decade (see table 23)°

The growth in external debt was fastest in the developing countries of the
western hemisphere and slowest in South Asia°  By- the end of 1973ÿ the share of the
western hemisphere in total developing country debt exceeded a third while that of
South Asia dropped below a fifth°  The combined public indebtedness of the
developing countries was approaching $107 billionÿ of which a fifth was owed by
Africaÿ a sixth by East Asia and an eighth by West Asia.

The ratio of debt outstanding at the end of the year to export earnings during
the year declined from 119 per cent in 1970 to 98 in 1973:  a marginal increase
in Africa and Latin America was more than offset by a sharp reduction in Asia.  In
West Asiaÿ the amount owed abroad was less than half the amount earned from exports
in the course of the yearÿ in the western hemisphere countries at the other end of
the scaleÿ debt exceeded exports by a fourth (see table 24).

The growth in indebtedness in the early 197Os was characterized by several new
features.  Perhaps the most significant was the tilting in the balance from public
to private lending:  government loans accounted for less than half the increase in
developing country debt in 1971-1973.  This reflectsÿ in partÿ the slowing down in
lending by the United States Government.  Within the public component of the new
debtÿ an increasing proportion was due to multilateral lendersÿ reflecting the
stepping up of activity by both IBRD-IDA and the regional development banks.

The composition of debt to the private sector was also undergoing a change.
More of it was in the form of bank loans and less in the form of suppliersw credits°
This reflectsÿ on the one handÿ the enhanced ability of many of the higher-income
developing countries to finance their normal trade through current export earnings
and to borrow on the capital market in the case of special projectsÿ andÿ on the
other handÿ an increasing reluctance on the part of exporters and their associated

15/ These figures refer to total contracted debtÿ public and publicly
guaranteedÿ whether actually disbursed or not.  Disbursed debt increased appreciably
less than this in 1971 and 1972 and probably in 1973 also.
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financial institutions 1o eÿend short-term loans to some of the low-income
countries which had aireÿj accumulated a heavy debt service loado  More of this
private lending came from Europe and Japan andÿ compared with the 1960sÿ a smaller
proportion from the United States°  Developing country borrowing on the
Euro-currency market increased steeply in the early 1970s:  publicized !oansÿ which
were just short of $I billion in 19719 exceeded $3 billion in 1972 and rose to
around $8 billion in 1973 and 1974o  One of the consequences of this change in
composition was an acceleration in the rate of increase in total debt when expressed
in dollars°  In 1973ÿ for exampleÿ one sixth of the 18 per cent growth in the dollar
value of developing country debt represents the result of exchange rate adjustment°

Partly as a result of the increase in the proportion of borrowing from private
sources - and the ÿreater consequent exposure of the developinÿ countries to the
rise in interest rates that occurred in this periodÿ there was a perceptible
hardening in the average terms of outstanding debt°   In the two years 1971 and 1972ÿ
the ratio of prospective interest and amortization payments over the succeeding
i0 years to the total amount of the outstanding debt rose from 83 to 87 per cent°
Though no firm figure can yet be calculated for 1973 and 1974ÿ the evidence points
to the persistence of the 1970-1972 trend.  This indicatorÿ which is a measure of
average repayment terms - interest rateÿ grace period and amortization rate
suggests that the hardening was common to all regions except South and East Asia
where the importance of government !endingÿ both bilateral and through the
multilateral institutions9 tends to be greater (see table 25).

Debt service payments - amortization and interest - have increased steeply:
they amounted to about $5.4 billion in 1970 and an estimated $i0 billion in 1973o
About half of this amount was paid by the higher-income countries that tend to do
most of the borrowing on the private capital market.  The upsurge in export
earnings in 1973 resulted in a reduction in the foreign exchange burden of service
payments in more than half the developing countriesÿ and the average ratio of debt
service payments to goods and services receiptsÿ which had risen from 10o6 per cent
in 1970 to 11.2 per cent in 19729 dropped back below ii per cent in 1973o  In almost
half the countries for which data are available the debt service ratio was lower
in 1973 than in 1970o 16/

Neverthelessÿ the servicing of external debt continued to represent a heavy
burden for many developing countries.  In about a third of the countries it absorbed
more than I0 per cent of total export earnings in the 1971-1973 period and in some
countries it absorbed more than 20 per cent (see table 26)°  In some of these
countries the problem is exacerbated by the difficulty they have had in earning
foreign exchange:  Afghanistanÿ Egyptÿ Indiaÿ Pakistan and Uruguay have all recorded
low rates of increase in exports in recent years - less than 4 per cent a year in
the 1965-1972 period.  In someÿ debt service constitutes a heavy burden on public
revenue - in 1972 it pre-empted a sixth or more of total revenue in Egyptÿ Mexico9
Pakistan and Peruÿ where public revenue had been growing at less than three fourths
of the rate of national income.

Among the countries with high debt service ratiosÿ some benefited from market
developments and ended the 1971-1973 period with a substantially smaller burden -

16/ These figures reflect the external payments of 77 developing countries for
the period 1970-1972 and 50 for 1973.
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as in the case of Argentinaÿ Brazil and Tunisia°  Through a rescheduling of maturing
obligationsÿ Chile also reduced its immediate debt burden°  A rather larger group
of countries (including Burmaÿ Colombiaÿ Indiaÿ Israelÿ Mexicoÿ Pakistanÿ the
Republic of Korea and the Syrian Arab Republic) have lived with the problem for
many years and in varying degree - through debt managementÿ accommodation by
creditors 17/ and the maintenance of a credit rating that permits the rolling over
of older obligations - they have adjusted to the balance-of-payments implications
of heavy imdebtednesso  A third group - which includes Algeriaÿ Boliviaÿ Egyptÿ
Peruÿ Sri Lankaÿ the Sudanÿ Uruguay and Zambia - had their debt burden significantly
increased in the early 1970sÿ because of massive borrowingÿ 18___/ or lagging exportsÿ
or in most cases both.   Unless their export earnings imcrease considerablyÿ as has

since happened in the case of Algeriaÿ such countries are likely to find their
indebtedness a serious constraint on their development in the period immediately
ahead.

Savings performance in developing countries

The combined savings ratio of the developing countries continued to rise in
the first three years of the Second Development Decadeÿ and at a rate appreciably
above the target figure designated in the International Development Strategy.
Indeedÿ preliminary estimates of the over-all ratio of gross domestic savings to
gross domestic product in 1973 indicate that the 20 per cent goal that was set for
1980 had already been surpassed°   Since the main impetus for savings came from the
upsurge in export incomesÿ the gains were widespread:  over the 1971-1973 period
there were two cases of increased ratios for every one with a reduction.
Neverthelessÿ the disparity among the developing countries in respect of savings
performance was not narrowed:  on the contraryÿ the incidence of reduced ratios was
higher among the low savers (under i0 per cent) while the incidence of sharp
increases was highest among the countries whose ratios were already high (over
20 per cent).

Changes in savings ratios

With the growth in incomes in the 1971ÿ1973 period originating largely in the
foreign trade sector and in industrialÿ mining and commercial activities rather than
agricultureÿ circumstances favoured saving in most of the developing countries.  The
rapid rise in pricesÿ both internal and externalÿ tended to hold down the real level
of consumptionÿ especially in countries in which food supplies were short.  Profits
were buoyantÿ particularly in export industries in 1972 and 1973ÿ and government
revenues also rose steeply°  The scene was thus set for an expansion in both
corporate and public saving°

The largest gains were made in Asiaÿ not only among the high-saving
petroleum-exporting countries of the west but also among the industrializing
countries of the east.  Even the low savers such as Afghanistan and Israel increased

17___/ In the period 1971-1974ÿ debt renegotiations were effected in the case of
Chiÿeÿ Ghanaÿ India and Pakistan°

18_/ The debt of these eight countries increased by about 40 per cent in the
three years 1971-1973 ÿ from $7.4 billion to about $10.5 billion.
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their ratiosÿ as did the region's large countries - Indiaÿ Indonesia and Pakistan°
The main reductions in the rate of savings were in the countries lacking internal
stability in this period - Bangladesh and the Indochinese peninsula - and in the
Philippines and Sri Lankaÿ where special efforts were made to sustain consumption°

There was a sizable and widespread increase in saving ratios in Africa.  It
was not confined to the countries in which production accelerated (Algeriaÿ Ghanaÿ
Nigeriaÿ Southern Rhodesiaÿ the Sudan and Tunisiaÿ for example) but also occurred
in many of the countries that maintained earlier rates of growthÿ especially those
whose savings rates were already high - Angolaÿ Gabonÿ Kenyaÿ Liberia and
Mauritaniaÿ for example°  While not all the countries in which economic growth
decelerated cut back their savings ratio (there was a significant increase in the
Congoÿ the Nigerÿ Sierra Leone and Zambiaÿ for examp!eÿ based on expanding corporate
activity)ÿ cases of slower growth or reduction in per capita income predominated
among the countries whose saving rates declined in 1971-1973 - as in the Libyan Arab
RepublicÿMadagascarÿ Maliÿ Senegalÿ Swaziland and Uganda°   In Zaireÿ the
reorganization of the mining sector resulted in a reduction in the domestic savings
ratio even though there was some recovery in over-all production after the
disappointing performance of the 1960So   In Egyptÿ where income failed to keep up
with population growth in this periodÿ the savings ratio was only just held at its
previous low level (see table 27).

In the African region as a wholeÿ the average savings ratio rose by about
0°9 of one percentage point a year over the 1971-1973 period°  This was a
fractionally greater gain than in South and East Asia and it took the African
average above the 20 per cent mark for the three=year periodÿ compared with about
16 per cent for South and East Asia°  In both regions the sÿvings rates were
substantially above those of the 1960s (see table 28)°

In contrast to this upward trendÿ saving rates in the developing countries of
the western hemisphere continued the downward drift that marked the 1960s:  though
rising from the low 1971 levelÿ the ratio averaged less than 19 per cent in the
1971-1973 period.  Chileÿ Mexico and Peruÿ which together account for a third of
the region's savingsÿ all recorded declines in 1971-1973 and the result was not
fully offset by increases in the savings rates of Brazil and Venezuela and a few of
the smaller countriesÿ plus fractional gains recorded by Argentina and Colombia°

About a fifth of the developing countries saved less than i0 per cent of their
1971-1973 output while at the other end of the scale another fifth saved more than
25 per cent.  The gap between the two groups widened in this period:  half the low
savers registered a decline in their savings rate whereas almost all the high savers
registered an increase.  At the one extreme three of the four countries with negative
savings rates '(Jordanÿ the Khmer ÿepublicÿ Lesotho and the Republic of Viet-iÿam)
increased their dissaving still furtherÿ while at the other extreme two of the three
countries saving more than half of their gross domestic product (the Libyan Arab
Republic, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia) raised their rates even higher.

The low savers were generally poor countries:  over half of them had per capita
incomes of less than $i00 in 1970 and only one (the Republic of Viet-Nam) had an
income of over $300 per capita.  Correspondinglyÿ the higher savers were generally
richer countries:  only a fourth of them had per capita incomes of less than $300
in 1970.
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While the propensity to save clearly rises with per capita incomeÿ not all
highooincome countries have high savings ratios°  Countries sucÿ  ÿs Chi!eÿ Hong Kong
Israelÿ Lebanon and Uruguayÿ all with per capita incomes of over $500 in 19709 had
1971-1973 savings rates between !i and 13 per cent°  Clearly9 other factors are also
involved°  One of the most important has been the existence of a major
high-productivity industry capable of generating not only income but also tax
revenue and reinvestmento  With the exception of the Ivory Coast9 Panama and
Singaporeÿ all the countries with savings ratios of over 25 per cent in 1971-1973
were important mineral exporters°  And because of the upsurge in trade and pricesÿ
most of these countries were able to raise their savings rates very sharply°

Sources of savings

Since many of the principal savings entities were corporations owned partly or
entirely abroadÿ the 1971-!973 period was one of sharper than usual differences
between domestic savings and those accruing to the nationals of the country
concerned.  In each of the regions except Africa - where the decline in savings in
the petroleum sector in the Libyan Arab Republic exercised a depressing effect -
national savings rose less than domestic savings°  Except in Latin Americaÿ howeverÿ
the average annual increase in the national savings ratio reached or exceeded the
target of 0.5 per cent of the gross product laid down in the International
Development Strategy for the developing countries as a whole.

irrespective of its ownershipÿ the corporate sector has been the main source of
savings in recent yearsÿ aided by rising prices and strong export markets in 1972
and 1973 andÿ in some casesÿ by tax formulae that favour the reinvestment of
profits.  The public sector has been rather less productive of savingsÿ partly
because its saving function is often derivativeÿ dependent largely on the course of
taxable incomesÿ and partly because the claims on current expenditure continue to
expand and proliferate.  For the household sector the period has been a difficult
one to increase savings.  The incidence of natural disasters was greater than usual:
droughtsÿ floods and earthquakes destroyed assets and reduced incomes in many places.
In most countries the rise in prices accelerated and the margin between income and
essential family expenditure was squeezed.  The inflation also served to reduce the
attraction of the financial intermediaries whose establishment and spread in the
1960s had done much to mobilize private savings:  in many countries the rate of
interest offered to such savings lagged appreciably behind the rise in pricesÿ so
that surplus funds tended to get drawn into the holding of larger inventories and
other real assets.

Most official action to promote household savings in recent years has been in
the form of institution building.  Perhaps the most important drive has been to
bring the savings bank function closer to the people.  This is typified by the
'lead bank" scheme in India where between mid-1969 (when they were nationalized)
and mid-1973 the commercial banks opened over 79000 new officesÿ more than half in
centres previously without such facilities.  A similar purpose lay behind attempts
to breathe new life into the widespread system of post office savings banks (as in
Ghana9 Malaysia and Sri Lanka)o  Among the methods for promoting the use of these
and kindred institutions have been the simplification of proceduresÿ the insurance
of depositsÿ the raising of interest ratesÿ the linking of deposits to a lottery
system and the preferential treatment of interest income for tax purposes.
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Often more successfulÿ howeverÿ has been the marrying of the savings and
credit dispensing functions within the one institution° 19/  The possibility of
subsequently benefiting from reasonably priced credit has proved a powerful
attraction for small savers and the repayment of loans used for capital purposes
has mobilized savings that might not otherwise have been generated,  The main
practical problem in keeping such institutions solvent and able to inspire
confidence in small savers is the exercise of the right degree of supervision over
the use of the credit they provide.

In urban areas - though so far much less in rural areas - special purpose
institutions such as building societies have helped to stimulate savings in a
similar wayÿ  The appeal of saving-for-housing institutions is strongest among wage
earners and this is the group best catered for by various schemes for contractual
savings.  Expanding most rapidly among these are life insurance and provident funds:
as the main contributions come from the employees of government and the larger
companiesÿ howeverÿ the amounts they handle are still small in most developing
countries,  The challenge in most cases remains a rural one°

The range of central government direct economic participation is very wide
among the developing countries.  At one extremeÿ current central government revenues
exceed a third of the gross domestic product (as in Israel and the Libyan Arab
Republic)ÿ at the otherÿ they amount to less than i0 per cent (as in Afghanistanÿ
Colombiaÿ Guatemalaÿ Haitiÿ India and Mexico)°   In Indiaÿ as well as in Nigeria and
some of the Latin American countriesÿ other levels of government also possess
significant taxing powers and handle an appreciable part of the national income,
In generalÿ howeverÿ a smaller proportion of national resources tends to pass
through government hands in the developing countries than in the more advanced
countries.

This is one of the reasons why in so few deve!oping countries has the central
Government been able to contribute substantially and regularly to national savings°
In the period 1971-1973ÿ the only countries in which there was a surplus of revenue
over current expenditure of more than 3 per cent of the gross domestic product were
to be found among those with a reliable tax baseÿ reposing in most cases on an
organized export sector.  Among such countries were Algeriaÿ Bahrainÿ the Libyan
Arab Republic and Nigeria as well as Fiji and the Ivory Coast - in all of which
revenue expanded faster than expenditure - and the Dominican Republic and Venezuela
where revenue rose more or less in line with production but expenditure was held
back.  The Republic of Korea was also in this high public saving groupÿ but here
revenue lagged andÿ as expenditure increased somewhat faster than productionÿ the
saving ratio was squeezed. 20/

19/ As in the Sudanese Savings Bankÿ the Caisse nationale dVÿpargne et de:credit
in Zaireÿ and the National Savings and Credit Bank in Zambia.  Savings and credit
co-operativesÿ though still small in terms of capitalÿ have been spreading rapidly
in Latin America as well as Africa.

20/ In all these countries, the central Government disposed of more than the
developing country average of 16 per cent of the gross domestic product,  Among the
economically centralized Governmentsÿ the central Government contribution to
savings tends to be higher andÿ in the 1971m1973 periodÿ revenueÿ expenditure and
savings all tended to increase more frequently and to a greater extent than among
the countries with economically less centralized Governments.
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At a lower ratioÿ a number of other developing countries improved their public
savings in 1971-1973 as a result of higher revenue°  They include Brazilÿ
E1 Salvadorÿ !ran and Somalia°  Ecuador and the Philippines achieved the same goal
by restraint on spendingÿ while Malawi reduced its government deficit in the same
way°  The holding down of unproductive current expenditure is a policy objective of
the Strategy but only about a fourth of the developing countries managed to reduce
the ratio of central government spending to total production°  In some casesÿ
however - Argentinaÿ Gambiaÿ Morocco and the Syrian Arab Republicÿ for example
this did not compensate for weakening revenue and prevent a reduction in the public
saving rate°   In a few countries the government contribution to saving was squeezed
by both a declining revenue ratio and a rising expenditure ratio - as in Burmaÿ the
Republic of Viet-Nam and Thailand°

The over-all expansion in public and corporate saving in the developing
countries had its counterpart in an upswing in investment°  This started in 1971ÿ
when the growth rate in production was still quite modestÿ and accelerated slightly
in 1972 and sharply in 1973o  This was reflected in part by the rise in the output
of heavy industry - by 7 per cent in 1971ÿ II per cent in 1972ÿ i0 per cent in 1973
and 14 per cent in the first quarter of 1974 = and in part by the increase in
imports of investment goods°  Most of this trade flow originated in the developed
market economies whose exports of capital equipment to the developing countries
almost doubled in value between 1970 and 1973 - from less than $22 billion to over
$39 billion°  Allowing for the upsurge in prices over this periodÿ it is probable
that the developing countriesÿ intake of such imports increased at about ii per cent
a Fear (see table 29)°

Progress in achieving social objectives

Though the range of social objectives set in the International Development
Strategy is wideÿ a review of developing country performance in each of the areas
of concern suggests a number of conclusions common to allo  After allowing for the
fact that quantitative evidence of achievement is extremely limited = being either
unavailable or out of date - it seems clear that Governments have become more
conscious of the problems than in earlier years and have made greater efforts to
solve them°  It is also clear that some gains have been made not only in identifying
the problems and adopting policies to meet them but also in improving actual
situations and in moving towards national goals°  Every step forwardÿ howeverÿ has
tended to make more acute the perception of deficiencies = of how far ahead the
ultimate goal still lieso

In making progress in the social areaÿ Governments have often had to overcome
human and institutional obstacles thatÿ with roots deep in the pastÿ tend to be
particularly recalcitrant.  While in many places the pace of change has acceleratedÿ
the disbenefits of change have also come to be more keenly appreciated.  Thusÿ in
the designation of national social objectivesÿ the spectrum of both targets and
time-tables has tended to widen°  At both ends of this widening spectrumÿ howeverÿ
new importance is being attached to the articulation of policies and measures
designed to deal with social problems in the context of development plans.
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Distribution of wealth and income

The International Development Strategy calls for a more equitable distribution
of wealth and income but there is little evidence that much progress was made in
this direction in the first three years of the Second Development Decade° 2ÿ/
This lack of headway reflects the initial income and. occupational structure and the
way in which the rise in incomes occurred in this period rather than the result of
particular policy decisions.   In most. countriesÿ indeedÿ the general drift of
policies was towards the transfer of incomes from the high earners to the lOWo

Land reform programmes set ceilings on individual holdingsÿ improved the status
of tenants and resettled landless labourerso  Some countries introduced taxes on
wealth or on capital gainsÿ some introduced income-taxes or made the rates more
progressives   In most countries the ÿmodernÿ sectorÿ with its more stable and
remunerative empioymentÿ grew faster than the subsistence sector°  Most countries
took steps to hold down the prices of essential consumer goods - particularly
foodÿ 22/ transportÿ electricity and rent in urban areas ÿ by various combinations
of subsidyÿ fiat and state tradingÿ in order to prevent the undue erosion of low
incomes.  Many countries expand their social services and a few began income
insurance or social security programmeso

In most casesÿ howeverÿ the effect of measures of this nature on the
distribution of income was overshadowed by the pattern aÿd strength of market
forces°  Food supplies were generally tight and in some countries grossly
inadequateÿ and the resultant pressure on prices was reinforced by the repercussions
of inflation in partner countriesÿ which raised sharply the cost of importsÿ and
by inflationary forces in the domestic economyÿ which in many cases also increased
strongly after 1972.  The rapid rise in prices tended to benefit tradersÿ borrowers
and owners of physical assets and penalize those with lowÿ fixed or precarious
incomes.

Government revenues were boosted by the upsurgefin prices and ÿxport e,aKnÿingsÿ
Budgeted expenditure on social services gained from thisÿ but its effect on the
distribution of real income was only marginal in the 1971=1973 period - partly
because of the time it takes for budget decisions to reach the ultimate user of-the
service and partly because in many countries the latter is drawn not from the lowest
income strata but from the more organized (and often largely urban) sector where
much of the public welfare activity tends to be concentrated°

Employment and income security

While the perception of the developing country problem in respect of employment
has clearly improved and a number of recent development plans do formulate the sort

21/ Because of the rudimentary nature of income taxation in most developing
countries and the difficulty in organizing comprehensive surveys of household
accountsÿ there is virtually no up-to-date statistical information on the way in
which the distribution of incomes changed in the 1971=1973 period°  It is necessary
to fall back on indirect indicators of income and inferential evidence of change.

22/ The conflicts between the claims of urban consumer policy and agricultura!
production policy were referred to earlier in this review°
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of objectives visualized in iDSÿ actual achievements in reducing unemp!oyment and
underemployment and in absorbing a greater proportion of the work force in ÿmodernÿv
activities have? on the wholeÿ been disappointing°  The only countries to experience
a significant lessening of unemployment in the first three years of the Second
Development Decade are to be found among those with small popuiations? in which
there was an upsurge in non-agricultural activity - occasioned by mineral
developmentÿ for example (as in BotswaDaÿ Gabon or the oil States of the Persian
Gulf) or by export-oriented secondary or tertiary industry (as in Mauritiusÿ the
Republic of Korea and Singapore)°

Elsewhere the expansion in industrial job opporrunities was rarely sufficient
to absorb both the natural increase in the workingÿage population already outside
the agricultural sector and the numbers drifting or squeezed off the lando  This
reflects the rapid growth in the labour forceÿ on the one handÿ and the smallness oÿ
the manufacturing baseÿ on the other°  In some cases this disparity was aggravated
by difficulties in the agrarian sector ÿ pressure on the land? excessive subdivisioÿ
of farmsÿ insecurity of tanancies and similar factors making for low agricultural
productivity°  As indicated aboveÿ the difficulties were a!so accentuated in some
cases by undue or premature mechanizationÿ sometimes on the farmÿ sometimes in the
factory.

Where the green revolution has had some impact on agriculture? it has tended
to reduce the extent of underemployment on the farm°  Not only do the high-yield
seeds require a better standard of cultivation - with careful management of new
inputs ÿ but the shortened growing season calls for a more systematic effort from
farm workers and opens up the possibility of multiple cropping and the more
intensive use of land and capital°  Some of the newer rural settlementsÿ especially
those associated with irrigation schemesÿ have also tended to provide steady and
fullÿtime employment°  Over the bulk of the developing world? howeverÿ agriculture
continues to be characterized by considerable underemployment and consequently by
lower incomes than would otherwise be the case.

In many countriesÿ thusÿ the disparity between rural and urban incomes has
widened and the flow of workers - especially young workers - from the farms to the
towns has accelerated.  This hasÿ in turnÿ exacerbated the problem of absorbing
the available labour force in the 'Vmodern" sectorÿ turning invisible rural
underemployment into visible - and sometimes vocal and politically disturbing
urban unemployment.  Because of the opportunities for casual and fringe employment
and the greater likelihood of social service support in the urban environmentÿ the
effect of this on income is often less drastic than might seem inherent in such a
transfer°  Neverthelessÿ the contrast between the expectations of rural migrants and
the reality of urban poverty remains one of the strongest of the alienating forces
operating in the developing countries.

One of the constraints on the creation of industrial jobs is the shortage of
capital.  But relatively little has been done in recent years to lower the capital/
labour ratio.  No significant encouragement has been given to handicraft and other
labour-intensive activities.  Shift work is not widely used as a means of
economizing in plant and equipmentÿ indeedÿ relative under-utilization of capacity is
a more frequent characteristic of developing country industry.  Clearlyÿ other
difficulties stand in the way of more effective absorption of labour:  shortage of
necessary skills and entrepreneurial and managerial abilityÿ inadequate or erratic
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supplies of other inputs, including powers imported components and even domestic
raw materialsÿ and in some cases - especially where there is a skewed distribution
of income - the smallness of the internal market for the mass-consumption
manufacturesÿ many of which are the product of labour-intensive industries°

Education

One of the ways in which most developing countries have been trying to meet
the problems posed by the rapid increase in new entrants into the labour force is
the raising of qualifications through the education system.  Almost everywhere steps
have been taken to improve the quality of formal schooling andÿ in line with the
goal set in the International Development Strategy? make curricula and
methodology more relevant to local development needs.

Progress has been mixed and is not readily measurableÿ but the actions that
have been taken in recent years show the widening acceptance of the
interrelationship between education and socio-economic development°  One consequence
of this has been the deepening of the school system as the developing countries
seek to equip themselves with trained cadres for administrative and productive
roles in the economy.  Compared with l0 years earlier? school enrolment in the first
year of the Second Development Decade was over three times higher at the third
levelÿ about two and a half times higher at the secondary level and about
three fourths higher at the primary level.  Total public expenditures on educationÿ
which had amounted to 2.4 per cent of gross national product at the beginning of
the 1960sÿ had grown to 3.4 per cent of gross national product by 1971o

Despite this rapid increase? almost half the 6-14 year-old group remained
unenrolled in primary school in 1971 while only a fourth of the 15-19 group were in
secondary school and a mere 5 per cent of the 20-24 group in higher-level education.
The lowest enrolments were in Africa, the highest in the developing countries of
the western hemisphere (see table 30).  Most countries were finding it
increasingly difficult to continue to raise enrolment ratios:  on the one hand was
the pressure of school-age population - growing at 2.5-3.5 per cent a year - and on
the other the mounting cost of improving the quality of education and extending the
school system into remote areas.  In many countriesÿ moreoverÿ little progress had
been made in reducing the wastage caused by dropping out and repetition.  At the
beginning of the Decade half the primary enrollees in half the developing
countries failed to complete the primary course. 23/

Attainment of the IDS objective of enrolment of all children of primary school
age thus remains out of sight.  Another of the Strategy objectives - reduction of
illiteracy - is also made difficult by the rapid growth of population and the
continued high drop-out rate:  the literacy ratio is still rising but so is the
absolute number of illiterates.

A third Strategy objective - improvement in the quality of education at all
levels - raises even more problems of measurement.  Plant and equipment and other
physical facilities have certainly improved - though not uniformly or universally:

23___/ Estimate communicated by the United Nations Educationalÿ Scientific and
Cultural Organization.
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rural schools are still grossly inadequate in most developing countries.  Great
difficulty has been experienced in expanding teaching staff in line with
enrolmentÿ  up to 1971ÿ Latin America managed to do this only at the primary
school levelÿ Asia at the secondary level and Africa at the tertiary level
(set table 31)o  Strenuous efforts have been made to upgrade the qualifications of
teachersÿ but lack of training facilitiesÿ of suitable candidates and of pay
incentives haveÿ in ÿarying combinatiomsÿ proved serious obstaclesÿ   in many-
plaeesÿ psrticu!arly at the primary levelÿ children are still being taught by
poorly qualified teachersÿ

Some progress has been made in the fourth Strategy objectiveÿ namelyÿ the
reorientation of educational programmes to serve development needs°  Indigenous
textbooks are now in much better supply anÿ teaching mÿterials now deal
extensivelywith objects and situations that are familiar to the pupils.  To this
extent there is greater comprehension of subjectÿmatter and less learning by rote.
And there is more practical trainimg ÿ much in rural settings - andÿ at the primary-
level at leastÿ less emphasis on events and ideas that are remote in time or place.
In some countriesÿ such changes have been slowÿ  institutional inertiaÿ ambivalence
in regard to the use of the vermacu!ar in which reading matter may still be scarceÿ
suspicion on the part of pupils and their parents that the new curriculum will not
provide for movement up the educational ladder leading towards better-paid
employmentÿ and even the physical and financial burden of producing and
disseminating new material and instructions have all contributed towards delaying
the prograÿe reorientatiom process°

Neverthelessÿ progress is discernible not only in increasing the local
relevance of curricula but also in augmenting the practical contemtÿ particularly
in the technical and scientific fields which had previously been seriously
neglectedo  The mumber of students taking science-based courses im third-level
institutions has expamded marked!y:  in 1971 about a third of total enrolment was
involved in studies of this nature°  As a resultÿ the supply of teachers equipped
to slant primary aÿd secondary classes towards technical studies has improved in
many countries°

The rise in the number of science graduates has helped to strengthen the
research effort in several places°  The expansion of scientific and technological
institutions ÿ which is one of the IDS objectives - has also been stimulated by
the research that culminated in the green revolution°  The practical value of such
research was dramatized in the closing years of the 1960s and the Second Development
Decade has seen the establishment ÿ usually with external assistance - of a number
of institutes designed to tackle problems of particular concern to the developing
countriesÿ especially in the field of agriculture and health.  The movement towards
manning foreignÿowned firms by nationals of the host country has also stimulated
technical training and researchÿ as has the movement towards the ÿssertion of
sovereignty over natural resources and the desire %o discover and exploit local
mineral deposits°

In some ways the most notable deve!opment in recent years has been the
expansion in iÿonÿformal (that isÿ out-of-school) education°  This reflects in part
the difficulties encountered in spreading costly school systemsÿ in part the
availability of a new mass-medium technology ÿ chiefly in the form of the
transistorized radio but alsoÿ and increasinglyÿ television - in part the growth of
the industrial sector and the opening up of opportunities for on-the-job trainingÿ
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and in part the rise in the rate of unemployment among young people which has made
politically necessary the organization of programmes and groups with a basically
educational orientation°

A survey made by UNESCO at the beginning of the Decade identified 145 such
programmesÿ half of them in Africaÿ all of them small and for the most part
experimental.  The most numerous were agricultural in their setting and their
purposeÿ typified by young farmers' clubs and learning centres sponsored by
co-operative societies.  Next were the national youth services organized in
"pioneer brigades" and similar bodies directed towards community development°
Many of the artisan and craft vocational training grouÿps were also ruralÿ
sometimes based on rudimentary polytechnics at the village level°  The smallest
group comprised the recreation and culture progranÿaes many of which embraced
literacy and school equivalence courses°

Less than half of these programmes were run entirely by Gover1ÿlentsÿ though
some of the voluntary ones received government subventions°  The evidence seems to
indicate that finance soon tends to become a limiting factor in their growth and
usefulness:  though usually less costly than formal schoolsÿ such programmes can
provide essential preparation for subsequent employment only if they have
competent and purposeful leadership and the equipment necessary for both
instruction and community service in the field of their concern°

Health

The most encouraging development in the struggle to raise the general level
of health in recent years has come as a result of dealing ÿith its medical
aspects in a broad socio-economic framework rather than in the narrow technical
context of human pathology.  This has served to transfer much of the weight of
official actions from curative medicine towards preventive medicine in its widest
senseÿ including not only immunology but also nutritionÿ sanitation and the control
of disease vectors.

Because the approach is a general and long-range one it is not possible to
measure progress in terms of increases in the numbers of physiciansÿ nurses and
hospital beds.  The most conclusive evidence that progress is indeed being made
lies in the continued narrowing of the disparity between the developing countries
and the more advanced countries in respect of mortality ratesÿ both general and
infantile.  Between 1966-1970 and 1971-1975 life expectancy at birth increased by
less than one year in the more advanced countries and by three years in the
developing countries.

In terms of visible resultsÿ the areas of most notable success have been
those in which science had already discovered causes and solutions°  Thus
vaccination has reduced the incidence of smallpox to sporadic outbreaks that hsÿe
generally proved small and containable:  the number of countries in which the
disease is considered endemic has been reduced from 30 in 1967 to three in !974 and
the number of cases from 2-3 million to less than I00ÿ000o  Eradication is within
sight.   -Inoculation has also proved effective though less certainly and less
completely in the control of cholera and tuberculosis°  There was a serious
outbreak of cholera in the early 1970sÿ dramatizing the unsatisfactory sanitary
conditions prevalent in many places and highlighting the need for more effective
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international notification of cases°  Success against tuberculosis has tended to
be least in countries in which its incidence is highest°

Campaigns against known disease vectors have varied more widely in their
results.  The most intensive and widespread campaign in the developing countries
has been against the malaria-bearing mosquito which has virtually eradicated
the disease in many places°  Recent experience with this problems howeverÿ has
pointed not only to the need for continued vigilance to prevent resurgence of the
disease but also to the probability that the immunization principle applies to
vectors too.  This means that new means of dealing with these vectors will have to
be devised°  As the chemical most widely used for mosquito control (DDT) is one
whose persistence in nature has given rise to grave concern in the more advanced
countriesÿ it is clear that greater care is needed in its useÿ that a new chemica!
weapon may be required and that in the end some biological means of control may
have to be devised.

Where the methods of combating the vector are still experimental and unprovedÿ
little progress seems to have been made:  no great success has been achieved
against the snail that helps to transmit bilharzia (schistosomiasisÿ with an
estimated 200 million sufferers) or the gnat that transmits river blindness
(onchocerciasisÿ with an estimated 20 million sufferers) or the fly that transmits
sleeping sickness (trypanosomiasisÿ which is a constant threat in tropical Africa).
These diseases as well as yaws (frsmboesia) and a variety of intestinal worms and
skin infestations still debilitate workers and cause great suffering and premature
death in many developing countriesÿ especially in Africa.  By means of isolation
and treatment with sulphone and other drugs, leprosy seems to have been contained
but little headway has been made in developing the sort of understanding of the
disease that could lead to its ultimate eradication°

The obstacles to progress in this field are in part financial:  high costs may
be involved since the problems extend far beyond the range of biological and medical
research or even of conventional public health.  At issue is control over the
territory occupied by the vector.  What this may mean in terms of logistics and
engineering effort is exemplified by the large-scale bush clearing experiments that
have been used in campaigns against the shade-loving tsetse fly.

Even the conventional public health measures tend to be extremely costly in
developing countries in which basic physical infrastructure is weak or absent.
To deal effectively with sewage and to ensure the potability of water supplies may
require heavy investment and this may be the only certain way of reducing the
incidence of many fly-borne and ingested diseases. 24___/

As in the case of education, experience suggests that there is also a degree
of institutional immobility in the health field stemming in part from the shape and
composition of existing machinery and the personnel operating it.  This tends to
give more weight to central hospitalsÿ traditional medical training and urban
curative services than the needs of most developing countries would seem objectively
to justifyÿ and correspondingly less weight to rural clinicsÿ paramedical staff

24___/ The provision of potable water (to a specified proportion of the
population) is one of the policy measures urged in the Strategy (para. 68); the
objectives are couched in terms of the improvement of health facilities and the
formulation of health programmes (para. 18).
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and environmenta! health and other preventive services°  A skewed distribution of
income and a disproportionate inf!uence of toÿcn life and thinkinÿ tend to reinforce
the opposition to decentralization:  private practitioners find it unprofitable'to
venture into the countryside and only the most dedicated public health officials
regard rural service as anything but hardship°  It is estimated that three fourths
of the doctors in developing countries are to be found in urban areas°

Despite all these difficulties there is some evidence that the concept of an
integrated health service has gained ground in a nÿmber of countries°  Chains
comprising district hospital and rural clinics and dispensaries have been set up in
several countries and efforts are being made to staff them adequately with
low-cost combinations of personnelÿ economizing on scarce specialist doctors with
their long training and drawing to the maximum extent on more readily available
nurses and aides and other junior staff capable of following simple procedures and
helping with the all-important preventive work°  There has also been some progress
in family health services linking immunizationÿ family planningÿ and nutrition and
health education°  But poor social and physical environmentÿ especially in rural
areasÿ limit their effectiveness in lowering maternal and child mortality and
morbidity and reducing the incidence of communicable diseases°

Nutrition

Among the most important aspects of this preventive work is the promotion of
better nutrition°  While this fact has received increasing recognition in
principleÿ in practice the 1971-1973 period saw very little progress in linking
health and nutrition in official policy formulation°  Two circumstances can be
adduced in explanation:  in the first place the period was one of reduced growth in
agricultural production and indeed of food shortages in a number of countriesÿ and
secondlyÿ the interdisciplinary nature of the problem seems to have made it a
difficult one for the normal governmental machinery to deal with°

Despite the rapid rise in population in the developing countriesÿ over-all
food production kept just ahead in the 1950s and 1960sÿ rising most rapidly in
the quinquenniumbefore the Second Development Decade°  In 1970ÿ per capita
production was about I0 per cent above the level of the mid-1950So   In 1971 and
19729 it lost half that gain and in 1973 and 1974 did not fully recover.  In the
aggregate almost half the developing countries had a lower ÿoutput of
food-stuffs in 1971ÿ1973 than i0 years earlier and in these countries lived almost
two thirds of the total developing country population°  Over 200 million people
lived in countries in which 1971-1973 per capita food production was more than
i0 per cent below the average at the beginning of the 1960s (see table 32)°

From a nutritional standpointÿ moreoverÿ the situation in countries with poor
domestic output was exacerbated by events in the rest of the world.  Sinceÿ as
indicated in the review of agricultural performance aboveÿ 1972 saw a serious
production setback in some of the more advanced countries alsoÿ there was a steep
rise in world market prices.  The combination of lower domestic production and
higher prices for imports brought to a halt the improvement in nutritional levels
that had been proceeding widely though erratically for two decades.

Average calorie intake in the developing countries at the beginning of the
1970s was about 2ÿ200 per person per dayÿ about 4 per cent above the level of
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i0 years earlier but only two thirds of the average in the more advanced countries°
Three fourths of this came from cerea!sÿ roots and pulses (compared with less than
half in the more advanced countries)°  Average intake of livestock products - meatÿ
eggs and milk - was only a third as important an energy source in the developing
countries (8 per cent of calorie supply) as in the advanced countries
(24 per cent)ÿ 25/ and fats and oils provided a similar contrast (6 per cent
against 14 per cent) as did sugar with almost the same figures°  The difference in
the composition of the diet shows up even more in the protein intake than in the
energy suppiyÿ  at 56 grams per person per day in the developing countries it was
less than 60 per cent of the average amount available in the more advanced
countries°

Average calorie supply was above physiological requirements in Latin America
and West Asiaÿ but about 6 per cent below in Africa and South and East Asia. 26___/
These regional averages conceal marked country differencesÿ howeverÿ and the course
of food production in the first three years of the Decade has widened these
differences still further°  At one end of the spectrum a number of countries with
relatively high average ca!orie intakes - such as Brazil, Costa Ricaÿ Malaysiaÿ
Mexicoÿ Panama and Southern Rhodesiaÿ all with 1969-1971 averages i0 per cent or
more above requirements = were among those increasing their per capita food
production in 1971ÿ1973.  At the other end of the spectrum were a number of
countries in whichÿ in the face of an average calorie intake more than 5 per cent
below the requirement norm at the beginning of the Decadeÿ domestic food
production declined in 1971-1973 ÿ Bangladeshÿ Chadÿ Indiaÿ Liberia, Moroccoÿ
Pakistanÿ the Sudanÿ Uganda and Zaireÿ for example (see table 33).  Excluding the
countries that are net exporters of cerealsÿ a majority of those in which food
production declined in 197!=1973 had entered the Decade with an average calorie
intake below physiological requirements.

Because of the steep and almost universal rise in food prices in 1972 and
1973 it is probable that the range of nutritional status among individuals widened
to a much greater extent than country averages.  In few cases did the index of
retail food prices rise at less than 7 per cent a year and nearly everywhere it
was accelerating:  the proportion of countries in which food prices rose by over
i0 per cent in the course of the year increased from a sixth in 1971 to a third in
1972 and well over half in 1973.  In 1973 indeed a fourth of the developing
countries experienced food price increases of over 20 per cent.  This increase
affected everyone outside the subsistence economy - particularly the low-income
groups ÿ while in many countries food supplies in the subsistence sector were
reduced by crop failures°

Though it is not possible to quantify the current nutritional situation within
countriesÿ the evidence of household surveysÿ hospital records and various clinical

25/ As a result of the importance of livestock products in the dietÿ the
total consumption of cerealsÿ indirect as well as directÿ was about three times as
high in the advanced countries (about 540 kilograms ÿper year) as in the
developing countries (170 kilograms)°

26/ Based on estimates of food-stuffs available at the retail level after
allowance of i0 per cent for storage and marketing losses and waste (see
'Assessment of the world food situation present and future" (E/CONF.65/3)ÿ paper

presented to the United Nations World Food Conference held in Romeÿ November 1974).
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and anthropometric studies indicates that internal geographical and occupational
differences are much wider than intercountry differences in food consumption°  It
has been estimated 27/ that at the outset of the Decade almost a fourth of the
total developing country population had a less than adequate intake of calories
and was therefore also likely to suffer from protein deficiency°  The bulk of the
malnourished population (70 per cent or more) was in South and South-East Asia°
With the 1971-1973 deterioration of the food situation in many of the countries
concerned the numbers and proportion of malnourished almost certainly increasedÿ
both among the rural landless population and among the urban poor°

One of the most disturbing aspects of this stems from the evidence that shows
that within the malnourished group some members are particularly vulnerable.  These
include nursing mothers and small children amd this means that currentdeprlvaÿlon"  ÿ°
has serious long-run effects in terms of higher disability and morbidity rates ÿnd
lower productivity in the next generation.  It is estimated 27/ that half the
children under five years of age in developing countries may be inadequately
nourished°  Alleviation of this situation depends on improvements not only in
agricultural production but also in the distribution of income°

Housing and environment

The housing problem that has occasioned the greatest concern in the developing
countries in recent years is essentially an environmental problem.  It arises from
the movement of people from rural areasÿ where the needs for accommodation of new
households could in most cases be met on traditional termsÿ to urban areas where the
traditional methods and materials of construction are not appropriate and a
variety of other difficulties have complicated the task of meeting requirements°
In the first half of the 1970s the number of households in the developing cÿuntries
was increasing at about 2°8 per cent a year and the average size of the household
was about 5°2 persons°  Population was increasing at about 1.7 per cent a year in
the rural areasÿ at about 4°5 per cent in the urban areas and at about 6°4 per cent
a year in the big cities or urban agglomerations°  The growth in rural population
was highest in Asia (about 2°4 per cent a year)ÿ the growth in urban population
was highest in Africa (over 5 per cent a year) while in some areas big-city
populations were expanding at over 9 per cent a year (West and East Africaÿ for
exampleÿ and West Asia)°

In terms of the numbers of people involvedÿ the big=city problem was
concentrated in South and South-East Asia and tropical South America:  in 1970 the
big=city population of these regions accounted for two thirds of the developing
country total and was growing at about 6°5 per cent a year (see taDle 34).  As a
proportion of the regional totalÿ the bigÿcity population was higher in temperate
South America but here its rate of groÿh was more modest (about 3.6 per cent a
year).  The rate of growth was much higher in most of Africa but here the numbers
involved were smalls both absolutely and in relation to the areats total population.

Very little firm information is available regarding the stock of dwellings with

27/ By the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations°  See
V'Assessment of the world food situation present and futureyÿ (E/CONF°65/3)ÿ
pp. 64-66.
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which the developing countries entered the !970s and even less about its quality
that is, its pÿsical characteristics and state of repair°  And the only
information about changes in the first three years of the decade comes as a
by-product of the regulatory system that many countries operate as part of town
planningÿ fire and health codes or land-use control° 28/  In generalÿ these
indicators of new residential construction suggest that very few countries were
able to expand their housing stock in line with 'ÿrequirementsvÿ as measured on a
rough normative scale of social needs° 29___/

Allowing for a 2 per cent a year replacement of the existing stock of
conventional dwellings and assuming an average occupancy ratio of Io5 households
per dwelling, the estimated requirements in most developing countries range
around 9 dwelling units per thousand of the population°  The figure tends to be
lower than this in countries with a relatively large stock of conventional
dwellingsÿ in countries in which the actual occupancy rate is appreciably below the
postulated figure of 1o5 households per dwelling and in countries in which the
rate of growth of households in the 'ÿmodernÿ sector is relatively lowo  By the
same tokenÿ the ÿhighest requirements rate is in countries in which the actual
dwellings/population ratio is low and the occupancy ratio and the household growth
rate both high.  On the given assumption the lowest relative requirements (less
than 2 dwellings per thousand of the population) are to be found in Central America
and the Caribbean°  The highest requirements (more than i0 dwellings per thousand
of the population) are to be found in the countries with high immigration or
urbanization ratesÿ such as Guyanaÿ Hong Kong, Kuwaitÿ the Philippines and Senegal.
At all levels, between a fourth and a third of these new housing requirements would
serve as replacement for older dwellings no longer suitable or available for human
habitation.

On the basis of the available dataÿ it would appear that in 1971=1973 only
a handful of countries increased their housing stock at a rate in excess of their
indicated requirements°  These were chiefly among the small Central American and

28___/ Apart from the inadequacy of country coverage, these administratively
oriented reports are difficult to interpret°  Many of them refer to the issue of
building permits without any indication of the extent to which such permits have
been followed up by actual construction.  The territorial coverage of the reports
is sometimes limited to the capital cityÿ sometimes to urban jurisdictions,
sometimes to other administrative areas.  Many countries distinguish between
public and private housing but it is not always clear whether both are included in
reported construction or reported granting of permits to build.  There is no
common definition of "dwelling'To  Some reportsÿ whether permits or completions,
are specified in terms of total floor space or usable floor space but this is not
yet a standardized measure and it is difficult to convert an area figure into
dwelling units.  In countries reporting both area of new residential construction
and number of dwellings completedÿ the average ratio in 1973 ranged from less than
60 square metres per dwelling (in Hong Kong and in publicconstructions in Chile)
to more than 200 square metres per dwelling (in Kuwait and Mexico).

29___/ These "requirementsÿ' are based not on market demand but on certain
empirically based assumptions regarding the rate of deterioration and replacement
of old dwellings, the rate of growth in the number of households and the extent to
which households share dwelling units.
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Caribbean countries - Costa ?ucaÿ Cubaÿ El Salvadorÿ Panama and Trinidad andÿ
Tobago - but they also included the Ivory Coast (at least in respect of its
metropolitan area) and Singaporeÿ which achieved one of the highest rates of
dwelling completions - 10.6 per thousand of the population°  For the restÿ new
construction fell far short of needs (see table 35)°

Though no precise measurements are avai!ableÿ it is a matter of common
observation that the early years of the decade saw the continued growth of
uncontrolled squatter settlements in most developing countries°  Few of the urban
areas were able to arrange adequate conventional housing for the large increase in
population from local growth and influx from the countryside°  Financial assistance
from higher levels of government was often far from automatic and usually
insufficient.  The buidling industryÿ while in most cases able to cope with the
commercial demand for dwellings for the higher-income groupsÿ was frequently
incapable of providing the sort of low-cost mass housing that would have been
necessary to accommodate the influx.  The increase often outran the town planning
capacity of the local authoritiesÿ jurisdictional difficulties multipliedÿ
especially in respect of the provision of services such as waterÿ powerÿ sewerage
and roads and transport°

The only housing needs that seem to have been more or less fully met by most
developing countries were those of the upper-income group and the tourist industrfÿ
facilities for which have proliferated not only in capital cities but also in
many resort areasÿ in tropical as well as temperate climates.  In a number of
countries the growth of mining and manufacturing industry also contributed to
housing supply:  many of the larger companiesÿ especially among those whose
location tends to be determined by raw material sourceÿ constructed accommodation
for their workers.  Industrialization and the expansion of the group in regular
wage earning employment also affected the demand for housing:  a stable job and
steady income stimulate aspirations to improved accommodation if not home
ownership and, as indicated in an earlier section of this reviewÿ there has been
a spread of institutions providing credit and accepting savings related to private
housing.

In the rural areas in most developing countries, the level of accommodation
has remained inadequate by objective standards.  Because the rate of growth of
rural households is relatively modest, because the density of occupation is light
enough to permit the use of traditional structures and because in most cases
supplies of traditional building materials and the skills required to use them are
still available locally, the rural housing situation has not generated the alarm
that has come to characterize the urban problem.  As a result, the links between
the two have tended to be overlooked even thoughÿ in fact, the widening disparity
between urban and rural social conditions has been one of the major factors
accelerating the townward flow of population that has created the slums and
squatter communities.  This situation has grown more acute in recent years as the
technical possibilities of raising levels of rural accommodation have improved -
through electrification, water reticulation and improvements in sanitation and
communication - but only rarely have been realized.

As implied aboveÿ the longer-range solution to the problem of housing in the
peri-urban areas lies in large measure in the realm of employment°  Efforts to
raise the level of accommodation in underemployedÿ low-income squatter communitiesÿ
however, have been made in most developing countries.  Perhaps the most



successful - when degree of amelioration is measured against the amount of public
expenditure - have been among the so-called ÿVsite and servicevv schemes°  These

have waived the conventional slum clearance and town planning procedures
recognizing them to be too slow, complicated and expensive to meet the needs of
a peri-urban population growing at 6-10 per cent a year - in favour of the
simple provision of a siteÿ on which the squatter household can erect its own
dwellingÿ along with a range of services which may include a variety of building
materialsÿ a water supply and a refuse disposal system.  By stabilizing the
communityÿ such schemes have made it possible to harness the timeÿ energy and
skill of its members to the task of improving accommodation levelsÿ with results
thatÿ given the limitation on available resourcesÿ could not have been achieved by
the local authority or the building industry.  With the introduction of additional
amenities - better communicationsÿ electricityÿ schools - some of the communities
have gradually assumed a more permanent and healthy place in the urban complex.

To prevent the certain deterioration of the urban environment through the
concentration of poverty and the spread of uncontrolled settlements most developing
countries have had to take other types of environmental risk°  For itÿ is only
through the speeding up of the industrialization process that the squatter
communities are likely to be able to raise their productivity and their income and
thus assure the physical improvement of their residential areas.  As indicated in az
earlier section, in most developing countries industrial employment has not
expanded rapidlyenough to achieve this end°  And in many of the larger citiesÿ
environmental damage has come less from the growth of industry than from the
expansion of automobile traffic and the roads built to serve it.  Thusÿ
corresponding to the distribution of incomesÿ a certain duality has come to
characterize the major urban areas of the developing countries:  the city proper is
often barely distinguishable from its counterparts in the high-income countries,
while alongside it and linked to it in the economic nexus are the barricadosÿ
bustees, bidonvillesÿ favelas and shanty towns that house what has become known as
the marginal or transitional population.

Whatever is done to ameliorate the slum environment by improvements in
housing and servicesÿ it is clear that in the long runÿ the viability of this
marginal urban and periÿurban community depends on the adequacy of income earning
opportunities.  And these are extremely difficult to assure in the face of the
high rates of influx recently experienced.  In most developing countriesÿ to cope
with urban housing requirements there will need to be an adequate rate of rural
development°

Although it is the periÿurban slum thatÿ by virtue of its concentration,
presents the most dramatic evidence of environmental degradation ÿ especially where
water is scarce and waste disposal mechanisms lacking or inadequate - it is in the
rural areas where the most serious and insidious damage is still being done to the
ecological balance°  There are few countries in which some part is not under grave
threat as a result of the continued rapid growth of human and livestock populations
and the slowness in bringing about appropriate adaptations in technology and life
styles°  In these areas the process of deforestation and soil erosion = aggravating
amdÿ in turnÿ being aggravated by climatic swings from drought to floods and back -
is making agriculture increasingly precarious andÿ in the more fragile areas,
leading to that seemingly irreversible change known as desertificationo  Only a
reduction in the burden being carried by the land and the adoption of conservation
techniques of cultivation and husbandry can make possible any significant long-term
improvement in levels of household accommodation or in the village environment.
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Given the complex and deep-seated psycho!ogicalÿ cultural and institutional
resistance to change in some of the components of this rural situationÿ it is not
surprising that the early years of the decade have yielded few signs of progress°
Perhaps one of the most promising has emerged as a by-product of the growing
importance of tourism as a developing country industry and foreign exchange
earner°  Many countries have done much more than they otherwise would have to
protect the local flora and faunaÿ to improve access to scenically attractive
areasÿ to rehabilitate historical and cultural monumentsÿ to minimize the damage
from road buildingÿ to provide appropriate accommodation for visitorsÿ and to take
steps to restore and stabilize the ecological balance in the areas concerned°
Though some forms of tourism have tended to exert an influence on occupational and
income distribution that runs counter to long-run development needsÿ there can be
little doubt that its impact on housing and the environment has been very
beneficial in many rural areas in developing countries°

The disappointing agricultura! performance of the 1971-1974 period may also
lead to some improvement.  There has been a strengthening of developing country
resolve to increase food securityÿ and where this is followed through by policy
measures it will almost certainly direct additional expertise and investment to the
rural areasÿ particularly to those that were the locus of recent crop failure and
famine.  And it is in some of these areas that mass poverty and enviroÿuental
degradation are at their worst.

Popular participation in the develoDment Drocess

The early years of the Second Development Decade have seen a growth in
national sensitivity to disparities in educational and employment opportunities and
in the desire to involve a large proportion of the population more consciously in
the development effort°  In most countriesÿ howeverÿ educational shortÿcomingsÿ
administrative and communications defieienciesÿ logistical difficulties and
financial constraints have combined to limit the practical results of these
concerns to rather marginal changes°

In most cases the key to greater popular involvement lies in education in its
broadest senseÿ for great disparities in access mesa for many people the closing
of doors to full participation in the economic and cultural life of the nation°  As
indicated aboveÿ established education systemstend to cater better to families
with means than to the poor and to the urban population than to the rural.  Apart
from the extension of non-formal education mentioned aboveÿ perhaps the most
serious attempt to compensate for the inadequacies of the school system has taken
the form of a teaching service or literacy corps through which the faculty and
students of regular secondÿ or third-level schools take ad hoc courses and public
service programmes to deprived areas and groups.

Some of these schemes are voluntary and loealizedÿ as in the case of evening
classes in regular school buildings°  Others - such as those in Iranÿ Nepal and
Peruÿ are compulsory and organized on a nation-wide basis with emphasis on the
more remote and isolated Villages where the teachers not only conduct systematic
literacy classes but also help to promote and carry out community development
projectsÿ including the building of schools and other public facilities and the
setting up of demonstration farms to introduce new techniques of cultivation and
new crops to raise productivity or improve nutrition.
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The mobilization of human resources in rural areas is also being effected
through land reform measuresÿ resettlement schemesÿ the co-operative movement, and
community development and self-help arrangements°  In varying combinations and
intensity these activities are effecting social and economic change at the village
level, most notably in Algeria, Cubaÿ the Uÿited Republic of Tanzania and
Venezuela°

In some couÿSries one of the main reasons for the low level of involvement in
development activities is the relative cultural isolation of women.  This sometimes
starts at the point of decision regarding education:  school enrolment tends to be
significantly lower for girls than for boys°  In 1971 female enrolment was less
than half of male enrolment in about a sixth of developing countries in the case
of primary schoolsÿ half the countries in the case of secondary schools and three
fourths in the case of higher education°  Relatively low female enrolments were
particularly prevalent in Africa (see table 36)°

Since educationÿ though giving no guarantee of a jobÿ does provide the fastest
passage to the "modern" sector in most developing countries, girls thus tend to
face an early handicap in terms of their role in the development process.  This
handicap, moreover, is fed back into society by way of their subsequent role as
mothers whichÿ from a socio-economic point of viewÿ is often less enlightened than
it need bee

As economic diversification proceedsÿ the importance of organized employment
increases and with it the role of trade unions and other workers' groups.  One of
the results of this has been the revision of labour laws setting forth the rights
and duties of employees°   In the first four years of the decade extensive changes
in labour legislation were introduced in a number of countries, including Ecuador,
Mexico and Panamaÿ the Libyan Arab Republic and Somaliaÿ and Iraqÿ Laos, the
Philippines and Tha<lando  These changes and the strengthening of the ministry of
labour in a number of other countries have increased the degree of involvement of
workers in the development process°  Consultation with the labour movement - and
with chambers of industry and commerce that have grown up on the employers'
side - has become a more frequent practice of many Governments.  In this way a
widening segment of the population is participating more directly in the formulation
of development plans and in the selection of policy instruments for implementing
them°

The main lacuna in these consultation arrangements, as in so many other aspects
of national developmentÿ is the representation of the interests and views of the
peasant and farm labourero  This has proved to be logistically and institutionally
the most difficult group to integrate into the planning procedures.  Co-operatives
have helped and where the Government's agricultural department has softened its
customary technical approach and placed the small farmer into a broader
socio-economic frameworkÿ it too, has been able to represent the rural constituency
in some phases of plan formulation.  But outside the confines of localized
community development projects the participation of the peasantry in the national
effort remains a problem°  And asÿ in most developing countriesÿ this is the
largest and poorest group in the populationÿ it is one of the major development
challenges°



Table !o  Developing countriesÿ  growth in gross domestic productÿ
by region, 1960s and 1971-1973

Region
Average annual rate  Percentage change from preceding year
of growth in GDP,                                    Average,

1961-1970       1971   1972   1973   1971=1973

Developing countries o

Western hemisphereÿ/

Africb/  ........

West Asiaÿ/  ......

Rest of Asiaÿ/  .....

oP c !  .........

5.5           5°2    5.6    7°2      6°0

5°5           6°3    6°8    7°4      6.8

5°0           4°6    4.5    4.3      4°5

8°0          Iio3   13.0   iio4     iio9

5°0           2°7    2°9    7oi      4°2

6°5           7°8    8°5    9.9      8°7

Other developing
countries  ......  5°3               4.7      5oi      6°7        5°5

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on data from the Statistical Office of the United
Nationsÿ the United Nations regional commissions and the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Developmentÿ United Nationsÿ Yearbook of National Accounts
Statisticsÿ supplemented by national sourcesÿ official and unofficial°

a! Including Argentinaÿ Bolivia, Brazilÿ British Hondurasÿ Chile, Colombia,
Costa Ricaÿ Dominican Republic, Ecuadorÿ E1 Salvadorÿ Guatemalaÿ Guyana, Haiti,
Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaraguaÿ Panama, Paraguayÿ Peruÿ Trinidad and Tobagoÿ
Uruguay and Venezuela°

b/ Including Algeriaÿ Angolaÿ Botswana, Burundiÿ Central African Republicÿ
Chad, Congo, Dahomey, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopiaÿ Gabon, Gambiaÿ Ghanaÿ
Guineaÿ Ivory Coastÿ Kenyaÿ Lesotho, Liberia, Libyan Arab Republicÿ Madagascarÿ
Malawiÿ Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius, Morocco, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigerÿ Nigeriaÿ
Rwandaÿ Senegalÿ Sierra Leone, Somalia, Southern Rhodesiaÿ Sudan, Swaziland, Togoÿ
Tunisia, Ugandaÿ United Republic of Cameroonÿ United Republic of Tanzania, Upper
Voltaÿ Zaire and Zambia.

c/ Including Iran, Iraqÿ Israelÿ Jordanÿ Kuwaitÿ Lebanonÿ Oman, Qatarÿ Saudi
Arabia and Syrian Arab Republic.

d_/ Including Afghanistan, Bangladeshÿ Burmaÿ Fiji, Hong Kong, Indiaÿ Indonesiaÿ
Khmer Republic, Laosÿ Malaysiaÿ Nepalÿ Pakistanÿ Philippines, Republic of Korea,
Republic of Viet-Namÿ Singaporeÿ Sri Lanka, Thailand and Western Samoa.

e/ Abu Dhabi, Algeriaÿ Ecuadorÿ Indonesia, Iran, Iraqÿ Kuwaitÿ Libyan Arab
Republicÿ Nigeria, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela plus Gabon (an associate
member).
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Table 2.  Developing countries:  distribution by region, population arAd rateÿf growth, 197111973

Average annual
GDP growth rate
19TI-1975

Countries in
Western hemisphere              Africa                  West Asia                Rest of Asia

Number   Percentage of   Number   Percentage of   Number   Percentage of   Number   Percentage of
the region' s               the regionÿ s               the region' s               the regionÿ s

1973                1973                1973                1973
population                population                population                population

All developing countries

Number    Percentage of
1973

population

Negat ire              2

0=1o9          1

2°o ÿ 5°9          2

4.0 - 5°9         9u
6°0       ÿ  7°9         6

8°0 = 9°9

lO.O and over        3

Totÿl             23

Population
(millionÿ)

io3         8        9°8         l        3°8         3        7.5

3°5        5       16o9        1        1.1        4       57°9

1o6         9       13°2         1        1o4         3        4°5

21o0        14       37°6         i       15o5         i        4°5

35°3        3        1.5        i        4.7        5       16o9

-          4       20°2         2       14o8         i        3°9

37°2         2        1o5         3       58°7         2        3.2

lO0         45      lO0         lO      I00         19      lO0

292                 355                  67               ! 097

13            6°4

ll        38° 8

15        6°O

26        15o 1

15       16o4

7          6°9

lO        i0.4

97      I00

1 812

Sources:  See table Io



Table 3.  Developing countries:  diBtributlon according to level and growth of per capita incomeÿ 19TIÿ1973

Annual rate of increase
in GDP per eapitaÿ
1971-1973 Less than $200

Countries with a 1970 ÿ gross domestic product of

$200 - $500           $500 - $800           Over $800

All developiDÿ countries

Percentage of  Nÿmbar
developing
country
population

3.1         3       2.1

o.4        I      o.2

o.5        i      0.i

4.2         9       3.3

0.2

Number   Percentage of  Number   Percentage of  Number
developing               developing
country                  ccÿtutry
population               population

Decline of more than
I per cent  .....  ii         8.0            3          0.4            -

Decline of 1 per cent
or less  ......  2        33.3            2          2.3            -

Increase of less than
iper cent  .....  5         0°8            4          2.4            -

Increase of 1-1°49
per cent  ......  5         7-9           -                       2

Increase of io5-2o49
per cent  ......  3         2°3           8         2.5

Increase of 2.5-3.49
per cent  ......  2          1.0            6         3.5            2

Increase of 3.5-4.49
per cent  ......  5        12.1            4          L4            -

Increase of 4.5-5.49
per cent  ......  i                       i         0.3           2

Increase of 5.5 and
over  ........  2          3.6            7        10.7           2

Total  ........  36       69°0        35       23.5         8

Percentage of
developing
country
population

3

1

o°3

0°6

Number   Percentage of
developing
country-
population

17       8.8

5      36°2

9       3ÿ2

7       8.1

4.8

13         9.7

9     13.5

5       0.9

12      14° 9

88     i00o 0

Sources:  See table io



Table 4o   Developing countries:   distribution according to change in
er capita income growth between 1960s and 1971-1973

Countries or areasÿI in whichÿ
relative to the rate of increase
in the 1960sÿ the average annual
rate of increase 1971-1973

represents

Per capitÿgross
domestic productÿ

1970
(dollars)

Average annual
pÿercentage rate of increase
1961-1970       !971-1973

Significant acceleration

Venezuela o  o  o  .  ........

Saudi Arabia  o .  ....  ....

Lebanon  ............

Brazil  .............

Iran  ..............

1 041o4          2°0            3oi
657,6          6.8           20.0
566.3          1o6            5°5
433.8        3,2          7.9
408°4          6.6           10,2

Fiji  ..............

Malaysia  ...........

Guatemala  ........  o o o

Colombia  .............

Dominican Republic  .......

Algeria  .............

Ecuador  .............

Southern Rhodesia  ........

Tunisia  .............

Republic of Korea  ........

Syrian Arab Republic  ......
Ghana  ..............

Mauritius  ............

Philippines  ...........

Nigeria  ............

368°4          2°0             4.1
362°2        2°9           3°9
359°4        2°5          3°6
35O°2          1o9             3°O
339°0          1o9             7°2

Sudan  ..............

Gambia  .............

Indonesia  ..........

Haiti  ..............

Zaire  ..............

No significant changÿ

Kuwait  .............

Israel  .............

Argentina  ............

Singapore   . .  .........

Trinidad and Tobago  .......

Malawi  .............

Burundi  .............

Lesotho  .............

323°9
284.8
284.7
277°0
270ol

269.5
256.5
229.o
181.3
135o2

116.7
107o5
i01°9
96°2
89°0

74°9
69.0
65.7

3 993.7
1 828.3
1 071.5

948°0
920°9

-io 0

1o2

1o3
1o5
5°8

3ol
0°7
1o2

1.8
2.1

-0oi

2°1

1.2
-0.5

-0°6

2.4
-4°0

1.8

-4 o2

5.3
2.4
8.9
2.5

1o7
4°3
4°6
6°9
9ol

6ol
2°8
7.9
4°5
7°0

2°8
5.0
3.9
2°2

i°8

11o2
4.2
2.8

-4.0

4°8
2.6
8.5
2°9



Table 40 (continued)

Countries or areasÿ/ in whichÿ
relative to the rate of increase   ÿgross
in the 1960sÿ the average annual  domestic productÿ
rate of increase 1971-1973                   1970

represents                       (dollars)

Average annua!
percentage rate of increase
1961-1970       1971-1973

No significant change(continued)

HongKong  ............

Gabon  .............

Mexico  .  ............

Peru  ..............

Iraq  ..............

Republic of Viet-Nam  ......
Angola  .............

Liberia  .............

Paraguay  ............

Mozambique  .......  ....

762.4          5.4            4.6
670.5        7.5          6°7
665.8        3.6          2.8
460.1          2.3            2.6
385.1        2.3           2.0

Morocco  .............

Thailand  ............

Mauritania  ...........

Kenya  ..............

Central African Republic  ....

United Republic of Tanzania . .
Somalia  .............

Guinea  .............

Burma  ............

Ethiopia  ............

315.3        0.7           0.3
290.2          2.5            1.9
274.1          2.6            1.7
266.7          2.2            2.1
227.5          3.0             3°0

215.9          1.2            0°6
178.8          4.4            4.1
163.6        4.9          3.6
143.2          2.1             2.3
127.3          0.3             0.8

Rwanda  .............

Afghanistan  ...........

Libyan Arab Republic  ......

Uruguay  ......  .  .....

Chile  ...............

Panama  ............

Jamaica  .............

Costa Rica  ...........

Nicaragua  ............

Zambia  ............

Guyana  .............

Ivory Coast  ...........

Significant deceleration

96.8          2.1            1.3
89.3         -O.2            0.8
81.6         -0. i           -i. 0

77.7          2.2            1.4
71.5          1.7            1.2

58.6          1.7            o.6
55.6         -0.1           -1.0

1 920.6         15.9           -4.7
850.2          0.32           -1.7
836.4          1.8           -0.2
717.2        4.9          3.4
681.9          3.6            1.2

544.7          3.3            1.4
428.9          3.9            2.1
386.4          2.3            -0° 6
375.5          O. 7           -2.4
345.9          5.6            2.9
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Table ho  (continued)

Countries or areasÿ in which,
relative to the rate of increase
in the 1960s, the average annual
rate of increase 1971-1973

represents

Per capita gross
domestic productÿ

1970
(dollars)

Average annual
percentaÿÿ rate of increase
1961-1970       1971-1973

Significant deceleration (continued)

E1 Salvador  ...........

Honduras  ............

Swaziland  ............

Jordan  .............

Congo  ..............

291o8           2°2             1.0
278.7           1.7             0.4
267 o5           8.5             1.6
254ÿ2           2.5            -3°7
245 °8           5.0            -0.1

Egypt  ..............

Senegal  .............

Bolivia  .............

United Republic of Cameroon    o
Sri Lanka  ............

217o0           2o9            -0o4
217.0          -102            -3. i

212.5           3.4             2.1
186o9           3.8            -2.1
172.0           2.3            -1.9

Sierra Leone  ..........

Pakistan  ............

Togo  ..............

Uganda  .............

Madagascar  ...........

170.3           3°7            -0o7
169 °i         3.4           1.1
134° 9            5° 2              i. i
134 o9           2.4            -1.9
129.7           l o 4            -2° 7

Khmer Republic  .........

India  ..............

Bangladesh  ...........

Niger  ..............

Dahomey  .............

107.1          -0o4            -8.3

96.8          1°6           -o.9
93.6           0.3            -3.5
90.5           1.4            -7.5
82°3           2ol             0.4

Chad  ..............

Upper Volta  ...........

Mali  ..............

74o2          -io8            -6.2
64.6           2.6            -0.9
53°0          -1o8            -5.4

Source:  See table io

a_/Within each group, comÿtries anÿ areas are listed in descending order of
per capita gross domestic product in 1970.
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Table 5.  Comparison of regional rates of growth of agricultural
productionÿ 1961-1974

Region and indexÿ/                  Averageÿ                                          Averageÿ
1961-1970  1971  1972  1973  1974    1971-1973

Total developing countriesb-/

FAO I  ..........  2°8      1.6    -    4.0

USDA I  .........  2.8.     1°6  -O.8   4.O   1°5

FAO II  .........  3.0      1.9    -    5.4

USDA II  .........  2.9      2.1  -2.0   5.6

FAO IIl  ......  2.9      io7    -    5.6

USDA III  ........  2o9        2ÿi   -2.0     5ÿ5

Western hemispheree-/

FAO I  ..........  2.8      0.8   1°6   4.0

USDA I  .........  2°9      2.5   0.8   2.4   5°4

FAO II  .........  Bo5      3ol   2.B   2.9

USDA II  ........  3°O      2.8  -i.0   4.O

FAO III  .......  3.4      2.1   1o7   3.3
USDA III  ........  3°0        2o8   -io0     3.9

Africa ÿ continental-d/

USDA I  .........  1.9      2.6   2.5  -3°3   4°2

FAO II  .........  2.7      4°1   1.3  -0.9

USDA IIÿ III  ......  2.7      5.2   0.9  -io0

FA0 III  .........  3.0        3°7    1.3    0°i

Africa d/ excluding Eg.yÿt
Libyan Arabÿ ReDublic and Sudan

FAO I  ..........  2.5      4.2   0.8  -3.2

FAO II  ........  2°9      4.4   0.8  -1o2

USDA IIÿ III  ......  2.6      5°7   0o5  -1.4

FAO Ill  .........  2.5      3.4   0.8  -0o5

West Asiae---/

USDA I  .........  4°2     -1.6  15.8  -5.8   9°9

F A0 II  ........  3o6     -2.2  20.3  -4o4

USDA II, III  ......  3°6      1.0  10o9  -4°8

FAO IIl  ........  3.5     -0.5  18o6  -4o0

1o9
1o6

2.4
1.9

2°3
1.9

2°2

1o9

2°8
1o9

2°4
1.9

o°6

1o5
1.6

1.7

o.6

io3
1°5

1o5

2.8

4.6
2°4

4.7

(Table continued on following page)
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Region and indexÿ/

Table 5.

Average,
1961-1970

(_continued)

Averageÿ
1971  !972  1973  1974    1971-1973

Near Eastÿ/

FAO I  ..........  3.0

FAO II  .........  3.4

USDA IIÿ III  ......  3.2

FAO III  .........  3.3

South and South-East Asiaÿ/

FAO I  ..........  2.8

USDA I  .........  3.3

FAO  II  .........  2.8

USDA II,  III  ......  2.9

FAO  III  .........  2.8

4.o   7.o  -5.1             2.0

1.9  lO.1  -4.i             2.6
5.2   4.5  -5.1             1.6

2.2  i0.i  -4.0             2.8

1.6  -B.2   9.1             2.5

1.6  -3°9   8.9  -2.2       2.2

1.0  -3.1   9.4             2.4
0°8  -4.5   9.3             1.9

0.6  -2°1   9.o             2.4

Source:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO), Production Yearbook and Monthly Bulletin of Aÿricultural
Economics and Statistiÿÿ and information supplied by United States of
America, Department of Agriculture (USDA).

a_/ The indices are grouped as follows:

I  indicates original country indices and weights

II  indicates a set of country indices common to both sources, weighted by
the value added in agriculture in 1970;

III  indicates the original set of country indices, but weighted by the value
added in agriculture in 1970.

b_/ Country coverage represents the sum of the corresponding regional indices.
FAO I differs from USDA I by including Cuba, Cyprus and Turkey, but excluding
Israel.

c_/ Twenty-one countries common to index II, FAO I and III also include Barbados
and Cuba, USDA I and III include Trinidad and Tobago.

d/ Thirty-one countries common to index II, FAO I and III also include
Botswana, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, Gabonÿ Gambia, Lesothoÿ Mauritaniaÿ
Mauritiusÿ Mozambique, Somalia and Swaziland.

/ Six countries common to index II.  FAO III also includes Democratic Yemen,
Saudi Arabia and Yemen.

f/ Ten countries common to index II (West Asia plus Egypt, Libyan Arab
Republic and Cyprus and Turkey, minus Israel).  FAO III also includes
Democratic Yemen, Saudi Arabia, Sudan and Yemen.

g_/ Twelve countries common to index II.  FA0 llI also includes Afghanistan,
Laos and Nepal.
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Table 6o  Deve!oping countries:  distribution according to average annual
increase in agricultural outputÿ 1971-1973

(Percentage)

I
n

kÿ
g

Countries in
Average annual      Western hemisphere,         Afrieaÿ              West Asiaÿ         South and SouthÿEast  Developing countriesÿ
rate of increaseÿ  ÿroportion of      ____proportion of          proportion of      Asiaÿ proportion of           total

1971-1973        Countries Population  Countries Population  Countries Population  Countries Population  Countries Population

Negative  .....  30°4      18.0      21o4      17ol        ÿ        -        20°0       2°2      21o4       7°6

0 ÿ 0°99 ° • o   4.4      0ÿ7     19o0     25.8       -       -        6°7      2°7     llo2      6°7

1.OO - 1o99 o o .  13oO     10.5     16o7     18.1      llol    11o5      -        -       12o4      5°7

2.00 - "2.99 o . •   4°4      0.8     14.3     21°0       -       ÿ       40°0     83°0     14o6     54.0

3.00 - 3.99 . o o  17o4     28°5      4.8      3°9      llol     42°2     26°7     llo©     12o4     13o8

4.00 - 4.99 ÿ o °   4.3     34°3      7ol      8°0      22°2     6.3      ÿ        -        6°7      7.5

5.00 and over  o .   26.1       7.2      16.7       6°0       55°6     40°0       6°7       lol      21o4       4ÿ7

Total  .....  i00       iO0       iO0       I00        iOO      i00       i00       i00       i00       i00

Sources"  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on data
furnished by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations°



Table 7-  Use of high-yield varieties of wheat by developing countries of Africa and Asia

Country

Proportion of planted area with
high-yield varieties

(percentage)
1969,/70 1970/'71 1971/72 19721/73

Area planted
to high-yield
varieties,

1972/'73
(thousands
of hectares)

Yield (quintals per hectare )

Average,  1970/71  1971/72  1972/73  1973/ÿ Averageÿ
1960/61-                               1970/71-
1963,/64                                 1973/74

Afghanistan  ....  6         ll

Algeria  ......  2          7

Bangladesh  ....  8         ii

Egypt  .............

Ethiopia  ..........

India  ......  30        36

Iran  .......  2          6

& Iraq  ......  i0        9
' Jordan  ......  4          4

Lebanon  ......  4         12

Morocco  ......  3          5

Nepal  ......  34      43

Pakistan  .....  43        52

Syrian Arab
Republic  ....

Tunisia  ......  7

13      18       450        9o 6      8.2     8.9    llo 7    12o 3    lO. 3

15      28       600        7.1      6.1     5.9     6ol     5°1     5°8

12      18        21        6.0      8.8     8.9     7.9     8.3     8.5

..°      9o       ...        25.4      29.5    3o°5    31.o    32.2    3o.8

......  45        7.0      7-7     7°8     7,8     7°7     7°8

41      52     i0 237        8.3      12ol    13.1    13.8    12°5    12o9

6      7       298        8°0      9.0     8.3     9.4     9°3     9°0

45      23       457        5.2       5.2     5°9     7°6     4°0     5ÿ7

5      i0        -         3.6      3ol     6.7     9.6     4°0     5°9

19      31        20        6.5      8.2     7- 5    i0o 2     4.7     7o 7

i0      13       294        6° 3      i0o 0    ii° 7    ii. 7     8.7    i0o 5

51      66       170       i0o 0      13.2    ll° 7    14.0    13 o 3    13o I

57      56      3 33 9        8.2      ii° 7    i0° 8    ii° 9    13 o i    iio 9

4      7      21       180        6.1       7.1     6.9    10°O     6°5     7°6

ll      6     i0        99        4o1      6°O     6.3     8.O     7°9     7oi

Sources:  Centre for  Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the  United Nations Secretariatÿ based on
D° Go Dalrympleÿ Development and Spread of Highyielding Varieties of Wheat and Rice in the Less Developed Nationsÿ United
States of Americaÿ Department of Agricultureÿ Foreign Agrieultural Economic Reportÿ Noo 95 (Washingtonÿ DoCo, July 1974)ÿ
United States of Americaÿ Department of Agriculttÿeÿ Foreign Agrieultural Circularÿ Grainsÿ No. FGo10-74 (Washingtonÿ DoCoÿ 1974)o



Table 8.  Developing countries of South and East Asia:  rice area and yields, 1970-1974

Country

Area                 Percentage planted with              Yield !oquintals per hectare)
(millions of hectares)  a!   high-yield varieties      Average,                                    Average,

1971  1972  1973  1974-ÿ'  1969 1970 1971  1972 1966-1970 1971  1972  1973  1974  1971-1974

kJl
I

Bangladesh  .....  9.5   9.5   9.9  10.1     3    5    7    ii     16.9   16.5  16.3  18.6  18.3    17.4

Burma  ........  5.2   5.0   4.9   4.1     3    4    4     4     15.5   15.0  15.1  17.4  18.8    16.6

India  ........  37.3  35.0  37.8  36.5    12   15   20    25     15.6   17.1  15.8  17.2  16.2    16.6

Indonesia  ......  8.5    8.6    8.5    8.5     i0    ll    16     18      20.4    23.2   21.9   26.7   27.7     24.9

Khmer Republic       .    1.9    1.9    0.8    0.8  ............  11.6    14.5   i0.i    8.6    8.5     10o4

LaDs  ........  0.7   0.7   0.9   0.9     -    6    3     6     ll.O   12o4  12.2   8.8   8.9    10.6

Malaysia (West) . . .    0.6   0.6   0.6   0.6    26   31    36    38     26.9   29.9  29.5   28.8  28.9    29.3

Nepal  ........  1.2   1.2   1.2   1.2     4    6    6    15     19.8   19.2  20.0  20.0  18.3    19.4

Pakistan  ......  1.5   1.6   1.5   1.6    30   36   50    43     18.9   14.7  14.2  24.3  23.3    19.1

Philippines  .....  3.2   3.1   3.4   3.5    44   50   56    56     14.9   15.7  16.3  16.3  16.9    16.3

Republic of Korea . .    1.2   1.2    1.2    1.2      -     -    -    16     42.0    45.6   44.5   49.5   50°2     47.5

Republic of Viet-Nam    2.6   2.6   2.7   2.7     8   20   26    32     20.5   24.8  24.4  22.7  23ÿI    23.8

Sri Lanka  ......  0.7   0.7   0.6   0.7     4    4    4     3     19.8   20.8  21.0  24.7  26.0    23.1

Thailand  ......  7.8   7.6   8.0   7.8     -    2    4     5     17.4   17.2  15.7  18.1  18.7    17.4

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
D. G. Dalrymple, Development and Spread of High-yieldingÿVarieties of Wheat and Rice in the Less Deveÿÿ United
States of America, Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural Circulars, Rice, Nos. FR 1-73 ÿ-J ÿgton? D.C.).

aJ Preliminary.



Table 9. Developing coÿtries:   estimated fertilizer
import requirementsÿ 1974

(Millions of tons)

It em Western
hemisphere

Countries in

Africa Asia Total

Production!/

Nitrogen (N)  ...........

Phosphates (P205)  ........

Potash (K20)  ...........

Consumptionb-/

1.91          0o90     4.59    7.4o

1.34          0.42     1.73    3.50

0.95          0.17     0.72    1.84

Nitrogen (N)  ...........

Phosphates (P205)  ........

Potash (K20)  ...........

0.64          0°45     1.24    2.33

o.61         -o.47     0°91    1.06

0.95         -0.16     0.72    1.51

Nitrogen (N)  ...........

Phosphates (P205)  ........

Potash (K20)  ...........

Deficitÿ/

1.27          0°45     3.35    5°07

0.73          0.89     0°82    2.44

-           O o 33     -     O. 33

Sources:Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on estimates made by the Tennessee Valley
Authority and reported in United Statÿs of Americaÿ Department of Agriculture,
United States and World Fertilizer Outlookÿ Agricultural Economic Reportÿ
Noo 257 (Washington, D.C.).

!/ Based on reported capacity and 1973 utilization.

/ Based on recent trends and policies°

c/ A minus sign indicates surplus.
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Table i0°   Developing countries:   changes in industrial
production ÿ 1970-1973

Percentage change from correspondinÿ portion of preceding year in

Region and period Industry   Mining
Electricityÿ

gas and water
Manufacturln£

Total LightL/ Heavy_b-/

DeveloDing countries

1971  .......  6.6      5.4

1972  .......  8.4      5.8

1973  .......  i0.0     12o8

Average            8°3        8°0

10.7           6.7  6°5     6.9

i2oi           8.9  7.i    i0o9

iOo0           9o0  7°7    i0o5

10.9           8°2  7oi     9°4

Western hemisDhere

1971  .......  6.7     -0.3        i0.8           7o4  5o2     9o3

1972  .......  8.9     -0°3        iio2           9o9  6.6    12o8

1973  .......  8.9      6.9         9.7           9ol  5.7    11o8

Average    .        8.2        2°i            10.6                8.8    5.8      11.3

Asiac/

1971  .......  8°5     14.1        12.1           5.4  7°8     2.1

1972  .......  8.8     i0.2        12.8           7.6  7.9     7o4

1973  .......  12.5     18.5        10.6           9°5 i0oi     8.5

Average            9.9       14.3           11.8               7.5   8.6       6.0

Sources:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics°

/ International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) 31-33ÿ 342ÿ
355-356 and 39.

/ ISIC 341ÿ 351-354 and 36-38.

/ Including Turkeyÿ excluding Israel.
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Table ii.  Developing countries:  distr±butioÿ according to degree of industrialization a/
and 1970-1973 growth in manufacturing b/

Industrialized
High growth  Medium growth  Low growth

Int erme di at e
High growth  Medium growth  Low growth

Aÿrari an
High growth  Medium growth  Low growth

co
!

Republic of  Peru             Chile             Mauritius    Algeria         Nicaragua       Dahomey       Indonesia       Ethiopia
Korea      Argentina       Egypt             Dominican     Colombia        Bolivia         Gambia        Liberia         Uganda

Iran          Mexico          Uruguay             Republic   Ecuador         Paraguay        Upper Volta  Jordan          Somalia
Singapore                                         Rwanda        Honduras        Paki s t an        Tuni si a       Zambi a          Burundi
Hong Korg                                         Malaysia      Venezuela       India           Nigeria       Gabon            Sri Lanka
Brazil                                            Syrian Arab  Philippines    Jamaica                        Burma           Laos

Republic   Thailand        Guyana                         Saudi Arabia   Khmer
Kenya         Panama                                           United             Republic

Malawi                                              Republic
Morocco                                            of Tanzania
Guatemala                                       Haiti
E1 Salvador                                     Iraq
Costa Rica                                      Angola
Afghanistan                                     Ivory Coast

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on data
from the Statistical Office of the United Nationsÿ "Economic survey of Latin Americaw (Preliminary edition)
(E/CN.12/974/Add.1)ÿ Economic Survey of Asia and the Far Eastÿ 1973 (United Nations publication, Sales No. Eo74.IIoFol)ÿ
Survey of Economic Conditions in Africaÿ 1972, part I (United Nations publicationÿ Sales No. E.74.II.K.1) and the summaries
of economic data issued by the Economic Commission for Africa.

a/ Measured by the share of manufacturing in total output:  up to l0 per cent, agrarianÿ 11-20 per cent, intermediateÿ
over ÿ0 per cent, industrialized.

/ Low growth, less than 6 per cent a yearÿ medium growthÿ 6-9 per cent a yearÿ high growthÿ i0 per cent a year and
over.  In each column, countries are listed in descending order of average rate of increase in manufacturing production
1970-1973 (1970-1972 in some cases).



Table 12.  Developing countries:  composition of exportsÿ 1970-1972

Category
1970                    Percentage of total

Value           Percentage            exports in
(billions of dollars)  of total   1971      1972      1973ÿ/

Total  .......... 55.0                                i00                 i00               i00               i00

Foodÿ beverages and
tobacco (SITC 0-i) 13.3                                   23.1               22°0            21.9

Raw materials

(SITC 2 and 4)  ....

Fuels (SITC 3)  .....

Chemicals (SITC 5)

lO°O            18.2     16.5    16.2

18.1            32-9     38.0    37.5

0.9             1.6      1.7     1.9

Clothing  ......

To:  Developed mar-
ket economies.

Developing
countries.

Centrally
p lanne d
economies °

Metal products.

Textiles  ......

Machinery and transport
equipment
(SITC 7)  .......

Other manufacturesÿ/
(SITC 6 and 8)  ....

All non-food manufacturesÿ/

1.4             2.6      3°0     3.8     4

ll.O            2O °0     18 o0    18 ol

9.7            17.7     18.3    20.2

O.8             1.4      1.3     1.4

1.9             3.5      3.6     3°9

1.4             2.5      3.1     3.5

6.o            61.2     63.4    65.6

3.3                                34°0              32.2            30.3

o°5            4.8     4.8     4.1

i

19
2O

Sourcesÿ  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ M%nth_t_tÿBulletin of Statistics.

/ Estimateÿ based on imports of major developed market economies from
developing countries.

b_/ Including non-ferrous metals (SITC 68)

c_/ SITC 5ÿ 6 excluding 68ÿ 7 and 8.
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a/Table 13o  Major developed market economles :--   imports of manufactures
from developing countries, 1970m1973

Category of goods

Valueÿ/
(millions of dollars)

1970    1971    1972     1973

Percentage of total imports of indicated category
accounted for bÿ

All develo ipÿ countries       To  20 su  liers in 1970
1970   1971   1972   1973     1970   1971   1972   1973

&o
I

Chemicals (SITC 5)  .......  h38    508    582     752     4.2   4.4   4.2   3.9     3.6   3.8   3.h    3.0

Basic manufactures (SITC 6)  .      5 199   4 624   5 707    9 012     14o7   12.5   12.7   14o6     13o5   llo3   ll.2   12o6

Non-ferrous metals (SITC 68) .    3 155   2 223   2 271    3 530     35.5   30.7   27°3   28.9     35°2   30.2   26.5   27°6

Machinery and transport
equipment (SITC 7)  ......  786  1 072  1 738   3 003     1o9   2.2   2.9   3°9     1°8   2ol   2.8   3°7

Other manufactures (SITC 8)  . o    2 123   2 66h   3 645    5 hTl     15o0  16.0  16o8  19.0    lho7  15.7   16oh   18o5

All non-food manufacturesÿ/. .      5 391   6 624   9 401   14 708      5°9    6.2    7.1    8.2      5°3    5.6    6°4    7°6

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on United
Nations, Commodity Trade Statisticsÿ Series D.

a_/ Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, United Kingdom and United
States of America.

b/ Measured c.i.f° except in the case of imports into Canada and the United States of America which are fooobo

c_/ SITC sections 5, 6 minus 68 (non-ferrous metals), 7 and 8o



Table lho  Major developedÿmarket economies:  source of imports
of manufacturesÿ 1970 and 1973

Item

Basic              Machinery and
Chemicals        manufactures      trans ort e ui ment

1970         1973           1970         1973                 1970           1973

Other           All non-food
manufactures      manufacturesÿ/
1970    1973     1970    1973

Percentage of imports of
manufactures from developing
countries coming from the top
20 suppliers in 1970  ....... 85             76               92              87                      95                94                    99             97               91             89

Number of countries accounting
for the remaining imports of
manufactures  ......... 53     78      84    100        77      99       69     99      96    100

Countries dropping out of top
20 between 1970 and 1973 . . Bermuda           Ghana                 Kenya                 Trinidad and     Bermuda

Guinea            Nigeria               Iraq                     Tobago          Trinidad and
Dominican                                Kuwait                Costa Rica          Tobago

Republic                               Egypt                                     Algeria
Panama                                                                               Bahamas

Couutries joining the top 20
between 1970 and 1973  ...... Republic of       Colombia              Malaysia              Thailand          Thailand

Korea           Singapore             Jamaica               Tunisia           Bangladesh
Thailand                                 Nigeria                                   Macau
Singapore                                Algeria                                   Dominican
Colombia                                                                               Republic

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United
Nationsÿ Commoditz Trade Statisÿ Series D.

a/ The four categories shown minus non-ferrous metals°



Table 15.  Major developed market economiesÿ  developing country
sources of manufactured goods importsÿ 1970 and 1973

Country or group

Number of developing countries reported as sources of
imDorts of SITC

5        6       7         8
1970    1973       1970    1973       1970    1973         1970    1973

Canada  ..........  ii    20      23    44       9    23       22     41

United States of America .       44    62     67    85     26    48       61    88

EEC  ............  62   94    86  113    91  114     66  iii

Japan  ...........  26    37     39    70      9    22      26    50

All the above countries         73     98     104   120      97   119       89   119

Sources:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Commodity Trade Statisticsÿ
Series Do
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Table 16o  Developing countries:   growth in exports and imports
of goods and servicesÿ ÿ/ 1970-1973

Item and region
Average annual

rate of increaseÿ
961-1970

Percentage change from preceding year
. F

1971      1972      1973ÿ/ Average ÿ
1971-1973

Exports

Developing countries           6°8

Western hemisphere           5.6

Africa  ........  6.8

West Asia  ......  9.4

South and East Asia  .      6°7

Imports

Developing countries           6.1

Western hemisphere           5.5

Africa  ........  5ÿ3

West Asia  ......  8.8

South and East Asia         6.2

5.5     9.2     8°4       7.7

0.6     6.5     7.6       4.9

-      6ol     1.2       2°4

16o2    10.3    i0o0       12.2

8.4    13o6    17o0       13.0

6.8    7.5    8.6      7.6

7.5     8°O     8.6       8.O

5.9     2.7     4°3       4.3

14.6     9.8    16.3      13.6

3.5     9.3    11.7       8.2

Sources:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Yearbook of National Accounts
Statisticsÿ national sources and Secretariat estimates.

/ Measured in constant United States dollars at 1970 prices and exchange
rates.

/ Estimated in part from trade values deflated by the change in the dollar
price of regional baskets of export and import commodities.
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Table 17o  Developing countriesÿ  changes in terms of trade, 1971-1973
(Percemtage)

Region and item

1971

Change from preceding year

Average,
1972     1973   1971-1973

Developing countries

Export unit value  ............  4°6       11.4       36°2

Import unit value  ............  6.0        9.1       24°3

Terms of trade  ...........  -1o3        2ol        9.6

Africa

Export unit value  ............  3.0       10,5       40ÿ0

Import unit value  ............  5.9        9.0       23.3

Terms of trade  .............  -2.7        1o4       13.5

West Asia

Export unit value  ............  15.0       12.3       32.3

Import unit value  ............  6.0        8.9       23.4

Terms of trade  .............  8.5        3.1        7.2

South and East Asia

Export unit value  ............  2.8

Import unit value  ............  5.7

Terms of trade  .  . o  ..........  -2.7

Export unit value  ............  2.7       10.9       36.9

Import unit value  ............  6.2        8°8       23.4

Terms of trade  .............  -3.3        1.9       10o9

Western hemisphere

17o4
13°1
3°8

16.9
12.8
3.6

17.8
12o7
4.5

19.9
12.8
6.3

9.9     32.0     14.9
9.2     26.2     13.7
o.6     4.6     1.1

Sourcesÿ   Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on the movements in the prices of regional baskets
of commodities.
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Table 18.  Developing countriesÿ  exports, imports and balance of tradeÿ a/ 1970-1973

Region and item

Amount
(billions of dollars)

1970    1971    1972    1973

Average annual
rate of changeÿ

1961-1970
(percentage)

Western hemisphere

&
kn
!

Exports f.o.b  ...............  15.8    16.4    19.0    27.6
Imports c.i.f  ...............  17.6     20.0     2243     28.4

Balance  ..............  .......  -1.8     -3.6    -3.3     -0.8

Africa

Exports f.o.b  ...............  12.6    13.1    14.6    20.7         8.0        3.4    12°0    41.7     19°0
Imports c.i.f  ...............  ll.l    12.8    13.7    17.6         4,5        15o3     7,0    28.6     17.0
Balance  .....................  1.5      0.3      0.9      3oi

West Asia

Exports f.o°b  ...............  10.6    15o2    19.0    27.7        LI.4        43°1    25.2    45.5     37.9
Imports c.i.f  ...............  7.8     9.0    10.5    15.1        12.8        15o4    17.0    43°5     25°3
Balance  .....................  2.8      6.2      8.5     12.6

South and East Asia

Exports f.oob  ...............  15.1    16.8    20.9    32.3         6°6        10o9    24,8    54°4     30°0
Imports c.i°f  ...............  19o9    22.3    24.8    34.9         6°9       12.3    10,9    41oO     21o4
Balance  .....................  -4.8    -5- 5    -3 -9    -2.6

Exports f.o.b  ...............  54.2    61.5    73.6   108.3

Imports c.i.f  ...............  56.4    64.0    71.4    96.0
Balance  .....................  -2.2     -2.5      2.2     12.3

Developing countries

Change from preceding Fear
(percentage)

Averageÿ1971    1972   1973ÿ

7.3       13.5    19.7    47°2     26°8
6.7       13o6    ll.5    34°4     19°8

5.4        4.1    15°5    45.4     21.7
6.2       13.5    iio 9    27° i     17.5

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on
International Monetary Fundÿ International Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ D.C.)°

a/ Measured in current United States dollars°



Table 19o  Selected developing countries: a/ trade surpluses and deficits b/
combined by region, 1970ÿ1973

Year and item
Africa        West    South and       Total,

hemisphere                 Asia    East Asia   85 countrieÿ

1970
Surplus:

Number of countries  .....

Total amount (millions
of dollars)  .......

Deficit:

Number of countries  .....
Total amount (millions

of dollars)  ........

8       11        4        3          26

1 411     2 853     4 316      441       9 021

19       23        5       12          59

-2 585    -1 391    ÿl 699    -3 944      -9 619

1971
Surplus .ÿ

Number of countries  .....

Total amount (millions
of dollars )  ........

Deficit ÿ

4        8        4        2          18

?r$     2 491    7 685      275      ll 419

Number of countries  .....  23          26           5
Total amount (millions

of dollars)  .........  3 666    -2 093    -1 919

15       67

-4 795      -12 473

1972
Surplus:

Number of countries  .....  iR          lO           4
Total amount (millions

of dollars)  ........  1 014      2 628      9 541

Deficit:

Number of countries  .....  15          24           5
Total amount (millions

of dollars)  ........  -3 419     ÿl 564     ÿl 785

4         3o

497      13 680

Surplus:

Number of countries  ....  i0          13           4           6             33
Total amount (millions

of dollars)  ........  4 094     5 543    14 885     1 930       26 452

Deficit:

Number of countries  .....  17          21           5           9             52
Total amount (millions

of dollars)  .........  4 228    -2 136    -3 467    -4 333      -14 164

ll        55

-4 o87     -10 855

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariatÿ based on International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics,
(Washington, D°C.)ÿ

a/ Selected on the basis of data availability.

b/ Exports f.o.b, minus imports c.i.f, in current United States dollars.
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Table 20.  Developing countries:  distribution of reserve ratios, 1970 and 1975

Ratio of end-year
reserves to imports

(percentage)

1970                                       1973

Countries        Reserves a_!       Imports b_/       Countries        Reserves a/

Millions          Millions                           Millions
Number Percen-     of    Percen-     of    Percenÿ  Number Percenÿ     of    Percenÿ

%age     dollars  tage     dollars  tage            tage     dollars  tage

orts bi

Millions
of    Pereen-

dollars  tage

&
-4
I

Less than lO  ......  7   10.0      108.8  0.7    1 542.6  3,6      7   i0o0      130,5  0°3    2 050.4  2.8

lO-19.9             13   18.6    1 166.0  7-3    8 510.7 19.9     7   lO.O     519.8  1.3    3 270,4  4.5

20-29.9             19   27.1    2 471.8 15.4   i0 502ÿ2 24.5     7   i0.0    2 918.8  7.1   ii 618,5 15,8

30-39.9              8   i1.4    2 452.0 15.3    7 454.6 17.4    15   21.4    6 178,4 14°9   17 813°2 24.2

40-49.9              8   11o4    3 224.4 20.1    7 180.4 16.8     13   18.6    5 247°6 32.7   ii 504.6 15.7

50-74.9              8   ll.4    2 689.5 16°7    4 580.8 10.7     lO   14o3    6 483,7 15.7   l0 967°9 14.9

75-99-9              5    7.1    2 117.2 13.2    2 340°9  5.5     6    8.6   i0 038,9 24.3   ii 246.8 15o3

lO0 and over  .....  2    2.9    1 845.8 ll.5      738°8  1o7      5    7.1    9 854,8 23.8    5 008ol  6.8

Total  ..........  ÿ0  100.0   16 075.5 lO0.O   42 851°0 100°0     70  i00,0   41 372.5 100oO   73 479.9 lO0oO

eÿowÿooÿ

®o.®oe.oÿ

oo®ooÿooÿ.

oeoooooÿoÿ

ooo0ooÿa

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on
International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics (Waÿhingtonÿ DoCo)o

a/ Gold, foreign exchange, SDR and position ÿu INF.

b/ ¾easured eoi.f.



Table 21.  Developing countries:  change in relative size of international reserves, 1970-1973

Countries a_/ in which, between 1970 and 1973ÿ the ratio of end-year international reserves b/ to current year imports c/
Rose less than lO percenÿ    Rose 10-19o9 percentage      Rose 20-29.9 percentage

&
Co
i

Declined          tags ÿoints                       points                         points             Rose  0 restage oints
1973                 1975                    1973                    1973                   1973

reserve ratio              reserve ratio                reserve ratio                 reserve ratio                reserve ratio

Libyan Arab                  Burundi       70. O           Nigeria        31.6           Israel          43 ° 0          Tunisia         50.5
Nepublic     123.4        Mexico        32.7           Nicaragua      35.7           Guatemala      49.2          paki stan       48 o 8

Zambia           31.9        MLIi            5 o i           Gabon           30° 0          Algeria         48- 9          Colombia       61.0
Jordan           93.4        Afghanistan   45.2           Madagascar     33.4           Egypt           43.2         Venezuela      85.9
Republic of                  Morocco       24.3           Singapore      24.4           Rwandÿ          49.7          Philippines    58° 5

Viet-Nsm     31.6
Mauritius       39-1        Costa Niea     9.4           Ecuador         45.3           Paraguay       46.8          Ethiopia       82.3

Uruguay      81 o ÿ         Naiti         23 o i         Iran          36.7        Burma        102.8
United Republic              Sudan          14.1          Democratic                     Niger           59.2         Brazil         91°7

of Cameroon   15.3        Honduras      15.9             Yemen        44.7           Ghana           42.0          Syrian
Togo            37.7        Dominican                   Kuwait         48 ° 1                                         Arab
Scsmlia          31.4          Republic    18.1          Melawi          4ÿ.0                                           Republic     80°9
Ivory Coast     12.4                                                                                                      Iraq           172o9
E1 Salvador     16.6        Malÿysia      55ÿ9           Indonesia      34.4

Peru          63.8          Argentina      59.0                                       Saudi Arabia  215.4
Kenya         5ÿ. 9      United                  Gambia       64.7                               Panama      449.6
India            38.0          Republic of
Congo             5-9           Tanzania    29.6
Senegal          3-3        8ri Lanka     200ÿ
Jamaica          19 . i

alÿnd       63. o
Gu:rana        8.5
ReNublic

of Korea      25.9
Chad         1.8
Sierra Leone    31°9

Trlnidaÿ and
Tubago ÿ       6.3
livla         28.2

Sources:  Centre for Development Planuing, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on International Monetary
Fund, International Financial Statistics (Washington, D.C. ).

a_/ In each column countries are listed in ascending order of change in the ratio of reserves to imports between 1970 and 1973.

b_/ Gold, foreign exchange, SÿR and position in IMF, measured in dollars.

cÿ Measured c.i.f, in current dollars°



Table 22°  Developing couÿtriesÿ  changes in tradeÿ reserveÿ and deb% 1971ÿ1973

(Billions of dollars)

Region and item Countries in trade surÿ a/  Countries in trade deficit b/
19Tl    1972   1973     1971     1972    1973

65 develo iÿ countries

Trade balance cÿ  .......  4.6       5°8     13.2       -I0o2      -8.8     -llo4

Change in:
International reserves d/o ÿ     ioi       1o9      4.7          1.5       4.9       6.1
External debt e/  ......  3.1      5.1     3.2        6.7      5.9     13.7
Net external obligations f/ÿ     2°0       3ÿ2     -1.5          5.2       io0       6.4

Western hÿisphere

Trade balance c/  .......  1.0       1.0      4ol        -3.1      ÿ2.8      =3.3

Change in:
International reserves d/. o     0.4       0.9      2.1         0.5       3.2       3.7
External debt e/  ......  0.7      1,9     1.3        2ÿ8      3.3      5.0
Net external obligations fÿ      0.3       0.9     -0.8         2.3       0.i       i°3

Africa (27 countries)

Trade balance £/  .......  0.6       1o3      2°7        ÿio3      =i°0      ÿ1.2

Change in:
International reserves d/o .     0oi       0.i      0.4         0.I       0.5       0.2
External debt e/ . . . ? . °    0°3      0.4     0.5       0.8      0.6      0.8
Net external obligations f/o     0.2       0°3      Ool         0.6       0.3       0.6

West Asia (5 countries)

Trade balance cÿ . . . .  ....  2°8      3°0     4.9       -1o8     ÿi.7     -3-3

Change in:
International reserves d/..     0.6       0.5      1.0         0.3       0.5       1.0
External debt e! . . . V . °    Oÿ9      i.O    ÿ0.4       0ÿ8      0.8      1.7
Net external obligations f/o     0.4       0.5     -1.5         0.5       0o3       0.7

South and East Asia
12 countries )

ade balance o_/  .......  0.3      0.4     1.5       -3.9     -3.3     ÿ3.5

Change in:
International reserves d/..     0.2       0.5      I.i         0.5       0.9       1,2
External debt e/  ......  i°i      L8     1o8       2.3      1.2      2.5
Net external obligationsÿ/.     0,9       1.3      0.7         1.7       0.4       1°3

(Sources and foot=notes om following page)
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(Sources and foot-notes to table 22)

Sources:  Centre for Development P!anningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on International Monetary Fundÿ International
Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ DoC.)ÿ and data furnished by the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

a_/ Thirteen countries in 1971ÿ 24 in 1972 and 1973ÿ selected on the basis of
availability of data.

b_/ Fifty-two countries in 1971ÿ 41 in 1972 and 1973ÿ selected on the basis of
availability of data.

c_/ Exports f°o.bo minus imports c.i°f.

d_/ Goldÿ foreign exchangeÿ SDRÿ and position in IMF.

e/ Public and publicly guaranteedÿ disbursed and undisbursed.

f_/ Debt minus reserves.
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Table 23. Developing countries:  indicators of external balanceÿ
petroleum exporters and othersÿ 1971-1973

(Billions of dollars)

It em
Major petroleum            Other developing
exporters a/                countries

1971   1972   1973     1971   1972   1973

Trade balanceÿ/  .........  10.3    12.2     21.7      -12.9    -9.9    -9.4

Change in:

c/
International reserves-- .  .  .  .     3.2      3.2      3.8

External debt b__/  .......  2.9      2.6      1.8
Net external obligations e_/        -0.3    -0.6    -2.0

L

1.8    5.5    8°8
7.9   9.9   15o7
6.1    4.4    6.ÿ

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on International Monetary Fundÿ International
Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ D.C.), and data furnished by the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

a_/ Algeriaÿ Ecuadorÿ Indonesia, Iranÿ Iraqÿ Kuwaitÿ Libyan Arab Republicÿ
Nigeria and Saudi Arabia.

b_/ Exports f.o.b, minus imports c.i.f.

c_/ Goldÿ foreign exchange, SDR and position in IMF.

d_/ Public and publicly guaranteedÿ disbursed and undisbursed.

e_/ Debt minus reserves.
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Table 24° Developing countries:  ratio of outstanding debt to
export earningsÿ a/ 1970-1973

(Percentage)

Region                             1970         1971         1972         1973

Developing countries  .......  119

Western hemisphere  .......  122

Africa  .............  i01

West Asia  ...........  71

South and East Asia  ......  165

122         118          98

138         144         124

113         107         105

60          58          46

170         155         115

Sources:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on International Monetary Fundÿ International
Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ D°C.)ÿ and data furnished by the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

a/ End-year public and publicly guaranteed debtÿ disbursed and undisbursed as
a percentage of export earnings during the yearÿ both measured in current dollars.
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Table 25°   Developing countries:   lO-year projection of
debt service paymentsÿ end 1970 and end 1972

Region

Ratio  (percentage) of lO-year debt service obligations to
total outstanding debt owed to

International
All sources  Governments  organizations  Private creditors
End    End   End    End    End    End       End       End

1970  1972 1970  1972  1970  1972    1970    1972

Western hemisphere °       96    i01     73      75      91      90       119       121

Africa  ........  79    84   76    74    61    60     i01     119

West Asia  ........  97    103    97    i01     87     88       98      108

South Asia  ......  63     59    63     61     46     37      120      105

East Asia  ......  78     77    58     57     78     77     113     119

All developing
countries a/  ....  83     87    71     73     75     72      112      118

Sources:  Centre for Development Plannings Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on data furnished by the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development.

a_/ Including the under-developed countries of southern Europe.
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Table .26.  Developing countries:  ratio of debt services to
export earnings, 1970-1973

Debt service ratloÿ/ Debt service ratio-o-'ÿ

Rwanda  ......  1.8
Republic of Viet-Nam     2.0
,Botswana  .....  2.2
Central African

Republic  ....  (2.3)
Malaysia  .....  2.7

Dahomey  ......  (3.2)
Honduras  .....  3.5
Togo  .......  (3.7)
Ghana  .......  3.9
Mauritania  ....  4.0

Venezuela  .....  4.1
Burundi  ......  4.1
Guyana  ......  4.3
Madagascar  ....  (4.3)
E1 Salvador  ....  4.7

Zaire  .......  5.0
Jamaica  ......  5.0
Dominican Republic        5.1
Upper Volta  ....  5.1
Chad  .......  (5.2)

Kenyad-!  ......  (5.6)

Senegal  ......  5.8
United Republic of

Cameroon  ....  5.9
Niger d/  ......  6.0
Uganda-ÿ  ......  6.1

Jordan  ......  (6.3)           (2.8)
Swaziland  .....  6.3                4.4
Ivory Coast  ....  6.8                0.i
Lesotho . .  ....  (6.9)           (-3.4)
Liberia  ......  (7.2)           (-1.4)

Trinidad and Tobago      2.8
Thailand  .....  2.9
Somalia  .....  3.0

Mauritius  .....  3.0
Nigeria  ......  (3.1)

Singapore  .....  0.8
FiJi  .......  (0.9)
Gambia  ......  (1.1)
Mall  .......  (1.2)
Iraq  .......  (1.8)

Countrya-/
Average  .   Difference between                           Average  .

1971-1973ÿ!   1970 and 1973 c/     Countryÿ/       1971-1973ÿ/

-            Gsbon  .......  7.4                2.8
(-0.I)          Philippines  ....  7.4               0.8
(0.9)          Guatemala  .....  7.5               -4.0

(-0.4)          United Republic of
(-0.3)             Tanzania d/ . . °      7ÿ6               -I.0

Indonesia  .....  7.8               -0.6
O.1

1.3         Congo  .......  (8.0)            (0.5)
O.i           Malawi  ......  8.2              -i.I

Sierra Leone  . . .      8.3               -i.0
(-1.7)        Zambia  ......  (8.4)          (5.2)
-O. 7          Ethiopia  .....  8.5             -5.5

-1.7         Morocco  ......  (9.1)            (0.1)
-1.0        Panama  ......  (9.4)          (3.2)
1.4         Iran ÿ/  ......  9.8           -lO.4

-240           Costa Rica  ....  i0.i                0.6
(-1.5)          Ecuador  ......  10.2               -1.8

Difference between
1'970 and 1973 9_/

(-0.I)          Paraguay  .....  Ii.I               -2.8
1.0        Sudan  .......  (ll.1)          (3.2)

(1.8)         Syrian Arab Republic  (i1.8)           (-1.5)
-2.5           Sri Lanka  .....  12.8                3.0
2.6           Colombia  .....  12.9               -0.i

1.2         Algeria  ......  (13.2)           (4.1)
1.3           Nicaragua  .....  13.9                6.8
1.2         Brazil  ......  (14.2)           (-1.7)
(0.i)        Tunisia  ......  14.4            -ÿ.0
1.6           Republic of Korea .     14.6              -11.4

2.0           Burmae/  ......  15.4                0°i
2.7          Bolivia  ......  15.5               4.5

-0.8         Chile  .......  15.8            -5.1
-1.1          Israel  ......  (15.8)           (-1.O)
(1.6)         Argentina  .....  20.6             -3.0

(0.3)       Indiae/  ......  (23.8)          (1.6)
4.8          Peru  .......  23.8             18.4

Mexico  ......  23.9               -1.3
3.1         Afghanistan e/  . .   (24.7)          (-7.8)
1.5           Pakistan f/  ....  24.8              -8.8
1.1

Egypt  .......  27.5           5.5
Uruguay  ......  29.8             10.8

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat,
based on data furnished by the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

/ Countries are listed in ascending order of average 1971-1973 debt service ratio.

k/ Payments of interest and amortization expressed as a percentage of receipts from exports of goods ÿnd
non-factor services (goods only in the case of Botswanaÿ Lesotho and Swaziland).

£/ 1973 data are preliminary; the figures in parentheses represent 1971-1972 average and 1972 minus
1970, respectively.

/ Including one third of the debt service payments of the East African Community.

/ Fiscal years.

f! Figures for 1970 and 1971 include Bangladesh.
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Table 27.  Deve!oping countries:  distribution according to
savings ratioÿ 1971-1973

Average 1971-1973 savings ratio

Less than i0 per cent                              10-14o9 per cent
Average annual                                  Average annual

change, 1971-1973ÿ                              changeÿ 1971-1973ÿ
Country or area      in percentage of GDP   Country or area      in percentage of GDP

Lesotho  .......

Jordan  .......

Republic of Viet-Nam
Khmer Republic     °
Chad  ........

2.7
-0ol

-0°5

-5.2

o ® o

Burma  ........  0o 2

Madagascar  .....

Israel  .......  410

Uruguay  ....... - 0 o 2

Ma!i  ........  -0° 9

Barbados  ......

Senega!  .......

Niger  ........

Bangladesh  .....

Upper Vo!ta  .....

Guinea  .......

Afghanistan      . °
Burundi  .......

Haiti  .......

Somalia  .......

Rwanda .  ......

Egypt  ........

Malawi  .......

Mozambique     .  °  .

Morocco  .......

2.1

Io0
-0.4

0°5
ml°l

1.8
i . o

0.7
0.7

-0.3

1.8
-3 oi

1.4
-1o3

0.5

Lebanon  .......

Tog,  ........

Ethiopia  ......

Dahomey  ......

Bolivia  .......

Central African
Republic       o °

Peru  ........

Hong Kong  ......

Chile  ........

Fiji  ........

Sudan  ........

Uganda  .......

Ghana  ........

Guatemala  ......

Indonesia  ......

Pakistan  ......

Syrian Arab Republic
United Republic of

Cameroon  .....

E1 Salvador  .....

Gambia  .......

-l.l

0oi
0.4
0.2

-0.7

-1.5

3.5
-1.5

-3.4

0°6
-0.9

1,4
0,5
2.1

o07
2.2

0.3
0.7
0.!
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Table 27 (continued)

Average 1971-1973 savings ratio

15-19oÿper cent
Average
annual

changes
1971-1973ÿ

in
Country         percentage
or area            of GDP

er cent
Average
annual
change

1971-1973ÿ
in

Country      percentage
or area        of GDP

25 ÿer cent and over
Average
annual
changeÿ

1971-1973ÿ
in

Country     percentage
or area        of GDP

Paraguay  .....  2.1

Ecuador  .....  0.7

Honduras  .....  0.6

Sri Lanka  ....  -1.4
Dominican

Republic  ....  2ol

Argentina            0.2
Angola  ....  ioi

Kenya  .....  1.3

Malaysia  °          io0
Tunisia  ....  0.9

Ivory Coast o       0°3
Swaziland °        -3.3

Singapore o o  o     0.6
Iran  .....  2.4

Algeria  ....  2.1

India  ......  0.6

Republic of Korea     1o6
Jamaica  • .           -1.3

Nicaragua  ....  .    1.2

United Republic
of Tanzania         -0.3

Nigeria  ....  2.3
Thailand            0.9
Southern

Rhodesia          1.2
Trinidad and

Tobago  o o o    -1.3

Surinam  ....  0.2

Panama  ....  0.4

Congo  .....  2.0

Colombia  .....  0oi

Philippines            -0.7
Sierra Leone            i.i

Brazil  ......  1.5

Guyana  ......  -3.9

Zaire  .........

Costa Rica .  . °       i.i

Mexico  ......  -0.I

Iraq  .....  -0.7

Venezuela . .       3.6
Mauritania     .     2.5
Zambia  ....  2.9

Liberia  ....  1.9

Gabon  .....  1.6

Libyan Arab
Republic  °  °    -1.4

Kuwait  ....  1.5
Saudi Arabia  .     2.9

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Seeretariatÿ based on United NationsÿYearbook of National Accounts
Statisticsÿ national sources and Secretariat estimates.

a/ In each column countries and areas are listed in ascending order of the
average savings ratio, 1971-1973.
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Table 28°  Developing countries:  savings ratiosÿ
1960-1965ÿ 1966-1970 and 1971-1973

Percentage ratio of gross domestic savinas to GDP in
Region

1960a1965 1966-1970 1971 1972 1973ÿ/ 1971-1973

Developing countries   16.7        17.4     18.8  19.9  21.3      20°0

Western hemisphere°   19o8        19.1    18ol  18o9  19o4      18.8

Africa  ......  13.5      17.8   18o9 20°0  22.4    20°3

West Asia  .....  25.1       26.3    32.8  34ol  oo.      33.5

Rest of Asia  . o o   12.8        13.2    15.4  16.5  17.5      16.5

Average
year-to-

year change
1971-1973

0°8

0oi

0.9

3.2

io0ÿ

Petroleum-exporting
countries b/ 25.0      25.5   31.4 32.6

Other developing
countries  .... 15.2      15.8   15.9 16°7

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Yearbook of National Accounts
Statisticsÿ national sourcesÿ and estimates of the secretariats of the regional
commissions and the Centre.

/ Preliminaryÿ partly estimated.

k/ Algeriaÿ Ecuadorÿ Indonesiaÿ Iranÿ Iraqÿ Kuwaitÿ Libyan Arab Republicÿ
Nigeriaÿ Saudi Arabia and Venezuela.
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°a!Table 29.  Developed market economies °--   exports of capital
goods to developing countries ÿ 1970-1973

Amountÿ f.o.b.

Item                             (millions of dollars)
1970  1971  1972  1973

Percentage change from
preceding year

Averageÿ
1971 1972 1973 1971-1973

Non-metallic mineral       830     931  1 114  1 583      12o2  19.7   42ol    24°7

Iron and steel  ....  2 601 2 935  3 152 5 158    12.8  7.4  63.6   28.0

Metal manufactures °     1 333

Unit value of
manufactured goods
exports  ......

Estimated change in
the quantum of
capital equipment
exports  ......

All capital
equipment

Machinery and transport
equipment

1 541 1 579 1 941    15.6  2.5  22.9   13.7

.....  16 887 19 688 22 910 30 455    16.6 16.4  32.9   22.0

.....  21 651 25 095 28 755 39 137    16o0 14.5  35.9   22ol

5.o  8.5  16.6   10°0

10.3  6.4   16.6  ii.i

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on United Nations ÿ Commodity Trade Statistics and
Monthly Bulletin of Statistics.

/ Australiaÿ Austriaÿ Belgium, Canada, Denmarkÿ Finlandÿ Franceÿ Federal
Republic of Germany, Greeceÿ Icelandÿ Italy, Japanÿ Luxembourgÿ Norwayÿ Portugal,
Spainÿ Swedenÿ Switzerlandÿ United Kingdomÿ United States of America and
Yugoslavia.
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Table 30.  Developing countries:   school enrolment ratiosÿ 1971

Item Western      Africa   Asia    All developing
hemisphere                          countries

Primary

Population 6-14 years (millions)
School enrolment (millions) o

Enrolment ratio (percentage)

72°9      73.8  212o4     359ol
45°0      26.0  121.5     192o5
62      35    57      54

Secondary

Population 15-19 years (millions)°      28°8
Schoo! enrolment (millions)  ....  iio0

Enrolment ratio  (percentage).        38

30°6   97.6     157.0
4.4   21.8      37.2

15     22       24

Tertiary

Population 20-24 years (millions).      14.5
School enrolment (millions)   .  .  .       1.3

Enrolment ratio  (percentage)           9
Percentage in science-based courses     29

18.7   81.3     114.5
0°4    4.4       6°0
2     5       5
40    36      34

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nations ÿ Demographic Yearbookÿ United
Nations Educationalÿ Scientific and Cultural 0rganizationÿ Statistical Yearbookÿ
United Nations Educationalÿ Scientific and Cultural 0rganizationÿ Statistical
Yearbookÿ 1973 (Paris)ÿ and national sources.
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Table 31o  Developing countries:  growth in school enrolment and
teaching staffs 1960-1971

Region
Enrolment              Enrolment  Teachers  Enrolment

Deve!oping countries      174        159         249        226         320        218

Latin America o o      168       181        297       262        315       277

Africa  ......  177      174       252      222       270      308

Asia  ........  162      144       179      194       300      270

Arab countries           185        219         297        235         299        311

Rest of world  ....  114        129         142        174         239        225

1971 index (1960 = i00) in education at the
Primary level        Secondary level       Tertiary level

Teachers                                        Teachers

Sources:  Centre for Development Plannings Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariats based on data furnished by the United Nations
Educationais Scientific and Cultural Organization.
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Table 32.  Developing countries:   changes in per capita
food production a/ 1961-1963 to 1971-1973

Region

Countries in which, in relation to 1961-1963ÿ per capita
food production in 1971-1973 was (in oercentaae)

Lower b[                          Higher by
More than i0  5-9.9  0=4o9     0-4.9  5-9.9  More than i0

Western hemisphere

Number of countries  ....  6           4       2         3       2            7
Population b/ (millions).    23.8      38.2   16.4     31.9   59.3      125o2

Africa

Number of countries  ....  8          7       3         7       9
Population b/ (millions).    92.8      25.8   43.1     64°3   78°0

8
66.7

West Asia

Number of countries ÿ .  .  .    2            -       -        2       i            5

Population b/ (millions)..    4,7         -       -       23.9    1.5        27.6

South and East Asia

Number of countries  ....  2          2       4         2       i
Population b__/ (millions).    79.7     42.2  755.5     57.3   66.0

3
46.4

Number of countries  ....  18         13       9        14      13          23
Population b/ (millions).. 200.9     106.2  815.0    177.5  204.8      265.8

Total ÿ above

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, Production Yearbook and Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics
and Statistics (Rome).

a/ Food includes cereals, starchy roots, sugar, pulsesÿ edible oil crops, nuts
fruitÿ vegetables, wineÿ cocoaÿ livestock and livestock products.

b/ Mid-1972 estimate.
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Table 33°  Deve!oping countries:  per capita ca!orie supply, 1969-1971ÿ
and per capita food productionÿ 1971-1973

Countryÿ/

Average calorie
supplyÿ 1969-1971
(percentage of

requirement)

Per capita food
production index    Populationÿ

(1970 = i00)       1972
1971  1972  1973 (millions)

Consumer food
price indexÿ

1973
(1970 = 100)

Paraguay  .....  119            99     96     94      2.4
Cub a  .......  117          78    66    72     8.8
Costa Rica o  o    .       116             105     108     ii0       io8
Argentina  ....  115              9 3      91      94      24.4
Thailand  .....  115            102     88    I01     38.6

147
Q • ®

128
359
123

Panama  ......

Zambia  ......

Madagascar  ....

Mexico  ......

Southern Rhodesia°

ll2         105   102   100     1.5
112          99   104    89     4.6
111          97    96    94     7.3
lll         102   i01   i01    53.7
111         114   121    95     5.7

ml8
125
120
129
ii0

Brazil  ......

Malaysia (West)°
Chile  ......

Khmer Republic
Libyan Arab

Republic  ....

llO         i05   106   108   100.8
ll0         106   108   115     9.2
109          97    92    78    10,i
109          76    59    41     7.5

109          86   129   I01     2.1

165
121

1 270
715

74

Nicaragua  ....

Uruguay  .....

Republic of Korea.
Syrian Arab

Republic  ....
Republic of

Viet-Nam

109         103    99    99    21.0
lO8          88    86    89     3.o
I07          98    96    98    32.0

mOT         fro   17o   io4     6.7

107         105   104   105    18.6

138

127

216

Guy an a  ......

Ivory Coast
J amai c a  .....

United Republic of
Cameroon  ....

Gamb i a  ......

lO5         lO5    86    85     o.7
lO5         1o8   io4   i01     4°5
105         102    98    96     1.9

104         104   102    99     6.1
1o4         lO5    96   !o8     0.5

124
114
14o

o ® •

a o •

Mauritius  ....  104             106     113     118       0.9
Burma  ......  102             99     92     96     29.1
Congo  .......  102           97     88    86     1.0

Kenya  ......  102               99     i01      99      12.0
Ghana  ......  lOl            105     98     95       9.1

123

121
118
142

Togo  .......

Egypt  ......

Senegal  .....

Jordan  ......

Peru  .......

10l          97    83    92     2.1
i00         i00   i00    98    34.9
lO0         133    8m   m02     4.1
99         144   17o   107     2.5
99          98    94    95    14.o

121
116
118
140
126

(Table continued on following page)
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Table 33 (continued)

Countrya-/

Average calorie
supply, 1969m1971
(percentage of

requirement)

Per capita food
production index    Population,

(1970 = i00)        1972
1971   1972   1973  (millions)

Consumer food
price indexÿ

1973
(1970 = i00)

Sierra Leone  .
Central African

Republic
Dahomey  .....

Sri Lanka .
United Republic

of Tanzania o .

99          98    97    96     2.8        oo.

98         lO1   i00   i00     1°7        125
98          99    97    90     2.8        oo°
98          96    92    92    13ol        122

98         96    98    93    14o0        130

Trinidad and
Tobago  ....

Colombia  ....

Gabon  ......

Laos  ......

Malawi  .....

98          97   102    87     1.0        139
95         102   104    98    23.5        169
95         103   103   104     0.5        116
95          93    83ÿ    87     3ol        191
95         109   iii   ii0     4.6        124

Nepal  ......

Dominican Republic
Honduras  ....

India  ......

Liberia  .....

95         101    96   100    llo8        118
94          99   102    99     4.6        126
94         108   i01   108     2.7        117
94          98    92   i00   576.3        131
94          99   i00    99     1.6        118

Lebanon  .....  92            ii0    115    113       3.0           122
Morocco  .....  92             104    i01      88      16.6            118
Sudan  ......  92           i01     99     99     16.6          127
Uganda  ....  91          95    95    90    10.4         140
Iraq  ......  90           95    138   114    i0°i         116
Chad  ......  89          98    70    69     3.8         116

Saudi Arabia  • °        94             102    105    103       8°2            ooo
Tunisia . . °           94          125   118   iii     5°4         121
Ethiopia  .   • .       93          i01   102     99.    26.1          99
Pakistan  ....  93           97    97    99    66.0         138
Zaire . . ° °   .      93          i01    87    95    22.8         154

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statisticsÿ
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Production Yearbook and
MonthlJ Bulletin of Agricultural Economics and Statisticsÿÿ "Assessment of
the world food situation:  present and future" (E/CONF.65/3)ÿ paper presented to
the United Nations World Food Conference.

r

a/ Countries are arranged in descending order of percentage requirement of
average calorie supply, 1969-1971.
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Table 34.  Developing countries:  distribution of population,
actual 1970, projected 1970-1975

Region

Population
Households                              Rural                         Urban a/                       Big-city b/

Number   Average  Annual average      Number     Annual average     Number      Annual average     Number      Annual average
in         size  rate of increase,      in      rate of increaseÿ     in       rate of increaseÿ     in       rate of increase,

1970             1970-1975        1970      1970-1975       1970       1970-1975       1970       1970-1975
(millions)             (percentage)     (millions)    (percentage)     (millions)    (percentage)     (millions)    (percentage)

Tropical South
America  .....  28        5.3       3.2            68          0.8            85          4.6            36           5.9

Temperate South
America  .....  9         4.2         2.0                8           -1.3               29             2.4               15              3.6

Central America .  .       12         5.7         3.4               33            2.0               35             4.6               ii              8.6

Caribbean  .....  6         ÿ.4         2.5               15             1o3               ii             3.4                4              3.4

West Africa  ....  21         4.9         2.6               81             2.0               20             5.2                4              9.7

East Africa  ....  20       4.9       2.6            88          2.3            i0          5.9            i          16.6

Central Africa  • •        7        -4.9         2.4               30             1.6                6             5.7                i              7.1

North Africa  • . •       17        5.2         3.1              56            2.3              30            4.7              ii             5-9

West Asiaÿ/  ....  15       5.2       3.2            48          2.0            29          4.6             7           9.3

South Asia  ....  143       5.3       2.6           618          2.4           144          4.3            47           7.5

South-East Asia . .       55         5.2         3.0             227            2.4              60            4.5              25             6.1

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on ÿendium of Housing
Statisticsÿ 1971 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E/F.73.XVII.4).

/ As hefinedin latesÿ census.  The rural population is the difference between the total and urban populations.

b/ Or urban agglomeration.

/ Including Cyprus and Turkey.



Table 35°  Selected developing eountriesÿ a/ residential constructionsÿ 1971-1973

Country or area

Algeria  ..........

Angola  ...........

Argentina  ........

Brazil  ...........

Chile f/  .........

Construetionÿ                         Re sidential
1971-1973 ÿ         Residential     eonstruetionÿ     Housing

Reporting   average annual       population d/   avernge annual    requireÿ
system   number of dwellingÿ e/    1972       ntÿber of dwellings ment ei

CUN        12.8             7.4          io7          9°3
cuA         6°4             0.8           8°0

41°4           23.9          1.7
FJN        184o3            56°8           3°3          8°8
UN        35°4            67°3           O°5          1o2

Co!ombia  .........

Costa Rica  .......

Congo  ............

Cuba  .............

Democratic Yemen o

PUN        34°O            14o0           2.4          9.5
PTN         7.3             i°8           4°1          io5
PUA         i°i             0°3           3°7          8°8
CTN        12o8             8.8           i°5          0.9
cÿ         1.5             0.3           5°o          °°o

Ecuador °oooo..°oo

Ethiopia  .........

E1 Salvador  ......

Egypt  ............

French Guiana  ....

HongKong  ........
Iran ÿ/  ..........

Iraq  .............

Israel °.°°o.o..°°

Ivory Coast  ......

Mauri tins  ........  PUA           2 o 7                O. 3             7 o 4            8 o 5
Mexico  ...........  CMN          8.0             (31.7)           0.3           1o4
Morocco  ..........  FfN            17.6                 15.9               1.1              9.3

nama  ...........  ÿ         3.7              0.7           5.0          1.4

Philippines gi .. o   CUN         13.5             32.3            i.i          10.2

Republic of Korea     PUN           78.0                 13.O              6.0              ..°
Republic of

Viet-Nam  .......  PMA            2.4                  1.8              1.3              °°.

Rwanda  ...........  PUA          0.2              0.i            1.5           8.7

Senegal  ..........  PUA              0.7  ....  ÿ.-              10o2

Singapore  ........  CTN           22,8                  2.2             10.6            9.4

Syrian Arab
Republic  .......  CTN          21.8               2.9            7.5            9.3

Thailand ÿ/  ......  CTN          7.7             38.6            0.2           7.8
Togo  .............  PMA           0.6               0.3             1.7            8.8

Jordan  .........  ÿ.    CUA            3.7                 2.5              1.5             9°5
Kenya  ............  CTN          3.4              1.2            2.8           7.0
Kuwait  ...........  PTN          5.5              0.9           6.2          14.2
Lebanon !!  .......  PUA           7°1               1.3             5.6            8.8
Madagascar  .......  PMA            0.6                  i.O              0.6             8.9
Martinique  .......  CTN            i°i                  0.3              3.1              °oo

Gabon  ............

Guadeloupe  .......

Guatemala g/  .....
Guyana  ...........

CUN         7.i             2.6           2.8         9.3
Pÿ         8.4             2°7           3oi          8o2
CTN         2.6             1.4           1.9          1°4
CTN        30°3            34°8           0.9          8.8
CTN         0.3              O.1           5.6          .oo

CTA            ° o.                  Oo 5  ......

Uÿ         1.O             0°2           6.0          6.7
CTÿ         1°2             0.3           3.4          °o°
CNN         1.0             i°8           0.8          i°3
CTN         1.6             0.8           2.2         13.6

CTN        36.9             4.1           9.0         10.3
SUA        77.6            13.0           6.0          8.7
CUN        20.5             6.1           3.4          9.6
CTN        45.6             3° 1          14.6          .°°
PMA         2.3              0°2          ii. 5          8.8
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Table 35 (continued)

Constructionÿ                           Residential
1971ÿ1973ÿ          Residential     construction,      Housing

Reporting   average annual       population d/   average annual    requireÿ
system   number of dwellings c/    1972       number of dwellings ment e/

or area    code b/ ÿthousandsÿ       ÿÿ     ( er lÿnhabitantsÿ

Trinidad and Tobago   PTA             3.3                 ioi              3ol          0.9
Tunisia  ......  PTN           I0. i               5 o 4             io 9         9- i

Uganda  ......  CUA           0°8              0.8            l°0        8.7
United Republic of

Tanzania  ....  CUA             1°2                 l°l              1.1          8.7
Venezuelÿ  .....  CON            20°8                 8.3               2.7          8.5
Zaire  .......  PUA             2.2                5°5              0.4          8.8

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretarlatÿ based on United Nations, Statistical Yearbook, Demographic Yearbook and World
HousiÿSÿvÿ (preliminary version)°

a! Selected on the basis of the availability of data.

b/ P = permits issuedÿ C = completions; S = starts; T = tota!; U = urban;
M = metropolitan; N = number of dwellings; A = area of floor space°

/Where the reporting system designates only area, it has been assumed that one
dwelling = lOO square metres of floor space (except where indicated).

d/ Totalÿ urban or metropolitan in accordance with reporting system°

e/As estimated by the Centre for Housing, Building and Planning of the United Nations
Secretariat,  The key assumptions are a rate of replacement of the 1970 housing stock at
2 per cent a year and an average occupancy rate of 1.5 households per dwelling (or housing
entity).

f/ Reporting system refers to 60 communes; population refers to urban total.

/ Reporting system refers to private dwellings.

h/ Reported area converted at 75 square metres per dwelling.

/ Reported area converted at 500 square metres per dwelling.

/ Reporting system refers to public housing.
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Table 36. Developing countries: distribution according to
proportion of female enrolment at various levels
of education, 1971

Region and enrolment rate
(percentage)

Number of countries in which the ratio of female to
male enrolment was as indicated in

Primary schools Secondary schools Tertiary schools

western hemisphere

Less than 50 · · .
50-74

75~99

100 and over

Africa

Less than 50 · ·
50-74

75-99
100 and O7er

Asia

Less than 50 · ·
50-74

75-99
100 and over

1

21

3

6

15
8

1

8

5

14

5

7

7

25
2

2

1

9

6

5

1

6

11

2

1

32

1

19

3

2

2

Sources: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
Jnited Nations Secretariat, based on United Nations, Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization, Statistical Yearbook, 1973 (Paris), and national sources.



Chapter II

IYÿLEMENTATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY BY
THE DEVELOPED MARKET ECONOMIES

Econ÷mic relations with the more advanced countries ÿrovided the developing
countries with their principal growth stimulus in the first three years of the
Second United Nations Development Decade°  Measured in current dollarsÿ developed
market economy imports from the developing countries increased at an average rate
of 24 per cent a year and centrally planned economy imports by only slightly less
(see "table 37)°  The flow of financial resources from the developed market
economies to the developing countries increased by about 16 per cent a year and
the commitments of credit by the centrally planned economies by a somewhat higher
rate°

in the context of the International Development Strategyÿ howeverÿ this
performance was far less satisfactory°  The upsurge in trade was entirely the
result of market conditionsÿ fewÿ if anyÿ of the policy recommendations of the
Strategy were in fact implemented°  And the transfer of resources through loans and
donations did no more than keep pace ÿth the growth in domestic production so that
the transfer ratios did not advance towards the target laid down in the Strategy°
Indeedÿ in the case of the official assistance componentÿ the ratio dropped
perceptibly in 1973ÿ below the figure of 0°3 per cent of the gross national product
of the developed market economies and further than ever from the International
Development Strategy target of 0.7 per cent°

Economic performance of the developed market economies

While the Strategy is one of the most comprehensive statements of economic and
social policy ever to gain international consensusÿ it was launched at a time when
factors not mentioned in it were about to shake the world economy and change the
course of events°  The Decade was only six months old -when the international
monetary rtgime ÿ basedÿ since the Bretton Woods agreement of 1945ÿ on gold and
reserve currencies and relatively fixed exchange rates ÿ collapsed under the weight
of imbalances among the developed coumtrieso  Attempts to restore a system of agreed
exchange ratesÿ made by concerted action im December 1971 and by a number of ad hoc
adjustments in 1972ÿ were unsuccessful and after a critical spell of instability in
FebruaryÿMarch 1973ÿ there was a generalÿ if informalÿ acceptance of an interim
rtgime of floating rates subject to official intervention to ensure the orderliness
of movement°  Such a system was outside the rules of the International Monetary
Fund butÿ at its penultimate meeting in March 1974ÿ the Fund's Committee of 20 (on
Reform of the International Monetary System and Related Issues)ÿ recognizing the
difficulties standing in the way of an early return to fixed exchange ratesÿ
recommended a set of guidelines for the management of floating rates°

The effect of this loosening of currency arrangements was an upheaval in
international price relationships°  Between December 1971 (when the Smithsonian
rate structure was agreed to) and mid-1974 (when the Committee of 20 wound up its
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discussions on monetary reform) the strongest major currency (the deutsche mark)
appreciated by over 20 per cent in terms of the currencies of trading partnersÿ
while that of the weakest (the lira) recorded a comparable depreciation°  These
price changes set in motion a great upsurge in world trade°  This coincided with
and tended to reinforce - a recovery in the rate of increase in over-all demandÿ

first in North America (in 1971) and then in Western Europe and Japan (in !972)o
Thus the growth of total output in the developed market economiesÿ which had
averaged 4°8 per cent a year in the 1960sÿ reached 5°5 per cent in 1972 and
6°5 per cent in 1973o

This acceleration in growth occurred at a time when many of the countries
concerned were experiencing troublesome inflationary pressures°  As measured by the
gross national product deflatorÿ the rate of price increase -which had averaged
about 3 per cent a year over the period 1960-1968 - rose to nearly 5 per cent in
1969 and to 6 per cent in 1970ÿ even though this was a year of recession°  The
subsequent upswing in activity added demand forces to these underlying institutional
and cost pressures°  The combined consumer price index in the developed market
economies in 1973 was almost 8 per cent above the 1972 level and the increase in
the course of the year was over ii per cent°

This rise in prices had a direct effect on the deveicping ccuntrieso  The unit
value of manufactures moving in world tradeÿ expressed in dollarsÿ increased
5 per cent in 1971ÿ 8.5 per cent in 1972 and 16o6 per cent in !973ÿ and this was
promptly reflected in the unit value of developing country imports and thence in
internal costs and prices°  The inflation also affected interest ratesÿ both
directly as a result of the reluctance of lenders to face the depreciation of
principal and indirectly through restrictive monetary policies°  Longÿterm rates
as measured by the yields on central government bonds ÿ rose sharply in all
developed market economiesÿ  between 1972 and mid-1974 yields were up 25 per cent
in the United States of America at the one end of the scale and 60 per cent in the
United Kingdom at the other°  Shortÿterm rates more than doubled in this period
and the rate on three-month deposits on the London Eurodollar marketÿ which had
declined from i0 per cent to 5 per cent between 1969 and 1972ÿ was above the
13 per cent level by midÿ1974o  Develÿing country borrowing on the private capital
market became sharply more expensive after 1972ÿ even loans from the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Developmentÿ which had been available at 7°25 per cent
per annum at the beginning of the decadeÿ were costing 8°5 per cent by February 1975.

The inflation and the associated exchange rate instability virtually ruled out
any further issue of special drawing rights on the International Monetary Fund after
the final allocation in 1972 of the amounts agreed to in 1969o  Measured in dollarsÿ
total international liquidity ÿ increasing by $38 billion in 1971ÿ $28 billion in
1972 and $25 billion in 1973 ÿ doubled between the beginning of 1971 and the
beginning of 1974.  The developing country share in these reserves rose from less
than 20 per cent to more than 23 per cent in the three years (and to about a third
by the end of 1974)o  As a resultÿ the consideration of a possible link between the
allocation of new reserve assets and the provision of additional development
finance (called for in parao 52 of the Strategy) was passed on by the iMF
Committee of 20ÿ when it wound up in mid-!974ÿ to a new technical committee of the
Fund. i/  The approaches still onder study include (ÿ) the allocation of a

i/ The Interim Committee of the Board of Governors of IMF on the Monetary
System.
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predetermined proportion of SDR to specific development agencies, (ÿ) the
allocation of SDR to members, as in the 1970-1972 roundÿ subject to an
understanding that richer recipients would transfer to the development agencies
either part of their allocation or the equivalent in currenciesÿ (ÿ) the
allocation of SDR to members in a manner that assured developing countries of a
share larger than that implied in their Fund quotasÿ or (ÿ) an adjustment of Fund
quotas to increase the developing countriesÿ share in the total.

Among the conclusions of the Committee of 20 was that global liquidity should
be brought under effective international control.  Bearing this in mind and
acknowledging that the needs and aspirations of the developing countries should be
taken fully into accountÿ it is clear that for a workable aid-liquidity link, what
is required is an arrangement that interferes least with the working of any new
international monetary system with the SDR as a major reserve asset, that does
least to reduce other flows of development assistance, that adds most to the
resources of the developing countries that stand in greatest need and - bearing in
mind the probability that SDR will be subject to an interest rate 2/ - that adds
least to the cost to the recipients of the transfers that are effected°

Though one of the main purposes of the Committee of 20 had been to prepare the
way for the re-establishment of a r@gime of "fixed" but adjustable exchange rates,
as indicated aboveÿ one of its final acts was to prepare a set of "guidelines for
floating" that, recognizing the probability of a lengthy, if transitionalÿ phase in
which currencies would be subject to market forces tempered by official
interventionÿ sought to make that intervention as constructive as possible -
ironing out unduly large short-term shifts without seeking to sustain unrealistic
rates.  Fluctuations in the exchange rates of the major trading currencies did not
prevent a remarkable upsurge in trade but they added to the sense of uncertainty
that many developing countries exoerience when facing the world economy.  Perhaps
the most troublesome aspect of this was the rise in costs and prices, part of which
was attributable to the depreciation of sterling and the United States dollar -
the reserve currencies in the Bretton Woods monetary system.  But the concern also
arose from the tendency for many of the developing countries to link their currency
with that of their principal trading partnerÿ thereby reinforcing the already
undesirably high degree of geographic concentration and bilateralism.  In mid-1974,
61 developing countries were maintaining their exchange rate against the dollar,

2/ In June 1974 the rate of interest on SDR was raised from 1.5 to 5 per cent
for an initial period of six months, subject to adjustment in the light of the
movement of a weighted average of short-term rates on the markets of six
industrial countries.  This was part of a general upward revision of IMF charges
from which only the newly established "bridging facility" was exempt.  As from
Iuly  1974, the SDR was revalued on the basis of a basket of 16 currencies
%ÿighted more or less in accordance with their importance in world trade:
40 United States centsÿ 38 Federal Republic of Germany pfenigs, 4-1/2 British pence,
44 ÿ?rench centimes, 26 Japanese yenÿ 7ol Canadian cents, 47 Italian lireÿ
14 Dutch cents, 1.6 Belgian francs, 13 Swedish oere, 1.2 Australian centsÿ
ii Daÿish oere, 9°9 Norwegian oereÿ i.i Spanish pesetasÿ 22 Austrian groschen and
0.8 South African cents.
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12 against the French franc and nine against the pound sterlingÿ while 12 were
allowing their currencies to float. 3/

By this timeÿ the sixth general review of quotas in the INF had got under wayÿ
with the developing countries claiming Vÿa substantially higher share of both
quotas and voting powerw. 4/  Their membership in the Fund had increased by
eight since 1971 and had re--ached 126 (up from 74 at the beginning of the 1960s and
47 at the beginning of the 1950S)o  Their share of quotas had declined marginally
since 1970 - from 28.1 per cent of $21o4 billion to 27°7 per cent of $29°2 billion
compared with 23.8 per cent of $14o9 billion at the beginning of the 1960s and
19.9 per cent of $7.9 billion at the beginning of the 1950s (see table 38).

The fifth general review of quotas in 1970 distributed an over-all increase
of about a thirdÿ but 47 countries (31 developing and 16 developed) had increases
of more than 40 per centÿ 15 countries more than 60 per centÿ and four countries
(all developing) more than a doubling.  This complemented the process set in
motion in 1963 when a decision was taken to adjust quota entitlements to
facilitate compensatory financing of export fluctuationsÿ 5/  for the six members
that had not taken advantage of the 1963 schemeÿ the 1970 increases incorporated
the earlier adjustment.  The new quota structure became the basis for distributing
SDR.

Among the eight countries joining IMF between 1971 and 1974 were Omanÿ Qatar
and the United Arab Emirates.  This completed the membership of the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in the Fund and brought their quota share
up to 4.9 per cent.  Five of this group were among the nine members that decided
not to participate in the Special Drawing Account° 6/

3_/ Part of developing country unhappiness with a rÿgime of floating exchange
rates presumably stems from their lack of expertise in banking and dealing in
foreign currencies even though under the Bretton Woods rSgime the IMF members
without par values for their currency were mostly developing countriesÿ many of
which managed floating and sometimes multiple exchange rates.  The reasons behind
the desire for a fixed rate system have not been clearly articulated in
international debates but the desire itself has been frequently stated.  To
V'eliminate the instability of the international monetary system /and/ the
uncertainty of the exchange ratesv' is one of the objectives of the Programme of
Action on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order adopted by the
General Assembly at its sixth special session (see General Assembly resolution
3202 (S-VI) of I May 1974ÿ llol.b)ÿ

/ Communiquÿ issued on i0 June 1974 by the Intergovernmental Group of 24 on
International Monetary Affairs°

5/ The 1963 decision was aimed particularly at raising the quotas of members
with small entitlement ($60 million or less) and large dependence on primary
commodity exports.  Altogetherÿ 34 countries raised their quotas in accordance with
the revised guidelines which gave greater weight to trade and its variability and
less to national income and reserves.

6__/ The non-participants are Kuwaitÿ the Libyan Arab Republicÿ Qatarÿ Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab Emiratesÿ plus Ethiopiaÿ Lebanonÿ Portugal and Singapore.
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Trade po!icies

After two decades of fairly steadfast trade ÿo!icy culminating in the
Kennedy Round of tariff negotiationsÿ the developed market economies experienced
a series of traumatic events in the early 1970s which cannot but have a lasting
effect on economic relations with the developing countries°

The essential features of the long-term policy were the free entry of raw
materials and tropical productsÿ the steady liberalization of trade in manufactured
goods based on the reciprocal according of Wmost favoured nation" status (subject
to safeguards or escape clauses in the case of certain sensitive or vulnerable
industries)ÿ and the protection of domestic agricu!tureÿ producing temperate-zone
food crops.

The shocks to the system came from several directionsÿ though some were
interrelated°  They include the ending of the international rÿgime  of more or
less fixed exchange ratesÿ which stimulated a great upsurge in trade and an
export-led boom in total demand°  The combined effect of this boom and
uncertainty about currency values was an extraordinary rise in prices.  This was
exacerbated by a variety of supply difficulties some of which were contrived but
others caused by natural phenomena largely or completely beyond control° 7/
Shortages developed and there was a rash of restraints on exports designed to
protect domestic supplies (orÿ in some casesÿ to prevent the circumvention of
domestic price controls)°  The upswing in market prices encouraged several
Governments that were hosts to producers of one or another of severÿl
internationally traded mineral commodities to tighten their control over ÿpD]y
and introduce a system of administered pricesÿ directly as in the case of
phosphate rock or through tax arrangements (bauxite) or a combination of tax and
direct pricing (petroleum).

Because of its importance in world tradeÿ the inelastic nature of demand and
the magnitude of the price increaseÿ the change in the marketing of petroleum had
a profound effect on the world economy.   In the present contextÿ the most
important immediate consequence was on the trade balance of the developed market
economies:  the great increase in the cost of imports threw most of these
countries into external deficit and some of them into acute paÿuÿents difficulties.
A strong impetus was given to defensive actionÿ  early in 1974 Denmark and Italy
took steps to reduce imports thought up to the end of 1974ÿ the damage to trade
had been minimized by the judicious use of credit and guarantee arrangements.  The
higher prices did in fact curtail petroleum consumption but likely to prove more
important in the long run are the forces set in motion to reduce not only
consumption but also dependence on imports.  Most of the developed market
economies have begun to invest heavily in improvements in energy utilization and
in expansion of domestic sources of energy - non-conventional as well as

hydrocarbon and other fossil fuels.

The high prices and scarcities that characterized 1973 and !974 had a similar

7_/ The most disturbing of these was the incidence of adverse weatherÿ even
in areas in which the management of production had previously enjoyed some success.
The threat of possible long-term climatic change began to colour discussion of
world food supplies.



if less dramatic effect in the ease of other commodities°  With world market
prices rising above interna! support levels for such basic household commodities
as wheat and sugarÿ the idea of a strong domestic agriculture began to be espoused
by previously critical consumers in many of the developed market economieso  There
can be little doubt that the events of this period moved policy objectives
perceptibly towards a higher degree of self-sufficiencyo  The speed and intensity
with which decisions and investments follow will depend in part on the short-term
evaluation of prices and supplies and in part on the steps taken to organize an
equitable and reliable system of interdependence among exporting and importing
countries that will persuade the parties concerned of the benefits to be derived
from maintaining and extending the international division of labour°

Apart from the upheaval in price relationships that occurred after 197!ÿ
two other important developments affected international economic relations between
the developed market economies and the developing countries:  the enlargement of
the European Economic Community from six to mine members and the adoption by most
of the more advanced countries of schemes granting preferential access to their
markets in respect of a considerable range of goods°

The accession of the United Kingdom to EEC at the beginning of 1973
signalled the end of the rights of a number of Commonwealth countries to
privileged entry to the United Kingdom market°  It also brought the United Kingdom
agricultural sector (with its close duty-free ties to the world market and its
farmersÿ incomes protected by so-called 'ÿdeficiency payments" from general revenue)
into the more insulated ÿ'common agriculture policy'v of the original six members
(with its price supports for local production and "variable leviesvv on imports).
In neither case were the consequences for developing country partners as
unfavourable as they seemed at one stage likely to beo  This reflects in part the
fact that United Kingdom entry into EEC was itself phased in its various aspects
so as to allow a more gradual adjustment to the new circumstancesÿ and in part the
fact that the transition wasÿ fortuitouslyÿ to take place when preference schemes
of a more general nature were being brought into operationo  Equally fortuitous and
even more important was the fact that the enlargement of EEC coincided with the
period of vigorous growth in the developed market economies as a whole and the
steep upswing in world market prices for almost all the commodities that might
have been adversely affected by the integration.

Neverthelessÿ the enlargement of EEC has created a trading entity that absorbs
over a third of the exports of the developing countries ÿ as much as Japan and
the United States combined and I0 times as much as the centrally planned
economies ÿ and whose trade policies are therefore of major significance to the
development process°  Though this was overshadowed by the turbulent events of
1971ÿ1974ÿ it will doubtless have an important bearing on the course of economic
relations in the second half of the decade.

The preference schemes that were adopted by one developed market economy after
another from mid-f971 onwards 8/ represent a breach of two of the main principles

8/ The latest scheme to go into operation is that of Canada which was
promulgated in July 1974o  The only major developed market economy that had not
implemented a preference system by the end of 1974 was the United States of Amerieaÿ
whose scheme was not promulgated until January 1975o
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underlying earlier trade relationsÿ namelyÿ the reciprocation and generalization of
concessions:  the tariff cuts were limited to developing countries (variously
defined) and they were accorded unilaterallyÿ without any reciprocity°  The schemes
-were essentially experimental when initiated and many of them were amended in
various ways in the period that followed°  In most cases the list of beneficiary
countries was extended and the commodity coverage widenedÿ though in a few countriÿ
some tariff items were dropped either to restore the original protection orÿ in the
case of Denmarkÿ Ireland and the United Kingdomÿ to bring the national scheme into
line with that of EEC (see table 39)°

The main difficulties encountered in administering these preference schemes
have stemmed from the methods used to ensure that the designated countries are in
fact the beneficiaries and that vulnerable domestic industries are notunduly
harmed by the imports°  The first of these concerns gave rise to sets of 'Vrules
of originÿ' requiring various forms of documentation and certification that many
developing countries found hard to observeÿ at least in the early stages of the
schemes°  The second was generally met by some type of escape clause or
quantitative limit on the volume of imports eligible for preferential entry°

The 'ÿrules of origin" generally require direct shipment from the exporter to
the importer and legal proof that the goods have undergone "substantial
transformationw in the former or that the value added there constitutes a
prescribed minimum (35-50 per cent in the case of the United States scheme) of the
C.iof. price.  Many developing countries have been slow in setting up the
machinery and preparing the documents necessary to satisfy the importing country
in regard to this requirement° 9/

Where ceilings have been prescribed for preferential imports they have
usually been based on some historical amount - 1968 imports in the initial EEC
schemeÿ for example - with provision for a supplementary amount to increase the
developing country share of imports and for moving forward the base year. i0_ /  In
order to prevent too much of the permissible amount from being supplied by too few
developing countriesÿ provision has also been made for country quotas, ii___/  In the

9--/ After a year of operation of the EEC schemeÿ less than 40 countries had
qualified for preferential entry and by the end of 1973 the number had not reached
60°  At that stage only 63 of 112 potential beneficiaries had qualified for
preferential entry into Switzeriandÿ and only 41 out of 102 in the case of Norway.
In the first eight months of the Japanese schemeÿ a fourth of the claims for
preferential entry were rejected because the 'ÿsubstantial transformation"
requirement had not been fulfilled.  The easing of rules of origin formalities by
Finland was largely instrumental in raising the proportion of beneficiaries
achieving preferential entry from less than a third in 1972 to over 60 per cent in
1973.

i0/ The EEC held the base year at 1968 until 1974 when it was brought forward
to 197---1o  Japan has held the base at the 1968 figures while bringing forward -
with a two-year lag m the supplementary amount of i0 per cent of imports from
other (non-beneficiary) countries.

ll___/ In the United States scheme a similar purpose is served by the provision
that preferential entry is not to be accorded in respect of a given item to a
country that has supplied more than half (or over $25 million) of United States
imports of that item in the previous year.
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case of EEC, these were generally set at 50 per cent of the tota!ÿ though for a
number of so-called V'sensitiveVÿ and VVsemi-sensitiveVV products smaller proportions

were prescribed - as low as i0 per cent in the first year of operation
(see table 40).

In the long run, this country quota system may lead to a diversification in
supply but in the early years of operationÿ given the smallness in the nDÿber of
developing countries actually participating in the scheme, its effect was to limit
the volume of preferential imports:  the main suppliers exhausted their quotas and
the rest were left unfilled°  The rigidity in the a priori quota system was
lessened in the case of Japan in 1973 when a discretionary administration was
introduced in respect of a large number of items°  This permitted the continuation
of preferential entry beyond both the quota for individual beneficiaries and the
ceiling for total imports of the item concerned°  Thus in 1973 Japan withheld the
reimposition of normal tariffs on 40 of the 109 items imports of which exceeded
the ceiling 12__/ (see table 41)o

Perhaps the principal problem posed by the quantitative limitation of amounts
eligible for preference lies in the lack of information regarding the status of
imports.  Neither exporter nor importer is able to ascertain whether a given
shipment will qualify for preferential entry and this ignorance greatly reduces the
incentive effect of the scheme and may evenÿ in the extreme case5 turn what is
intended to be an increase in exportersÿ earnings into a windfall gain for
importers who have felt it prudent to contract on the assumption of the regular
tariff°

It is unrealistic to expect developed market economy preference schemes to
effect a sudden transformation in the industrial structure of the developing
countries or even in the composition of trade°  As indicated in chapter !ÿ a very
small number of the developing countries account for the great bulk of the group's
exports of manufactured goods.  If the preference schemes are to serve as an
instrument for assisting in the industrialization of countries that have hitherto
contributed little to international trade in manufactures it is clear not only
that arrangements will have to be shaped with this in mind but also that several
other conditions will need to be fulfilled°  Among them perhaps the most important
are steadfastness and sympathy.  The first must be manifested in continuity and
certaintyÿ and the second in a flexible administration that will adjust to the
needs of the less industrialized of the developing countries°

In reserving quotas for these less industrialized countriesÿ developed market
economy Governments may well be under pressure both from developing countries that
can more readily fill those quotas and from domestic producers that see unfilled
quotas as mitigating import competition°  And in aiming for flexibility in
administering these schemes they may find it desirable to subdivide customs
categories of goods to accommodate items that the less industrialized countries are
more likely to be able to produceÿ to allow the carry-over of quotas for countries
that have less frequent and less reliable shipping connexions and to make similar
adjustments that imply a recognition of the diversity among the countries that have
been accorded beneficiary status.

12__/ Of the 69 items on which regular duties were reimposed, 20 were in the
category for which flexible controls had been substituted°
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The preference schemes are intended to assist developing countries to market
in the developed market economies manufactured and semi-manufactured goods in the
production of -which the developing countries tend to be at a disadvantage°  Trade
iu primary products presents a different set of problems and the developed market
economy approach to them has traditionally been through commodity agreements
designed to stabilize the price of individual items through undertakings to buy or
se!iÿ through controls over export quantities and in some cases regulation of
inventoriesÿ and the operation of special buffer stocks°  Four such agreements =
governing wheatÿ sugarÿ coffee and tin = were operative at the beginning of the
!970s and a fifth (for cocoa) was concluded in 1972 and entered into force in
mid-1973o  In the price upheaval that marked the first four years of the decadeÿ
these agreements ceased to have relevance and one by oneÿ as they expiredÿ they
were extended in form but without substance°  In each case there was an implicit
assumption that when the market settles down and prices resume a more stable
interrelationshipÿ accord would be sought in regard to a defensible price range
appropriate to the commodity concerned°

With this in the backgroundÿ negotiations began in mid-f973 for the
renewal (or replacement) of the Yaound$ Convention between EEC and 18 associated
States°  The latter had already been joined by Kenyaÿ Mauritiusÿ Uganda and the
United Republic of Tanzaniaÿ and with the enlargement of the Community from six to
nineÿ Commonwealth countries numbering 23 became "associable'o   In the eventÿ a new
Convention was hammered outÿ and duly signed at Lom$ÿ Togoÿ in February 1975o  It
embraces 46 developing countries = 37 in Africaÿ six in the Caribbean and three in
the Pacific = and is designed to provide them with dutyÿfree access to EEC markets
on a non-reciprocal basisÿ for all industrial products and almost al! agricultura!
products and to set up a UA 3 billion (about $3o6billion) fund for use over
five years for grants and loans and for a stabilization scheme to smooth out
fluctuations in the foreign exchange earnings derived from a dozen of the principal
primary exports of the 46° 13/  In additionÿ the Convention includes a sugar pact
that provides for the supply (and purchase) of up to 1o4 million tons a year
(about an eighth of EEC consumption) at a minimum price determined by that
negotiated for domestic producers in the Community°

Import performance

Though the volume of developed market economy imports from the developing
countries increased by less than 5 per cent in 1971 ÿ below the longÿterm growth
rate - the subsequent upsurge raised the average i971ÿ1973 rate of increase to
almost 12 per cent a year.  The expansion was greatest ÿ over 20 per cent a year
in the case of manufactured goods althoughÿ because price changes in this categ?ry
were more modestÿ this did not raise its proportion of developed market economy
expenditure on imports from developing countries above the 1970 figure of
23 per cent°  At the other end of the scaleÿ imports of foodÿstuffs increased at
only 5 per cent a year so thatÿ despite a steep rise in prices, it accounted for a
steadily diminishing share of developed market economy import expenditure;  from

13/ One eighth of the fund is to be used for stabilizationÿ one seventh for
soft (40ÿyearÿ I per cent) loans and 70 per cent for grantsÿ while just over
3 per cent is set aside for participation in equity ventures°  A further
UA 390 million is to be provided by the European Investment Bank for low=interest
loans°
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almost 24 per cent of the total from developing countries in !970 to below
18 per cent in 1973o

In between were the raw material and fuel categories°  Thanks to an upswing
in 1973 the average rate of increase in raw material imports frcm the
developing countries approached 7 per cent a year and their share of developed
market economy expenditure -was maintained at about a sixth.  Fuel imports
registered the steadiest growthÿ averaging more than 14 per cent a year over the
1971-1973 period and raising their share of all imports from the developing
countries from less than 35 per cent in 1970 to nearly 43 per cent in i973
(see table 42)°

The sharp rise in the quantum of developed market economy imports from the
developing countries was largely the result of the vigorous growth in demand that
got under way early in 1972 and began to recede towards the end of 1973.  Over the
two yearsÿ manufacturing production rose by almost a fifth before levelling off in
1974o  The resultant increase in input requirements and in incomes was reinforced
in varying degree by policies favouring the developing countriesÿ particularly in
the case of manufactured goods.

The dominance of the major items remainedÿ however:  three categories of
imports (petroleumÿ beverage crops and non-ferrous metals) continued to account
for half the totalÿ another four categories (oresÿ fruits and vegetablesÿ fibre and
sugar) brought the share to two thirdsÿ and another three (lumberÿ apparel and
yarn) to three fourths (see table 43).

This ranking did not change very greatly over the four yearsÿ though most
categories of manufactured goods (particularly machineryÿ metal products and
instrumentsÿ wood and paper products and furnitureÿ foot-wear and travel goodsÿ
food preparations and plastic products) rose in importanceÿ and many primary
products (particularly mineralsÿ fibresÿ livestock and productsÿ beverage croÿs
and cereals) lost ground.

The sharp acceleration in the unit value of developed market economy imports
from the developing countries was accompanied by a similar though somewhat less
steep rise in the unit value of exports to the developing countries.  The result
was an unusually wide movement in the terms of trade between the two groups of
countries.  This favoured the developed market economies in 1971ÿ and then swung
over in favour of the developing countriesÿ slightly in 1972 but by over 9 per cent
in 1973.

Imports of fuels

Among the four main categories of importsÿ the sharpest rise in unit value -
averaging almost 19 per cent a year over the 1971-1973 period - was registered by
fuels.  This was a major factor behind the rise in the amount spent by the
developed market economies on imports from the developing countries:  in the case
of petroleum products it increased by about 24 per cent a yearÿ crude petroleum
by 31 per cent a yearÿ and natural gas by 49 per cent a year, to reach about
$350 million in 1973.

The rise in unit value reflects action by the petroleum-exporting countries
whichÿ in February 1971 and on a number of occasions in 1972 and 1973ÿ in the face
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of a firm demandÿ raised the price of the oil they sold and taxes and royalties
paid by the producing companies°  This was fol!owedÿ in the last quarter of 1973ÿ
by a ctÿmtailmemt in production by the Organization of Arab Oil-Producing Countries
and the cutting off of deliveries to several of the developed market economies
judged to be friendly to Israel and thenÿ at the beginning of 1974ÿ by another and
larger increase in priceo  Between the third quarter in 1970 and the first
quarter in !974 there was a sixfold increase in the price of petroleum moving in
international trade (see table 44).

Up to 1973 consumption of energy had risen in a remarkably steady fashion at
about 5 per cent a year while the share of petroleum had increased from about a
third in the 1950s to a half by 1972o  This had been brought about by a phasing
out of domestic coal production with the aid of an adjustment assistance programme
whichÿ especially in Western Europeÿ had facilitated the closing down of
collieries and the pensioning or retraining of workers.  Tax incentivesÿ
especially in the United Statesÿ had encouraged the outflow of capital (and
reinvestment of earnings) to developing countriesÿ first for the production of
petroleum andÿ increasingly in the 1960s when environmenta! considerations began
to weigh larger in investment decisionsÿ for the building of refineries.  Developed
market economy self-sufficiency in petroleum declined from about 60 per cent in the
1950s to just over a third in 1972.

As a result of the high level of investment - particularly by the smaller
companies independent of the major transnational concerns - supply was kept well
up to world requirements°  Exports from the Soviet Union also expanded - from abou%
i per cent of the world total in the mid-1950s to over 5 per cent in the early
1970so  The OPEC share declined correspondingly from 89 per cent to 84 per cent.
The market remained easy throughout the 1960sÿ though discounts on posted prices
grew less coÿon in the second half of the decade.  In 1971ÿ the average price of
petroleum in international trade was 18 per cent above the 1960 level.  This was
virtually the same increase as in the case of food-stuffs and appreciably greater
than that of cereals which were still at the 1960 level.  The average unit
value of manufactured goodsÿ howeverÿ had risen steadily and somewhat faster and
in !971 it stood at 27 per cent above the 1960 level.

The dramatic rise in petroleum prices since 1971 - a sixfold increase in a
commodity that accounted for 7 per cent of total imports from all sources - the
resultant increase in the current account deficit of almost all the industrial
countriesÿ and the sense of insecurity engendered by the 1973/74 cutback and
boycott have induced a major change in developed market economy energy policy.
This is still under way and the speed of its implementation is in doubt but its
direction is clearÿ  conservation by increasing economy and efficiency of energy
useÿ diversification of energy sources away from petroleumÿ greater energy
se!fÿsufficiency by faÿouring domestic sourcesÿ intensification of exploration for
petroleum in "safeÿ areas to minimize the risk of arbitrary control over supply
and price°

Some of these steps are undoubtedly desirable both from the standpoint of
preserving the physical environment and in the interests of the rational use of th
world's nonÿrenewg01e resources°  Othersÿ however, are clearly at variance with th,
International Development Strategy:  they will pre-empt a significant proportion
of investment capitalÿ enlarge the worldVs fuel production capacity far beyond whÿ
is required to keep supply in line with consumptionÿ reduce international trade an
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maintain a compartmentalized, administered price structure that will be
particularly onerous for countries that are both short of capital and find it
necessary to import energy for their development.

Imports of industrial raw materials 14/

Between 1970 and 1973 developed market economy imports of raw mate~ials

increased by about 7 per cent a year in quantum and 18 per cent a year in unit
value. The principal categories coming from the developing countries were mineral
ores - ferrous and non-ferrous - textile fibres, wood, oil~seeds and oils,
rUbber, non-metallic minerals (including rock phosphate) and hides and skins. 15/

Among these raw materials the steepest rise in price was recorded by
vegetable seeds and oils: between the first quarter of 1972 and the last
quarter of 1974 there was a threefold increase and prices were still rising though
more slowly and erratically. The rise in fibre prices started earlier (at the
beginning of 1971) and peaked towards the end of 1973 after a 260 per cent
increase. The price of non-ferrous ores also began a rise early in 1971; it
continued rather longer (till the second quarter of 1974) but involved a somewhat
smaller increase (about 220 per cent).

These price changes were almost entirely market-determined: they reflect
the expansion in demand during the 1972-1973 industrial upswing (augmented by some
inventory and speculative purchases) interacting with a variety of supply
constraints caused chiefly by the vagaries of the weather and other natural
conditions in the case of some of the agricultural commodities and by labour
strikes and transit difficulties in the case of some of the minerals.

The more than trebling of the price of oil-seeds that occurred between 1970

141 This SITe division of imports includes various metallic ores and
concentrates but not the metals themselves which are classified as manufactured
goods.

151 The most important item in terms of dollar expenditure was wood: imports
of rough wood increased by an average of about 42 per cent a year to reach
$2.4 million in 1973 and imports of lumber by 51 per cent a year to nearly
$0.75 billion. Imports on non-ferrous ores increased by 15 per cent a year to
about $2 billion in 1973 and imports of iron ore by 9 per cent a year to
$1.8 billion. Imports of vegetable oils and seeds increased by 20~30 per cent a
year and by 1973 they amounted to almost $2 billion -~ $1 billion for seeds"
$0.6 billion for soft oils and $0.3 billion for lauric oils. Rubber imports
cost $1" 2 billion in 1973, having expanded by about l~· per cent a year since
1970" Co ton vms by far the most important fibre among the imports from
developi.::.: countries - $1.1 billion in 1973 - though the value had risen only
slowly (C; per cent a year). The value of wool imports had risen much faster
(36 per cent a year) to reach $0.33 billion, as had hard fibres (18 per cent a
year to almost $0.2 billion) but the value of jute imports "Was actually lover in
1973 than in 1970 ($0.13 billion). The only other raw materials of great
significance in total developing country trade are crUde fertilizers (mostly
phosphates) and hides and skins. Developed market economy imports of the former
rose by a modest 11 per cent a year to about $0.36 billion, and of the latter by
as much as 28 per cent a year to about $0.33 billion.
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and mid-1973 reflects the shortage of fishmea! from Peru and the poor soya crop
in the United States as well as the expansion in livestock herds that higher
meat prices had encouraged°   !n 1973 several countries - including the United
Statesÿ the largest supplier - limited their exports of soya beams in order to
protect domestic supplies°  This increased European demand for oil-seeds from the
developing countries:  developed market economy import expenditure was twice as
high in 1973 as in 1972o  Imports of animal feed-stuffs also doubled between
1972 and !973ÿ reaching $io3 billion°

There was no perceptible change in policies affecting the production of
'ÿsynthetic'ÿ substitutes for some of the industrial raÿ- materials in the 1971-1973
period°  The upsurge in primary product pricesÿ indeedÿ and fears of incipient
shortages provided some encouragement to the use of such mÿstitutes°  This itself
was soon restrainedÿ howeverÿ by the rapid increase in the cost of the synthetic
productÿ especially in 1973 and 1974 when the rise in wood-pulp and petroleum
prices began to accelerate°'

There was little increase in the output of cellulosic fibres between 1970 and
1973 but the output of non-cellulosic fibres and synthetic rubber expanded
greatly° 16/

Because of the buoyance of the rubber and fibre marketsÿ concern over the
continued growth in the output of these manÿmade products seem to have abated
somewhat in 1973o   !ndeedÿ the market was able to absorb a sizable increase in

/
disposals of natural rubber from the United States strategic stockpile:
36ÿ000 tons in 1971ÿ 50ÿ000 tons in 1972 and 93ÿ000 tons in 1973o  It was only after
the price of natural rubber had begum to recede in 1974 that anxiety was again
manifest°  In April the Association of South-East Asian Nations opened talks with
Japan on the subject of restraining the growth in capacity to produce synthetic
rubber.  By this timeÿ howeverÿ the constraining effect of the rise in the
petroleum price was beginning to tell:  there was a 50 per cent increase in the
prices of synthetic rubbers in the first half of 1974o

There was a similar scenario in the case of cotton whose international prices
also peaked early in 1974o  The competitive position of cotton had improvedÿ
partly as a result of the rapid rise in the price of man-made fibres but also in
the wake of research on quality and processing undertaken by the International
Institute for Cotton.  Nevertheless the steep decline in price that began in
January 1974 soon caused concern.  In April the International Cotton Advisory

16___/ World production of synthetic rubber increased by about a fourth between
1970 and 1973ÿ twice the rate achieved by the natural product whose share in.total
consumption dropped below a third.  The expansion in synthetic was largest in
absolute terms in the developed market economies but the shares of the centrally
planned economies (20 per cent) and developing countries (3 per cent) were fully
maintained.

Developed market economy production of cellulosic fibre declined steadily
though slowly in the 1970-1973 periodÿ while that of the centrally planned
economies and developing countries continued to expand°  There was a much larger and
more rapid increase in the output of non-cellulosic fibres ÿ howeverÿ and this was
almost universal thoughÿ in terms of the quantities involvedÿ the developed market
economy output and expansion were by far the greatestÿ accounting for about
seven eighths of world total°
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Committee reopened the question of an agreement to stabilize prices and
discussions began at an Intensive Intergovernmentai Consultation under the
auspices of UNCTADo

In contrast to most of the other raw materialsÿ the prices of rock phosphate
and bauxite moving in international trade did not move far from the 1970 level
in 1971-1973o  Being dealt with either on long-term contract or as an interbranch
transaction of multinational corporations subject to royalty arrangements with
the host Governmentÿ neither commodity was subject to the market forces that were
operating in this period°

Towards the end of 1973ÿ howeverÿ Morocco - the largest exporter of phosphate
rock - raised its price from $14 to $42 per ton°  Producers in the United States
soon followed this leadÿ and in mid-1974 the price was again raisedÿ first to
$55 and then to $63 a ton°  Later in the year a World Phosphate Rock Institute
was formed by producers in Algeriaÿ Brazilÿ Jordanÿ Moroccoÿ Senegalÿ the Syrian
Arab Repubiicÿ Togoÿ Tunisia and the United States of Americaÿ accounting for about
half of world production and 80 per cent of the amount entering international trade°

In the case of bauxite a similar effect was obtained through the renegotiation
of royalty and tax arrangements between various Caribbean Governments and the
mining companies operating their concessions°  The pattern was set by Jamaica in
May i974 and followed by the Dominican Republicÿ Guyanaÿ Haiti and Surinamÿ and
later by Sierra Leone°  Given °the differences in the type and grade of oreÿ in
mining conditions and in the extent of subsequent beneficiationÿ these changes
did not yield a uniform price but they resulted in a substantial increase in
government receipts°  The question of a common pricing policy was laid before the
International Bauxite Association which had been formed in March 1974 by Australiaÿ
Guineaÿ Guyanaÿ Jamaicaÿ Sierra Leoneÿ Surinam and Yugoslavia. 17/

Imports of food-stuffs

Developed market economy expenditure on imports of food-stuffs from the
developing countries increased at an average rate of rather more than 15 per cent
a year in dollar terms between 1970 and 1973o  One third of the increase represents
the growth in volumeÿ two thirds the rise in prices°  The average price of food in
international trade doubled between 1970 and the first half of i974 andÿ largely
as a result of the further rise in the prices of sugar and feed-grainsÿ continued
upward for the remainder of the year.

The largest category of developed market economy food imports from the
developing countries comprises the beverage crops.  Expenditure on these increased
less rapidly than on other food-stuffso  The value of coffee imports rose at an
average of 13 per cent a year and was approaching $4 billion in 1973.  Despite the
steep rise in priceÿ the value of cocoa imports rose at only 9 per cent a year
between !970 and 1973 to a total of almost $0.9 billiom.  And in the case of teaÿ
whose price did not turn upwards until 1974ÿ imports were actually lower in 1973
($0.34 billion) than in 1970 ($0.38 billion)°

17/ Together with the Dominican Republicÿ Ghana and Haitiÿ which joined the
Association laterÿ these countries accounted for about 70 per cent of world
production and over 80 per cent of world trade.
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Expenditure on the other two major food imports from the developing
countries - sugar and fruit - also rose at less than the average rate for the food
group as a wholeÿ the former to about $1o9 billion in 1973 and the latter to
$1o6 billiono  Cereal imports also lagged behind the averageÿ largely because of a
sharp reduction in drought year of 1972o  Some rice producers - Burmaÿ Egypt and
Thailandÿ for example - felt impelled to curb exports in 1972/73 so as to avoid
internal shortages°  The principal component of developed market economy imports
from the developing countries was maizeÿ purchases of which fluctuated around
$0.45 billion a year°

The most dynamic of the food imports were meat and fishÿ each of which
doubled in the three yearsÿ reaching $1o3 billion in 1973.  In the case of beef
this expansion was halted early in 1974 whenÿ with domestic producers caught
between rising feed costs and comsumer resistance to high pricesÿ the EEC
reintroduced the duties and levies that had been suspended during the previous year
of 'ÿscarcity"ÿ and a number of countries - including Belgiumÿ Franceÿ Greeceÿ
Italy and Japan - suspended the licensing of further imports.  The United Statesÿ
which had suspended import controls in mid-1972ÿ did not reintroduce them in 1974
(except in the case of cattle and beef from Canada) but supported the domestic
beef market in the spring by means of government purchases for school feeding
programmes.  During the period of scarcityÿ developing country exports might have
risen even higher had not some countries ÿ Argentina and Brazilÿ for example
found it necessary to restrict the shipment of beef in order to protect domestic
supplies and prices.

A number of processed food-stuffs also shared in the rapid increase in
developed market economy imports°  Purchases of preserved fruit and preserved
vegetables almost doubled between 1970 and 1973 to reach about $0°4 billion and
$0.25 billionÿ respectively°  Purchases of tinned meat rose from $0.19 billion to
$0°26 billion and of tinned fish from $0.08 billion to $0.18 billion°  Imports
Of wine declined sharply in 1971 and it was not until a new arrangement was made
between EEC and Algeria in 1972 that they recovered:  purchases in 1973 - at
$0°22 billion - were more than double the previous yearÿs level.

While all the food-stuffs entering international trade experienced an upsurge
in price in the 1970-1974 periodÿ there were considerable differences in the length
and pace of the increase.  At the one end of the scale were such items as tea and
wine for which the upswing was short and modest - a 50-60 per cent increase over a
period of 18 months°  At the other end of the scale some food-stuffs registered
increases that were much sharper (some of the edible oilsÿ for example) or much
longer sustained (fish and some of the cerealsÿ for example) and in the case of
sugarÿ both°  These changing price relationships reflect market forces that made it
very difficult to operate international commodity agreements whose main purpose was
to maintain price stability and orderly marketing.

The most dramatic price increase was that of sugar:  after rising eratically
in 1971-1973 to about double its 1970 level? the price quadrupled in the course of
1974.  In March 1973 the maximum price under the 1968 International Sugar Agreement
was raised from 6.95 to 7.60 United States cents per pound and 4.9 million tons were
supplied at that figure (chiefly by Australiaÿ Cuba and South Africa to Canada and
Japan) even though the world market price had reached 9 cents a pound.  When the
Agreement was extended for two years from the beginning of 1974 the world price of
sugar (f.oobo Caribbean or Brazilian ports) stood at 15 cents a pound and by
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November it peaked at 57 cents a pound°   The extended Agreement was without any
economic'ÿ content:  the question of price norms and production/export/inventory

controls was left in abeyance.

This was also the case with wheat whose price peaked in the first quarter of
1974 at 3.5 times the 1970 average°   The 1971 International Wheat Agreement ÿas
extended early in 1973 to June 1975ÿ but without substantive clauses either in the
Wheat Trade Convention or in!the Food Aid Convention.

The first International Cocoa Agreementÿ though not ratified by the United
States, came into force in mid-1973 just when the price of cocoaÿ after languishing
in 1971 and most of 1972 was surging upwards°   It stood at about 50 United States
cents a pound when the Agreement became operativeÿ compared with a stabilization
range of 23-32 cents.   It rose fourfold between trough and crest in this upswing and
peaked in the second quarter of 1974 at about three times the 1970 average°   Here
againÿ the economic content of the Agreement - which includes provisions for a
buffer stock and export quotas - ÿas left in abeyance, though in August 1974 the
stabilization price range was adjusted upwards by 6.5 cents per pound°   By this
time the buffer stock fund - raised through a levy of i cent per pound on cocoa
exports - had reached $25 million.

In March 1973 the International Olive 0il Agreement was amended slightly and
extended for the period 1974-19789 but still without economic content.  Prices had
begun rising steeply in 1972 and by the third quarter of 1974 had exceeded three
times the 1970 average.

The only other international commodity agreement governing a food item is
that in coffee.  The second such Agreement had come into force in 1968 and had
helped to raise coffee prices around a third by 1970.  In 1971 they slipped9
howeverÿ and differences opened up among members of the International Coffee
Organization both as to price range and as to action in respect of export quotas°
As a result, when the Agreement was extended for the period 1973-19759 it was
without the price and quota provisions°   It was even decided to liquidate the funds
that had been established to promote coffee salesÿ on the one handÿ and help
producing countries VVdiversify" out of coffeeÿ on the other.   In the event9 market
forces, aided by some withholding of supplies, 18___/ began to pull prices up in 1972
andÿ though the rise was modest by comparison with most other primary commoditiesÿ
they peaked in the second quarter of 1974 at about 40 per cent above the 1970 level°

The two main reasons for the relative fragility of the coffee market have been
the vigorous expansion in coffee production in Africa9 Asia and the Pacific and the
decline in per capita consumption in the United States.  Coffee production outside
Latin Americaÿ which had risen by 165 per cent in the 1950s and 70 per cent in the
1960s9 continued to rise in the 1970s9 accounting for over 36 per cent of the world

18___/ For the 1973/74 season the Latin American producers arranged to retain
i0 per cent of the amount exported in the three previous years and the Inter-African
Coffee Organization established export quotas for robusta coffee.  Early in 1974
two new coffee marketing bodies were set up - oneÿ Caf$ Mundia!ÿ by Brazil, Colombiaÿ
the Ivory Coast and Portugalÿ and another by a number of Central American producers
including Costa Ricaÿ E1 Salvadorÿ Cuatemala and Mexico.
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supply in the early years of the decadeÿ compared with only 17 per centÿ 20 years
earlier°   In the meantime consumption of coffee in the United Statesÿ the major
importing countryÿ has risen hardly at sllÿ  in relation to population over i0 years
of age it declined from almost i0 kilograms a year (green bean equivalent) in the
early 1950s to less than 8 kilograms a year in the early 1970s during which time
the United States  share in world uonsumption had dropped from over 60 per cent to
not much more than 40 per cent°

Imports of manufactured goods

Developed market economy imports of manufactured goods from the developing
countries increased at an accelerating pace in the 1970-1973 period.   In 1973
imports amounted to $18 billionÿ twice the 1971 figure°  The average rate of
expansion was almost 27 per cent a year of which rather less than a fifth was the
result of price increases°  This import pattern was characterized both by the
dominance of the major items and by the growing diversity among the minor items.

The six leading products in 1973 accounted for half the developed market
economy imports of manufactures from developing countries:   clothing ($3°35 billion
copper ($2°5 billion)ÿ telecommunication equipment and electrical machinery (about
$i billion each)ÿ diamonds and other precious and semi-precious stones (just under
$i billion) and plywood (about ÿ0o9 billion)°  At the same time expenditure on many
of the smaller items rose at more than 50 per cent a year:  wood products and
furnitureÿ yarnsÿ ribbons and lace and other special textile productsÿ leather and
travel goodsÿ office machineryÿ electrical switchgearÿ non-electrical machineryÿ
vehiclesÿ plastic and paper productsÿ iron and steel tubes and shapes and other
metal manufactures°

Almost all ÿhe items in this category of trade were subject to some kind of
internationally determined action in the 1970-1971 period - the two top groups
(non-ferrous metals and textiles) to specific measuresÿ and the great bulk of the
remainder to the preference schemes referred to earlier in this chapter.

The prices of copperÿ lead and tinÿ which had peaked in 1969 or 1970ÿ declined
sharply in 1971 and the value of developed market economy imports of non-ferrous
metals from the developing countries dropped by 28 per cent from $3°4 billion to
$2.4 billion.  With the upswing in demand that began in 1972ÿ imports rose steeply
(by 53 per cent between 1972 and 1973) to ÿ3o8 billion in 1973o   In dollar termsÿ
the price of each of the major metals (except aluminium) doubled between the end
of 1972 and the beginning of 1974o   Subsequentlyÿ with industrial input requirements
shrinkingÿ prices declined steeply:  between April and December 1974 the free market
price fell by about a fourth in the case of lead and tin and by over half in the
case of copper and zinc°

In 1971 and 1972 the buffer stock of the International Tin Council (ITC)
entered the market as a net buyer of over iIÿ000 tons of tin°  Export controls were
introduced in January 1973ÿ when the London price stood at £iÿ618 per tonÿ and were
renewed in October 1973 by which time the price had passed the £2ÿ000 mark.  The
ITC's stabilization price range was raised by around 7 per cent but the market price
was already above the new ceiling of ÿM 760 per picul (about £2ÿ200 per ton)°  The
buffer stock sold all the tin it had acquired in the two previous years.  After
consultation with iTC as well as tin-producing countriesÿ releases from the United
States strategic stockpileÿ which had been cut back from iÿ740 tons in 1971 to less
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than 400 tons in 1972ÿ were stepped up to nearly 20ÿ000 tons in 197B and nearly
22ÿ000 tons in the first half of 1974o   Spot prices continued to riseÿ howeverÿ
reaching about £4ÿ000 a ton in September before turning doÿwardso 19/  In May 1974
the stabilization range was raised again - around a third this time - but it was
not until late in the year that the market price had dropped below the new ceiling
of SM iÿ050 per picul (about £3ÿ150 per ton)°

Tin is the only metal subject to an international agreement°  For the othersÿ
stabilization measures were in the hands of individual Governments°   In the case of
lead and zincÿ domestic prices were held down in a number of the developed market
economies and though they were raised on several occasions in 1973 they tended to
remain far below the prices developing country metal was realizing on the world
market°  Between the second half of 1972 and the first half of 1974 the latter
doubled in the case of lead and trebled in the case of zinc°   Sales from the United
States stockpile were greatly expanded:  in the three years 197!ÿ 1972 and 1973 lead
disposals totalled 89700 tonsÿ 54ÿ400 tons and 226ÿ000 tonsÿ respectivelyÿ and zinc
disposals iÿ900 tonsÿ 192ÿ000 and 242ÿ000 tons°  An even higher rate was maintained
in the first half of 1974 but only under an arrangement with producers that would
require repurchase in the interest of market stabilization°

In the wake of the 1971/72 decline in copper pricesÿ the United States
reintroduced the 0°8 cents per pound duty that had been suspended since 1966o
In mid-1973ÿ howeverÿ with prices surging upwardsÿ this duty was withdrawn again°
Domestic prices were raised but they lagged far behind the world market price which
almost trebled between endÿ1972 and midÿ1974o  In these circumstances United States
stockpile releasesÿ suspended in 1972 and 1973ÿ were resumed and 210ÿ000 tons of
copper was sold in the first half of 1974o  By this time consumption was already
shrinkingÿ howeverÿ and prices began a steep decline which took the spot quotation
down from £Iÿ350 per ton in May 1974 to £500 per ton in February 1975o  Accentuating
this swing was an outflow of copper from Japanÿ following large purchases in 1973o
This outflow was curtailed in the final ÿarter of the year after representations
by the Intergovernmental Council of Copper Exporting Countries (CIPEC)o  The
Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry ceased issuing export licences
for copper in November 1974 and began negotiating with some of the country's
suppliers of concentrates to slow down contract deliveries in the period ahead°  At
the same timeÿ CIPEC members - Chileÿ Peruÿ Zaire and Zambia which together account
for about two thirds of world exports = announced a i0 per cent cutback in copper
shipments in an effort to stabilize the market°

Between 1962 and 1973 developed market economy importation of cotton textiles
from the developing countries was governed by the longÿterm arrangement regarding
Internationa! Trade in Cotton Textiles whichÿ in principleÿ was intended to provide
the developing countries with steadily widening but non=disruptive access to the
markets of major developed market economies°   Its 30 signatories aimed at the
progressive elimination of quantitative controls over imports orÿ failing thatÿ an
assurance that such controls would permit a growth rate of at least 5 per cent a
year in the cotton textile exports of the country against which they were invoked°
In the first three years of the 1970s developed market economy imports of cotton

19__/ The price in the Singapore market peaked in May 1974 at @M iÿ303 per piculÿ
about twice the figure of a year earlier°  After the floating of sterling in
July 1972ÿ the exÿworks price on the Penang market was chosen as the indicator by
which the operation of the ITC buffer stock was to be guided.
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fabrics from the developing countries rose at an accelerating rate - by 19 per cent
in 19719 26 per cent in 1972 and 80 per cent in 19739 measured in dollar value°
This raised combined developed market economy expenditure from $250 million to
$680 million.   Imports of non-cotton fabrics also expanded vigorously - by an
average of 25 per cent a year in value to a total of $620 million in 1973 - as did
imports of yarns ÿ56 per cent a year to ÿ380 million) and blanketsÿ hagsÿ tarpaulins
and other made-up fabrics (34 per cent a year to $190 million)°  By far the largest
itemÿ howeverÿ was apparelÿ purchases of which increased at 42 per cent a year in
valueÿ raising it to the premier position among the imports of manufactured goods
from developing countries.

At the beginning of 1974 the Cotton Textile Arrangement was replaced by a
multifibre one signed by 50 countries and covering the whole range of products from
wool tops to garments° 20__/  This also aims at the progressive liberalization of the
trade in textilesÿ with special emphasis on increasing the developing country share.
It visualizes a rather faster growth in developing country exports than did the
cotton arrangementÿ offers a rather stricter interpretation of market disruption
(while still countenancing bilateral agreements and sets up a Textile Surveillance
Body to report on the way in which quantitative restrictions and safeguards are
administered.  While the upsurge in trade made possible by market forces in
1971-1973 is unlikely to be repeatedÿ the new arrangement should help preserve the
gains made in that period:  the base for limiting the severity of restrictions in
the case of market disruption is the preceding 12 monthsÿ imports and restrictions
themselves may be enforced only after lengthy consultations.  Moreover the
restrictions themselves are likely to be less limiting:   quotas can be adjusted
among the products and over the preceding and subsequent yearÿ thus facilitating
their full utilization.   In the light of the shrinking of demand and rise in
unemployment in several of the developed market economies in 1974/75ÿ the new
arrangement seems likely to be put to an early test.

North America remained the largest importer of textile products from the
developing countries in the 1971-1973 period9 but it was imports into Japan that
registered the sharpest increaseÿ reaching over $i billion in 1973ÿ compared with
$2.5 billion in the case of EEC and about $3 billion in the case of North America
(see table 45)°  Japan recorded the highest rate of expansion in imports in all
the other categories of manufactured goods coming from the developing countriesÿ
though in 1973 North America accounted for the great bulk of metal products and for
almost half the wood and non-metallic mineral products.  The EEC was the major
importer of basic metalsÿ manufactured food and tobaccoÿ and chemicals and rubber
products°

Imports of secondary (non-agricultural and non-fuel) products into the 12 major
developed market economiesÿ after stagnating in 19719 surged ahead by 22 per cent
in 1972 and 55 per cent in 1973 (measured in dollar values).  These are the
products for which preferential entry was granted in the schemes introduced in
mid-1971 and onwards°   In 1972 the rise in imports from developing countries into
the countries with such schemes (EEC and Japan) was substantially less than the
rise in imports into Canada and the United States which had not yet promulgated
their schemes.   This relationship was reversed in 1973 when imports from the

0/ But excluding the fabrics produced by V'cottage industry'v and also
synthetic staple (discontinuous) fibres.
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developing countries increased by 55 per cent in the case of EEC and by 87 per cent
in the case of Japanÿ compared with about 38 per cent in the case of North America
(see table 46).

The preference schemes probably played a part in the upsurge in imports into
EEC and Japan.   Because of the unusual strength of market forcesÿ howeverÿ it is
much more difficult to assess it than might otherwise have been the caseÿ   small
changes in quantities were often overshadowed by large changes in price°   It is
significant that the proportion of secondary product imports coming from developing
countries increased less in the case of EEC (with its preference scheme in full
operation) than in the case of North America (with no such scheme)°  The EEC derived
8.5 per cent of its secondary imports from the developing countries in 1973o  Though
this was a higher ratio than in 1971 and 1972 (7°5 per cent)ÿ it was more or less
the same as in 1970.  The share of developing countries in United States secondary
importsÿ after dipping in 1971 (to 14.8 per cent) rose noticeably in 1972 (to
16.3 per cent) and 1973 (to 18o7 per cent).  The highest such ratio was recorded by
Japan where the 1973 figure (over 32 per cent) was above the 1970-1972 level (see
table 47).

The share of developing countries in developed market economy imports of a
range of items specifically granted preference in the EEC scheme was generally
higher in 1973 than in earlier years in the decade in the case of EEC members but
not in the case of the United States (which did not accord such preference)°  But in
most cases the developing country share in imports remained small (see table 48)
and the increases in them were not decisive - particularly in the case of the
Federal Republic of Germany and Italy where the ratio has tended to fluctuate quite
widely - and it is clear that the full impact of the preference scheme will take
time to be revealed in measurable fashion°

Aid policies and the transfer of resources

The flow of resources from the developed market economies to the developing
countries increased less rapidly than the flow of trade in the first three years of
the Second Development Decade°  Measured in current dollarsÿ donationsÿ loans and
investment rose from a combined figure of $14 billion in 1970 to $22 billion in
1973 - that isÿ by about 16 per cent a yearÿ compared with the average increase of
almost 27 per cent a year registered by developing country earnings from exports to
the developed market economies°

Price chaÿgÿs enhanced this difference°   In the case of the trade flowsÿ there
was a notional loss of $0°8 billion in 1971 because developing country import prices
rose faster than export pricesÿ but it was followed by gains of $1.6 billion and
$10.4 billion in 1973 and 1974ÿ respectively°   In the case of the financial flowÿ
expansion in real terms only just kept pace with the growth in developed market
economy production:  the ratio of total net transfers to the combined gross national
product hovered around 0°7 per centÿ well short of the International Development
Strategy target of i per cent°

The lagging component of these transfers was official development assistance.
This rose from $6.7 billion in 1970 to $9.2 billion in 1973 - that isÿ by not much
more than Ii per cent a year - and its ratio to the overÿal! gross national product
of the developed market economies dropped from 0.33 in 1970-1972 to only
0.29 per cent in 1973ÿ far below the IDS target of 0.7 per cent.
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-While the volume of transfers barely kept pace with the groÿh in developed

market economy incomes and thus came no nearer to the objective set in the Strategyÿ
there was some improvement in their quality°  There was a perceptible softening in
the terms of lending - especially against the background of rising interest rates on
the capital market - an increase in the use of multilateral mechanismsÿ a more
careful matching of transfers against need and some relaxation of the constraints
placed on the use of loan moneys°

The volume of resource transfers

Measured in current United States dollarsÿ the over-all flow of grantsÿ loans
and investments (net of repayments and repatriation) from developed market economies
to developing countries rose from $14 billion in 1970 to $22 billion in 1973. 21__/
After 1971 this increase was entirely the result of changes in prices and exchange
rates:  measured at 1970 prices the amount transferred levelled off at just under
$15o5 billion (see table 49)°

The proportion of these transfers originating in the private sector continued
its long-term increase:  after oscillating around 45 per cent in the early years of
the decadeÿ it rose to 47 per cent in 1973o  This reflects a sharp increase in
direct investment (to 28 per cent of the total) and in bank lending (to nearly
14 per cent of the total) which more than offset a reduction in guaranteed export
credits - from 14 per cent in 1970-1971 to !ess than 5 per cent in 1973o

The main increase in direct investment occurred in 1973 and came from Japan
and the United Statesÿ each of which was responsible for an extra $i billion.
Private lending increased sharply in 1972 and 1973 and again the bulk of the
increment came from Japan and the United States (in 1972)ÿ with smaller increments
from Canada (1973) and France°  The availability of bank loans may have reduced the
need for export (suppliersv) credits in 1972 and 1973 though probably more important
was the rise in developing country liquidity as the commodity price boom got under
way:  the net increase in such credit dropped by $i billion between 1971 and 1972
and it was down to only $i billion in 1973o

In nominal termsÿ the net flow of officia! assistance from the developed market
economies rose from just under $8 billion in 1970 and 1971 to almost $12 bi!lion
in 1973.  In real termsÿ small gains in 1971 (6 per cent) and 1972 (3 per cent)
were followed by a marked declineÿ bringing the 1973 transfer down below the 1970
level°  Transfers to the multilateral agencies were better sustained than bilateral
flows:  their proportion of total official transfers increased from under
20 per cent in 1970-1971 to about 24 per cent in 1973.  Around 40 per cent of the
official bilateral transfers took the form of donations¢  the proportion rose to
43 per cent in 1972ÿ largely as a result of a notable increase in grants from
France and to a less extentÿ the United Kingdomÿ and declined to 38 per cent in
1973ÿ when gramts from the United Kingdom and the United States receded°  Technical

21__/ These totals and the discussion that follows do not include the flow of
resources to the less developed countries of Europe°  Nor do they include grants
made by private voluntary agencies to or in developing countriesÿ these amounted to
about $0.9 billion in 1970 rising to nearly ÿIo4 billion in 1973.  Norÿ finallyÿ do
they include developing country borrowing on the Eurocurrency marketÿ which cannot
be attributed to particular source countries but which rose rapidly in this periodÿ
from less than $I billion in 1971 to nearly $8 billion in 1973 and even more in 197
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assistance continued to account for about i0 per cent of official bilateral
transfers°  Food aidÿ om the other handÿ was significantly reducedÿ especially in
1973 whenÿ in real termsÿ it amounted to only half the amount transferred in the
earlier years of the decade°

Over the period 1971-1974 only 4 of the 17 developed market economies for
which the relevant information is available achieved the !DS objective of
transferring at least I per cent of their gross national product to the developing
countriesÿ  these were Belgiumÿ Japanÿ the Netherlands and Portugal°  The only
country to show a distinctly rising trend in this period was France whose transfer
rates had dropped to 0o91 in 1971.  By contrastÿ several countries showed a
declining trend - Australiaÿ Canada and the United Kingdom from a relatively high
ratioÿ the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ Italy and New Zealand from a much lower
ratio°  The outflow from the United States also failed to keep pace with domestic
production and its contributiom to developed market economy transfers to the
developing countries dropped below a third of the total (see table 50)°

No country achieved the IDS target for official development assistance 22___/
(0.7 per cent of gross national product) in the first three years of the decadeÿ
with the exception of Portugal where outlays were exceptionally high in 1971 and
1972.  Four countries recorded a rising ratio in this period°  They include Norway
and Sweden which are committed to the Strategy objective of reaching the target
by 1975ÿ Denmark which has accepted the target but not the time-table and Austria
which has accepted neither element and had reached a ratio of only 0o14 per cent by
1973 (see table 51).

Over a longer period there are three other countries that show a clear upward
trend in their official development assistance (ODA) ratiosÿ though they slipped
back in 1973o  These are the Netherlandsÿ which was close to the target in 1972 and
is aiming to reach it by 1975ÿ Canada which has agreed to the target in principle
but not the time-table andÿ at the lower end of the scaleÿ Switzerland which has
not agreed to either objective.  The only other country that has declared its
intention of working towards a 0.7 per cent ratio by 1975 is Belgium whose slow
climb  (from 0.42 in 1968 to 0.55 in 1972) was interrupted in 1973 (see figure)°

Austraiiaÿ Japan and New Zealand are also among the countries that have
accepted the IDS target but not the time-table for achieving it.  They made little
progress towards it in the 1971-1973 period.  The most serious lagÿ howeverÿ was in
the outflow from the main contributors of 0DA = Franceÿ the Federal Republic of
Germany and the United Kingdom (which have agreed to the target though not to the
time-table) and Italy and the United States of America (which have agreed to
neither) - in all of which the !ongmterm decline in the ratio continued in the

22/ Official development assistance comprises all donations and all loans with
a VVgrant elementÿv of at least 25 per cent°   The VVgrant equivalentÿv of a loan is the
difference between its face value and the discounted present value of future service
payments over the life of the loan.  The rate of discount used in this calculation
is i0 per cent a yearÿ which is assumed to approximate the economic rate of return
on capital in the developing countries°  No adjustment has been made to allow for
changes in market rates of interest°  The ÿTgrant elementÿv is this grant equivalent
expressed as a percentage of the face value of the loan.  The proportion of official
transfers not qualifying as ÿVdevelopment assistanceÿ rose from 8 per cent of all
financial flows in 1970 to ii per cent in 1973.
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early years of the decade°  These five countries accounted for over 90 per cent of
all official development assistance from the developed market economies in 1963
but not much more than two thirds in 1973o  While the spreading of responsibility
for aid is a desirable trend - both for burden-sharing among donor countries and
for widening the choices and diluting bilateral dependence of recipient countries -
the failure of the flow from the large contributors to rise in line with their
gross product lies behind the 10-year decline in the over-all developed market
economy ratio from over 0°5 per cent to under 0.3 per cent°

There are few signs that aid appropriations will rise faster than output in
any of the major contributors in the immediate future°   Budgets are being squeezed
as an anti-inflation measure and funds pre-empted by domestic projects as an
anti-recession measure°   In July 1974 the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ for exampleÿ
cut its 1975-1978 medium-term assistance planÿ and the ODA/GNP ratio is not expected
to rise above 0°37 per cent.   In Japanÿ prices have risen faster than aid
appropriations and even a 0°30 per cent ODA/GNP ratio has been postponed until 1976.
In the United Kingdomÿ budgetary constraint has been increased and with prices
rising rapidly and a larger inflow of repayments of earlier loans expectedÿ it seems
unlikely that the net ODA/GNP ratio will show any early increase above the
0.34 per cent level of 1973o   In the Iÿited Statesÿ where ÿforeiÿn aidÿ funds are
voted year by yearÿ domestic considerations remain paramount and the immediate
prospect is for a decline rather than an increase in the ODA ratio.

Though some of the smaller countries are still determined to reach the IDS
target (Belgiumÿ the Netherlandsÿ Norway and Swedenÿ for example) some have felt
impelled to defer its achievement till later in the decade (Canadaÿ Denmarkÿ
Finland and New Zealandÿ for example).

The terms and conditions of transfer

International Development Strategy policies in respect of the quality of
transfers were implemented more generally and more effectively than those relating
to quantityÿ though the contrast was somewhat less in the case of disbursements in
the 1971-1973 period than in the case of new commitments of loans and grants.

The proportion of grants in total official commitments of the member countries
of the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Developmentÿ after receding sharply in 1971ÿ recovered in 1972
and reached the relatively high level of nearly 66 per cent in 1973.  The terms of
lending also eased perceptively in this period.   The weighted average maturity of
new loan commitmentsÿ which had shortened slightly in 1971ÿ lengthened to nearly
33 years in 1973.   The weighted average rate of interest payable on these loans was
reduced to 2°5 per cent in 1973 and the average grace period granted before
amortization was to begin was extended to nearly nine years (see table 52).

As a result of this softening in lending terms the average grant element in
new commitments of official development loans rose to over 62 per cent in 1973.
Bringing grant commitments into the calculation raises the over-all grant equivalenÿ
of all official development assistance to 87 per cent.  This is above the norm of
84 per cent adopted in the 1972 DAC Recommendation on Terms and Conditions of A=d
which itself was a more exacting standard than that embodied in the 1969 Supplement
to the 1965 Recommendation referred to in IDS (parao 44)°   In most of the member
countries of DACÿ the grant element in commitments of official development
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assistance exceeded the 84 per cent norm in each of the first three years of the
decade 23/ and some of the smaller countries - Australiaÿ Belgiumÿ Canadaÿ Denmarkÿ
Norway and Sweden - achieved an average of over 90 per cent°  The countries falling
short of this target were Austriaÿ the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ italyÿ Japan
and Portugal 24/ (see table 53).

The 197ÿ ReCommendation also included a norm for transfers to the least
developed €0untries 25___/ - a grant element of 90 per cent in official development
assistance as a -whole in any given year or a minimum of 86 per cent to each of the
least developed countriesÿ sustained over three years°  The over-all norm was

achieved in each of the first three years of the decade by Australiaÿ Belgiumÿ
Norway and Switzerland whose commitments to the least developed countries consisted
entirely of donations.  It was also achieved by Austria and Japan in 1972 when their
commitments to the least developed countries - though only a small fraction of their
total assistance - were likewise entirely in the form of donations°  A number of
other countries achieved a grant element of over 90 per cent in their commitments
to the least developed countries:  Franceÿ the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ the
Netherlands and New Zealand in 1973ÿ Denmarkÿ Finlandÿ Sweden in 1972 and 1973 and
Canada in 1971 as well.  In the United Kingdom and the United States the terms of
transfer to the least developed countries were not markedly different from those
to the developing countries in general and hence fell somewhat short of the
90 per cent target.

For the DAC members as a groupÿ the over-al! terms of transfer softened
perceptibly over the three years:  the average grant element rose from 82 per cent
in 1971 to 87 per cent in 1973.  And that part committed to the least developed
countries - just under 8 per cent of the total - was on appreciably easier termsÿ
with the average grant element exceeding 90 per cent in 1973.

A number of the smaller countries have committed themselves to a policy of
soft terms either for transfers to the least developed countries or for all
development assistance.  Australiaÿ Belgiumÿ New Zealandÿ Norway and Sweden are now
providing all their assistance to the least developed countries in the form of
donationsÿ while Denmark and the Netherlands lend on International Development
Association terms (that isÿ for a period of 50 yearsÿ with repayment beginning
after i0 yearsÿ and a service charge of 0.75 of i per cent a year).  In 1973ÿ Norway
placed all its official development assistance on a grant basis°  And the loans of
Denmark and Finlÿnd to developing countries now have a 25-30 year maturityÿ a grace
period of 5-7 years and a service charge of 0.75 of i per cent a year.

23__/ Finlandÿ not a member of DACÿ also achieved the norm over the 1971-1973
period.

24__/ÿ Switzerland is also judged by DAC to be in defaultÿ not because of the
terms of lending but because of the low volume of official assistance (0o16 per cent
of GNP over the three years).   Italy has not accepted the 84 per cent norm.

25/ Twenty-five of the developing countries designated "least developedÿ in
Genera-ÿAssembly resolution 2768 (XXVI) of 18 November 1971.
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Along with this easing of transfer terms has come a rather more hesitant move
in the direction of freer use of official development assistance°   It is difficult
to measure this tendency since susceptibility to ÿtyingvv - that isÿ restricting
the use of lent and donated funds to purchases from the donor country - differs
markedly from one type of transfer to another°  Aid in kind isÿ by defimitionÿ
likely to be ÿtiedVVÿ grants are more likely to be tied than loansÿ but grants made
through a multilateral agency are much less likely to be tied°   Consequentlyÿ the
extent to which a donor countryVs aid is tied depemds very largely on its
c ompo s it iOno

Efforts to reach a general agreement on untying were suspended in the summer
of 1971 after the United States dollar had ceased to be convertible and the par
value exchange system had come to an end.   Since thenÿ howeverÿ two partial
agreements have been reached°   In October 1973ÿ DAC members agreed formally to a
policy that most of them had in practice commonly followedÿ namelyÿ not to tie the
contributions they made to international lending and assistance institutions°
Shortly after thatÿ a Memorandum of Understanding was formulated to free bilateral
development loans to finance either local costs in the recipient country or imports
from any developing country designated V'eligibleÿ by the lender.   Eight countries
Demmarkÿ the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ Italyÿ Japanÿ the Netherlandsÿ Norwayÿ
Sweden and the United States ÿ accepted this untying measure in June 1974 and
Switzerland followed in September°

In generalÿ the smaller donorsÿ which tend to make greater use of multilateral
agencies for effecting transfers to developing countriesÿ tend to have the lowest
tying ratios°  But where there is an active technical assistance or food aid
componentÿ the tying ratio tends to rise.  Among DAC members about a third of all
official development assistance was strictly tied in 1973 and another third was
completely untied (see table 54).

The problem centres on development loans andÿ given the continued reluctance
of the developed market economies to free these for purchases from one anotherÿ the
onus rests on the developing country to organize its borrowing in such a way as to
ensure the closest match between the probable (that isÿ most favourableÿ lowest-
costÿ highest-quality) source of the capital equipment and the source of finance°
Thus a developing country should not allow the availability of a loan to determine
the source and nature of the goods purchased andÿ bearing in mind the number of
bilateral and multilateral sources of finance (plus owned foreign exchange)ÿ unwise
purchases ought in most cases to be avoidable.  This is contingent on knowledgeable
and efficient purchasing practicesÿ howeverÿ and in view of the complexity and rapiÿ
changes of teehnologyÿ many developing countries remain illÿequipped to make the
sound judgements necessary to optimize the developmental effect of external
resources.  However welcomeÿ the greater freedom of choice stemming from the urÿyinÿ
of loan funds would not solve this problem°

On the wholeÿ the difficulties facing the developing countries in utilizing
their external resources are becoming better understood and more sympathetically
dealt with by the developed market economies°  One reason for this is the building
up of civil service structures to study and advise on the problems and the policy
counterparts°  By the beginning of the Second United Nations Development Decade no
less than eight developed market economies had institutionalized the aidÿgiving
process through ministries or agencies with specific responsibilities for
administering bilateral assistance and relations with international organizations
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making multilateral transfers.  The result in the early years of the 1970s has been
movement in a number of directions:  a more careful tailoring of assistance to
needs, a simplification of procedures for resource transfer, an effort to ensure
continuity in assistance programmes and a more effective harnessing of voluntary
aid.

The tailoring of aid to need has been manifested in the concentration of some
programmes - especially in the case of the smaller donors - on selected developing
countries and in some instances on certain parts of the country or on certain types
of problems.  It has also resulted in a differentiation in the terms of transfer and
special consideration to lowmincome countries.  The consequential professionalization
of the aid function has facilitated the accumulation of expertise and this in turn
has made possible a readier response to new and changing requirements than would
otherwise have been the case.

One of the most significant outgrowths of this process has been the elaboration
of multiyear programmes, the institutionalization of the aid budget and the
provision for rolling over funds from one budget period to the next.  It is again
among the smaller donors that this system has gone furthest.  In 1971 Denmark
organized a long-term programme for the three developing countries that were in
receipt of most of its official assistance, and this grew into a rolling five-year
plan for aid in general.  Norway has instituted a four-year rolling budget for aid
and Canada a four-year V'forward commitment authority'v which is used to support
rolling five-year programmes for selected recipient countries.  In 1973, Sweden
worked out a three-year programming system in consultation with the six main
recipients of its aid, and in 1974 this was extended to all aid flows.  Finland
introduced a multiyear programme into its 1974 budget ÿ to finance technical
assistance and development loans.  And the Netmerlands has adopted a 1974-1977
budget for its assistance programme.

The larger donors, while generally supporting longer-term planning in the
developing countries, are still working to an annual system of budgeting for the
financing of aid°   Since this has tended to result in a sizable "pipeline" which
acts as a stabilizing reservoirÿ the annual budgeting has not proved as unreliable
as was at one time feared.  But it exposes the aid programme to many extraneous
risks which tend to make it more responsive to the domestic situation in the donor
countries and hence less capable of accurate alignment with the resource gaps in the
recipient countries°

The growth of aid departments within the Government has led to some attempts to
facilitate the work of private bodies engaged in various types of assistance in
developing countries.  In 1973, for example, Ireland established an Agency for
Personal Service in the developing countries, and the new International Co-operation
Agency in Japan also established mechanisms for making more effective the work of
Japanese volunteers in developing countries.  The United States has also sought the
same end - by setting up an Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid to provide
a link between the official Agency for International Development and the more than
400 private volunteer bodies engaged in some aspect of development assistance.

Reverse flows

The loan data that have been cited up to this point are all net of the
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repsÿTment of capital., 26__/  They do not take into account any income flows ÿ howeverÿ
and as these constitute a neto_ramn-ÿ   °   from the developing countries they need to be

appraised in the,ÿoÿ,ÿsexÿ of the overÿall transfer of resources°

Net interest payments by the developing countries increased steadily by
$300ÿ-400 million a yearÿ from $io4 billion in 1970 to $2°5 billion in 1973.  Along
with amortization payments - which were about three times as great - these interest
payments involved a debt service burden that hovered around ii per cent of the
combined exports of goods and services of the  developing countries.  As
indicated in chapteÿÿ Iÿ the incidence of this debt service differed considerably
from one developing country to another°  During the 1971-1974 period four countries
found it necessary to seek relief from the burden:   Chile with an average debt
service/export earDings ratio of 16 per centÿ India with a ratio of 24 per centÿ
Pakistan with a ratio of 25 per cent and Ghana which continued the renegotiation
of the terms of official guaranteed suppliersÿ  credits that had been the subject
of earlier reorganization°  The outcome in each case was a rolling over of the
iÿediate repayment obligationsÿ the rescheduling of future amortization and in
many cases t!ÿe easiÿ)g of' interest terms (see table 55)°  Most DAC members were
involved in t].)ese ÿ.egotiations and the net effect over the 1971-1973 period was
equivalent to new office.a,! development lending averaging $350 million a yearÿ plus
reduction of tÿe present ÿ}a,lue of other official lending averaging $113 million a
year°

Since debt reorganization of this nature tends to occur at times of external
payments difficulty slid iÿmÿinent defaultÿ it has long been contended that there is
need of a more effective early warming system and that arrangements for relief - in
the form of a moratoriumÿ fox" example oÿ might with advantage be written into the
original conditions of lendingÿ.  The developing countries have also argued for a
more institutionalized debt surveillance system in which debtor countries would be
better represented than is inevitably the case when a single debtor faces a group
of creditors ÿiln ad hoc negotiations at a time of crisis°

Creditor cotÿntries have continued to oppose automaticity in debt relief
sÿrrangementsÿ arguing that it ÿ,rould be inimical to efforts to improve debt
management,,   Since official development assistance accounts for only a fifth of
annual debt,._ÿ,ÿ-ÿLÿce    obligations_ and the grant element in new lending is already
very highÿ the s,-opez"ÿ'ÿr,ÿ.,_ amelioraÿ,ÿve action                                      _ÿs rather limited°  The borrowing that

has precipitated ÿost of ÿ-;ÿ....  ÿ repayment crises has been from the private sector.  A
°   borrowing is in the form of suppliers' or export credits andlarge part of ÿ_ÿms

in this area developed market econo:@£ policy h.a.s been to prevent undue competition
and the cutting of lending terms in order to stimulate exports.   Early in 1974 EEC
reached agreement on the harmonization of export credit terms ÿ a minimum interest
rate of 7 per cent a year al<ÿd a maximum maturity of I0 years for developing
countries 27/ ÿ and proposed that other developed market economies should adhere to
the same limits,,

26/ In the 1971ÿ1973 period the net figure for official development
assistance was about seven eighths of the gross figureÿ while the net figure for
other official flows was around half the gross figure°

27/ Compaxed ÿ,ÿith 5 years for developed market economies and 8.5 years for the
centrally planned economies°
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As indicated aboveÿ the use of export credits declined perceptibly im the
early 1970s but developing country borrowing from other private sources increased°
Much of the latter was on hard terms that might well aggraÿrate debt service
problems during the remainder of the decade°  This is particularly true of
borrowing on the Euro-market which because of its ease and flezÿibility rapidly
increased in popularity°  These Euro-credits tend to be of 5°8 year maturity
and subject to a floating interest rate usually iÿ3 percentage points above the
interbank rateÿ  As the latter rose from 5ÿ8 per cent in 1971-1972 to as high as
11.5 per cent in midÿ1973 and over 14 per cent in midÿ1974ÿ i_uterest payments are
likely to move sharply upwards in the immediate future°

Much larger than the interest payments of developing countries izÿ the early
1970s was the outflow of profit on direct investment°  According -to the balance-ofo.ÿ
payments of 73 reporting countriesÿ the latter rose from less than ,Iÿ6 billion
in 1970 to over $12 billion in 1973o  Aboÿ:b 6 per cent of this came from Nest Asia.ÿ
27 per cent from Latin Americaÿ 19 per cent from Africa sÿtÿd 8 per cent from South
and East Asia.  The rise in this flow of profits reflects the boom in commodity
prices and it is likely to be reversed by the downturn in many commodity prices
that occurred in the second half of 1974o  it is also likely to be reduced by the

i nationalizations that took place in this period°

Measured in current dol!arsÿ the total net flow of loans and donations from
the developed market economies to the developing countries rose from about
$14 billion in 1970 to $30 billion in 1973 (including Euro-currency !oansÿ private
donations and an average of about $io6 billion passing through the internationa!
lending institutions).  The reverse flow of profit and interest offset about half
of this, rising from about $7 billion to nearly ÿ15 billion°  After allowance for
the rise in the prices of the goods that could be purchased with the ftuedsÿ the
net transfer amounted to about $ii billion in 1973o  Changes iu the terms of trade
offset the over-all transfers in 1971 by about i0 per cent, augmemted them nearly
twice as much in 1972 and massively in 1973 (see table 56)o

In the second half of 1974ÿ with the slackening in developed market economy
industrial growthÿ the prices of many raw materials began to decline°  With the
cost of energy far above the 1973 level and the prices of foodÿostuffs and
manufactures still risingÿ the terms of trade of many of tb_e de'ÿ,.ÿ'eloping countries

began to deteriorate sharply°  To meet possible emergencÿ,- meeds of such coÿ1ÿtries
and others that had been the ÿ°ictim of drought ÿd  other natural diss, sters ÿ an
Emergency Programme was set up in the United Nationsÿ   By March 2_.975 about
$247 million had been pledged to this Programme and ,I.'ÿ174 million ÿ:,e,._':eived
($50 million from the developed market economies ÿ the remainder f:_:om the
petroleum-exporting countries),   Of thisÿ $135 million had been com:ÿitted and
$54 million disbursedÿ chiefly for fertilizerÿ food and petroleum,,

In expectation of balance-ofÿpsyments strain in the wake of these divergent
price ÿtÿoÿrements ÿ the International Monetary Fund also set up an emergency Vtbridgingvÿ
facilit.ÿÿ,  By March 1975 this had received Just over SDR 3 billion from
contributors - SDR 400 million from Canada and the Nether!andsÿ the rest from
petroleum exporters - of which rather more than SDR 2°3 billion had been utilizedÿ
almost 60 per cent by developed market economies°

With most of the developed market economies rmÿning very large e:cÿ,ernal
deficits in the wake of the fourfold rise in the price of petroleum early in 1974ÿ
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reverse flows - of capital rather than investment income - began to play a crucial
role in the operation of the international trade and payments nexus°  Most of this
reeyc!ingÿ of ÿpetro-dollarsÿ as the process has come to be calledÿ has been

taking place directlyÿ through loansÿ investments and other asset purchases in the
developed market economies°  But some of it has moved to the developed market
economies through the developing coumtriesÿ either as a result of transactions on
the Euro-currency market and the subsequent purchase of capital goods or through
the medium of one of the many bamking and development institutions set up by the
petroleum exporters to hamdle the mew flow of fumds.  In these lies one of the
most hopeful routes for the stabilization of the world trade and payments network
after the upheavals of 1971-1974.
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Table 37°  Developing countries:  direction of exportsÿ 1970-1973

Item and year
Exports to

All          Developed    Centrally   Developing
destinations     market       planmed     countries

economies    economies

Value (billions of dollars)

1970  .............  54.9

1971  .............  60°7

1972  .............  72°2

1973  .............  101.9

4O° 3       3 oi      ii o0

44°4        3ol       12ol

53°9        3°5       14o2

75°9        5.4       19o6

Change from Dreceding year
(Dercentage)

1971  .............  10o5

1972  .............  19o0

1973  .............  41.2

Averageÿ 1971-1973  ......  23°6

i0oi      -0°3      !0o0

21o5       13o8       17o9

40°9       53.7       37°7

24.2       22°4       21o9

Sources:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of
Statistics.
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Table 38°  International Monetary Fund:  membership
and quota holdingsÿ 1950-1974

Item                       1950   1960   1970   1971   1972   1973   1974

Total membership  ......  47       69      115      118      124      126      126

Quotas

Total (billions of dollars)  7.9

Percentage share held by:

14,1   21o4   28°5   29.0   29.2   29.2

Developed market economies 80,0    77°9     71.8    72,7     72.1

Western Europe  .....  34,3    36°4    34,9    35.4    35.4

North America  .....  38°5     33ol    27.6    27.1    26,9

United States of America 34.7    29°2    24.1    23.3    23.1

Oceania and Japan     o o   2.5      6.7      6.5      7ol      7.1

Otherÿal                 4° 7    2.6    2,8    2.9    3.2

72.2

35.2

26.7

22,9

7.7

3.5

Developing countries         19,9     22.1     28.1     27.2     27.8     27.7

Latin America  .....  6,0     7,3     9.1     8.9     8.5     8,9

Asia  ..........  12.8    12.5    10,9    i0.O    10.4    10,3

Middle East and Africa .   i.i      2,3      8.1      8.3      8.1      8.4

72,2

35,2

26.7

22.9

7.7

27,7

8.9

10.3

8.4

Sources:  Centre for Development Planmingÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on International Monetary Fundÿ Annual Reÿort
and International Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ D,C. ) °

a/ Including Czechoslovakia in 1950 and Romania in 1973 and 1974.
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Table 39°  Developed market economies:   changes in preference schemes, 1971-197h

Country and date of
v      .              a/
inceptlon of scheme--  Year Beneficiaries

Change in
Commodity coverage Tariff cut

EEC               1971

(July 1971)        1972

1973

B

kO
l

7 new items accorded tariff quotas:
ammoniaÿ iron tubes, telescopes
and microscopes, phonographic
aecessoriesÿ certain linen products
I item removed from preference
list:  spices

Freferentiÿlÿreatment ex-
ended,to Bangladeshÿ

Bhutan, Cuba, FiJi ÿ Nauru,
Oman, Sikkim, Western Samoa
and Tongaÿ and, in respect
to textilesÿ to Afghanis-
tan, Argentina, Bangladeshÿ
E1 Salvador, Thailand and
Yugoslavia

Full beneficiary status
conferred on Bahrain, Qatar
and United Arab Emirates
formerly classified as                            ÿ
beneficiary territories

Beneficiary status accorded  BTN l-2h items increased from 147
fully to Romania and? in      to 183ÿ new items include cocoa
respect of texti!esÿ to Inÿ  butter, vegetable oils, prepared

fruit, soluble coffeeÿ tobacco ard
and fishmeal
BTN 25-99:  addition of jute and
coir products? exclusion of petro-
leum products$ transfer of
various items between non=? semiÿ

and sensitive lists

197h
first
half

donesia and Malaysia.
Bahamas changed from rrbeneÿ
ficiary territory'ÿ to full
beneficiary

7 items removed from tariff quota
listÿ 3 items added

Depth of cut on
agricultural items
increased from an
average of 4 perÿ
centage points beÿ
low the common ex-

ternal tariff to
6 points°  A forÿ
mula was devised
for progressive
alignment of the
duties of new memÿ
bers to EEC rates
for BTN 1-24 items



Table 39   (continued)

Country and date of j
.                   a/

inceotzon of scheme--   Year Bene fi ci aries
Change in

Commodity coverage Tariff cut

8
h9O
g

Japan              1972/73

(August 1971)

1973/74

Beneficiary status accorded
to Bahrainÿ Botswanaÿ Bul-
gariaÿ Jamaicaÿ Portugalÿ
Qatarÿ Romaniaÿ Swazilandÿ
Tongaÿ United Arab Emirates
and the following territo-
ries :  Bahamas ÿ Bermuda
British Honduras ÿ British
Solomon Islands ÿ Cayman
Islands ÿ Falkland Islands
and dependencies ÿ Gilbert
and Ellice Islandsÿ Hong
Kongÿ Seychelles ÿ Brunei
Grenadaÿ St. Luciaÿ Papua-
New Guineaÿ Netherlands
Antillesÿ Surinamÿ Cook
Islands ÿ Tokelau Islands

Beneficiary status accorded ÿBTN 1-24 items increased by I0ÿ
to Antiguaÿ Bangladeshÿ
British Virgin Islandsÿ
Bhutanÿ Dominicaÿ Gibral-
tarÿ Lesothoÿ Montserratÿ
New Hebridesÿ St. Helena
and dependenciesÿ
St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguillaÿ
Turks and Caicos Islands

including spongesÿ nutsÿ
coffeeÿ cerealsÿ vegetable
extracts and certain kinds of
fish
BTN 25-29 items subject to a
50 per cent cut in most
favoured nation rate reduced
from 57 to 513 items deleted
included leadÿ wrought iron
barsÿ machine parts and
certain electrical equipment

BTN 1-24 average pre-
ferential tariff re-
duced to 7°5 per centÿ
33 itemsÿfrÿeddÿftÿs
duty

1974/75  Beneficiary status accorded  BTN 1-24:
to Mongolia                     i deleted

BTN 25-99:

4 items addedÿ

2 items deleted

BTN 1-24 average pre-
ferential tariff re-
duced to 7ol per cent
5 more items admitted
duty-free



Table 39   (continued)

Country and date of .
•                            a/
inception of scheme--

Change in
Year       Beneficiaries                   Commodity coverage Tariff cut

Norway

(October 1971)

1973  Preferential treatment ex-  ÿBTN 1-24:iÿ13ÿitems_addeffÿÿ.
tended to Bahrain, Bangla-
desh, Bhutan, Cubaÿ Fiji,
Nauru, Oman, Qatarÿ Tonga,
Western Samoaÿ United Arab
Emirates and a number of
dependent territories

1974

Ireland

(January 1972)

Sweden

(January 1972)

B
rO

I

Finland

(January 1972)

Denmark

tJanuary 1972)

including meat extract? various
fruit and vegetable products and
some breadsÿ biscuits and cereal
products
BTN 25-99:  leather clothing
accorded preference

BTN 1-24:  exclusions increased
from 21 items to EEC total
BTN 25-29:  limitation of pre-
ferences to the smaller number
of items in EEC scheme

1973 Preferential treatment ex-  Preference accorded to passion
tended to Bangladeshÿ Bul-  fruit and to unbleached and
garia? Democratic Republic  non-mercerized fabrics? and
of Koreaÿ Democratic Re-     removed from gas meters
public of Viet-Nam? Mon-
golia? Nauru? Republic of
Koreaÿ Romaniaÿ and ÿTÿs-
Western Samoa

1973

1973

List of beneficiaries
aligned with that of EEC
by addition of Bangladeshÿ
Bhutanÿ Cubaÿ Fijiÿ Nauru,
Omanÿ Sikkimÿ Tonga and
Western Samoa

Coverage brought into line with
EEC scheme

BTN 1-24:  preference granted
to 22 more items including
grapes and wineÿ vegetable oils
and fats and cigars and
cigarettes

Alignment with EEC
implied gradual reÿ
duction in preference
margin

Tariff cuts adjusted
towards EEC pre-
ferences



Table 39  (continued)

Country and date of j
.                   a/

iÿicew____ptlon of scheme--   Year Beneficiaries
Change in

Commodity coverage Tariff cut

United Kingdom          1974

(January 1972)

Alignment to EEC scheme reduced
coverage

0
ro
ro

R

Switzerland              1974

(March 1972)

BTN 1-24:  alignment
to EEC scheme involves
reducing preference
margins

BTN Iÿ24:  deeper cuts
in selected products

BTN 25-99 :  duty-free
entry for most items
and increased pre=

ference for others

Austria

(April 1972)

Australia

(January 1974)

(New scheme to
replace a narrower
one introduced
in 1966.)

Canada

(July 1974)

1973  Preferential treatment
extended to Bhutanÿ
Sikkim and dependent
territories of France
(Sto Pierre and
Miquelonÿ Polynesiaÿ
New Caledoniaÿ Comorosÿ
Afars and Issas and New
Hebrides Condominium)

1974  All developing countries
and territories

1974  87 developing countries
and 53 other countries
and dependencies

50 per cent reduction in tariff
on coffee extract which was
added to the BTN 1-24 positive
list

Preference list extended to 92
items in BTN 1-24 and all except
224 items in BTN 25-99°  Ex-
clusions are chiefly items
subject to revenue duties and
items deemed already competi-
tive at normal duties

Preference accorded to 45 items
in BTN 1-24 (largely tropical
products) and all but 49 items
in BTN 25-99.  Exclusions are
chiefly chemicalsÿ pharmaceut-
icalsÿ petroleum and woollen and
man-made fibre products

20 per cent reduction
of duty on spicesÿ
elimination of duty
on certain cocoa
products

Dutymfree entry for
items with a regular
tariff of 12o5 per cent
or lessÿ i0 per cent
preference on all
other rates

Preferential ÿ'tiÿe is
two thirds of most-
favoured-nation rate
(or existing preference
rate if this is lower)



Table 39    (continued)

Country and date of i
inception of schemea/

United States of
America

(January 1975)

Change in
Year       Beneficiaries                   Commodity coverage                    Tariff cut

m

oo
a

1975  All countries and terri-
tories except EECÿ
Austriaÿ Czechoslovakiaÿ
Finlandÿ Hungaryÿ Japanÿ
Monacoÿ Norwayÿ Polandÿ
South Africaÿ Swedenÿ
Switzerlandÿ USSRÿ all
centrally planned eco-
nomies (unless members
of GATT and IMF)ÿ all
members of OPEC and
other cartels and all
countries that expro-
priate United States-
owned property

BTN 1-24:  most items subject to
tariff regulation
BTN 25-99:  almost all items
except textiles and apparelÿ
certain foot-wearÿ steely g!assÿ
watchesÿ certain electronic
items and a variety of products
regarded as Wimport sensitive"

Duty-free entry

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat
based on national submissions to the Trade and Development Board of the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development.

a/ Listed in chronological order.



Table 40,  European Economic Comÿutlty:  operation of preference schemeÿ 1971-1974

Item
1971                 1972                 19ÿ    1974ÿ first half

Sensitive    Semi-     Sensitive    Semi-     Sensitive    Semi-     Sensitive    Semi-
sensitive               sensitive               sensitive               sensitive

Number of BTN25-99 items subject to
ceilings and quotas  ........ 85                  59                    96                  82                    93                  84                    82                  89

Number of items for which the share
of each exporter in over-all quota
is limited to (percentage):

lO  ............

20  ............

30  ........  •  .  •

50  ............

i                                   i  .....

28        -        39        6        44        7        26       14
37        2        40       lO        38       17        49       24
19       57        16       64        ll       60         7       51

t

!
Countries or areas reaching quota for

for indicated number of products:
Algeria  ..........

Argentina  .........

Brazil  ..........

Colombia  .........

Dominican Republic  ....

cao .  .  .  .  ....  .  ¢  ,

Malaysia  .........

Mexico  ..........

Pakistan  .........

Philippines  ........

Egyÿtooe®oooo@@.

Hoÿ Kong  .........

Number of occasions on which
preferences were suspended  ....

Number of times quota was reached by
individual beneficiaries subject
to a quota share of (percentage):

i0  .........  .  o  °

20  ............

30  ............

50  ............

42        6        56       33        66       40        47       21

2                ÿ                 2  .....

22        -        28        2        39        5        16        5
13        2        23        8        23       13        13        8
6        4         3       23         4       22         -        8

1

1
1

4

1
2

1
1
1

m

2

w

m

1
2

3
15
4
2

2

1
2
1

2

7
3
1

1

1
2
1
1

1
16
5
2

2
i
2
2

2

5
5

1

E

3
1

1
3

1
7
4
2

1
3
2

1
=

1
4



Table 40  (continued)

Item
1971                  1972                  1973            1974ÿ first half

Sensitive    Semi-     Sensitive    Semi-     Sensitive    Semi-     Sensitive    Semi-
sensitive               sensitive               sensitive               ÿensitlve

Republic of Korea  ......  5                        7           6            8           8           12           4
Singapore  ..........  i           -            i                        2           ÿ            3

Trinidad and Tobago  ....  -                        -                        1           -            -

Uruguay  ...........  1                           1                           -                           ÿ

Yugoslavia  .........  8          4          15         13          19         15           8         lO

men's outergarments    chemicals               textiles                knitted wool fabrics
taxtile-yarns           wood products           glassware               wooden utensils
cordage                 glass                    building board          apparel

electrical parts        cotton undergarments
apparel                  cutlery
vehicle parts           sheep skin

projectors

Products chiefly affected  ......

Sources:  Centrefor Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on information
furnished to the Trade and Development Board of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development°

l
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Table 41°  Jalma:  operation of preference scheme, 1972/73-1974/75

ztem                                1972/75                  1973/74                  1974/75

Changes in ceilings and quotas:

Subject to:  prior allotment o    Remained at ll products         ll products                     )
daily control o o    Reduced from 95 items to 73    Reduced to 65                  ) Reduced from 189 to 182
monthly control °    Increased from 108 items to    Reduced to 115                 )

127

Items moved from 50 per cent
preference to dutyÿfree  o o o 6 of the original 57 Another 2 itemÿ

Flexible control replaced
formula:

for over-a!l ceiling  ....
for collntry quota  .....

Countries or areas reachinÿ quota
limits in respect of indicated
nÿber of products:
Brazil  ...........
Bulgaria  ..........
Chile  ...........
Colombia  ..........
Hong Kong  .........

India  ...........
Paraguay  ..........
Pera  ............
Philippines  ........
Portugal  ..........

Republic of Morea  .....  6                                21
Singapore  .........  i
Spain  ...........  I                                 3

Products reaching country quotas
(i°eo, 50 per cent of ceiling) .

12 items, including chiefly
leather
textiles
glass aad glassware
copper plates
batteries and dry cells

m

1
1

1

76 items, including chiefly
textiles
clothing
leather and products
non-ferrous metals
electrical goods
chemicals

Products reaching ceilings o o . 69 items, including chiefly
textiles
c!othing
leather
wood products
base metals
chemicals

plus 40 items for which
preferences were maintained
under flexible controls

34 itemsÿ of which 30 were
subject to flexible control
of ceilings

2
1
1
1
1

Introduced for llO products
Introduced for 83 products

Extended to 116 products
Extended to 124 products

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
information submitted to the Trade and Development Board of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development.
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Table 42°  Developed market economies:   imports from
developing countriesÿ 1961-1973

Item and year Total      Food
SITC  091

Category of imports

Raw materials   Fuels
SITC 294       SITC 3

Manufactures
SITC 5-8

Value of imports
(billions of
dollarsÿ c.i.f.)

1970  ..........  40.17    9°52

1971  ..........  44.67    9°96

1972  ..........  55.60   11.25

1973  ..........  81.29   14.49

7o17       13o95       9°33

7°77       17o83       9.03

8.67       23.17      12o08

13o69       34°65      18o02

Percentage change from
preceding year:

1971  ..........  11.2     4.6

1972  ..........  24.5    13.0

1973  ..........  46.2    28.8

8.4      27.8      -3°2

11o6       30.0       33°8

57.5       49.6       49.2

Quantum of imports

Percentage change from
preceding year:

1971  ..........  5.0

1972  ..........  16.6     9.0

1973  ..........  14o2     6.8

Average9 1971-1973 .       11.9       5.3

6.6o    3.o9
Average annual rate of

increase9 1961-1970 3.05                  10.82                10.05

3.9      11o3      4.3

3.0      16o3      35.9

13.2       15.5       21°1

6.7       14.4       20.4

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning9 Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Statistical Yearbook°
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Table 43.  Developed market economies:  major imports from developing countries, 1970ÿ1973

Commodity division ÿ_/

7o                      1971             1972
Value of                              ÿalue of   Percentage       Value of   Percentage

imports ÿ/     Percentage of        imports b/   of total       imports b/   of total
(millions   total imports from      (millions  iÿports from     (millions  iÿ0orts from

of      ÿcountries        of       developinÿ          of       developing
dollars)  By item   Cumulative      dollars)   countries        dollars)   countries

1973
Value of   Percentage

imports b/   of total
(millionÿ  imports from

of       developing
dollars )   countries

Average
nnual

rate of
e J

197o-1975
(percentage)

Petroleum and products °
Coffee, tea, cocoa

and spieee  ......
Non=ferrous metals ° o .
Metalliferous ores o ° °
Fruits sad vegetables

Textile fibres  .....
Sugar  .........
Wood lumber and cork . o
Clothing  ........
Textile yarn, fabric . °

Rubber  .........
Mlseellaneoÿ

manm.factured gooÿ . .
Meat  ..........
Animal feeding stuff o ,
Cereals  ........

Electrical mahhlmeryfo                             o  *
? Fish  ..........

Oil-seeds  .......
Vegetable oils  .....
Crude fertilizer  ....

Non-metal mineral  . . .
Chemleals  .......
Wood mamufactures  , . o
Special transactions . .
Animal sad vegetable
matter  ........

Ires and steel  .....
Tobacco  ........
Hides and skins  ....
Leather  ........
Beverages  .......

Machinery, non=
electric  .......

Foot =Tear  .......
GaS  ..........

14 086   52.6      32.6      18 245     58.1        2o 972     57.7

5
5
2
2

i
I
i
i

965    9.2      41°7        3 787      7.9         4 036      7.5         5 219      605
559    7.8      49.5        2 4o5      5.0         2 459      4.4         5 754      4.7
985    6.9      56.4        2 8ÿ8      6.0         2 917      5.2         ÿ 059      500
016    &7      61.o        2 182      4.6         2 458      4.ÿ         2 897      3.6

355    5.i      64°2       1 207      2.5         1 487      2.7         1 844      2o5
339    5.i      67=3        1 455      5.0         1 647      5°0         1 888      2.4
275    5.0      70.2       i 554      2.8         1 53o      2.8         3 lO2      5,9
209    2,8      73.0        i 661      5.5         2 258      4,1         3 582      4oe
9%    2.5      75o5       1 194      2°5         i 549      2=8         2 456      5oi

851    1o9      77.2         722      1.5           659      1.2         1 154      i°ÿ

788    1o8      79.1         767      1.6         1 ooo      L8         1 ÿ45      1.8
7%    1.8      80.8         752      1o6         i 176      2ol         1 ÿ68      2.0
662    1.5      82.3         628      1.3           679      1.2         1 279      1o6
654    1.5      85,8         768      1o6           %66      0°8           761      i°0

572    1.5      85,2         782      1.6         i 522      2ÿ         2 268      2°8
564    1.5      86.5         7o6      1.5           998      1.8         1 411      1.8
496    1.2      87,6         495      i ,0           496      0.9           9h6      1,2
495    1.2      88.8         527      1 °l           625      lol           852      1.1
455    i.I      89.8         475      i .0           482      0.9           606      0°8

53    I.i      90.9         526      1.Z           732      1.3         1 111      i°4
359    0.8      91.7         597      0.8           413      o.7           504      0.6
34o    0.8      92.5         ÿlO      0.9           59ÿ      1ol         ÿ oÿ6      1.5
528    0°8      95.ÿ         ÿ86      1.o           51o      0.9           52ÿ      o.7

306     0.7      95.9          3?-1      0.7           590      0°7

265    0.6      94o6         ÿ61      0.5           597      0o7
2ÿ6    0.6      95 .i         291      0.6           3ÿI      0.6
31    0.5      95.7         ÿ2ÿ      0.5           512      0.6

185    0.4      96.1         2=15      0.5           556      0.6
84    o.ÿ      96.5          74      o.ÿ            95      0.2

511     0.6

588      o.7
465      0.6
4O8     0.5
5ll      o.6
221         0°5

158     o.4      96.9          192      o°4           278      o.5
15o     o.4      97.ÿ          247      0.5           3%      0.6
115    o.5      97.5         iÿi      o.3           2oi      o.ÿ

5ÿ5      o.7
5ÿ8      o.7

2      o°ÿ

9 905      57.5 29-7

10.7
4°8

12.0
15oÿ

12 oi
lÿ °4
43.9
2°4

59.1

1ÿ °6

5 o7

5.7

65.4
57.3
3O.3
21.7
10°8

38.5

52.5
14.8

0.1

-9
24.8
3ol

lO o6

58-5
52.9
49.4

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Proÿections sad Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on dsta
Office of the United Nations.

SITC 2=digit categories in descending order of 1970 developed memket economÿ imports from developing countries of

/ Velueÿ c°i°f, in all cases except Canada and the United States of Americaÿhere imports are valued f.o°bo

c_/Compouÿd rate between termiÿalyears°

supplied by the Statistical

up to $i00 million°



Table 44.  Primary commodity prices in international
tradeÿ 1970-1974

Commodityÿ/

Lowest quarterly    Highest quarterly
average               average

Index    Quarter      Index    Quarter
(1970=100)         (1970=100)

Ratio of highest
to !owest

Percent-  Number of
age      quarters

apart

Sugar  .......

Linseed oil  ....
Petroleum  .....

Copra  .......

Palm kernel oil

95    1970 I      784    1974 IV
88    1971 III    616    1974 IV

i00    1970 IIl    602    1974 I
61    1972 III    356    1974 1
64    1972 III    362    1974 II

826      18
700      12
6O3     13
586         5
562       6

Zinc ore  .....

Sisal  .......

Coconut oil  ....

Zinc  .......

Linseed  ....

Coal  .......

Woo!  .......

Oil-seed and
cake meal  ....

Olive oil  .....

Rubber  .....

Cotton  ......

C opp er  ......

Palm oil  .....

Tin ore  ......

Tin  ........

Lumber  ......

Maize  .......

Barley  ......

Copper ore  ....

Ground-nut oil  .  .

Palm kernels  . . .

Rice  .......

Eggs  .......

Lead  .......

Lead ore  .....

Soya-bean oil .

Cocoa  .......

Soya bean  .....

Cotton-seed oil . .

Wheat  .......

77    1972 IV     348    1974 III
70    1971 IV     292    1974 II
93    197o I      360    1974 IIl
90    1970 1      331    1974 IV
97    1970 I      355    1974 I

91    1970 I      321    1974 IV
87    1971 I      304    1973 I

96    197o I      313    1973 IIl
97    197o I      316    1974 III
73    1971 IV     236    1974 1

66    1971 III    210    1974 1
94    1971 I      292    1974 1
89    1970 II     274    1973 IV
72    1971 IV     212    1974 II
78    1971 IV     223    1974 II

98    1970 I      269    1974 I
71    1972 IV     194    1974 II
86    1972 I      233    1974 IV
96    1971 III    253    1974 II
95    1971 iv     251    1974 II

96    1970 I      250    1974 II
88    1971 IV     225    1974 III
89    1970 III    227    1974 III
74    1972 IV     189    1974 II
95    1970 1      241    1974 IV

96    1971 I      535    1974 II
96    1970 IIl    527    1974 III
59    1972 III    312    1974 II
97    1971 1      442    1974 II
82    1971 II     371    1974 I

559       12
547      15
531      6
457      12
452      l0

449      6
414       9
389      17
368     18
365     15

354      18
351      7

327      13
326      17
325      8

317      9
310      ii
307     13
293       9
285       9

276     15
273      5
271      lO
266      lO
265       9

260      18
257      i0
256       15
255       5
254      Z8
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Table 44 (continued)

0o mo ityJ

Lowest quarterly
average

Index    Quarter
(1970=100)

Highest quarterly       Ratio of highest
average                to lowest

Index    Quarter    Percent-  Number of
(1970=100)                 age      quarters

apart

Animal fats  ....  88

ides and skins o o       97
'ish  .......  93

Wood pulp  .....  95
Beef  .......  i00

1972 I!     223    1974 I       253       6
1970 IV     240    1972 IV      249       7
1970 I      231    1974 1       248       15
1970 1      227    1974 IV      239       18
1970 IIl    234    1973 II      235       i0

Manganese ore o  o        i00
Ground-nuts  ....  95

Bacon  ......  85

Poultry  ......  89

Crude fertilizer  o       92

1970 IV     220    1974 III     220       14
1970 1      207    1974 II      219       16
1971 1      185    1973 IV      218      i0
1970 IV     195    1973 III     218      i0
1973 II     200    1974 III     217       4

Fur skins  .....  93

Flax  .......  91

Pork  .......  83

Milk  .......  95

Bauxite  ......  86

A!uminium  .....  87

Cheese  ......  99

iron Ore  .....  99

Tea  ........  90

Tobacco  ......  97

Nickel ore  ....  99
Nickel  ......  99
Chrome ore  ....  i00

Jtÿfÿe  .......  98

Fruit  .......  97

Coffee  ......  85

Mutton and lamb            97
Wine  .......  94

Butter  ......  94

1970 III    197    1974 II      213       14
1970 1      186    1974 Ill     205       17
1971 II     164    1973 III     199       8
1970 II     183    1974 llI     193       16
1972 IV     143    1972 I       167       2

1970 1      162    1974 II      166       16
1971 IIl    141    1974 II      166       i0
1970 II     160    1973 IV      165       12
1971 II     155    1973 llI     164       7
i970 1      153    1972 1      162       7

1972 IV     140    1974 IV      161       7
1970 Iii    152    1974 II      153      14
1970 Ii     150    1974 IV      151      17
1972 IV     136    1974 III     150       6
1970 IV     140    1974 II      145       13

1970 III    144    1974 Ill     145       15
1970 II     143    1974 III     144       16
1970 IV     138    1974 Ill     138       14
1971 1      121    1974 III     124       13

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United NatiOns Secretariatÿ based on data compiled by the Statistical Office of the
United Nations°

a/ Commodities are listed in descending order of the ratio of highest to
loÿest quarterly average in the 1970-1974 cycle.
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Table 45,  Developed market economies:  imports of manufactured goods from developing countries, 1970-1973

Food, beverage   Textiles,         Wood            Paper        Chemicals     Non-metallic       Basic           Metal
Year and importer         and tobacco    apparel and                                     and rubber    mineral

products aÿ foot-wear bÿ products cÿ   products dÿ    products eÿ  products fÿ    metals gÿ    products hÿ

1971 amount iÿ
(millions of dollars ) . .    732          3 444          457            21           707           541          2 677         1 362

North America  .....  269          1 726          309            ll           223           19i            539           814
EEC            325         i 140          91           4          259          138         1 518          282
Japan  .........  43           201          27                       44          84          412           71
Other developed market

economies . . . ÿ , .     95             377            30              6            181            128             208            195

Percentage increase
over 1970  ......  -2             30           22            40            15            16            -26            41

North America  ....  21               33             31              45               4              19              -11              27
EEC  .........  -20           32          29          65          33          21           -31          53
Japan  ........  28            36         -39                        -7           51           -32           73
Other developed market

economies  .....  8               I0             29              22              15              -6              ÿ12             102

1972 amount iÿ
(millions of dollars ) o .    839

North America  .....  280
EEC  ..........  391
Japan  .........  50
Other developed market

economies  ......  ll8

Percentage increase

over 1971  ......  15

North America  ....  4

EEC  .........  20
Japan  ........  16
Other develÿ#ed market

economies  .....  24

4 714        666          34         788         755        2 874        e o78
2 322         431          20         296         281          704        ! 431
1 584         135           5          253          167         1 481          372
301         59           1          65         162          459         106

507         41           8         174         145          230         169

37         46          62          12          40            7          53
35          39          71          33          47           31          76
39          48          23           -2          21           -2           32
5O        116         273          46          92           Zl          5O

35         36          44           7          13           II         -14

1973 g
(millions of dollars)  °  1 186

North America  .....  346
EEC  ..........  582
Japan  .........  iO1
Other developed market

economies  ......  157

7 328       l e02           7o        i o57        1147         4 375        3 518
2 878        558          33         312         ÿ9          968        2 389
2 476         280           8          348          260         2 301          624
1 069         282           15          142          275          812          247

9o5          82          14          255          z83          294          258



Table 45 (continued)

Food, beverage   Textiles,                                       Chemicals     Non-metallic
Year and importer         and tobacco    apparel and       Wood           Paperand rubber    mineral                                             Basic           Metal

products a_/  foot-wear b_/  products c_/   products d_/   products e_/  products f_/     metals g/    products h/

Percentage increase
over 1972  ....  41            56          81          106           34           52            52           69

North America . .        23             24           30            67             5            53             37           67
EEC  .......  49           56        107          79          37          56           55          68
Japan  ......  102          255         376          955          119          70           77          133
Other developed

market economies        34               79            102              74              31              27               28              53

kÿ

Source--s:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Seÿretariatÿ based on United Nations, Coÿditÿ
Trade Statisticsÿ Series D.

SITC 013, 032, 048, 053, 062, 073, 099, 11, 122°

Sÿc 61, 65, 83, 84, 85.

cÿ SITC 63, ÿ2.

ad sÿc 64.
e/ sÿc ÿ, 62.

f_/ SITC 66.

SITC 67, 68.

h__/ SITe 69, 7.

iÿ Valued c.i°f, except in the case of North America for which the values are f.oob.



Table 46. Developed market economies:  imports from developing countries of secondary produetsÿ ÿ 19TI-1973

Country

1971                            1972                            1973                    Average annual
Amount        Percentage        Amount        Percentage        Amount        Percentage        rate of inereaseÿ

(millions     change from      (millions    change from     (millions     change from        1971-!973
of dollars )  preceding year   of dollars )  preceding year   of dollars )  preceding year

Belgium-Luxembourg  .......  682          -20o 5 732          7. 4         1 216        66.0             17.6

Denmark  ............  74 2.2 lOl         55.5           178        76.7             38. l

kÿ
i

France  .............  1 067         -3.4        1 340

Germany (Federal Republic of)        1 219          -0.4        2 ll7

Ireland  ............  31          20.8            36

Italy  .............  836       -17.3       10ll

Netherlands  ..........  372            7. 5            447

United Kingdom  .........  1 650          -0.8         1 785

EEC  .............  5 931        -5.4       7 569

Japan  .............  3 470        -3.4       3 827

Canada  .............  375        17.4         519

United States of America  ....  4 964          10.2         6 733

Total, 12 countries  .....  !4 710            0°i        18 648

25.6         i 928        43.9             22°0

16.4         3 272        54.5             23.5

16.1  .........

2O. 9         1 584        56.7             20.I

20.0  .........

8.2        2 837        58°9            22.1

15o9        ll 750 bÿ      55.4             22°0

10.3         7 185        87.7            31.5

38.4          733        41.2             32.3

35.7         9 228        37.1             27.7

21.6        28 896 b_/      55. o             25° 6

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections sad Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nations, Commodlty
Trade Statistiesÿ Series D.

/ Non-agricultural products other than fuelÿ corresponding to BTN headings 25 sad 26 and 28-99 other than military hardware.

bÿ Including estimates for Ireland and the Netherlands°



Table 47.  Developed market economies:  proportion of imports purchased from developing countries, 1970-1973
(Percentage)

Co.try Fuels b/ products cÿ cultÿmal   Fuels b_/ products cÿ cultural   Fuels b_/ products cÿ attltural
products aÿ                        products a_/                        products

cultural
products aÿ

Belgium-Luxembourg  ......  18.1    50°2      9.8        17.1    46.1       6.9        15.3    47.1       6°2       14o7    51ol       7°2

Denmark  ...........  29.7    43.0     2°2        27°1    47.2      2.2       27°2    42.9      2.6       27°2    36ol      3°0

France  ............  41°3    72.8      8.1         35.6    72.7      34.9        75°6     6.9      35.6        35°6    76°5       7°2

Germany (Federal Republic of)     23.4    60.4      8.9        2L6    61,4       8.0       21o0    6101       7.8       20.9    54°9       9ol

Ireland  ............  23.2    42.5     2.2        23.8    43.0      2.4       19°0    33°9      2°4  .........

Italy  ............  25.3    79.7    10.3        22.0    81o0      8.7       19ol    81ol      8.6       20ÿ2    84.1      9ol

Netherlands  .........  30,6    79.9      3ÿ.6        30.4    82.8       3°6        28.6    84°9       3.7  .........

United Kingdam  ........  25°1    77.1     12ol        23.4    78.2      iio2        23ol    75.6       9.9       23,2    77.9      ihO

a
EEC  ............  27.0    69.6     8.6        24.6    70.7      7.5       23°5    70.8      7.5       23.2 dÿ 68o2dÿ    8.5 dÿ

J
Japan  ............  34.9    69.4     31.0        35.0    75.2     31.2       32°8    78.1     29.2       29.6    80,4     32.2

Canada  ............  22ol    68.3     2.9        21.4    71°4      2.9       19o7    73.1      3,2       16.6    78°6      3°8

United States of America ° . .     56.1    62.3     15.6         56.1    64.2      14.8        53.6    62°8      16.3        52.2    57.8      18°7

Average 12 countries  ....  33.5    68ÿ4     1h6        31.5    70°6      10o6        29.9    71°0      10.8        29°0 d_/ 69°0 dÿ   L2°8 dÿ

3
Fuels b_/ products _c/

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Seeretsmiat, based on United Nations, Cÿmodity Trade Statistiesÿ
Series Dÿ

BTN headings 0-24.

bÿ BTN heading 27.

cÿ BTN headings 25ÿ 26 and 28-99, excluding military hardwÿTe.

d_/ Excluding Ireland and the Netherlands.



Table 40°   be±eczeÿ aeve±opeÿ market econom±es:   ÿ,porLs ol proQucÿs S'dOoecz ÿo

developing country preference, a_/ 1970-1973

Countÿ

1970                                                 1971                                                 1972                                                 1973
Value of   Percentage      Value of   Percentage      Value of   Percentage      Value of   Percentage
imports b__/   from       imports b_/   from       imports b/   from       imports b/   from

(millions   developing     (millions   developing     (millions   developing     (millions--  developing
of dollars)  countries     of dollars)  countries     of dollars)  countries     of dollars)  countries

Belgium-Luxembourg . 202        2.4         250        2.5          305        3.1         428        3°0

France  ........  376 2.9                         466                    3.5                         618                    3-7                        909                    3°9

Germany (Federal
Republic of)  .... 578       i0.i         676        7.7         815        6.8        1 143        7.9

Italy  ........  161 8.1         184        7.1         233        5.6         343        7.1

4
O0
kn

S

United Kingdom   . .          354        25.0           375        22.5           507        22.3           801        28°5

United States of
America  ...... 1 181       45.0        1 228       42.5        1 711       39.8        2 041       40°7

Sources:   Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on United
Nations, Commoditÿ Trade Statistics, Series D.

a__/ Products in BTN chapters 25-99 accorded zero duty preference by EEC, selected on the basis of their clear convertibility
in SITC categories:  lead oxidesÿ fertilizers; rubber tires and tubes for vehicles and aircraftÿ travel goods and handbags;
plywood and veneered panelsÿ mats, mattingÿ screens and envelopes of vegetable plaiting materialsÿ basketworkÿwicker work and
other articles of plaiting materia!s; umbrellas and sunshadesÿ wigs, false beards and switchesÿ porcelain or china household
wareÿ glass tableware and other articles of glass for household, hotel and restaurant useÿ imitation jewelleryÿ bars, rodsÿ
angles, shapes, sections of wire of copperÿ metal locks and padlocksÿ primary batteries and cellsÿ unmotorized cyclesÿ watch
cases and partsÿ furniture and partsÿ dollsÿ toysÿ Christmas decorationsÿ vacuum flasks°

b/ C.i.f. except in the case of the United States of America whose imports are valued f.o.b.



Table 49.   Developed market economies:   composition of net financial flows to
developing countries, 1970-1973

Flow
1970                                        1971                                        1972                                        1973

Millions  Percentage  Millions  Percentage  Millions  Percentage  Millions  Percentage
of dollars  of total  of dollars  of total  of dollars  of total  of dollars  of total

Official, bilateral  ........

Official development assistance .

Other official flows  ......

Donations  ............

Loans  ..............

Technical assistance  ......

Food aid  ............

6 285      44.7     7 i00      43°8     7 540      h2.1     8 846      40.2

5 574      39.6     6 257      38.6     6 519      36°4     6 970      31.7

712       5.1       843       5.2     1 022       5.7     1 877       8°5

3 294      23.4     3 600      22.2     4 336     24.2     4 450      20.2

2 992      21.3     3 500      21.6     3 205      17.9     4 397      20.0

1 511      10.7     1 633      i0.i     i 825      10.2     2 258      10o3

1 148       8.2     1 051       6.5     1 017       5.7       850       3.9

e
oo
oh
J

Official, to the multilateral
agencies  ............

Official development assistance .

Other official flows  ......

1 537      10.9     1 758      10.8     2 446      13.6     2 780      12.6

i 138       8.1     1 356       8.4     1 921      10.7     2 270      10.3

399       2.8       402       2.5       525       2.9       510       2°3

Private, bilateral  ........

Direct investment  ........

Portfolio investment  ......

Guaranteed export credits  ....

5 764      41.0     6 576      40.6     7 271      40.6    i0 118      46°0

3 230      23.0     3 491      21o5     4 049      22.6    ÿ6 123     27°8

602       4.3       763       4.7     1 852      10.3     2 991      13.6

1 932      13.7     2 322      14.3     1 370       7.6     1 004       4.6

Private, to the multilateral
agencies  ............

Total, at current prices

at 1970 prices  .....

474       3.4       771       4.8       667       3.7       258       1.2

14 061     lO0.0    16 204     lOO.O    17 925     lOOo0    22 002     I00o0

14 061              15 215              15 466              15 472

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Development Co-_operation, 1974 Reviewÿ Food (Paris, 1974)ÿ
communications from the Development Assistance Committee of OECDÿ and various national sources.



Table 50. Developed market economies: provision of resources to
develop'ng countries and multilaterial agencies,
1970-1973

Total flow
Country Millions of dollars Percentage of gross national product

1970 1971 1972 1973 1970 1971 1972 1973
Average,

1971-1973

Australia 399 531 444 342 1.16 1.38 0.98 0·53 0.96

Austria • 67 82 42 158 0.47 0.50 0.21 0.57 0.43

Belgium 285 301 404 450 1.16 1.03 1.16 0.98 1.06

Canada 557 839 928 978 0.68 0.91 0.89 0.82 0.87

Denmark 85 134 121 164 0.54 0.77 0.57 0.59 0.64

France 1 646 1 466 1 882 2 766 1.11 0.91 0.96 1.08 0.98

Germany (Federal
Republic of) 1 145 1 452 1 240 1 366 0.61 0.67 0.48 0.39 0.51

Italy 690 781 657 495 0.74 0.77 0.55 0.36 0.56

Japan • 1 762 2 129 2 738 5 726 0.89 0.94 0.93 1. 39 1.09

Netherlands 420 426 705 534 1.31 1.15 1. 55 0.90 1.20

New Zealand 22 29 32 35 0.36 0.40 0.39 0.32 0.37

Norway 72 72 58 98 0.63 0.56 0.40 0.52 0.49

Portugal 69 146 226 240 1.13 2.10 2.63 2.29 2.34

Sweden 183 213 236 319 0.59 0.58 0.57 0.64 0.60

Switzerland 113 218 149 257 0.55 0.89 0.49 0.62 0.67

United Kingdom 1 103 1 273 1 367 983 0.90 0.93 0.88 0.57 0.79

United States of America 5 399 6 066 6 624 7 044 0.54 0.58 0.57 0.54 0.56

Total, developed market
economies !::J . . . 14 061 16 204 17 925 22 002 0.69 0.72 0.69 0.70 0.70

Sources: See table 49.

!::J Including, in addition to the countries listed, estimates for Finland, Iceland, Ireland,
Luxembourg and South Africa.
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Table 51. Developed market economies: provision of official
development assistance, 1970-1973

Flow of official development assistance
Percentage of

Millions of dollars gross national product
Average

Country 1970 1971 1972 1973 1970 1971 1972 1973 1971-1973

Australia 202 202 267 286 0.59 0.53 0.59 0.44 0.52

Austria 10 12 17 40 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.14 0.10

Belgium 118 145 192 233 0.46 0.50 0.55 0.51 0.52

Canada 3J.1-3 386 491 510 0.42 0.42 0.47 0.43 0.44

Denmark 59 74 96 131 0.38 0.42 0.46 0.47 0.45

France 944 1 054 1 292 1 487 0.64 0.65 0.66 0.58 0.63

Germany (Federal
Republic of) 555 712 769 965 0,30 0.33 0.30 0.28 0,30

Italy 153 155 98 153 0,16 0.15 0.08 0.11 0.11

Japan . 459 512 608 988 0.23 0.23 0.21 0.24 0.23

Netherlands 195 215 305 312 0.61 0.58 0.67 0.52 0.59

New Zealand 14 17 21 26 0.23 0.23 0.25 0.24 0.24

Norway . . . . 36 42 63 87 0,32 0.32 0.43 0.46 0.40

Portugal 41 99 154 62 0.67 1.42 1. 79 0.59 1.27

Sweden 116 157 198 275 0.38 0.43 0.48 0.56 0.49

Switzerland 30 29 64 65 0.15 0.12 0.21 0.16 0.16

United Kingdom 416 539 586 588 0.34 0.40 0.38 0,34 0.37

United States of
America . . . , . 3 003 3 241 3 188 2 993 0.30 0.31 0.28 0,23 0.27

Total, developed I. a
market economles:-

Current prices 6 712 7 612 8 439 9 239 0.33 0.34 0.33 0.29 0.32

1970 prices 6 712 7 101 7 164 6 168

Sources: See table 49.

a/ Including, in addition to countries listed, Finland, Iceland, Ireland,
Luxembourg and South Africa.



Table 52.  DAC countries:  transfer terms of official development
assistance commitmentsÿ a/ 1970-1973

Item                       1970      1971      1972      1973

Commitments (millions of dollars)

Amount  ................

Grant s  ................

Loans  ................

Grant element in loans (percentage)

in total 0DA (percentage)

Loan terms

Average maturity (years)  .......

Interest rate (percentage)  ......

Grace period (years)  .........

8 188     9 507    Ii 707    13 081

5 191     5 580     7 387     8 568

2 997     3 927     4 320     4 513

56,6      56.9      56.9      62.2

84ol      82,2      84ol      86.9

30.2      29.1      29,5      32°6

2 o8       2.8      2.8       2.5

7.3       7.1       7°8       8°6

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on 0rganisation for Economic Co-operation and
Developmentÿ Development Co-operationÿ 1974 Review (Parisÿ 1974)o

a/ To the developing countries and the less developed countries of southern
Europe.
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Table 53. DAC countries: grant element in official development
assistance~ ~ 1970-1973

1970 1971 1972 1973
To least To least To least To least
developed developed developed developed

Country Total countries Total countries Total countries Total countries

Australia . · · · · 92.5 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.4 100.0

Austria 67.7 28.9 67.0 24,2 81.1 100.0 57.4

Belgium . 96.9 100.0 97.0 100.0 96.4 95.6 100.0

Canada · · · · 96.1 92.5 92.4 91. 7 96.8 92.9 94.1 92.1

Denmark · · · · 98.0 97 .0 93.0 81.0 94.1 92.3 96.1 90.3

France 82.6 72.2 84.3 88.5 85.9 93.0 91.2 95.4

Germany (Federal Republic of) 80.4 89.9 83.7 85.5 80.9 92.8 83.1 93.1
I
I-' Italy 67.7 76.1 50.5 52.3 58.8 50.3 69.3 81.4.j::""
0
I Japan 67.2 90.0 .64.9 85.8 61.1 100.0 67.9 69.3. · · · · ·

Netherlands · · · · 84.6 60.0 87.2 58.5 85.2 62.1 88.4 95.3
New Zealand . · · · · 95.0 98.5 100.0

Norway 99.5 100.0 99.4 100.0 99.6 100.0 99.8 100.0

Portugal 66.1 50.2 50.5
Sweden · · · · 95.1 88.7 96.4 78.4 95.2 95.8 98.6 100.0

Switzerland 95.9 100.0 88.6 100.0 95.5 100.0 93.0 100.0

United Kingdom 81.5 88.7 81.4 87.4 85.7 86.1 87.1 86.1

United States of America 86.4 93.0 84.3 90.4 87.2 87.5 89.9 88.1

Sources: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat,
based on Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Development Co-operation, 1974 Review
(Paris, 1974).

~ Based on commitments to the developing countries and to the less developed countries of Europe.



Table 54. Developed market economies: actions af'fecting the tying of development assistance, 1971-1974

Percentage of 1973 official development assistance ~ Use of OIlA for
Country Financial General characteristics of local cost

Personal :=./ bilateral assistance ~
Tied Partly tied Untied financing

Australia 36 19 45 Untied to Papua-New Guinea

Austria · · · · · · · · · 15 4 81 Only small amounts involved:
$21 million in 1972,
$40 million in 1973

Belgium · · · · · · · · · 44 12 13 31 Bilateral aid untied In selected
recipients

Canada • · · 12 47 9 33 20 per cent untied in 1970 Increasing

Denmark · · · 18 26 4 53 25 per cent loans to least
I developed countries untied;
I-' shipping untied; EMU~
I-'
B

France • · · · · · · · · · 45 20 5 31 Loans to franc area untied In selected
recipients

GermanY (Federal Republic
of) . · · · · · · · · · 22 23 4 51 Project equipment untied General

since 1970, commodity
aid since 1973; PMU

Italy 13 31 56 PMU

Japan 5 61 2 32 Untying began in November
1972; EMU

Netherlands · · · · · · · 23 34 11 33 Untied to Netherlands In selected
Antilles, Surinam and recipients,
partly to Indonesia; PMU extended in Ire

Norway • · · · · · · · · · 11 11 78 Most bilateral aid untied; General
complete untying by 1978;
PMU

Sweden • · · · · · · · · · 10 5 85 Most bilateral aid untied General
(except commodity aid);
PMU



Table 54 (continued)

Percentage of 1973 official development assistance !/
hI...... • 1 General characteristics of'Personal 'EJ ......nanC1a . /bilateral ass1stance £

I

~
N\
i

Country

Switzerland

United Kingdom ••••••

United States of America •

Average, above countries

6

20

18

23

Tied

21

42

33

Partly tied

3

9

18

9

Untied

51

50

22

PMU; most bilateral aid
untied

Some aid to dependencies
and ex-dependencies untied

Bilateral grants tied; local
purchases with AID loans
sanctioned in Latin America
in 1969, in most other
areas since 1971; PMU

Use of' ODA f'or
local cost
financing

In selected
recipients

Increasing

Sources: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Development Co-operation, 1973 Review, 1974 Review (Paris, 1974);
replies of Governments to the Secretary-General's note verbals of June 1974.

!/ 1972 in the case of Italy and the United Kingdom.

£! PMU: participant in the Memorandum of Understanding designed to free the use of development loans for financing
purchases in developing countries.

:::./ Transfer of expertise through "technical assistance".



Table Summary of multilateral debt re:l1e~tot,iatj since

Scope of debt relief
Country and date Period over which Type of debt covered Proportion of Amount
of multilateral accruing interest service pay- (millions following Amorti·, on

agreement and amortization ment resche- of consolida- zation maturities
liabilities were duled dollars) tion

consolidated
and rescheduled

India 1 year Bilaterally determined A"p'Proximate1y 100 Various pj
(June 1971) a/ (1 April 1971- 20

31 March 1972)

Chile 14 months Interest and principal 2 6
1972) (1 Nov. 1971- on (al offi- determined

-'
Dec. ) cially guaranteed sup-

pliers' credits and
(b) long-term loans
to 40 years'
but excluding debt-
refinancing loans)

Pakistan 26 months and interest 2
(1 1971- on medium- and long- determined -
30 June 1973) term debts, but no

those contracted than an
Bangladesh prior to average of
Dacember 1971 5 per cent for

aJ:f3 creditor

India 1 year determined 151 Various
(February 1913)

Pakistan 1 yea:!:· Same alO those covered 105 1 3 Same as
( {l 1973= 26 1972 agree- 56

30 June 1974 ment

India 1 April 1973- det'!'!rmined Various
(December )'Y 31 Ka:rc.1>:t 1974



Table 55 (continued)

on re~lXr~~ed

maturities
percenta,ge)

Country and date
of' mu.l..14I..A.I:I.~e:l!~1:I..A.

Period over which
accruing interest
and amortization
liabilities were

consolidated
and rescheduled

Scope of' debt relief'
Type of' debt covered Proportion of' Amount

service pay-
ment resche- of'

duled dollars

Gh~

(March 1974)

Chile
(March 1974)

31 Janu.ary 1972
onwards

2 years
(1 Jan. 1973
31 Dec. 1974)

Principal and interest
(excluding moratorium
interest) on all medlum
term of'f'icially guaran
teed suppliers' credits
covered by the agree
ments of' 9 December 1966,
22 October 1968 and
11 July 1970

Interest and principal
payments on (a) of'fi
cially guaranteed sup
pliers' credits and
(b) government loans of'
less than 40 years'
maturity but excluding
debt-ref'inancing loans

100 10 years,
II months

2
determined

Pakistan
(June 1974)

4 years
(1 July 1974
30 June 1978)

Principal and Approximately
on all public and of'f'i- 71 (1974/75)
dally guaranteed debts 61 (1975/76
with maturities of' over and 1976/77)
one year incurred prior 55 (1977/78)
to July 1973, including
debts covered by the
previous two agJl:"eemel:lts

650 10 20

Sources: Centre f'or Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Thomas M. Klein, aid th:rot!gh debt relief''', vol. No. SelotE!.mb,er
national and international sources.

based on
p. 20 and



(Foot-notes to table 55)

a/ Agreement represents a one-year extension of an earlier agreement
(March 1968) granting debt relief for three-year periodÿ i April 1968-31 March 1971ÿ
amounting to $322 million.

b_/ Each creditor country to provide debt relief with grant element of at least
60 per cent.

c_/ Each creditor country to provide debt relief with grant element of at least
62 per cent.

d_/ This agreement represents a one-year extension of the February 1973
agreement.

e/ Moratorium interest relating to debt relief arrangements of 1966ÿ 1968 and
1970 accruing after 31 January 1972 cancelled.

f_/ The remaining non-consolidated maturities to be paid in three instalments:
25 per cent in 1974ÿ 25 per cent in 1975ÿ and 50 per cent in 1976o

g__/ Aggregate debt relief per year to be approximately:  $175 million in each
of 1974/75ÿ 1975/76ÿ and 1976/77 and $125 million in 1977/78.
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Table 56°  Net transfers from developed market economies
to developing coumtriesÿ 1970-1973

Flow                                       1970      1971      1972      1973

Official loans and grantsÿ net  ......  6 285       7 I00

Private loans and investmentsÿ net o  °         5 764       6 576

Hu!tilsteral foams and grantsÿ net °           1 409       1 840

Private grants  ............  858          913

Eurocurrency loans  ...............  985

17 414Totalÿ a%ove  ...............  14 316

7 540     8 846

7 271    i0 118

1 540     1 737

i 036     l 362

3 047    7 931

20 434    29 994

Net         -   ÿ ÿ o                       ÿ      o  .....  o   opaymencs of profitsai

o    ÿ            j_ai
Net paÿunents of mnceresbÿ-  o  ......

-5 788     -6 998

-i 399    -i 718

Net transfers:  In current prices   o ÿ      7 129       8 698
In 1970 prices  .....  7 129       8 200

-8 561   -12 193

-2 Zÿl    -2 536

9 732    15 265
8 510    ii 392

Resources transferred by price changes
in exports and imports  ......... -800     1 550

Adjusted net transfers in 1970 prices 7  129              7  400           i0  060

l0 ÿ00

21 792

Sources;   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statistiesÿ
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Developmentÿ Development Co-operationÿ
3-974 Review (Parisÿ 1974)ÿ International Monetary Fundÿ Balance of Payments
Yearbook ÿ%ÿashingtonÿ DoCo)o

ai As reported in the balance of paÿents statements of 73 developing
countries°  This includes pa}ÿents to the centrally planned economies and to
multilateral lending agencies°
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Chapter III

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
IN THE CENTRALLY PLANNED ECONOMIES

Foreign trade:  policiesÿ trends and prospects

At the end of the First United Nations Development Decadeÿ the import markets
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the socialist countries of Eastern
Europe absorbed somewhat less than 5 per cent of the developing countries' exports
and supplied almost 7 per cent of their imports.  Though representing only a small
share of the third world's total foreign markets, the network of trade ties between
the two groups of countries had expanded substantially over the preceding decade and
the volume of trade had grown at an average annual rate of more than i0 per cent,
much faster than exports of the developing countries to other destinations.  Absolutÿ
trade levelsÿ howeverÿ were still relatively low:  per inhabitantÿ the Soviet Union
imported about $7 worth of goods from the developing countries in 1970 and the
Eastern European socialist countries about $12 - roughly one sixth of the per capita
imports into the industrialized Western European countries.

The commodity structure of trade was characterized by a preponderance of
manufactured goods in the socialist countriesÿ exports and of primary goods in their
imports.  Geographically, trade was strongly concentrated on a relatively small
number of partner countriesÿ often those where institutional trading arrangements
congenial to the economic system of the socialist countries could be concluded.  The
bilateral clearing system dominated in the payments arrangements.

The International Development Strategy envisaged a contribution from the
socialist countries of Eastern Europe and the USSR towards the goals of the Second
United Nations Development Decade in the form of continued high growth of imports
from developing countries stimulated by preferential governmental measures within thÿ
general framework of the socialist countriesw economic systemÿ of diversification in
the geographical and commodity structure of trade and movement towards greater
mu!tilateralism in the payments arrangements.

The first years of the Second Development Decade saw someÿ though unevenÿ
progress in the direction of these objectives.  A number of socialist countries
instituted special measures to favour trade with developing countries.  Total trade
volume continued to expandÿ though at a lower rate - especially during the first two
years of the 1970s - than might have been hoped for in view of the general upswing
in the socialist countriesw total foreign trade.  In 1973 and (according to very
preliminary data) 1974, howeverÿimports from the developing economies increased
significantly, both absolutely and relatively.  The commodity structure of imports
into the socialist countries continued to diversify with a steady rise in the share
of manufactures in the total.  A pronounced shift towards imports of more fabricated
products instead of raw materials appears to have taken place, especially in the
important textile sector.  The high geographical concentration of trade, which is
probably a systemic tendency of the centrally managed state trading system, did not
abate much, though the trade network continued to expand with the addition of new
trade partners among the developing countries.  Some steps were taken to introduce
new elements of multilateralism into the payments arrangements, but progress in this
area appears to have been limited.
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As the mid-point of the Second Development Decade approachesÿ some new tremds
and pressures are becoming evident in the European centrally planned economies which
are likely to result in increased demand for some developing coumtry raw material
exports which have hitherto expanded at below-average rates°  A shift in the
countries of the Coumcil for ÿtual Economic Assistance (CMEA) towards outside
sources of supply is already noticeable for crude oil and oil products°   Continued
growth in the demand for labour-intensive light manufactured products is also likely
in view of the tightening labour supply situation in several centrally planned
ecomomiesÿ and the still relatively low - though rising - per capita consumption
levels of victuals and beverages of tropical origin at a time of accelerated
consumer income growth would indicate the existence of a significant potential
demand for increased imports in these commodity classes°  Howeverÿ balamceÿofÿ
payments constraints arising in the convertible currency trading area may put a
serious check on the growth of manufactured and agricultural consumer goods imports
from developing countries in favour of the higher priority raw materials and producer
goodsÿ as appears to have happened in Poland in 1974o i/

Trade policy measures in favour of developing coumtries

In their Comprehensive Prograÿne for the Further Extension and Improvement of
Coÿoperation and the Development of Socialist Economic Integration of 1971ÿ the
member countries of CMEA undertook to ÿ'attach particular importance to the
development of trade and of economicÿ scientific and technical coÿoperation with the
developing countriesV'ÿ 2/ and the published fire-year plans for the period 1971ÿ1975
of several of the European socialist countries called in general terms for a
substantial expansion of these trade flows°

During the early part of 1972ÿ Bulgariaÿ Czechoslovakia and Hungary introduced
schemes of generalized preferences with tariff concessions on a broad range of
manufactured and semi-manufactured commodities imported from developing coÿutrieso
The tariff reductions granted range from 30 per cent of the most favoured nations
rate (in the case of Bulgaria) to about 90 per cent (in Czechoslovakia)ÿ while for
some primary commodities imported from developing countries all duties were
abolished.  In 1974ÿ the Hungarian systemÿ which concentrates on manufacturesÿ was
broadened in its product coverage and now provides for complete tariff exemption on
a wide range of textile products. 3/

The USSRÿ the only other socialist country with a tariff system at the timeÿ
had already in 1965 abolished all customs levies on goods purchased from developing
countries.  Romaniaÿ which is itself a beneficiary of the Generalized System of
Preferences of the European Economic Communityÿ introduced a tariff system at the
beginning of 1974ÿ but seems to have exempted goods imported from countries with

i/ Ko Chinowski and A° Stepniewskaÿ VVHandel zagraniczny Polski w 1974 rokuÿVÿ
Zycie  gospodarcze (Warsaw)ÿ 1975ÿ No. 5 (2 February 1975)o

2/ Kompleksnaia programma dal'neishego uglubleniia i sovershenstvovaniia
sotruÿuichestva i razvitiia sotsialisticheskoi ekonomicheskoi integratsii
stranÿchlenov SEV (Moscowÿ 1971)ÿ chap° i/iÿ sect. 3ÿ para. 3.

3/ See document TD/B/378/Add.3/Amendolÿ 26 November 1974o
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which trade is conducted on the basis of bilateral trade agreements and protoeolsÿ
which may mean most developing country partners° 4/

It is probable that under the socio-economic conditions of central planning
and centralized allocation of resourcesÿ tariff policies cannot by themselves be
used as indicators of effective preferential treatment°  In centrally planned
economiesÿ market opportunities for third countries are determined to a large extent
by administrative conditions concerning the economy as a wholeÿ such as the planned
structure of domestic outputÿ the planned level of importsÿ the import-substitution
policiesÿ the allocation of foreign exchange to various users and types of final
useÿ and the domestic price structureo  Thusÿ in the USSRÿ despite the abolition of
al! tariffs on imports from the developing countriesÿ the degree of self-sufficiency
in certain primary cormodities which are typical third world exports increased
markedly between 1959-1961 and 1967-1969ÿ 5/ and continued at high levels during
the first years of the 1970So

In the early years of the Second Development Decadeÿ several countries
announced their intention of establishing non-tariff preferential measures in
addition to or in lieu of tariff concessionsÿ and others set quantitative targets
for the growth in imports of certain commodity groups from developing countries
through the end of the current five-year plan period in 1975.  Thusÿ Polandÿ which
has no tariff system and relies exclusively on preferential procurement measures to
spur imports from developing countriesÿ and Czechoslovakia announced their intention
(in part already implemented) to limit or even terminate certain lines of production
of manufactures and semi-manufactures and to rely on third world imports for
supply° 6/  Hungary expects to satisfy 25 per cent of its home consumption of
textiles ÿhrough imports from developing countries by the end of 1975o 7/
Czechoslovakia promotes direct trade ties with developing coÿtries through a
regulation requiring foreign trade organizations to obtain a special permit from
the Ministry of Foreign Trade if they wish to import goods by purchase in countries
other than the country of origin. 8/  Bulgaria indicatedÿ in a statement at the

4/ For the new Romanian tariff legislationÿ see "Lege privind vamal de import
al Republicii Socia!iste RomÿniaV'ÿ Buletinul oficial al ReDublicii Socialiste
Romania (Bucharest)ÿ partea Iÿ No. 92 ÿ22 June 1973ÿ whichÿ howeverÿ contains no
reference to preferential treatment for developing countries°  The exemption is
mentioned in Rymki zagraniczne (Warsaw)ÿ 8 January 1974.

5/ See "Trends in markets of selected temperate zone products in five importing
areasÿ  a note by the UNCTAD secretariat" (TD/B/Col/108)ÿ and "The generalized
system of preferences:  report by the UNCTAD secretariat" (TD/124) in Proceedings of
the United Nations Conference on Trade and Developmentÿ Third Sessionÿ volo IIÿ
Merchandise Trade (United Nations publicationÿ Sales No. Eo73.11oDo5)o

6/ Statements made to the UNCTAD Special Committee on Preferences at its
sessioÿn held in April 1973 (see TD/B/C.5/SRo44-58ÿ October 1973ÿ pp. 49-50 and 87).
The Polish production closures concerned cotton yarns and grey cotton fabricsÿ and
tanned hides and skins.  A reduction in the processing of phosphates was also being
considered°

7/ See "Expansion of trade through the promotion of complementary economic
structÿures:  case study on Hungary" (TD/B/391ÿ 16 August 1972).

8/ See "Expansion of trade in manufactures of the developing countries to the
socialist countries of Eastern Europe:  import rÿgimes in selected socialist
countries" (TD/B/C°2/137ÿ 30 May 1974).
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third session of UNCTADÿ that it expected to be able to double the volume of its
trade with developing countries from 1970 to !975ÿ and the Soviet Uniomÿ at the same
sessionÿ announced estimates of 1975 import levels for a number of typical third
world export commodities and the intention to double the purchase of consÿimer goods
in these countries to a level of 250 million roubles by 1975o 9/

Trends in total trade

Projections for the growth of foreign trade incorporated in the five-year
plans of the socialist countries of Eastern Europe and the USSR for the firsts half
of the 1970sÿ which had appeared to point to a deceleration in the growth in trade
volumeÿ i0/ turned out to have been on the cautious side°  Supply and demand effects
of accelerated output growth in the Eastern European countriesÿ the changed
international climate and a more outward-looking stance in the economic policy of
several countries of the regionÿ as well as favourable international market
developmentsÿ combined to produce a significantly more rapid growth of foreign ÿrade
flows than anticipated°

Eastern Europe and USSR:  average annual growth rates of foreign
trade valueÿ by directionÿ 196ÿ-!ÿ and 1971-1973 aÿ!

(Percentage)

Exports to and imports from
Exports                      Imports

1966-i970  1971-1973    1966-1970  1971-1973

World  ..............

Centrally planned economies ° .
Deve!oped market economies     o
Developing economies  o  ....

9 oi       12 o0         9 o0       m3 o4

8oi       i0°i         8ol       lOol
iio0       16o8        iio5       2io4
ii°1          i2 o2              8 o2          lO oi

Source:  Data in table 57.

a/ Growth rates were computed from values aggregated in terms of transferable
roubles and thus do not reflect the dollar devaluations°  See foot-note b to
table 57°

While a part of the acceleration in trade value growth must be ascribed to price
developmentsÿ estimates of quantum growth rates for total trade also indicate
am increase in the expansion paceÿ especially on the import side where average
annual growth appears to have risen from about 9 per cent during 1966-1970 to

9/ See The Second United Nations Development Decade:  Trends and Policies in
the Fi--rst Two Years (United Nations publicatiomÿ Sales Noo Eo74olIoDo3)ÿ po 16ÿ amdÿ
for the Soviet statementÿ Proceedings of the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Developmentÿ Third Sessionÿ vol. Iÿ Report and Amnexes (United Nations pub!icationÿ
Sales No. E.73°II°D°4)ÿ annex VIIIÿ H°

i0__/ See Implementation of the International Development Strategy:  Papers for
the First 0ver-all Review and Appraisal of Progress during the Second United Nations
Development Decadeÿ vol° II (United Nations publicatiomÿ Sales NOo Eo73olI°A°3)ÿ
pp. 94-95 and table 3 for the plan targetsÿ also World Economic Surveyÿ 1973ÿ
Part Two:  Current Economic Developments (United Nations pub!icationÿ Sales
NOo E°7ÿ.IIoC.2)ÿ ppo Iii-I0 fro and table 111-7o
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about 12 ÿer cent during 1971-1973o  The export growth of the groupÿ which in
quantum terms seems to have slowed from about i0 per cent during 1966-1970 to
less than 9 per centÿ was to some extent constrained by supply difficulties
connected with the 1972 harvest setback in the Soviet Union°  The accelerating
trend of trade value growth seems to have continued into 1974ÿ especially for
importsÿ but in view of the high world market price inflation it is not clear
whether trade quantum also continued to expand°

The world market price movements of recent years have had a very different
impact upon trade flows between the socialist countries themselvesÿ on the one
handÿ and those with non-socialist countries on the other°  The mutual trade of
the CMEA member countries is conducted at prices negotiated - on the basis of
average world market prices of a preceding period - for a medium-term trading
span of five to seven yearsÿ which are with some exceptions then held stable for
the duration° i!/  Some measure of price stability may also be built into the
relationship bet---ween socialist countries and certain developing countries with
which long-run bilateral trade agreements have been concludedÿ though little
concrete information is available on this aspect.  For the bulk of the non-socialist
trade relationshipsÿ howeverÿ price developments closely followed world market
trendsÿ with very sharp upswings in 1973 and 1974. 12___/  Therefore quantum growth
rates for trade of the group with market economies will diverge much more from
the corresponding value growth rates than those for trade with the socialist
countries°  Though adequate unit value indices by direction of trade are not
availableÿ estimates based on partial data suggest that between 1966ÿ1970 and
i971ÿ1973 quantum growth of trade with both socialist countries and developed
market economies acceleratedÿ from about 8 per cent to 9ÿi0 per cent per annum
in the case of trade with socialist countries and from about 9 per cent to
i0ÿ14 per cent annually in trade with developed market economies°

Expansion of trade with develoDinÿ countries

The trade of the Soviet Union with the developing world expanded in value
terms at a slightly higher rate during the first three years of the Second

Ii/ Since 1972ÿ a system based on world market prices for 1965-1969 has been
in use°  In 1975ÿ howeverÿ under the impact of world market inflationÿ the CÿA
group went over to annual price revisions negotiated on the basis of average world
market prices for the preceding five years (Zycie gosÿodarcze (Warsaw)ÿ
16 February 1975ÿ po 13).

12/ Separate foreign trade price indices for the socialist and non-socialist
trading areas are available only for Hungary°  Annual percentage changes for the
roughly coincident rouble and dollar currency areas are given as followsÿ

1971   1972   1973  1974 (JanoÿSept.)

Rouble area

Dollar area:

Exports  ......  ÿ0.2

Imports  ......  1o4

Exports  ......  1.4

Imports  ......  2.2

o.6   0.5          1o3
2.2     0.2               i°0

3°6  13o6         22.4
2.2  16.5         44°5

Source:  Statisztikai havi kÿlemÿnyek (Budapest)ÿ 1974ÿ No. Iio
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Development Decade than duriÿ the preceding five-year period°   In the case of
the Eastern European centrally planned economiesÿ howeverÿ import expansion
accelerated substantiallyÿ whereas export growth slowed between the two periods°
In both cases the expansion of trade with developing countries lagged over the
period relative to the growth of trade in other directions and was very slow
(negative in the case of Soviet imports) during 1971 and 1972 (see table 57)°  A
strong upswing in 1973ÿ which appears to have continued into 1974ÿ improved the
average performance for the periodÿ but was probably largely the result of price
developments°  In quantum termsÿ the average annual growth during 1971-1973 was
probably less than during 1966-1970o

The Soviet Union continued to be the major socialist trade partner of
developing countries.   Soviet exportsÿ with a current dollar value of $4°8 billion
in 1973ÿ constituted almost 70 per cent of the Europeam socialist countriesÿ
combined exports to developing countriesÿ and its imports of $2.9 billion accounted
for about 60 per cent of the group's imports from the third world°  The share of
third world trade in total trade -was also significantly higher in the Soviet Union
(see table 58)ÿ but on a per caDitÿbasis the smaller and therefore more trade-
intensive Eastern European centrally planned economies maintained somewhat higher
levels of engagementÿ with imports of $18 per inhabitant in 1973 as against $12
for the Soviet Union°

The weak import growth performance of the socialist ccuntries during the
first two years of the decadeÿ which contrasts strongly with the dynamic expansion
rate during those years of total importsÿ and especially the rapid growth of
imports from developed market economiesÿ can in part be explained by supplyÿ
difficulties on the partner sideÿ in part perhaps by adjustment difficultiesÿ
including balance-of-payments strainsÿ during a period of restructuring in foreign
trade relationships°  A pattern of widely fluctuating growth rates - in the
case of the Soviet Union including several years of stagnant or contracting import
levels followed by very large advances - has also in the past characterized
the substantial longÿterm growth of imports to the socialist countries from the
developing worldÿ and therefore need not indicate a change in trend.

The absolute decline in the Soviet imports from the developing countries
in 1971 and 1972 is attributable to a large extent to the vagaries of the Cuban
sugar harvest that caused a $250 million drop in Soviet imports from Cuba between
1970 and 1972 which was not offset by the increases in trade with other partners° 13/

13/ Because of the large share of Cuba in total Soviet trade with developing
countries (18-20 per cent in recent years)ÿ year-to-year rates of change are
strongly affected by changes in Soviet exports to and imports from Cuba.  To a
less degree this applies also to the Eastern European countries°  For developing
countries other than Cubaÿ the import performance during the first years of the
decade is somewhat stronger than for the group as a wholeÿ

Average annual compound rates and annual rates of growth of trade value
with developinÿ countries without Cubaÿ 1966-1973

(Percentage) 1966ÿ1970 1971ÿ1973 1971 1972   1973

USSR  .........

Eastern Europe  ....

Source:  As for table 57°

Exports       12.7     16.9   -0.5  9.9  46.2
Imports          9°3      14.8    i0o8   5.8   29.1

Exports          8°9        8°9     9.6  2o5 15.0
Imports          6.1       11o2     3.4   6.2   25°4
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Supply constraints were probs2oly also the main factor behind the absolute reductionÿ
in Eastern European imports from the western hemisphere in 1971 and 1972 (eogoÿ the
failure of the Pacific sardine catch and fis_hmeal eÿports)o

The early years of the decade were also the imitial years of accelerating
East-West tradeÿ during which several countries of the region found themselves
under balsÿce-of-payments pressure as imports from the convertible currency area
tended to expand faster tham eÿort earnings amd had to be put under policy
constraints°  In view of the somewhat marginal nature of trade with developing
countries in the over-al! balance of foreign exchangesÿ especially of the Eastern
European groupÿ it is not improbable that in some instances imports from deve!opingÿ
countries were disproportionally constrsined by such balancing measures°

Among the East European centrally planned economies noticeable differences
in the growth of trade with developing economies are observable (see table 58)°
Bulgaria and Romamiaÿ the two least developed countries of the regionÿ maintained
relatively very high growth rates of exports to and even more of imports from
the third world°  These two countriesÿ which jointly supply about one third of the
exports of the Eastern European group to developing economies and purchases a
slightly smaller share of the imports of the regionÿ accounted for 75 per cent
of the 1971-1973 export increment of the group and for 60 per cent of the import
increment°

In all other countries of the regionÿ the expansion of exports to developing
economies slowed down noticeably compared with the preceding period, and in the
German Democratic Republic and Hungary the same is true of imports°  In
Czechoslovakia and Polsÿidÿ howeverÿ import growth accelerated from the very
low (in Polandÿ negative) average levels of the preceding five-year period.  In
Polandÿ which over the three years experienced the most dynamic expansion in
the region of imports from the convertible currency areaÿ the growth of imports
from the developing economies lagged furthest behind that of imports from
developed market economies (8 per cent per annum versus 45 per cent per annum
over the 1971-1973 period)°

Share in tota! trade and geograDhical distribution

As trade with developing countries generally expanded more slowly than total
trade of the socialist economiesÿ the share of these exchanges in total exports
and imports of the group declined during the first years of the Second Development
Decade°  In Eastern Europeÿ only Bulgaria and Romania showed a rising share of
third world importsÿ and for the six-co]ÿtry groupÿ the imports share of developing
countries dropped from 6°5 per cent in !966-1970 to 5°8 per cent in 1973ÿ thus      i
remaining significantly below the approximately 17 per cent share of developing
countries in the imports of Western Europe° 14/  The share of developing countries

14/ Data for the Eastern European countries somewhat tmderstate the share
<.ÿf goods from developing economies in total imports since trade is reported by
ccÿuntry of purchase and first consignment in most casesÿ and some developing
eoÿmtry goods are purchased in third markets°  The Soviet Union and Hungaryÿ
hÿ?verÿ report trade by country of origim and tÿtimate destination°
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in the total imports of the Soviet Union is considerably higherÿ over 13 per centÿ
but also shows a decline from the level of the preceding period°  The corresponding
export shareÿ scmeÿhat higher since (with the exception of Hungary) the European
socialist countries are generally ÿn trade surplus with the developing economies
also declined for Eÿstcrm Europe betÿ-een the two periods ÿder review and
increased for the Soviet Union (see table 58)°

The importance of the European socialist countries in the foreign trade of
the developing countries in the aggregateÿ both as suppliers of imports and as
customers for exportsÿ a!so appears to have been declining over the recent past°
During 1971ÿ1972ÿ the Eastern European centrally planned economies and the USSR
purchased slightly more than 4 per cent of the developing countries exports and
supplied almost 6o 5 per cent of their iÿrportsÿ both shares fractionally lower
than those observed during the preceding three years°  On a regional basisÿ the
centrally planned economies have recently been most important as a market for
African developing countriesÿ taking 6o5 per cent of their exports in 1972o  This
is the only region for which the socialist countriesÿ trade share has been rising
in the recent pastÿ while the 1972 shares in total exports of the developing
countries of West Asia (2°2 per cent)ÿ South and East Asia and the western
hemisphere (about 4 per cent) all represent declines from past levels°  As
suppliersÿ the European socialist countries have the greatest weight in West Asia
(9ol per cent of total imports in 1972) and Africa (7°2 per cent)ÿ and are of less
importance in the western hemisphereÿ (4°6 per cent) and South and East Asia
(2°3 per cent)° 15/  Howeverÿ the significance of the socialist market for some
individual trade partners is much higher°  Thus ÿ the European socialist countries
took 50 to 60 per cent of the exports of Egypt in recent yearsÿ about a quarter
of Indiaÿs exportsÿ and about a quarter to a third of the exports of the Syrian
Arab Republic° 16/  The Soviet Union alone purchased 39 per cent of Afghanistan's
exports in 1971ÿ1972o 17/

The most pronounced change in the regional structu]0e of the socialist
countriesv trade with developing economies during the first years of the Second
Development Decade has been the rapid increase in the share of the West Asian
countries in both exports and importsÿ especially in the imports of the Soviet
Union (see table 59)°  The share of the North African countries in Eastern European
imports also continued to increase°  As several centrally planned economies have
recently concluded oil import agreements with countries of these regionsÿ and
outside supplies of fuels are expected to assume an increasing role within CMJ{Aÿ
this trend is IS ÿely to continue°

Trade ÿ  ......  ÿuth and East Asia and the developing countries of the western

hemisphere haÿ ÿpanded at below average rates over the past few years°  The
relationship ÿ th both regions is dominated by a single partner:  Indiaÿ with over

15/ Trade shares based on United Nationsÿ MonthlzBulletin of Statisticsÿ
September 1974ÿ special table Do

16/ Direction of Trade:  Annual 1969ÿ1973ÿ a joint publication of the
Internationa! Monetary Fÿmd and the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (Washingtonÿ DoCo)o

17___/ Vneshniaiaotorÿovlia  (Moscow)ÿ 1974ÿ No. 99 P. 39°
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two thirds of the exports and importsÿ on the one handÿ and Cubaÿ supplying a
third of Eastern European and 60 per cent of Soviet imports from the western
hemisphere and taking a much larger share of their exportsÿ on the other°  Soviet
imports from other Latin American countries grew strongly during the early 1970sÿ
though the share of this group in total Soviet imports remains smallÿ and several
of the Eastern European centrally planned economies initiated new trade ties in
the region during 1972-1973 which may bring increased trade flows in the years to
come°

Trade with sub-Saharam Africa continues to occupy a relatively minor position
for the centrally planned economiesÿ with considerable volatility of the yearmto-
year changes° 18__/  The Soviet Union is the main trading partner of the region
among the socialist countries ÿ having substantially expanded its exports (mainly
to Guinea and Nigeria) at the beginning of the decadeÿ -whereas in absolute terms
the trade flows with Eastern Europe are still below the levels reached during the
middle 1960So  The expansion of trade with this area appears to have been impeded
by the small size of marketsÿ adaptation difficulties of socialist trade
enterprises in the regionÿ and persisting preferential ties in many countries
with their former metropolitan regionsÿ as well as by a relatively larger reliance
than in the relationship with other areas on purely commercial forms of linkage
and a low level of economic comoperation arrangements° 19___/  Recent yearsÿ howeverÿ

have seen new initiatives which should eventually generate new trade flows° such
as the bauxite extraction complex built in Guinea with the aid of Soviet credits
repayable in part with the products of the venture° 20__/

GeograDhical diversification of trade

The geographical ÿetwork of trade links between the centrally planned
economies and developing countries continued to widen during the first years of
the Second Development Decade°  Several socialist countries initiated negotiations
or concluded intergovernmental trade agreements with new third world partnersÿ
and in other casesÿ previously negligible trade flows increased substantially
during the period°  The most numerous initiatives towards the forging of new trade
ties appear to have been directed towards developing countries of the western

18___/ It should be noted that the vV0ther Africa" share in the regional
partitioning of trade flows may be understated as the region is the one most
likely to be affected by the data imperfections which give rise to the large
unallocable residual in table 59.   Indirect imports (purchases in third markets)
probably also are relatively more significant in the case of goods stemming from
tropical Africa.

19__/ For detailed surveys ÿ see Mo Paszyÿskiÿ "Review of trends and prospects
in trade and economic relations between socialist countries of Eastern Europe
and African countries" (TD/B/505/Supplo iÿ 5 July 1974ÿ Africa Institute of
the USSR Academy of Sciences ÿ Ekonomicheskie otnosheniia sotsialisticheskikh
gosudarsty so stranÿi Afriki (Moscowÿ "Nauka"ÿ 1973)o

20__/ Ao Ivanovÿ "Import SSR iz razvivaiushchikhsia stran'ÿ Vneshniaia torgovlia
(Moscow)ÿ 1974ÿ No. 9o  Bauxite exports to the USSR started in 1974.
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hemisphere ÿ but several new treaty links were also reported with countries of
sub-Saharan Africa and south-eastern Asia° 21/

In !973ÿ the Soviet Union had bilatere! trade agreements with 56 developing
countries and trade relationships with 72 countriesÿ as against agreements with
23 countries amd trade relationships witch ÿ13 c.oumtries in 1960o 22___/  Economic and
technical co-operation agreementsÿ under which the bulk of bilateral development
aid of the socialist countries is delivered and which generate return trade flows
as credits are repaid with goods produced by the new installationsÿ existed
between the Soviet Union and 14 developing countries in 1960ÿ 40 countries in
1970ÿ and 45 countries at the beginning of i973ÿ when the CMEA countries jointly
had such agreements with at least 65 States  of the developing world° 23/  While
a substantial proportion of the socialist countriesÿ trade with developing
countries is conducted without the benefit of such intergovernmentai agreements
and treatiesÿ 24___/ and some agreements never yield significant trade flowsÿ 25/ the
geographical spread of the network of formal bilateral agreements may be of
importance for the future in the light of the pronounced preference of the
socialist countries for relations based on long-run arrangements which can be
taken into account in their planning procedures°

In spite of the spreading web of trade relationshipsÿ the degree of
concentration of trade flows upon a limited number of partner countries continues
to be very highÿ especially on the import side°  In the imports of the Eastern
European centrally planned economies from developing countriesÿ the i0 first-
ranking partners accounted for slightly under two thirds of the total value
in 1973ÿ as against a share of 72 per cent five years earlierÿ and in the imports
of the USSR for over four fifths - slightly more than the share observed in 1968o

These concentration ratios are only fractionally loÿJered if Cubaÿ with which
relationships are especially intense by virtue of its membership in the socialist
group and (since 1972) also in CMEAÿ is excluded from the numerator and the
denominatorÿ and are significantly higher than a similar concentration measure

21___/ See 'VReview of trends and policies in trade between countries having
different economic and social systems'v (TD/B/h99/Suppÿlÿ 5 August !974ÿ
TD/B/458/SuppoIÿ i August 1973ÿ and TD/II2ÿ 20 January i972)o

22/ Ao Ivanovÿ 'Vlmport SSSR iz razvivaiushchikhsia stranÿVÿ Vneshniaia
torgovlia (Moscow)ÿ 197hÿ No. 9.

23/ Lo Zevinÿ 'VUglublenie razdeleniia truda mezhdu stranami SEV i
razvivaiushchimisia gosudarstvamiv'  VoDrosy ekonomiki(Noscow)  1974ÿ No  2ÿ
So Skachkovÿ WUSSR economic and technical co-operation with foreign countriesÿ
Coexistence (Glasgow)ÿ November 1973o

24__/ Vÿ Gankovskiiÿ in 'VRasshirenie ekonomicheskikh sviazei mezhdu
sotsialisticheskimi i razvivaiushchimisia stranamiÿ'ÿ Ekonomicheskie nauki
(Moscow)ÿ 1974ÿ No. 7ÿ estimates that 50 to 60 per cent of the CÿA countriesÿ
trade with the third world is implemented under the aegis of such trade
agreements°

25___/ Mo Paszyÿskiÿ oD° cir. ÿ notes this for several of the African treaty
ties (p. 9)°
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computed for the developed market economies of the European Economic Community
(EEC)o 26/  Changes over the period in the set of leading partner countries and
their ranking reflect primarily the rising importance of the trade with the
West Asian group (table 60)°

Though the opposite might perhaps be expectedÿ on the export side the
degree of geographical concentration is significantly lower - by about i0 to
15 percentage points in the case of Eastern Europe and even more in the exports
of the Soviet Unionÿ 27/

The high degree of geographical concentration of imports gives specia!
significance to the suggestion in the International Development Strategy that
the benefits to developing countries derived from trading with the centrally
planned economies be spread more 'widely through greater diversification of
import sources°  In the light of the lower geographical concentration of the
socialist countriesÿ exports and the lagged relationship between this flow of
eÿort goods - to a significant degree credit-financed investment goods - and the
return flow of imports into the socialist countries which it is expected to
generate once investment projects have reached the production stageÿ a trend
towards geographical diversification of the socialist countriesÿ imports should

,  perhaps be expected and may indeed already be reflected in the lowering of the
Eastern European import concentration ratio°

Trade with the least developed and land-locked countries

The centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and the USSR have trade
links with many of the 25 least developed economiesÿ though most of the trade
flows are small and irregu!arÿ and in most years two or three partner countries
account for the bulk of the transactions°  By virtue of its locationÿ the Soviet
Union also has an important role in the foreign trade of two land-locked countriesÿ
Afghanistan and Mongolia°   Though the aggregate value of trade with hard-core
least developed countries is not very !argeÿ its share in the socialist countries'
total third world imports - about 3 per cent for the Eastern European centrally
planned economies and 3°6 per cent for the Soviet Union - exceeds the share of the
least developed economies in the total exports of the third world (estimated
at about 2°5 per cent in 1972). 28___/

26/ See ÿVlmpact of regional economic groupings of the developed countries on
international tradeÿ including the trade of developing countries:  comparison of
the major groupingsvv (TD/131ÿ 28 March 1972)ÿ table 3:  in 1968ÿ the first five
developing country trade partners accounted for 34°9 per centÿ the first i0 for
49°0 per centÿ and the first 15 for 60°6 per cent of EEC imports from developing
countries°

27___/ See Implementation of the International Development Strategy:  Papers
for the First Overÿall Review and Appraisal of Progress during the Second United
Nations Development Decadeÿ vol. II [United Nations publicationÿ Sales Noo
Eo73olIoAo3-ÿ po 9--ÿ  The significance of the USSR export concentration ratiosÿ
howeverÿ is vitiated by the large geographically unspecified residual in the
Soviet export data (see table 59).

28___/ Since trade flows to and from individual countries of this group are often
very smallÿ the trade values shown hereÿ aggregated from the national trade
statistics of the socialist countries which in most cases register only the more
significant flowsÿ should be considered minimum estimates°
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Eastern EuroDe and USSR:  value of trade with least developed countries
Millions of current dollars)

Annual average
1966-1970   1971 1972  !973

Exports from:   Eastern Europe  ....  32         39     38      39
USSR  ........  105      132  148   135

Imports to:      Eastern Europe o o o          27         43    39      48
ussR  ......  58      108   55    64

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of
the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on national foreign trade statistics°

Both exports from and imports to the socialist countries in 1973 were substantially
below the 1971 levels ÿ but since the level of transactions in the relationship
with this group of countries fluctuates quite widely from year to yearÿ growth
rates over short periods are not very meaningful indicators of the long=orun
trendÿ and it is perhaps more significant that the annual average value of the
first three years of the decade was significantly above that of the preceding
quinquenniumo

The Soviet Union in recent years had trade relationships with 19 of the
25 least developed countries° 29_ / Trade with Afghanistanÿ Guinea and the Sudan
accounted for 60-80 per cent of the total°  Export and import flows in excess of
$i million annually were registered also with Dahomeyÿ Democratic Yemen ÿ Ethiopia
Mali  Somaliaÿ Uganda and the United Repro!it of Tanzania°  A decline in ÿotal
trade with the group after 1971 was caused by a steep drop in Soviet trade with
the Sudanÿ following political changes in that country°

While the Soviet Union has not reported any preferential policy measures in
favour of trade with the least developed countries other than the tariff
concessions of 1965 applying to all developing countriesÿ it seems that concrete
bilateral arrangements with individual countriesÿ including the granting of
creditsÿ have tended to favour the least developed group°  Over the three years
1971ÿ1973ÿ as over the preceding five-year periodÿ exports of the USSR to
least developed countries exceeded imports by approximately 80 per centÿ and thus
to a larger degree than in Soviet trade with developing countries as a whole or
with any regional subgroup of developing countries°  This would appear to indicate
that credit-based exports account for a larger share of Soviet deliveries to this
group of countries. 30__/

29___/ Ro Kotomin and Mo Utkinÿ ÿTorgovoÿekonomicheskie sviazy SSSR s naimenee
razvitymi stranamiÿ'ÿ Vneshniaia torgovlia (Moscow)ÿ 1973ÿ No. 12o

30/ An UNCTAD estimate of credit disbursement by all socialist countries in
1972 sh---ows erÿita flows to least developed countries of $0.79ÿ markedly above
the per capita flows to the developing countries other than the hard-core group
($0.ÿ.  Howeverÿ since over one half of the total was accounted for by aid from
China and only about a third by the Soviet Unionÿ the same relationship may not
necessarily hold for Soviet aid°  See VÿSpecial measures in favour of the least
developed among the developing countries:  review of progress in implementationv'
(TD/B/515ÿ 25 July 1974)o
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In Eastern Europeÿ Czechoslovakiaÿ Hungary and Poland are the most important
trade partners of the least developed countries° with average annual imports of
$9-$14 million each over the past three years°  Ethiopiaÿ Guinea and the Sudan
took almost 90 per cent of the Eastern European countriesÿ exports to the least
developed group and supplied about 70 per cent of their imports from the group in
recent years°  Imports into the Eastern European socialist countriesÿ with an
average annual value of over $40 mi!lionÿ appear to have run almost 60 per cent
above the average level of the preceding quinquenniÿ - an increase almost double
that showm for imports from all developing countries°  In contrast to the Soviet
Unionÿ howeverÿ imports exceeded exports for the group as a wholeÿ owing to
relatively large import surpluses in Hungary and Poland°

Trade with the land-locked countries plays a very minor role in the foreign
trade of the Eastern European centrally planned economiesÿ with exports of some
$7 million and imports of about $12 million on the average during the first years
of the decadeÿ both flows more than double the average levels of the preceding
five years°  The Soviet Unionÿ as the main trading partner of Afghanistan and one o
its transit neighboursÿ has a more sigmificant engagement with this group of
developing countriesÿ with trade flows of some $60 million in each direction at
the beginming of the decade and a share in total Soviet trade with developing
countries approximately corresponding to the share of the landÿlocked group in
total exports of the third world°  Though the Soviet Union still exports more than
it importsÿ exports have in recent years shown a declining trendÿ whereas
imports - buoyed by natural gas deliveries from Afghanistan in part representing
repayment of earlier Soviet credits andÿ in 1974ÿ by substantial tin imports from
Bolivia and coffee purchases in Uganda ÿ have risen to a level some 70 per cent
above that of the 1966ÿ1970 period°  In !972ÿ the Soviet Union ratified the
United Nations Convention on Transit Trade of Landÿlocked States of !965ÿ and
concluded special arrangements with Afghanistan to improve the speed and ease the
financial burden of railroad and river transit of Afghan freight moved through the
USSR transport system° 31__/  In Soviet development aid programmesÿ special
allowances have been madeÿ in accordance with UNCTAD recommendationsÿ for aid to
transport and communications infrastructure development projects in landÿlocked
countriesÿ among whichÿ in addition to Afghanistanÿ Nepal also benefited from
roadÿbuilding projectso 32/

Diversification of commodity structure

During the first two years of the Second Development Decadeÿ the commodity
composition of the exchanges between the centrally planned economies of Eastern
Europe and the USSR and the States of the third world reflected the traditional
pattern of trade between industrial and developing countriesÿ the socialist
economies exporting mainly manufactures and importing primarily agricultural goods
and raw materials°  Among the imports into the socialist countriesÿ the share of
manufactured goods ÿ mainly consumer goodsÿ but in recent years also some products
of heavy industry ÿ continued tme steady increase begum during the preceding
decadeÿ thus conforming to one of the policy objectives set in the International
Development Strategy°

31/ Kotomin and Utkinÿ Vneshniaia torgovlia (Moscow)ÿ 1973ÿ NOo 12ÿ

32/ Ibidoÿ and Vÿ Dmitrievÿ ÿ'K piatnadtsatiletiiu sovetsko-nepalskogo
ekonomicheskogo soglasheniiaVVÿ  Vneshniaia torgovlia (Moscow)ÿ 1974ÿ Noo 8o



Analysis of recent changes in the commodity structure of the European
socialist countriesv trade ÿith the developing economies is handicapped by the
absence of comprehensive date, after 1972ÿ when valuation shifts and the emergence
of new trends on world markets are likely to have affected the trade policies of
socialist countries in spite of their relatively high degree of self-sufficiencyo
Since 1972ÿ moreoverÿ and quite independently, new constellations of development
pressures and trade priorities have come to the fore inside the socialist
countriesÿ with a potential bearing on their trade relations with developing
economies°  Rapid growth in industrial production appears to have put some
strain on economically exploitable internal natural resource reserves of the
CMEA group°  As a result, interest in outside sources of supply for some raw
materials - especially in the fuel group - was clearly on the rise in several
countriesÿ while new efforts were being made to achieve material (and import)
savings in domestic production°  A tight labour supply situation in several of the
Eastern European socialist countriesÿ and decreasing labour force increments in
most of the othersÿ 33__/ induced efforts to satisfy domestic demand for some of the
more labour-intensive consumer goods at least partially by way of foreign trade°
Accelerated growth of real personal income and consumption must have stimulated
internal demand for the traditional exports of the developing countries of
tropical fruitsÿ beverages and spicesÿ per caDita consumption of which was still
significantly below the Western European level even in the Eastern European
centra!ly planned economies with a presumably similar structure of consumer tastes°
Some of these changes would work to raise the share of primary products in total
imports, others to increase that of manufactures.  How these recent trends have
affected the structural parameters of foreign trade with the developing countries
is not yet fully discernible.

In the exports of the socialist countries to developing econemiesÿ chemical
productsÿ machinery and other manufactures (SITC sections 5-8) have accounted
for almost 60 per cent in recent yearsÿ and if a large residual category in the
commodity breakdown can be assumed also to consist largely of manufactures, the
share of manufactures amounted to over 80 per cent of all deliveriesÿ  The share
of primary products (foodsÿ raw materials and fuelsÿ SITC 0-4)ÿ which was
significant in the exports to individual developing countriesÿ shows a distinct
long-run downward trend for the group as a whole (from 22 per cent of the total
in the early 1960s to 19 per cent in 1968-1970 and 17 per cent in 1972) (see
tab!e 61).

Almost half the manufacturing exports (37 per cent of tota! exports in 1972)
consisted of investment goods:  machinery, equipment and means of transport
(SITC 7)°  The share of this commodity group seems to have been somewhat smaller
in the exports of the Soviet Union than in those of the Eastern European countries:
machinery, equipment and means of transport (division I of the CMEA trade
nomenclature, roughly equivalent to SITC 7) constituted 32 per cent of Soviet
exports to developing countries in 1972 and 25 per cent in 1973, when Soviet
exports were swelled by significant food aid deliveries to third world
countriesÿ 34__/  About one third of these capital goods was made up of means Of
transport, and another I0 per cent of mining and oil-drilling equipment.  In

33__/ See World Economic Survey, 1973, Part One:  Population and Develo>ment
(United Nations publication, Sales No. E.74.1I.C.I)ÿ chap° III.

34__/ Vneshniaia torgovlia (Moscow), 197hÿ No. 6.
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Polish ÿoÿortsÿ to developing countriesÿ oufcpu% of the engineering industry
constituted about 50 per cent in 1970-1973ÿ 35__/ and in the exports of the German
Democratic Republicÿ the machineryÿ electro-engineering and transport equipment
industries provided 64 per cent in 1972o 36Sÿ"

While the share of +,be socialist countries in the investments goods imports
of the deÿeloping eouKtriesÿ somewhat less than 7 per cent in the early years of
the decadeÿ is not much greater ÿioan their share in total imports of developing

obza_nedcoÿtriesÿ individual  .......  ÿ°                      ÿeounÿrmes and regions            much higher proportions of
their capital goods m por°<s from these sources°  Thusÿ the European socialist
countries supplied 17ÿ2 per cent of the West Asian developing countriesÿ
investment goods imports in 1971-1972ÿ and probably a similar proportion for the
North Afrieam countries (8ÿ5 per cent for all African countries)° 37__/

In the imports of the socialist countries from the developing worldÿ the
share of manufactures (SITC 5-8) continued its long-term increase in the first
two years of the decadeÿ a shift which was accelerated dnring the period by the
unusually ioÿ expansion rate of primart- goods imports (1o3 per cent per annum)
,{hile imports of manufactured goods grew sfÿ over 14 per cent annually°  !n 1973-
1974} howeverÿ this structural shift was probJbly arrested since the import value
of primary goods is likely to have grown at substantially higher rates than in
the preceding two yearsÿ

The share of the primary product groups (S!TC 0ÿh) in total imports declined
from o°¢er 90 per cent at the beginning of the !960s to 83 per cent in 1968-1970
and to less thmÿ 80 per cent in 1972ÿ about half of which was accounted for by
food products°   Imports of foods and beverages  (S!TC 0-!) and crude materials
(SITC 2 and 4) showed an absolute decline in value during the first two years of
the decadeÿ but this decrease was more than offset by the very rapid increase of
fuel imports (SITC 3) during the same periodÿ

Imports of food-stnffs are sti!l concentrated on a small nmnber of
commodities - raw sugarÿ coffee and cocoa alone accounÿcing for 40-60 per cent of
the total value in recemt years - and hence strongly affected by supply or price
chsages in a few important markets°  Thus the lowered impoz% levels of 1971 and
!978 are maimly attributable to the halving of Soviet impoÿts of raw sugarÿ which
in 1970 accounted for over one third of the total value of socialist imports in
this commodity groupÿ and the fact that the value of sugar imports rose again in
1973 to almost the 1970 level boosted the aggregate food-stuff imports for that
year°  Imports of other tropical food-stuffs from the developing countries grew
more steadily - and substantially - during the esr!y years of the deeadeo  Thus
average annual volume of coffee and cocoa imports im 1972 and 1973 was 30 and
40 per centÿ respectivelyÿ above the 1967-1968 !evelÿ

35___/ Rocznik ststÿystycznÿ hand!u zegranicznegoÿ !974 (Warsawÿ 1974)ÿ ppo 8-9°

36___/ Statistisches Jÿrblÿch der DDRÿ 1974 (Berlimÿ 1974)ÿ po 299.

37___/ Computed from Uni%ed Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statisticsÿ
September 197hÿ speeia! tÿle Dÿ
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Per capita imports of coffee and cocoaÿ 1967-1968 and 1972-1973

1967-1968    1972-1973

Coffee:  Eastern Europe  ......  0ÿ98

USSR  ............  0o12

EEC Six  .......  4°52

1o35
0o15
5°O4

Cocoaÿ Eastern Europe  .....  0°79            0°97
USSR  ........  0°40          0o51
EEC Six  .......  iÿ90          io90

ofSourceÿ   l'ÿationa! statistical and Iorelon trade yearbooks and Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nationsÿ Trade Yearbookÿ 1972 (Rome)°
EEC data refer to 1971ÿ1972o

Howeverÿ a significant unexploited market potential probably still exists in the
socialist countries since apparent per capita consumption levels of most of these
products are further below the levels prevailing in Western European countries
than could be accounted for by differences in disposable personal income between
the two areas:   for instanceÿ apparent consumption of coffee in Eastern Europeÿ
generally a ÿ'coffee=drinkingvÿ areaÿ is only a quarter of the Western European
levelÿ and cocoa consumption only haifo  Even larger differences exist in
consumption levels of tropical fruits° 38/  Since the income elasticity of demand
for these tropical products 'can be assumed to be rather higlh and consumer
disposable incomes in the socialist countries have been rising at substsÿtial
rates in recent yearsÿ the capacity of domestic markets for ÿOsorbing additional
imports would appear to be largeÿ  Under the trading system of the centrally
planned economiesÿ it will depend upon governmental priorities = and probably also
upon the export earnings of the socialist countries in the developing countries
producing these commodities = whether the foreign currency allocations necessary
to finance increased import levels will be made°  In several socialist countries
the allocations for tropical food imports have shown a distinct upward trend over
recent yearsÿ and other countries have announced import objectives for 1975 which
would imply substantial further increases in these allocations°  The Soviet Unionÿ
for instanceÿ in a statement at the third session of the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development reaffirmed import targets for several commodities first
announced at the first session of the Conferenceÿ some of which have already been
reachedÿ whereas the attainment of others woÿd appear to requireÿ at constant
prieesÿ an increase of some 20=25 per cent in the foreign currency allocation for
tropical food imports over the 1973 level° 39/

38] For estimates of recent per capita consumption levelsÿ see Food and
Agÿi,ÿ:q_ture Organizmbion of the United Nationsÿ Agricultural Commodity Projectionsÿ
1970ÿo,iÿjÿ50ÿ volo I, part IIÿ  ProjeCtions by Commodities ÿ ÿ ppo i87ÿ 198ÿ
219ÿ  22ÿo

39/ Proceedings of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Developmentÿ
Third Sessionÿ volo Iÿ Report and Annexes ÿUnited Nations publicationÿ Sales
Noo Eo73.11oDÿ4)ÿ annex Vi!Iÿ Ho  Soviet foreign currency outlays for coffeeÿ cocoa
beans and butterÿ teaÿ tropical fruitsÿ cashew nuts and spices have remained fairly
constant at about 240 million roubles from 1969 to 1973o  To achieve the targets at
1973 pricesÿ they would have to increase to almost 300 million ro1ÿleso
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USSR: 1970-1973 import levels and 1975 targets
for several tropical products

(Thousands of tonsÿ

Coffee  .....

Cocoa beans    o  o

Tea  .....

Citrus fruits

1970  1971  1972  1973
........  41o5  43°0  42.1  32.0

......  99ÿ9 138.3 132.0 119.1

......  29.2  42°6  47°5  37°3
....  314.0  324.5 400.9 376ol

Target
1975

65
150

5O
330

Source:   USSRÿ Ministry of Foreign Tradeÿ Vneshniaia torÿovlia SSSRÿ
for the years 1970 to 19739 and the USSR statement to the third session of
UNCTAD mentioned in the text°

Imports of crude materials (SITC 2 and 4) from developing countries declines
in absolute value between 1970 and 1972 after having grown at much below average
rates during the preceding decadeÿ andÿ because of its commodity compositionÿ this
component of imports is not likely to provide much impetus to future growth.  Almost
half of the import value in this category in 1971-1972 was accounted for by
textile fibresÿ about 20 per cent by metal ores and scrapÿ and probably about
15 per cent by natural rubber - all products the demand for which has been strongly
affected by the competition of man-made materials and imports of which have in
physical terms expanded at very low rates or declined over the past decade. 40__/
Though the output of synthetic substitutes for natural inputs is still relatively
low in the socialist countriesÿ it is expected to expand rapidly in coming years
as new capacities come on line in the chemical industryÿ which has been a priority
sector of the investment programme in most countries of the region°  Demand for raw
material inputs of the textile sector has been further constrained by the below-
average growth of light industries in most centrally planned economiesÿ and -
a positive phenomenon - by the general shift in the structure of imports from raw
materials towards the more highly-worked commodities.

Imports from developing countries of fuels - oil and natural gas - provided the
dynamic element in the primary goods sector in the early years of the decade°
Imports in SITC 3 increased from $45 million in 1970 to $235 million in 1972ÿ
and probably doubled in value in 1973 alone.  Crude oil imports from outside the
CMEA areaÿ which had been negligible before 1970ÿ have risen to probably well over
20 million tons by 19739 equivalent to about one third of the total crude oil
imports of the Eastern European socialist countries° 41__/  Soviet imports of natural

40/ See Marian Paszyÿskiÿ ÿ'Wymiana handlowa Polski z krajami rozwijajgcymi
sleÿ Sprawy miedzynarodowe  (Warsaw)ÿ 1973ÿ No. 7/8ÿ pp. 64 ff°ÿ A. Ivanovÿ
'Import SSSR iz razvivaiushchikhsia stran"ÿ Vneshniaia torgovlia (Moscow), 1974ÿ
No, 8ÿ p. 4O,

41/ Direct crude imports of the Eastern European countries from third world
sources reached about i0 million tons in 1973ÿ or 17 per cent of their total
importsÿ while the Soviet Union - which in turn supplies the bulk of the Eastern
European requirements - imported another 13 million tons.
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gasÿ mainly from Afghanistan and Iranÿ increased from $22 million in 1970 to
$ii0 million in 1973o  The growth spurt of the early 1970s in imports from the
developing countries in this commodity group may well indicate a long-term trend:
increases of oil requirements in the socialist countries for fuel and feedstockÿ
spurred by the growth of the petrochemical complex and of automobile transportÿ
appear now to outpace the expansion of supply capacities in the Soviet Union°   This
has resulted in a tightening energy situation in the CMEA group which is being
met with efforts to pool resources for the expansion of internal suppliesÿ but
alsoÿ especially on the part of the Eastern European countriesÿ to secure
supplementary import sources in developing countries outside of the group° 42/
A number of important long-term contracts for fuel deliveries were concluded in
1973-1974 between Eastern European countries and Iranÿ several Arab petroleum
countriesÿ and Venezuela°   It should be notedÿ howeverÿ that the recent import
growth trends in the fuel sector do not yet reflect the adjustments of the
socialist economies to the new price situation in world fuel markets°

Though the share of manufactured goods (SITC 5-8) in total imports from
developing countries increased from 17 per cent in 1970 to over 20 per cent in
19729 thus continuing the long-term improvement in the structure of third world
imports viewed separatelyÿ no progress could be observed during the first two
years of the decade toward the iDS target of a higher share of developing countries
in the total import market for manufactures (see table 62)°

Rising - though still very small - levels of imports in machinery and
equipment (SITC 7) were noted as several centrally planned economies imported
output of the new engineering industries in developing countriesÿ at times in
repayment of earlier development credits°  Thusÿ the USSR imported goods worth
$8 million in 1972 and $14 million in 1973 in this categoryÿ mainly
electro-technical equipment (cables and conductors)ÿ with India as the main trade
partner° 43/  Several of the Eastern European socialist countries also reported
imports in similar categoriesÿ but also in such heÿy engineering products as
railroad ro!lingÿstocko

Howeverÿ the most important element in the growth of manufactured goods
imports was provided by the textile sector°  Imports of textile yarn and fabrics
(S!TC 65) and clothing (SITC 84) constituted 52 per cent of the total value of
manufactures in 1968ÿ1970 and 57 per cent in 1971ÿ1972ÿ and expanded at an
average annual rate of 16 per cent during the early years of the decade°  The
bulk of these imports came from North African and Asian countries° In spite of the
rapid expansion of manufactured textile imports from the developing countriesÿ
howeverÿ the share of this trade component in total textile imports of the
centrally planned economies showed a slight decline (from 25 to 24 per cent) between
1968ÿ1970 and 1971ÿ1972ÿ the share of developing countries in textile imports
from all non-socialist countries remained unchanged (at 31 per cent). Textile

42/ See Economic Survey of Europe in 1973 (United Nations publicationÿ Sales
Noo Eo74olIoEol)ÿ pp. Iii-i19ÿ WReview of trends and policies in trade between
countries having different economic and social systemsÿ (TD/B/499/Supp°Iÿ
5 August 1974)ÿ paras. 5ÿ6ÿ 12-14ÿ 52ÿ56o

43/ Vneshniaia torgovlia (Moscow)ÿ 1974ÿ Noo 8ÿ po 51o
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imports from al! directions have grown substantially over recent yearsÿ and the
developing countries did not garner an increased share of the socialist market°

Trade balance and multilateralizationof paymentsarrangements

The trade surplus of the European socialist countries with developing
countries more than doubled between !970 and 1973ÿ when it reached a level of
$2°3 billion°  During the early years of the decadeÿ the exports of the Eastern
European countries exceeded their imports by almost one fifthÿ while in the case
of the Soviet Union the excess came to over two thirds of the import volume (see
table 63)°  The over-all surplus was rather unequally distributed among developing
regionsÿ with the highest surpluses and export/import ratios in the relationship
between the centrally planned economies and the West Asian coumtries°  All the
European centrally plsaned economiesÿ howeverÿ show persistent trade deficitsÿ and
increasingly large ones relative to total trade flowsÿ with the developing
economies of the western hemisphere other than Cuba°  Trade of the group with
SouthÿEast Asia has now sÿng into deficit also for Eastern Europeÿ while the
Soviet deficit continues to imcreaseÿ mainly as a result of the rising volume of
deliveriesÿ in repayment of earlier creditsÿ from India°

The persistence of such large active balances over long time periods
indicates that significant portions of the developing countriesÿ imports from the
socialist group are financed by lomgÿterm creditsÿ but the correlation of the
trade balance data with information om development credit coÿitments for the
estimation of disbursement flows is made difficult by the large contribution of
geographically unallocable residuals in the trade flows to the over-all balance
(see table 63)°

While the bulk of trade flows between socialist and developing countries
is still exchanged under payments arrangements based on bilateral clearing accounts
in non-convertible national currenciesÿ trade and payments agreements concluded in
1973 and 1974 have in a number of cases provided for reversion to the full or
partial settlement of balances in convertible currencies°  In some casesÿ elements
of multilateralization have been introduced into existing c!earimg account
arrangememtsÿ such as the possibility of transferring active credit balances to
third partners or the payment of specific types of transactions in convertible
currencies°  New trade ties opened with the countries of sub-Saharan Africa and
Latin America generally envisage convertible currency settlement° 44__/  Partial
multilateralization of trade balance settlements is also the goal of the 1972
invitation of the CKEA International Bank for Economic Coÿoperation to developing
countries to particiDate in transferable rouble clearings with the CÿA group.
Howeverÿ no information is available on the actual utilization of this possibility°

Economic coÿoperatiomprogrammes

The need to devote greater attention to those forms of constructive
intercountry partnership whichÿ although based on the interdependence of interestsÿ

44/ See "Review of trends and policies in trade between countries having
different economic and social systemsÿ' (TD/B/499/SuppoIÿ 5 August 1974)ÿ po 23°
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represent a step beyond the traditional spheres of trade and aid is eÿhasized in
both the International Development Strategy and the Programme of Action for the
Establishment of a New International Economic Order°   In this conteÿ the
potential impact of economic activities of centrally planned economies on trade
with developing countries depends on a variety of measures and policiesÿ such as
(ÿ) the inclusion in the national economic plans of socialist countries of measures
designed to expand the range and increase the volume of goods imported from
developing countriesÿ (ÿ) the curtailing of imports of raw and semi-processed
materials from other sources whenever they are available on competitive terms in
developing countriesÿ (ÿ) the granting to developing countries of technical
assistance in the construction of industrial undertakings and in training of
national cadresÿ (d) the simplification of procedures and administrative
requirements when importation from developing countries is being consideredÿ
(e) the acceptance in total or partial repayment of credits granted in connexiou
with the delivery of plant and equipment to the developing countriesÿ not only
of traditional exports but also of the goods which are produced by those plantsÿ

An assessment of policies of this nature calls for an analysis of
(a) developments in the field of industrial coÿoperationÿ and (b) progress in
reaching a significant level of economic complementarity between the two sets of
economies°

Industrial coÿoperation

Industrial coÿoperation is an important aspect of economic relations among
countries at the microÿeconomic level°  Since they embrace domestic productionÿ
foreign trade flows and capital movementsÿ co-operation projects also have a
bearing on a variety of macro-economic problems°  At the same timeÿ by involving
the developing countryVs legislative apparatus and the corresponding decisionÿ
making frameworkÿ industrial coÿoperation agreements show the responsiveness of the
development machinery to the needs of economic growth and its receptivity to
external stimuli.  The experience in industrial co-operation over the past few
years seems to demonstrate that differences in the legal status of enterprises
and in their economic and administrative environmentÿ orÿ more generallyÿ in the
strategies for economic development of the countries invo!vedÿ do not impede
micro-economic co-operation.

Industrial co-operation contracts are defined here 45__/ to mean contracts
between an industrially mature country and a developing country for the supply of
specific project-oriented inputs to the latterÿ with the stated purpose of

45_J' See also ImDlementation of the International Development Strateÿyÿ
Paÿers for the First 0ver-all Review and ADpraisal of Progress durinÿ the Second
United Nations Development Decadeÿ volo II ÿUnited Nations publicationÿ Sales
No. E°73.11oAo3ÿ po 103.



co-opÿleÿtSn8 {n the disposÿ]  of a sizaRqe part of the resulting outiÿ1ÿtÿ either in
the developed paÿiÿrÿs home market or on third markets. 46/

Industrial co-operation between developing and socialist countries is thus a
two-stage partnership°  During the first periodÿ the partner from the industrial
socialist country usually delivers capital equipment incorporating specific
technology, accompanied by technical assistance°  In the course of the second
phase - which begins when the related production processes are in motion = the
developing country enterprise pays for the imported inputs by delivering to the
socialist countries goods produced through their use°

Survey of agreements

In late 1970ÿ probably less than 200 techno-industrial co-operation agreements
between developing countries and centrally planned economies were in existenceÿ 47/
four years later the number ranged from 400 to 600° 48/ This form of international
partnership seems to meet several key policy objectives of the International
Development Strategy:  assistance for diversification of production and exports
in developing countriesÿ improved access of these products and goods to the
markets of the more advanced countriesÿ and co-operation in sharing the burden of
development financingÿ through an appropriate link of aidÿ trade and production in
a scheme which allows the renayment of capital loans in kind°   The prospects for

46/ By being limited to aid specifically involving production obtained
through co-operation between the donor and the recipientÿ the present use of
the term 'ÿindustrial co-operation" is somewhat narrower than the definition employed
in the literature of the centrally planned economies (see Analytical Report
on Industrial Co-operation among ECE Countries (United Nations publication, Sales
Noo Eo73°IioEolIÿ)ÿ  It also diverges to some extent from that used by UNCTAD
(see 'VMotivationsÿ patternsÿ problems and prospects in industrial co-operation
between enterprises of socialist and developing countries:  report by the UNCTAD
secretariat'v (TD/B/490/Supp.Iÿ 24 June 1974ÿ parao 4)) since it calls for
specific production links between the internationally traded inputs and outputs°
Thereforeÿ an agreement on the export from a developing country of commodities
not related to the productive process for which the project-oriented inputs were
imported (for exampleÿ the export of raw materials on the part of the developing
country as payment for non-related imports of machinery and equipment from the
socialist partner)ÿ while classified as an industrial co-operation deal by UNCTADÿ
will not be considered as such in the present chapter°

47__/ Implementation of the International Development Strategy:  Papers for the
First 0ver-all Review and Appraisal of Progress during the Second United Nm%ions
Development Decade, vol. II ÿnited Nations publication, Sales No. E.73olI°Ao3),
table 17.

48__/ See "Motivations, patternsÿ problems and prospects in industrial
co-operation between enterprises of socialist and developing countries:  report
by the UNCTAD secretariatÿ (TD/B/490!Supp.Iÿ 24 June 1974).
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industrial co-operation between the socialist and the developing countries are
improved by the possibility of applying the experience gained in implementimg such
agreements among socialist countriesÿ and industrial market economiesÿ and in such
innovations in East-West co-operation as multilateral co-operation ventures
involving industrially mature socialist and market economies with one or more
developing country°

The geographical network of industrial co-operation agreements signed in the
recent past between socialist and developing countries is extensive but uneven
(see table 64).  During the 1973-1974 periodÿ to an even larger extent than
during the previous two yearsÿ India and Arab countries (in particularÿ Algeriaÿ
Egyptÿ Iraqÿ Moroccoÿ the Syrian Arab Republic and Tunisia) signed the highest
number of reported agreements with the centrally planned economies.   India entered
into approximately 20 contracts while the Arab countries signed over twice that
number.   Latin American republics (Argentina2 Brazilÿ Chileÿ Colombiaÿ Cubaÿ
Ecuador and Peru) also concluded a substantially larger number of agreements with
the centrally planned economies than in 1971-1972ÿ Cuba being particularly active°
The countries of sub-Saharan Africa2 on the other handÿ entered into fewer
co-operation deals during the period 1973-1974 than during the preceding two
years.  Among the nations from this region which signed agreements with
socialist countries are Chadÿ Nigeriaÿ Kenyaÿ Rwandaÿ Zaire and Zambia°  Together
with India2 Afghanistanÿ Indonesia and Pakistanÿ one of the Asian countries
most actively engaged in this form of coÿoperation with Eastern European
countries is Bangladesh° 49/

On the centrally planned economies side2 the geographical pattern is
similarly uneven2 but seemsÿ to some extentÿ to mirror the shares of the
different countries in total credit commitments to developing countries°
Together with the USSR and Czechoslovakia2 which have thus far signed the highest
number of agreements with the most diversified range of partnersÿ Hungary and
Romania were also very actively engaged in industrial co-operation in the period
1973ÿ1974o  Hungary is an especially good example of a country where domestic
full employment conditions and the need to widen the sources of imported raw and
semi-processed materials favoured a more intensive participation in international
division of labour. 50/

Engineering2 food processingÿ power machinery and equipmentÿ together with
oilÿ gas and petrochemicals are the production sectors upon which industrial

49__/ It should be noted that a simple frequency count of the type employed here
has to be interpreted with some caution.  The existing tabulation is likely to be
incompleteÿ and the economic significance of the various contracts varies
considerably°  Unfortunatelyÿ the available data do not permit the required
weighting by value of the ventures under consideration.

50__/ For a comprehensive survey of co-operation agreements signed by centrally
planned economies with developing countries in 19732 see L° Zevinÿ VVUglublenie
razdeleniia truda mezhdu stranamy SEV i razvivaiushchimisia gosudarstvamiÿ'ÿ
Voprosy Ekonomiki (Moscow) 2 1974ÿ No. 22 ppo 102-111.  The working definition of
"industrial             .   ÿvco-operatlon  used in ZevinVs article is somewhat broader than that
employed hereÿ which is restricted to agreements which call for repayment in kind
of the initial loan.
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co-operation agreements between developing and socialist countries seem to have
concentrated in the recent past°  This sectoral pattern reflects both the typical
domestic demamd and supply conditions of the developing partnersÿ as well as the
type of  export specialization (engineeringÿ power-generating machinery and
equipmemt etco) and import needs (oilÿ gasÿ tropical foods and labour-intemsive
items in general) of their socialist counterparts°

Approximately the same sectoral distribution is found when the present
analysis is extended to survey multilateral industrial co-operation agreements
between enterprises in deve!opingÿ socialist and market countries°  Although
the number of tripartite contracts is still rather smallÿ this type of
international partnership seems promisiÿgo  During the first two years of the
Second Development Decade examples at the enterprise level were recorded in
Algeria (involving Czechoslovakia and France)ÿ India (one with the participation
of a Czechoslovak firm and an Italian firm and. another with the co-operation of
Romanian and French companies) and Peru (imvolving Czechoslovakia and the
United Kingdom)°  Tripartite industrial co-operation contracts reported during
1973-1974 involved Iraq (with Hungary and France)ÿ Morocco (with Poland and the
Federal Republic of Germany) and the Sudan (with the participation of Romanian
and United States firms)°

Reasons for increased industrial co-operation

Several factors interacted to produce the intensified coÿoperation activity
of recent years°  The economic plans of the Eastern European countries in the
first half of the !970sÿ and their more recent investment policies were
premised on a more intensive participation in the international division of
labour°   Indeedÿ the economies of all these countries became more dependent on
importsÿ including those from non-socialist suppliers° 51/  On the financial sideÿ
international economic policy of the socialist countries was directed towards the
gradual replacement of bilateral agreements by multilateral arrangements providing
for at least partial settlement in convertible currencies:  to this en, dÿ
exploratory talks were held with the African Development Bank and the Andean
Development Corporation° 52/  With the creation of the preconditions for a more
rational price structure in interenterprise transactionsÿ the multiiateralization
of payments should have a beneficial impact on the prospects of co=operation
agreements in general°  Furthermoreÿ the objective evaluation of the micro- and
macro-economic implications of international ventures should improve the quality
of this tÿpe of international partnership°

The implementation of the CMEA Comprehensive Programme for the expansion of
economic co-operation among socisÿist countriesÿ adopted in July 1971ÿ seems to
have stimulated specialization and co-operation at both the subregional and the
world-wide levels:  economicÿ scientific and technological partnership has been

51/ See Vo No Kirichenkoÿ ÿThe planning of industry in the European
socialist countries:  conclusions for developing countriesV'ÿ paper presented to the
United Nations Committee for Development Planningÿ at its tenth session
(E/ACo54/Lo65ÿ 31 January 1974)o

52/ See Council for Mutual Economic Assistanceÿ 0bzor deiatelÿnosti SEV za
197[ÿ god (Moscowÿ 1974)o



pursued within a wider framework of comparative advantage°   The long-run impact
of the Comprehensive Programme upon co-operation with developing coumtries
cannot yet be evaluated°   it should be notedÿ howeverÿ that the Programme makes
it possible for any non-member country to participate fully or partly in the
implementation of its specialization measures°  in 1972ÿ Cuba joined CÿA
and in the following year Democratic Yemenÿ Iraq and Meÿico expressed interest in
or began talks on establishing regular contacts with the organizationo  The
establishment of a special CNEA development credit fund in 1974ÿ which is
eventually to amount to i bilXion transferable roubiesÿ is also relevant in this
context° 53/

New forms of co-operation

In recent yearsÿ the forms of economic partnership between socialist and
developing countries have undergone further development and diversificationÿ
suggesting that a certain degree of institutional flexibility has already been
attained°  The following modes of co-operation can be distinguished:
(i) subcontractingÿ (2) joint ventures and (3) co-production agreements°

Subcontracting is the most commonly met form of industrial co-operation:  the
industrial enterprise in the developing country agrees to produce and deliver a
specified quantity of raw- materialsÿ semi.-manufactured orÿ whenever possibleÿ
finished goods produced on the basis of documentationÿ know-howÿ machineryÿ
and occasionally of product componentsÿ provided by the contractor in the socialist
country°  A rapidly expanding type of international co-operationÿ subcontracting
has been the focus of interest for its operational flexibility°  Developing
countries in which productivity in the manufacture of certain components is high
have opted for this type of partnership:   one example is IndiaVs agreement with the
USSR for the supply of electric motors and simple gea_ÿo 54/  In other instancesÿ
industrial enterprises in developing countries have preferred the subcontracting
formula as a means enabling them to reach economies of scale for certain lines
of output requiring highly specialized machinery and labour even though the domestic
market is severely iimitedÿ   indiaÿs agreement with Czechoslovakia for the supply
of railroad equipment is an example°  From the socialist countriesÿ point of viewÿ
the inability of production capacities in some sectors - eogoÿ the textile branches
in Hungary and Czechoslovakia - to meet rapidly rising domestic demand favoured
subcontracting co-operationÿ especially when the required investment for the
expansion of domestic capacity was considered uneconomic given the industrial
specialization s :ÿtegy adopted by the country concerned°

Two basic forms of joint ventures feature in the agreements signed in
1973ÿ1974 betÿ,ÿeen the socialist and the developing countries:  the more common

53/ For an evaluation of the expected impact of the new fund on developing
countriesÿ see Ao Oroszÿ V'New phenomena in economic relations between CMEA and
developing countriesÿ Kÿigazdasÿg (Budapest)ÿ August 1974 (in Hungarian)°

54/ See Io Kopranovÿ VÿEkonomicheskoe i technicheskoe sodeistvie SSSR
zarubez---hnym stranam v 1973 goduÿ Vneshniaia torgovlia (Moscow)ÿ 1974ÿ NOo 5

(May 1974)o
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and longer-lasting Wequity venturesÿ' and the ÿ'contractua! ventures'Vo 55/  In both
cases all partners share the risks and rewards of the undertaking and retain
influence over the basic decisions made within the undertaking°  The essential
differences lie partly in the duration of the partnership andÿ more importantÿ
in the fact that contractual joint ventures seem to have been used more
intensively in those developing countries (Algeria and Cubaÿ for example) which
have set limitations on private or non-resident ownership of the means of
production°

An equity venture with a developing economy often represents a practical
formula for establishing business relations with countries where rigidities in
the structure of the domestic market or in trade policies preclude other forms of
economic partnership°  Developing countries seem to have found the association
with enterprises from socialist countries especially helpful when the activities
of the joint undertaking would otherwise have been unprofitableÿ overly risky
perhaps because of unpredictable operational difficulties - or too capital-
intensive.  These problems are exemplified in the Czechoslovak joint venture
agreements for the exploitation of raw material resources in some developing
countries (eogoÿ oil and gas in Afghanistanÿ bauxite in Guinea)° 56/

The third form of techno-industrial co-operationÿ coÿproductionÿ involves
specialization by each partner in the production of either certain components of
a final product (which is then assembled by one of themÿ each satisfying the
requirements of the local market) or a limited number of items which are then
exchanged to complete each partner's range of products.  Although recent
experience in this area is rather limitedÿ co-production has received wide
attention in Eastern Europe becauseÿ more than other forms of industrial
coÿoperationÿ it contributes directly to the strengthening of economic
complementarity between the partner economies.  Examples of interdependence in
production and stability in trade flows generated by co-production are found
in the agreements signed between Cuba and several socialist countries for the
production of various labourÿintensive components of advanced machine tools and
electrical equipment° 57___/

Some persistent problems

Experience in the area of industrial co-operation during the early years of
the Second Development Decade seems to indicate that a favourable climate is being
created.for a further implementation of some of the objectives of the
International Development Strategy°  Neverÿhelessÿ a number of factors still

55___/ The dividing line between joint ventures and other forms of industrial
coÿoperation is sometimes difficult to establish.  For a discussionÿ see the UNCTAD
studyÿ "Motivationsÿ patternsÿ problems and prospects in industrial
coÿoperation.o°ÿ'ÿ  mentioned above.

56___/ See "Special measures in favour of the least developed among the
developing countries:  review of progress in implementation" (TD/B/515/Add.Iÿ
24 July 1974)ÿ ppo 7-8.

57/ Biulletenÿ inostrannoi kommercheskoi informatsii (Moscow)ÿ
24 February 1974ÿ.
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constrain the scopeÿ volume and dynamics of industrial partnership between
centrally planned and developing economies°

Two major problem areas exist:  one resulting from the difference in the
level of industrial maturity between the countries involvedÿ the other reflecting
rigidities in their economic and trading patterns which impede access to their
respective markets°  The latter concerns both legal impediments and barriers
created by the mutual inexperience of socialist and developing country partners
with each other's economic system°

Differences in the levels of industrial development have affected the size
of plantÿ which in some ventures was not large enough to ensure an economic scale
of production°  In other instancesÿ plant design proved to be inappropriate for
the particular needs of the co-operating developing countries. 58__/  Production
costs have proved to be high because of discrepancies between estimated labour
costs and effective manpower productivityÿ scarcity of local management personmel
and lack of acquaintance with the long-term approach to industrial production in
the developing countries°

The low degree of mutual adaptability in the economic decision-making processes
also has affected industrial co-operationo  Enterprises in the centrally planned
economies which implement production partnership agreements with developing
countries have sometimes proved too large in size and scope of operationsÿ and
too specialized to handle small transactions with many markets requiring frequent
deliveries in small lots 59__/  Such enterprises have not always responded
efficiently to the needs dictated by local conditions which often require relative
selfÿsufficiency and an ability to cope with unforeseen difficulties°  At the
same timeÿ examples of discriminatory treatment of enterprises of socialist
countries on the part of developing countries appear to be numerous.  The most
commonly applied forms of restriction concern higher tariffs and special licensing
rÿgimes for commodities traded with centrally planned economies° 60__/

58/ This is apparently the case of some African countriesÿ where climatic
and other conditions vary to such an extent from those of Eastern Europe that the
direct transplant of existing technologies in some instances turned out to be
impossible or very costly°  See 'ÿMajor issues arising from the transfer of
technology:  a case study of Ethiopiaw (TD/B/AC°II/21).

59__/ The complaints of developing countries include long delays in shipment
of goods orderedÿ especially of spare parts for machinery and equipmentÿ
insufficient facilities for after-sale servicingÿ the supply of products whose
technical characteristics are different from those to which !ocal customers are
accustomed (see "Review of trends and prospects in trade and economic relations
between socialist countries of Eastern Europe and African countries:  a study
prepared by Mo Saszyÿskiÿ Foreign Trade Research Instituteÿ Warsawÿ
(TD/B/505/Supp°Iÿ 5 July 1974)ÿ and ÿMajor issues arising from the transfer of
technology:  case studies of Spainÿ Hungaryÿ Chileÿ Ethiopiav' (TD/B/AC.II/17ÿ 18ÿ
20 and 21ÿ respectively).

60__/ For exampleÿ one East African country applies its highest tariff rates to
imports from socialist ccuntriesÿ several other African nations require either
specific licensing for exports to the same area or apply a stringent licensing
rÿgime for all imports originating in centrally planned economies.  See
International Monetary Fundÿ Twenty-fourth Annual Report on Exchange Restrictions
(Washingtonÿ DoC.ÿ 1973)ÿ PP. 190ÿ191ÿ 284-285ÿ 409-410.
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Because of the policy measures recently introduced in Eastern Europe
and aimed at improving the efficiency of resource allocationÿ an expansion of
their international economic activities was to be expected°  In 1973=1974ÿ howeverÿ
under the impact of this new cost-consciousnessÿ the trade organizations of
certain socialist countries became concerned about their ability even to'maintain the existing level of industrial co=operation with certain developing

countries unless the production ventures in question attain.ed higher efficiency°
In the longer run this may prove beneficial in so far as it generates additional
pressure for an increase in productivity in the developing countries° 61__/

ComDlementarity

One of the beneficial effects of industrial co-operation is its potential
contribution to lasting mutual adjustmentsÿ with a trade-creating complementarity
between the co-operating economies°  At the national levelÿ the structural
modifications brought about by these production and trade programmes may
eventually lead to a more efficient allocation of resourcesÿ reductions in unit
cost and more rapid technological progress.  At the international levelÿ
complementarity means a fuller integration of production potential and as a
result an acceleration in the growth of trade°

The linking of internal and external economic environment implied in all
complementarity schemes is important to developing countries with limited
resources and domestic markets°  In the economically more mature countries which
have reached the limits of import substitutionÿ it opens up the possibility of
internationa! specialization°  At the same timeÿ it permits the less advanced
countries to telescope the traditional sequence of industrial stagesÿ and to
include in their development strategy activities that would otherwise be beyond
the limits of local resources and demand°

Complementarity is of advantage to the socialist countries also.  Given the
planned nature of their economiesÿ confidence on the part of their decision-
makers about future deliveries from abroad provides a firm element for domestic
planningÿ without sacrifice of comparative cost criteria.

Complementarity of industries between the socialist and developing countries
is still at an early stage of applicationÿ lacking systematic consideration and
consistent policy°  In both sets of countries there is a need for the formulation
of foreign trade and co=prodaction policies based on a long=term conception of
international specializationÿ and for operational measures capable of translating
existing Opportunities into realities°  During the !973-1974 period the benefits
of industrial complementarity were apparently felt most in developing countries
that have chosen extensive and advanced long-term planning techniques to
further their economic development ÿ such as Algeriaÿ Chi!eÿ Cubaÿ Indiaÿ
Mexico and Peru°  Indeedÿ the economic system of such countries has enabled the
Governments to guarantee the fulfilment of mutual commitments and to co-ordinate
the selection of those branches to be expanded through industrial co-operationÿ
thereby furthering the general objectives established in the national development

plans.

61/ ÿVReview of trends and policies in trade between countries having different
economi---c and social systemsÿ (TD/B/499/SuppoIÿ 5 August 1974).
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In the socialist countriesÿ initiatives for increasing complementarity of
production originated at different levels of the economic system during recent
yearsÿ and under the impact of a variety of causes°  In the USSRÿ for instanceÿ
measures seem to have been taken mainly by the central authorityÿ by means of
the medium-term planÿ in order to implement the government strategy for higher
efficiency in domestic production and a greater involvement in international trade°
A more careful assessment of the profitability of foreign transactions appears to
have been the main concern of countries like Hungary and Polandÿ traditionally
very dependent on external tradeÿ which have carefully monitored their export
and production programmeso  in Czechoslovakiaÿ the reassessment of the criteria
used in project evaluation seems to have shown that higher economies of time and
cost could be attained through stable imports based on complementarity schemes than
through the domestic commissioning of new capacities°

The rapid expansion of credit commitments to developing countries apparently
prompted Czechoslovakiaÿ  Polandÿ and even more Romaniaÿ to take an active role
in the search for imports obtainable under co-production schemes°  In Romaniaÿ
the national economic plan for 1974 and the directives for the 1976ÿ!980
quinquennium envisage a reduction of domestic activities in certain lines of
production progressively absorbed by industrial coÿoperation agreementsÿ
indicating that these adaptations are to acquire a permanent character°

A survey of the branch structure of coÿoperation agreements negotiated
during recent years indicates that the interest of developing and socialist
countries in interbranch complementarity was determined by different although
converging reasons°  The chemical industry appears with the highest frequency
among the co-production agreementsÿ important because of its high linkage
effects on industrial structureÿ  Howeverÿ given the extraordinary capital
intensity of these programmes and their concentration in only a few developing
countriesÿ the significance of these agreements in the context of the International
Development Strategy is rather limited°

Metallurgyÿ which holds a prominent place in the development plans of both
socialist and some developing countriesÿ also has a rather  high share°  At a
time during which specialization is being pushed forward both within and outside
the CMEA areaÿ the agreements regarding imports of ro!led steelÿ rails and
railway rollingÿstocks from countries such as Algeriaÿ India and Moroccoÿ point
to promising prospects in this field°

In most developing countries the iron and steel industries are being built
on the basis of vertical integrationÿ thus aiming at progressively higher degrees
of metal transformation.  As the Comprehensive Programme called for a progressive
and substantial narrowing of the metal manufacturing assortment and the
concentration of production in those branches where high technological progress
and productivity gains can be achievedÿ there clearly are opportunities for the
developing countries to become suppliers to the socialist countries of some of
the products phased out by the latterÿ especially in the manufacturing of simple
tools and semiÿprocessed metal goods (barrelsÿ pipesÿ corrugated steels).
A similar opportunity arises in connexion with the large-scale housing
programmes undertaken in many socialist countries under the ongoing mid-term
plans. 62___/  Although the output of construction meÿeria!s in the CMEA countries

62/ See World Economic Surveyÿ 1973ÿ Part One:  Population and Development
(UnitÿNations publicationÿ Sales No. Eo74o!IoCoI)ÿ po 66o
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is planned to grow proportionatelyÿ several co-operation agreements aimed at
complementarity have been signed for the production by developing countries of-
certain interior installation e!ementsÿ heating and air-conditioning equipmentÿ
floor coveringÿ metal fitting and insulation materialsÿ the domestic production
of which still seems to be lagging in some socialist countries°

The textile industry is leading among the consumer-oriented activities
covered by complementarity schemes°  During !973-1974ÿ the policies of some
developing countries oriented towards increasing the exportable supply of
specialized output seem to have matched the shift in a number of socialist
countries away from the further expansion of labour-intensive lines of production°
Among the centrally planned economiesÿ Hungary now concentrates home production
on higher-priced items and plans to import a significant portion of textiles
and clothing products from Bangladeshÿ Egypt and India under long-term
agreements°  The German Democratic Republic and the USSR also have entered into
arrangements with the same countries for specialization and co-ordination in the
production of textilesÿ while similar possibilities have been recognized to
exist in the leather and rubber industries and in the food-processing area° 63/

Economic aid policies

General observations on aid policy

The USSR and the socialist countries of Eastern Europe provide most of their
aid to developing countries on a bilateral basisÿ though a small proportion is
distributed through United Nations channelsÿ in the form of contributions to
the International ChildrenVs Fund (UNICEF) and UNDPo  In 1974ÿ howeverÿ a new
outlet for multilateral aid delivery was created by the member countries of
CMEA with the establishment of a Special Fund for development credits in the
framework of the International Investment Bank of CMEAÿ

Development aid of the European socialist countries and the USSR is provided
chiefly in the form of long-term state loansÿ based on intergovernmental aid
and co-operation agreements.  Credits are tied to specified projects and they
finance machinery and equipment deliveriesÿ construction expenditures and the
services of experts from the donor countries.  The usual repayment period is
12 to 15 yearsÿ starting one to three years after the delivery of the investment
goods or the completion of the project.  Interest in normally at 2.5 to 3 per cent
per annumÿ and repayment is frequently accepted in local currency or in
traditional export goods of the developing country andÿ in some casesÿ in the
form of the output produced by the project aided with the development loano 64/
The grant element in this form of aid has been estimated at 25 to 45 per cent-ÿ
depending on the time lags between commitments and disbursements. 65__/

63/ Seeÿ for exampleÿ Biulletenÿ inostrannoi kommercheskoi informatsii
(Moscÿw)ÿ 5 November 1973 and 22 March 1974ÿ and Ekonomicheskaia gazeta (Moscow)ÿ
I0 May 1973.

64/ N. Vo Faddeevÿ Sovet ekonomieheskoi vzaimopomoshchi (Moscowÿ ÿEkonomikaÿVÿ
1974)ÿ-ppo 290 ff.

65_/ Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Developmentÿ Flow of Resources
to Developing Countries (Parisÿ 1973)ÿ p. 415.
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In addition to long-term governmental loansÿ the socialist countries provideÿ
through their state trading agenciesÿ short- and medium-term V'commercia!w credits
with maturities up to eight years and interest rates ranging from 4 to 8 per cent
and a grant element varying between ii and 21 per cent°   Only the longer-term
loans of this type are included in the credit commitment data discussed below°

Grants constitute a relatively small part of the European socialist
countriest development aid - about 5 per cent during the First Development Decadeÿ
and perhaps a slightly higher share during recent years as various natural and
economic calamities in developing countries called forth gift transfers of food
and other emergency aid. 66J  As a ruler grants are provided only for emergency
reliefÿ scholarshipsÿ hospitalsÿ and agricultural machinery and equipment°

Almost all aid flows from the Soviet Union take the form of intergovernmental
development loansÿ whereas those from Eastern Europe tend to be on somewhat harder
terms since several of these countries provide a larger share of their aid
financing through 'Vcommercial'ÿ credits° 67/

The official preference of the socialist countries for aid in the form of
credits over grants and gifts is based on the conviction that only arrangements
which are of some benefit to both contracting parties can provide the basis for-
equality of the partners and satisfactory long-term relationships°

Under the full employment conditions prevailing in the socialist countriesÿ
the opportunity cost of capital transfers is substantial°  Stimulation of foreign
demand for domestic output cannot be a motive for aid extensions since in these
countries the growth-limiting factors have usually been on the supply side°  The
internal rate of return on capital in the centrally planned economies is still
very high - on the order of magnitude of i0 to 15 per cent w andÿ in spite of
very high rates of investmentÿ funds are chronically short for the completion of
scheduled projects.  Under these circumstancesÿ investments of the socialist
countries in development aid projects with long gestation and repayment periods
and at the prevailing low interest ratesÿ even though they are offered in the form
of repayable credits rather than as grantsÿ are financed only at a substantial
cost in terms of domestic projects forgone or postponed.

In addition to the commitments to developing economies compiled belowÿ the
USSR and the Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe also extend development
aid to Cuba and the socialist countries of Asia which in many respects face
problems similar to those of other third world countries.  The volume of loansÿ
grants and technical assistance provided to these States by the other countries
of the socialist group substantially exceeds the total commitments to developing
market economies.  Thusÿ three times as many industrial and other enterprises
have been built with Soviet technical and financial assistance in other socialist

66___/ The value Of grants provided by the socialist countries is often hard to
establish since these transfers are most frequently reported in physical terms°
The data compilation below for recent years includes grants from almost all
socialist countries to Bangladesh and the countries of the Sahelian drought belt.

67___/ For prevalent credit terms of the centrally planned economiesÿ see USSR
Academy of Sciencesÿ Africa Instituteÿ Ekonomicheskie otnosheniia
sotsialistieheskikh ÿosudarstv so stranami Afriki (Moscowÿ ÿ'NaukaV'ÿ 1973)ÿ
pp. 93 ff.ÿ 131 ff°ÿ 145 ff.ÿ 157 ff°ÿ 204 ff.
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countries during the 1.945-1972 period than in the developing market economiesÿ 68/
and a roughly similar relationship has been estimated for the net disbursememts--
of the European CMEA countries on deve!opment aid to socialist and non-socialist
developing countries during 1970-1971o 69/  Here9 tooÿ an opportunity cost arises
in that the expansion of funds extended to third world countries has undoubtedly
tended to limit the aid flow that could be channelled to the less developed
socialist countries°

To stress the importance of -these problems is not to deny the economic
advantagesÿ apart from any political considerationsÿ which have offsetÿ at least
to some extent ÿ the cost of the aid rendered to developing economies°  Among the
economic motivations for aid there has been a desire to promote expansion of
foreign tradeÿ including higher imports from credit-receiving tom, tries and the
assurance of steady supplies at stabilized terms of trade°   Im recent yearsÿ the
orientation of Soviet and Eastern European development aid has increasingly
turned from the promotion of import-substituting production in the developing
countries to the stimulation of export-oriented outputÿ with a focus on creating
complementarities in the production structure and furthering export lines which
would have a market in the socialist countries themselves°   in the sectoral
structure of aid a!locationsÿ this trend is partially reflected in the somewhat
reduced weight of aid to manufactures in the totalÿ on the one handÿ and in an
increased share of contributions to mineral and fuel exploration and exploitationÿ
on the other°   Repayment of loans is increasingly accepted in output of aided
projectsÿ and the return flow of such imports ÿ non-ferrous metalsÿ natural gasÿ
crude oil and oil products and textile products as well as such agricultural
products as oil-seedsÿ rice and tea ÿ increasingly figure in the plan calculations
of the socialist countries as a means of satisfying certain d.omestic demands°
As the aid programmes of the socialist countries matureÿ these return flows
financed by loan repayments assume an increasing role in the over-all trade
balance°   Thusÿ in the Soviet Unionÿ deliveries om account of credit repayments
were expected to constitute one half of total imports from developing countries
in 1973o 70/

Multilateralization of develoDment aid

Development assistance delivered under multilateral auspices constituted a
very small part of the total aid effort of the European CMEA member countries
during the first years of the Second Development Decade°  The contribution of the
USSR and the Eastern European socialist cow.tries to the United Nations Development
Prograÿmÿe in 1973 was the national curremcy equivalent of $6o3 million and that to
the United Nations Children's Fund another $1o5 mi!lionÿ which jointly amounted to
about 0°4 per cent of the total aid commitments of these countries in the same year°

6__8] Naroduoe khoziaistvo SSSR v 1972 S:ÿ (ÿscowÿ 1973)ÿ po 743°

69__/ Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Developmentÿ Flow of Resources
to Developing Court±ties (Parisÿ 1973)ÿ ppo 409ÿ4!0o

70__/ So Ao Skachkov (Chairman of the State Conmÿittee of the USSR Council of
Ministers for foreign economic relations)ÿ ÿSotrudnichestvo SSSR s zarubezhnymi
stranamfÿ Partiinaia zhiznY  (Moscow)ÿ 1973ÿ Noo 16 (August 1973ÿ po 13o   If
the expectation was metÿ development credit repayments financed about 5 per cent
of total imports of the USSR in 1973o
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An important step towards mulÿ_lateralmzatlon of aid delivery was taken ÿith
the decision of the member countries of ÿhe International Investment Bank (liB)
of CHEA in April 1973 to establish a Special Fund for development aid of
one billion transferable roubles ($1o3 billion at the 1973 exchange rate)ÿ with
5 per cent of the total contribution to be paid in convertible currencies°  The
Fund started operating under the administration of lib on i January 1974o  During
the first three yearsÿ ioeÿ before the end of 1976ÿ the signatories of the
founding agreement will deposit with lib an initial contribution of i00 million
transferable roubles ($135 million)° 71/  The Fund will grant long-term loans
with maturities up to 15 years at low interest rates to non=socialist developing
countries for the construetionÿ reconstruction or modernization of enterprises in
all fields of economic activity°  Recipients of the loans will be the national
banks and other resident banks of the developing countries and enterprises of the
state and co-operative sector°   Private sector firms may also be granted loansÿ
though this apparently is to be an exception requiring separate consideration by
the liB Council°

In another actionÿ the member countries of CHEA decided at the twenty-seventh
session of the Council in June 1973 to establish a special stipend fund for the
multilateral financing of the training of personnel from developing countries in
academic institutions of the socialist group°  The expenditures of this fundÿ
which is to be administered by the CHEA secretariat and went into operation with
the 1974/75 academic yearÿ are to provide training fellowships supplementary to
the regular national efforts of the European socialist countries in this area. 72___/

New financial aid commitments

Development assistance of the socialist countries to the economies of the
third worldappears to have gathered considerable momentum during the first years
of the Second Development Decade°  While available dÿLs, do not permit an estimate
of the actual flow of disbursements under the socialist countries aid programmesÿ
the direction (if not the precise magnitude) of change is almost certainly
reflected in the approximate doubling of the average annual export surpluses
in the trade of the Eastern European co-ÿtries and the USSR with developing
countries between 1966-1970 and 1971-1973o 73/  An increase of almost this order

71/ Sovet ekonomicheskoi vzaimoDomoshchi - 25 let (Moscowÿ Sekretariat SEVÿ
1974)ÿpo iiio  Signatories to the agreement are the Soviet Uniooÿ the six
Eastern Europeam centrally planned economies and Mongolia°   Cuba acquired full.
membership status in lib only in early 1974 and is not mentioned as a party to the
agreement°

72/ Ibidoÿ po i12ÿ and Faddevÿ opÿ citoÿ po 373°

73/ The net average annual export surplus in the trade of Eastern Europe and
the UI]ÿ with developing countries excluding Cuba increased from $0°7 billion
during 1966=1970 to $1o4 billion during 1971ÿi973o  The net balanceÿ howeverÿ also

conver'ÿ__blereflects deliveries for commercial credit and those paid for in        'ÿ
currenciesÿ as well as the offsetting eÿ_port deficitsÿ p1°obab!y also settled in
convertible currenciesÿ which are substantial in trade with certain regions of the
developing world (Latin Amerieaÿ South and East Asia)°  The interpretation of these
data is further complicated by the large contribution to the surplus of the
geographically undistributed residual in the data on Soviet trade with developing
countries (see table 63)ÿ
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of magnitude in the socialist countriesÿ development aid engagement is revealed
also in the data on new credit commitmentsÿ on which the discussion below is based°

During the first three years of the Second Development Decadeÿ the USSR and
the centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe were reported to have extended
new economic aid commitments of at least $4°6 billion to the developing countries°
Incomplete data for 1974 add to this another $1o5 billionÿ for a combined total
of at least $6ol billionÿ 74/  The annual average of new commitments for 1971-1973
of $1o5 billion ran at almoÿst twice the level of the preceding five-year plan
period (see table 65) 75/ amd appear to have been rising steadily year after yearÿ
in contrast to the past decade when these data displayed some cyclical features as
large new engagements at the beginning of a five-year plan period tended to be
followed by several years of reduced activity° 76/

Reported new aid commitments of China totalled $1o4 billion during the first
four years of the decade andÿ in terms of annual averagesÿ ran at three times the
level of the 1960sÿ thus maintaining the substantial increase which was initiated
in 1970 with the Chinese engagement in the construction of the TanZam railroad
project°

The Soviet Union continues to be the main donor country among the European
centrally planned economiesÿ pledging over 60 per cent of the 1971-1974
commitments°  Romania was much the largest donor among the Eastern European
countriesÿ followed at some distance by Czechoslovakia and Poland°

New credits were offered during 1971-1974 to 42 developing countriesÿ of which
22 were in Africaÿ 12 in Asia and 8 in Latin America.  With over $1o8 billion
in aid commitments eachÿ the developing countries of North Africa and West Asia
remainedÿ as in most previous yearsÿ the major aid recipients of the centrally

74/ Dsÿa on development credit commitments have been aggregated from reports
on individual engagements given in a number of sources and originally expressed
in various currencies°  Commercial credit transactions have not been includedÿ and
aid commitments to Cubaÿ which constitute a substantial part especially of the
Soviet aid effortÿ are not covered for lack of dÿtaÿ   Since it is likely that
significant credit engagements may have been missed during the data gatheringÿ
the reported totals should be considered minimum estimates°   On the other handÿ it
is difficult to derive reliable disbursement estimates from the commitment data
since it is probable that not all of the reported commitments actually result in
disbursement flows:  some of the proffered credit lines may have been later
cancelled in altered political circumstances (e°g°ÿ the credit extensions to
Chile included in the present totals)ÿ and others may never have been draÿl down
as intended investment projectsÿwere altered or abandoned.

75/ Data originally expressed in various donorÿ recipient or third country
currencies were converted to dollars at the current exchange ratesÿ and hence the
increase in the dollar value of new commitments in part reflects the dollar
devaluations of 1972 and 1973.  Expressed in transferable roublesÿ the increase
over the 1966-1970 period is about 80 per centÿ.

76/ See Implementation of the International Development Strategy:  PaDers for
the First Over-all Review and AÿDraisal of Progress during the Second United
Nations Development Decad_ÿeÿ vol. II (United Nations publicationÿ Sales
No. E.73°II.A.3)ÿ table 15ÿ for annual aid commitment dataÿ 1960-1972.
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planned economy donorsÿ each areaÿs share accounting for about one fourth of the

total aid extensions during the period°  The Latin American countries were
pledged 22 per centÿ or $1o7 bil!ion9 of the total and nearly 90 per cent of these
colÿitments were channelled to two Latin American countries9 Argentina and Chile°
The developing countries of South and South-East Asia were offered credits of
$1o2 billion9 or 16 per cent of the total9 while countries of sub-Saharan Africa
received commitments of almost $! billionÿ or about 13 per cent of the total
(see table 66)°

As in previous years9 the bulk of the aid allocations of the socialist
countries was concentrated on a small number of beneficiaries°   Seven of the

42 recipient developing countries obtained $4.8 billion in credit commitments
during 1971-1974ÿ or about two thirds of the total° 77/  For the first time this
group included two Latin American countries (apart frTom Cuba which is not shown
but has probably been among the leading recipients since the early 1960s)o

The credit commitments to least developed countries totalled $974 million for
the 1971-1974 periodÿ as compared with $490 million during the preceding
auinguenni1ÿ,:ÿ!ÿ and the share of this ÿrouÿ ÿn the total aiÿ increased (from i0 to
13 per cent)°  Whereas during 1966ÿ1970 only six of the 25 least developed
countries were among the aid recipientsÿ during 1971ÿ1974ÿ 13 received grants or
were pledged credits from the centrally planned economies°  The largest amounts
were extended to Afghanistan ($206 mi!lion)ÿ the Sudan ($137 million)ÿ
Somalia ($ii0 million)ÿ Ethiopia ($84 million)ÿ Guinea ($81 million)ÿ
Chad ($57 million) and Dahomey ($44 million)°   Bulgariaÿ China9 Czechoslovakiaÿ
Romania and the USSR all provided aid to one or more of the least developed
countries during the early years of the Second Development Decadeÿ in several
instances in the form of grants.

The aid of the CHEA countries to the developing nations is primarily directed
towards key industrial activities at the core of the national economy where it
can accelerate the rate of growth.   Hence heavy industry accounts for about
three fourths of the credits given by socialist countries of Eastern Europe and
the USSRo

During the 20 years from 1954 through 19749 nearly 29900 projects were
completed or initiated with the assistance of the CMEA countries in 63 developing
nations°  By 1974ÿ two thirds of them were in operation°   In 1973 aloneÿ the
CMEA countries concluded 135 new agreements on economic and technical co-operation
with developing countries° 78___/

Among the CÿEA countriesÿ the USSR made the largest contribution to meet the
development needs of developing countries°  From 1954 to midÿ1974ÿ the credit
comzaitments of the USSR totalled more than $i0 billion of the approximately
$19 billion committed by all socialist countries.  Under technicalÿeconomic
coÿoperation agreements concluded between the USSR and developing countries up

77___/ In descending order of significance with total aid commitments in
parentheses:  Egypt ($1.2 billion)9 Argentina ($0.8 billion)ÿ Iraq ($0°7 bi!lion)ÿ
Chile ($0.6 billion)9 Iran9 India and Algeria (about $0.5 billion each).

Sotrudnmchestvo stran SEV s razvyvaiushchimisia78___/ Vo Kotov and V. Kozmenko9 "
stranami"  Mezhdunarodnaia zhizn'   (Moscow)ÿ 1974ÿ Noo 89                                                                                                         ®
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to i January 19739 the Soviet Union had assumed obligations towards the developing
countries for the construction of Iÿ077 enterprises9_ of which 515                         enÿerp_msesÿ-    ÿ" had
been put into operationÿ 79/

While during the 1966-1970 five-year plan period the Soviet Union took part
in the construction of 180 industrial projects in developing countries9 during
the first half of the present decade it is aiding the building of about 360 such
pr°jects9 80/ inciudingÿ in particular9 ferrous metallurgyÿ electric powerÿ oil
extracting and refining industries and engineering°  These enterprises will
produce annually 13o6 million tons of pig ironÿ 16 million tons of steel9
12o3 million tons of rolled steel9 11o6 million tons of crude oil and 6°5 million
kilowatts of electric power° 81/

The bulk of 1971-1974 Soviet credit extensions went to Egypt and Algeria
($696 million and $189 million9 respectively)9 and to Iraq and Iran (with
$432 million and $396 million)°   New commitments to Argentina amounting to
$600 millionÿ to Chile of $314. million and to Mexico of $87 million represent the
new Latin American engagements.  Among the other credits offered by the USSR to
developing countriesÿ the biggest ones were to India ($400 million for wheat)ÿ
Pakistan ($200 million) and Afghanistam ($133 million) (see table 67).

Credits pledged by the Soviet'Union and other centrally planned economies to
Cuba are not included in the data°   In December 1972ÿ Cuba and the USSR concluded
a nevT economic co-operation agreement which has been reported to provide for a

new $330 million Soviet credit for capital development during the period 1973-1975ÿ
the deferral until 1986 of the accumulated Cuban debt to the Soviet Union through
i972ÿ includinm trade deficits and unpaid creditsÿ with repayment to stretch over
-the followinÿ 25 years without interest; 8__2_/ and for new credits to cover Cubaÿs
9Ol   ÿ                    ÿ                  _1°7)- 97ÿ trade deficits  also to be reÿaid without interest after 1986o  The

agreement also provides that from 1973 until 1980 the Soviet Union would pay the
equivalent of Ii cents a pound for Cuban sugary ioeoÿ five cents more than the
old price established between the -two countries in 1963. 83__/

79/ Recipient countries (with the number of enterprises in parentheses
include---dÿ  Algeria (36)ÿ Afghanistan (58)ÿ Burma (5)9 Cuba (103)9 Ghana (5)ÿ
Guinea (Z5)  ÿgypt (84)ÿ Ethiopia (23)ÿ india (39)  Indonesia (8)ÿ Iraq (42)
!ran (27)ÿ Mali (i0)ÿ Nepal (6)ÿ Sri Lanka (6)ÿ Syrian Arab Republic (13)ÿ
Somalia (13)ÿ Sudan (6)ÿ Tunisia (3)9 Yemen (9) (Narodnoe khoziaistvo SSSR v
1972 gÿ (Moscoÿ 1973)ÿ po 743)°

8ÿ0/ Mezhdunarodnaia zhiznÿ 1974ÿ Noo 8ÿ pÿ 147o

81/ Narodnoe khoziaistvo SSSR v 1972 gÿ (Moscow9 1973)9 po 745.

82/ Although neither Cubanor the Soviet Union have ever disclosed the total
of Cubaÿs debt and interest accumulated since 1962ÿ unofficial estimates put it at
over $4 biilionÿ military aid excluded (The New York Times9 4 January 1973)o  The
recorded trade deficit of Cuba with the centrally planned economies of Eastern
Europe and the USSR accumulated over the period 1961-1973 amounts to [i,2o95 billion.

83___/ In 19639 the world market price for sugar was above 8 cents a poundÿ but
it fell to 2 cents or less between 1965 and 1968 and remained below 6 cents until
1972ÿ  The average 1973 price was 9.6 centsÿ but since that time it has more than
trebled°  The stable sugar price on deliveries from Cuba to the Soviet Union
thus involved a substantial subsidy for much of the 1963-1972 periodÿ
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Among the socialist countries of Eastern Europeÿ Hungaryÿ Poland and Romania
substantially increased their credit commitments to developing countries during
1971-1974 over the level of the preceding five-year periodÿ while Bulgaria and
Czechoslovakia's annual average aid commitments remained essentially unchanged°
0nly the German Democratic Republic decreased its credit commitments compared with
the 1960s (see table 65)°

Nearly two thirds of the new Eastern European aid commitments went to
countries of North Africa and West Asiaÿ while other African countries received
approximately 7 per cent and the East Asian countries about i0 per cent of the
total.  During the 1971-1974 periodÿ Eastern Europe stepped up its engagement
with Latin American countriesÿ with credits of about $0°5 billionÿ mostly to
Argentina and Chile (see table 68).

Chinaÿ in contrast to the USSR and Eastern Europeÿ directed more than one half
of its recent aid commitments to sub-Saharan Africa.  During 1971-1974ÿ 18
countries of that region were granted credits  or grantsÿ including transactions
larger than $50 million with Chadÿ Ethiopiaÿ Somaliaÿ the United Republic of
Cameroon, the Upper Volta and Zaireo  For the first time China also offered credits
to Latin American countries (see table 69)°

The financia! development assistance of China appears to be given on
substantially softer terms than is the aid of the European socialist countries.
Chinese long-term development credits are reported to be repayable over periods
of 15 to 30 years and since the early 1960s generally carry no interest' charge°
Grants seem to constitute a somewhat larger share of the totalÿ and the grant
element of the entire aid package has been estimated to range close to 80 per cent°

The sectoral structure of Chinese-aided projects also differs from that of the
other socialist countries in its concentration on light and food industries,
agricultural development and infrastructure investment, especially in transport
and power generation.  Apart from the large Tanzania-Zambia railroad projectÿ
which entered the aid commitment figures in 1970 but probably dominated the actual
disbursement flows during the 1971-1974 period, the Chinese aid programme appears
to have avoided large prestige undertakings in favour of smaller projects with
short gestation periods, low capital intensity, and generally a high import
substitution effect.

Technical assistance Drogrammes

Assistance in raising the supply of trained manpower and the qualification
levels of professionals in the developing countries is considered an important
aspect of the socialist countriesÿ aid effort.  This objective is attained in part
as a by-product of the major capital investment projects financed under the aid
programmeÿ where experts from the socialist countries provide on-the-job training
to local labour during the construction and break-in period of the new
installationsÿ  Some 300,000 workers are said to have received training in this
manner since the inception of the socialist countriesw development aid programmes.
In some instancesÿ technicians and craftsmen are brought to the socialist countries
to be instructed at vocational training institutions and enterprises in the new
technologies and the use of equipment.  In addition to project-connected technical
assistanceÿ more broadly aimed programmes provide for the financingÿ and in party
staffingÿ of vocationalÿ secondary and hi[her educational institutions in developing
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countriesÿ the engagememt of specialists and technicians from the socialist
countries in advisory and trainimg missions in the third worldÿ and for academic
training programmes which bring nationals of developing countries to study at
Eastern European and Soviet universities°

Most of these programmes continued to expand substantially during the early
yÿars of the decade°  The number of experts working in developing countries
varies mainly with the size and completion stage of major aided projectsÿ though
iÿ recent years technical assistance activities in economic planningÿ educatiomÿ
edicine and agricultural services uncomnected with projects appear to have

sssumed an increasing roleo   Some of the Eastern European countries also send

specialists abroad on a contract basis°  The engagement of Polish experts in
developing countries increased from about 500 at the end of 1970 to over 800 at
the end of 1973o 84___/  The total employment of Sovietÿand Easterm Europeam
technicians and specialists is estimated to have grown from some 16ÿ000 in 1970 to
over 20ÿ000 in 1973o  Short-term training of developing country nationals in Soviet
and Eastern European enterprises and vocational facilities below university level
appears to have involved some 2ÿ000-3ÿ000 individuals annually during the early
years of the decade°  At this level of instructions the socialist aid effort is
increasingly concentrating on assistance with the establishment and expansion of
educational programmes and institutions im the developing countries themselves° 85/
Thusÿ by 1974 the Soviet Union had assisted the organization and construction ofÿ
more than 80 vocational and secondary schools and higher educational institutions
which were already in operationÿ with a training capacity of about 20ÿ000 studentsÿ
while another 40 were in the process of being set Upo 86___/  The number of students
from developing countries in Soviet academic institutionsÿ which had been
9ÿi00 in 1964/65ÿ increased from 13ÿ500 in 1970/71 to 15ÿ000 in 1972/73ÿ the CMEA
countries jointly enrolled over 25ÿ000 third world students in that year° 87/

The bulk of these technical assistance measures appears to be financed on a
credit basis.  Projectÿconnected services of experts  and training facilities are
charged to the projects and included in the credit agreementsÿ and thus in the
data on credit commitments discussed above.  The cost of student exchangesÿ
howeverÿ is believed to be borne by the socialist donor countries on a grant
basis°  The value of this form of aid can be roughly estimatedÿ on the assumption
that all developing country students in the USSR and Eastern Europe were
grant-financed and that outlays per student were approximately $iÿ600 to $2ÿ000 per

84/ Stanislaw Grzywnowiczÿ "Zatrudnienie polskich specjalist6w za granicaÿ7
Sprawy. miedzynarodowe (Warsaw)ÿ May 1974ÿ po 93.

8_ÿ5/ Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Developmentÿ Flow of Resources
to Developing Countries (Parisÿ 1973)ÿ pp. 418 ffo

86__/ Faddeevÿ op. cit.ÿ p. 289ÿ N. Kolesnikov and S. Sokhinÿ Soviet Aid in
Education and Personnel Training (Moscowÿ Novostiÿ 1974)ÿ p. 102.

87___/ M® P, Strepetovaÿ Sotrudnichestvo stran SEV s razvivaiushchimisia
osudarstvÿmi  (Moscowÿ 1973)ÿ p. 89ÿ Vo Nazorovÿ "Soviet assistance to the

developing countries in training specialists"ÿ Socialism - Theory and Practice
(Moscow)ÿ 19742 No. 9ÿ p. 146ÿ Faddeevÿ oÿ°cit.ÿ po. 290ÿ
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yearÿ to have run at about $40 million to $50 million annually during the early
1970sÿ or almost 3 per cent of the new credit commitments and probably about
twice that share of gross aid disbursements° 88/

88/ The cost range per university student was approximated on the basis of
Soviet expenditure data and some rather arbitrary assumptions.  Nonminvestment
outlays of the USSR state budget on higher educational institutions per full-time
student equivalent in 1971 and 1972 were in the neighbourhood of 900 roubles
(Narodnoe khoziaistvo SSSR v 1972 g. (Moscowÿ 1973)ÿ pp. 627 and 724)I the number
of V'full-time student equivalentsvv was obtained by aggregating regular fullmtimeÿ
evening and correspondence course students with weights of 1.0ÿ 0.2 and 0o12ÿ
respectively.  These figures are believed to include stipends but to exclude
subsidies for room and board.  If the latter allowances are roughly estimated at
300 roublesÿ and the resulting total is raised by 20 per cent to allow for the
higher instructional and maintenance cost levels associated with foreign studentsÿ
an annual outlay estimate of Iÿ440 roubles or $iÿ750 per foreign student is
obtained.
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Table  57.  Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and USSR;
foreign trade, by direction, 1966-1973

_ i

(Value in billions of dollarsÿ growth ratesÿ/)

Origin and destinationÿ/

Exports                                            Imports
Growth rates                                     Growth rates

Value,   ÿ 1971-                        Value,   19ÿ6ÿ 1971-
1973    1970   1973   1971   1972   1973     1973    1970   1973   1971   1972 1973

Eastern Europÿ to or from:

World  ...............  31.3      9.0   12.7   10.1   13.5   14°5      32.3      9.7   13o2    9.6   10.4   20.0

Centrally planned economies . . .      20.3      8.2   12.0   10.1   15.4   10.6     19.1      9°2    9.6    9°0    7°8   i1.9

Developed market economies  ° ..       8.8    i1.2   15.7   10.5   12.5   24.5     ll°h    ll.8   21.5   12o4   18.1   35.2

Developing countries .  .....  2.1      8.9    7.7    7.8    1.0   14.7       1.9      6.8    9.8    3.1    i.i   27.1

USSR to or from:

World  ...............  21o2    9o4  ll.1   7.9   2.5  24.1    20.8    7.8  13.8   6°4  18.4  16.8

Centrally planned economies o . .      10.9      8.0    6.8    8.5    2.3    9.6     11.3      6.2   iio0   10.3   17.7    5.3

Developed market economies  o . .       5.5    10.6   18.6   13.5   -2.0   50.1       6.6    ll.0   21.2    3.2   30.6   32.0

Developing countries  ......  4.8    12.4   ih.4    0.6    8.0   37.8      2.9     9.1   10.4   -3.2   ÿ0o7   39.8

S

co
oh
B

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on national
statistical sources.

a/ Growth rates were computed directly from the national currency data and thus do not reflect the dollar devaluations.
Year-to-year growth indices in current dollars would be 8.6 per cent higher in 1972 and ll°2 per cent higher in 1973 than the
growth relatives indicated here.  Both exports and imports are expressed f.o°b., except for Hungarian imports which are shown
c.i.f, in the national returns.

b/ "Eastern Europe" here and in the following tables refers to the Eastern European countries members of CMEA (Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland and Romania).   "Developing countries", unless otherwise specified,
always refers to the coverage now employed by the Statistical Office of the United Nations (efo United Nations Standard
Countrÿ Code (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.70°XVII.13)), which includes Turkey and Cuba in this group and
Yugoslavia among the developed market economies.  The classification of all three countries has a significant effect on the
trade shares of the centrally planned economies.



Table 58. Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and USSR:  trade with developing
countries? growth rates and shares in total trade, 1966m1973

(Percentage)

Region and country
Exports                                                Imports

1966-1970 1971-1973 1971    1972    1973   1-966-!970 1971m1973 1971    1972    1973

Growth of trade value (average annual compound rates and annual growth rates)ÿ/

I

co
J

Eastern Europe  ........  8.9         7.7      7.8      io0     14.7       6°8         9.8      3ol      l°l     27.1

Bulgaria  ..........  16.3      12.9    12.8     5.8    20.8     13.0      16.8    28.8    -3°3    27,8

Czechoslovakia  .......  4.4         3.0     17.5      -4.0      -3.0        2.5         8.8      -2°7       8.0      22°7

German Democratic Republic .      9.3         2,8       7.0    -10.6     13.5        9.8        ÿ0.6      m3ol    -22°4      30,8

Hungary  ..........  6.1       5.0     0       6.8     8.6     13.7       4,2    a5.2    -1.6    21o4

Poland  ........  . . .    8.4       0o4    -0.5    -0.3     2.2     -io4       7.9     7°8     6°0    10.1

Romania  ..........  19.5      13.1     4.8    22.2    62,6     18o2      29,6     8,8    26.6    58ol

USSR  .............  12.4      14.4     0.6     8.0    37.8      9.1      i0.4    -3°2    ÿ0o7    39°8

Shÿes in total trade (percentage of total

7.O     7.5     6

exports or imports)b--/

Eastern Europe  ........  8.0                                .7       6,7        6.5         5.8       6.0       5.5       5.8

Bulgaria  ..........  7.4       7.9      7.9     7.6     8.1       5.8       6°7     7.1     6 o2      6.9

Czechoslovakia  .......  10.9         9.2      10.4       9.2       8°2        8.4         7ol       6,9       6°9       7°3

German Democratic Republic o      5.7         4.6       5.ÿ       4.3       4.4        4.9         3.9       4.7       3.3       3°6

Hungary  ..........  7.1       5.6     6°4     5°6     5°2      7°9       6.7     6o4     6°4     7.2

Poland  ...........  8.0       6.1     7.1     6ol     5.3      6°5       4°7     5o6     4°8     4°0

Romania  ..........  10.5      !0.4      9 o0     9.6    12 oi       5 o7       8.3     6.9      7 o6    i0 o0

USSR  .............  19o8      21.2    19.6    20.6    22 °9     13 o7      13.2    13o9     ii 06    13.9

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on national
statistical sources.

a/ Growth rates were computed on the original data in national currencies and thus do not reflect the dollar devaluation
(see ÿoot-note a/ to table 57).

b/ Directional attribution of exports and imports is by country of purchase and saleÿ ÿcept for Hungary and the USSR
where it is by country of origin aÿd ultimate destination,



Table 59°   Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe
and USSR:  regional structure of trade with
developing countriesÿ 1966-1970 and 1971-1973

Exports to or imports from:

Other
western                       All

North     Other     West    Other           hemi-                     developing
Africa   Africa   Asia   Asia    Cuba   sphere    Residualÿ/    countries b/

Valueÿ 1973 (millions of current dollars)

Eastern

Europe

Exports
Imports

USSR

Exports
Imports

523     57    641   280   147   170        283       2 i01
367     60    320   371   198   361        216       1 892

527    128    660   448   912    55      2 121       4 851
507    116    573   736   578   382         15       2 906

Structure (percentage of total trade with developinÿ countries)

Eastern

Europe

Exports:
1966-1970  21
1971-1973  25

Imports:
1966-1970  21
1971-1973  22

USSR

Exports:
1966-1970  16
1971-1973  14

Imports:
1966-1970  21
1971-1973  22

3     26    19    ii     9         ii         i00
3     29    17     8     9         9        i00

4     14    23    13    19         7         I00
3     16    21    ii    19         7         i00

3
3

13    14    28     1         25         i00
15     9    22     i         36         i00

5
5

8    32    26     7         i         i00
17    27    18     9         i         i00

Sources:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on national foreign trade statisticsÿ

a/ Geographically unallocable residualÿ obtained as the difference between total
trade--with developing countries and the sum of trade flows specified by partner
country in national statistical sourcesÿ  The residual arises in part from incomplete
coverage of partner countries in the statistics of some Eastern European centrally
planned economies (which report the more significant flows only)ÿ and in part from
the apparent omission of certain types of commodities or transactions from the
returns specified by partner country but not from the reported total trade with
developing countries (which would account for the concentration of the residual on
the export sideÿ especially in the Soviet data).

b/ Components may not add to i00 because of independent rounding°
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Table 60ÿ  Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and USSR:  imports from

developing countries, by main supplier, 1968 and 1973

(Inputs in millions of dollarsÿ cumulative share in percentage)

1968                         1973
Eastern Europe                                                   Eastern Europe

and USSR         Eastern Europÿ           USSR                and DBSR
Ranking              Ranking              Ranking              Cumulative

Supplierÿ'              Imports   order    Imports   order    Imports   order    Imports     share

i.  Cuba  ..........  403     (i)      198     (3)      578     (1)      776     16.2

2.  India  .........  330     (2)      249     (1)      491     (2)      740     31o6

3. Egypt  .........  292     (3)      212     (2)      354     (3)      566     43.4

4.  Iraq  ..........  5      b/        78      (6)       256      (4)       333      50.3

5.  Brazil . .  .......  106     (5)      168     (4)      156     (6)      324     57.1

6.  Ira=  ..........  75     (7)      lO3     (5)      185     (5)      287     ÿ3.1

7. Malaysia  ........  112     (4)       32    (15)      129     (7)      162     66.4

8.  Argentina  .......  54     (8)       60     (7)       97     (8)      157     69.7

9. Algeria  ........  41    (i0)       44    (i0)       70     (9)      llh     72.1

10.  Turkey  .........  86     (6)       58     (8)       52    (ii)      ii0     74.4

ii.  Syrian Arab Republic . o      34    (12)       30    (16)       63    (i0)       93     76.3

12.  Morocco  ........  52      (9)        46      (9)        35     (17)        81      78.0

13.  Pakistanÿ/  .......  36    (ii)       33    (13)       45    (13)       78     79.6

14.  Libyan Arab Republic . .       i      ÿ/       34    (ii)       41    (14)       74     81.2

15.  Chile  .........  3      ÿ/       34    (12)       17      ÿ/       51     82.2

16.  Ghana  .........  35    (14)       12      k/       38    (16)       50     83.3

17.  Afghanistan  ......  33    (13)        2      b/       46    (12)       48     84.3

Cumulative          Cumulative          Cumulative
share                share                share

Total, first 5 trade partners    1 243    59.6        929    49.1      1 864    64.1      2 739      57.1

Total, first l0 trade
partners  .........  1 551   74.4     1 214   64.2     2 379   81.8     3 569     74.4

Total, first 15 trade
partners  .........  1 717    82.3      1 381    73.0      2 602    89.5      3 946      82.2

Total imports from developing
countries  .........  2 086   100.0      1 892   i00.0      2 906   10O.0      4 798     i00.0

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat,
based on statistical sources of the importing CMEA countries.  Dollar values obtained by conversion at
average annual current exchange rates.

a__/ Ranked according to share in 1973 imports into Eastern Europe and the USSR.

/ Not among first 20 suppliers.

/ In 1973, Pakistan and Bangladesh.
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Table 61. Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and USSR: commodity
structure of trade with developing countries, 1968-1972

Average annual Percentage distribution
value Foo.d and Raw Other

(millions of dollars) beverages materials Fuels Chemicals Machinery manufactures Residual

(SITC 0-9) (0 + 1) (2 + 4) (3) (5) (6 + 8) (9)

Exports to developing countries

1968-1970 3 587 9.6 4.6 5.1 4.8 37.0 17.8 21.2

1971-1972 4 410 8.2 5.1 5.2 4.4 36.0 16,7 24
I
f-'
\D
0 Imports from developing countriesI

1968-1970 2 307 45.8 36.0 1.2 1.7 0.2 15.1

1971-1972 2 780 41.5 33.1 5.8 1.6 0.5 17.6

Source: Data in United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, September 1974. special table D.



Table 62° Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe
and USSR:  market shares in trade with
developing countriesÿ by commodity groupÿ
1968-1970 and 1971-1972

(Percent age )

SITC Section                         SITC Section

O-4        5-8      O-9      O-4        5-8

Raw     o    Mauufac-   Tota!       Raw     •    Manufac-
materials-a/    tures b/              materials-a/    tures b/

o-9

Tot ai

Share in partnerVs imports Share in own eÿq0orts

Exports from Eastern
Europe and USSR

1968-1970

1971-1972

4°8         6.0      6°9      8°0         12.6     13o0

4°4         5°2      6.4      7°5         iio0     12ol

Share in partner's eÿorts            Share in own imports

Imports to Eastern
Europe and USSR

1968-1970         5oi       3o5      4.7     25.4         2o3      9o0

1971-1972         4.4       3.9      4.2     22.9         2o3      8oi

Source:   Data in United Nations ÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statistic sÿ September 1974ÿ
special table D.

a/ Food and live animals ÿ beverages and tobaccoÿ crude materials ÿ mineral
fuelsÿ animal and vegetable oils and fats.

b/ Chemicalsÿ manufactures classified by materialÿ machinery and transport
equipmentÿ miscellaneous manufactures.
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Table 63.  Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and USSR:  balance of
trade with developing countriesÿ 1966-1970 and 1971-1973

Region

Eastern Europe
Average annual
trade balance           Export/import

(millions of dollars)          ratio
19--g-ÿ6ÿ1ÿ1970 1971-1973  ÿ 1971-1973

USSR
Average annual
trade balance           Export/import

(millions of dollars)          ratio
19ÿ1970 1971-1973  19ÿ-1970 1971-1973

i

kO
rO
i

Developing countries  ....  219         267

North Africa  .......  45         ll4

Other Africa . . °  ....  4          l0

West Asia  ........  174         271

Other Asia  ........  2         -27

Western hemisphere . .    .      -74        -149

Cuba  ..........  1         -30

Other  .........  -75        -ll9

Residualÿ/  ........  68        48

1.22     1.18        811      1 402      1.62      1.65

1.22     1.36         76        77      1.29      l.Oh

1.10     io21         -7        ii       0.89      ioi0

2.26     2.11        176       165       2°62      1.44

i.O1     0°92       -128       -27h       0°70      Oo5h

0.77     0°67        173       206      io40      i.34

io01     0.81        296       -392       2.02      2.03

o.6o     0.59        123       -187      0o16      0o15

2.04     1.46        520      1 278      46.36     80.40

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariats based on
national statistical sources.

a_/ Balance of geographically unallocable residuals (see foot-note a/ to table 59).



Table 64.   Centrally planned economies:  bilateral industrial co-operation agreements with developing countriesÿ by industrial sector, 1970-1974

Sector

io Mining

eerÿn
Democratic

Bulgaria China      Czechoslovakia       Republic    Hungary        Poland      Romÿaia       USSR

Algeria,  Tunisia    Guineaÿ Rwanda,       Peru,        Afghaaistan,   India,       Egyptÿ         Algeria, Chad,
India,                  Sri Lanka              Sri Laaka   Algeria,        Morocco,     India, iran,   Chile, Congo,
Iraq,                                                          Cyprus,          Saudi        Morocco        Caba, Guinea,
Morocco                                                       India, Iraq,   Arabia                       Iran, Kenya,

Lebanonÿ Peru                                   Morocco,
Paki st an

Number of agreements a/

1970-1972 1973 ÿ1974

14     21

2. Metallurgy Zaire      Cuba, Egypt           Egypt                        India       Egypt Cuba, Egypt,
India,
Nigeria

1      i0

3- Oilÿ gas,
petrochemicals

Iraq,                   Afghanistan,          Egypt,       Kÿit          Iran         Algeria,       Afghanistan,
Libyan                Algeria, India,       Syrian                                    Ecuador,      Algeriaÿ Cÿbaÿ
Arab                  Indonesia, iran      Arab                                      Iran,          India
Republic,                                       Republic                                    Kenya,
Zaire                                                                                   Kuwait

4      17

4. Power generation

I
5. Agriculture,

forestry, fishing

6. Engineering

7. Tranÿort equipment
uÿing

shipbuilding )

8o Food processing

9o Leather and
foot-wear

i0°  Woodworking           Zaire                 Sri Lanka             Brazil                                                   Guinea

ll° Textiles                Iraq                    India, Iran           Cuba         Bangladesh,                   Iraq           Bangladesh
Egyptÿ India

Number of _/1970-197"ÿ       ÿ        2               6             2           7           3           ÿ            9
agreementsS/1973-197ÿ      ll         5                38              14           18           12            15            31

Syrian    Sri         India                  Burma,                         Egypt        Sierre
Arab      Iÿnkÿ                             Colombia                                  Leone,
Republic                                                                                Sudan

Chile,                Algeria, Brazilÿ      Cuba        Cyprus,         Egypt,       India, Iran,  Algeriaÿ
India,                  Chile, India,                       Egypt, India,  India        Morocco,       Bangladesh, Chile,
Syrian                 Iran, Nigeria,                      iraqÿÿ                         Nigeria,       Cubaÿ India
Arab                    Zambia                               Nigeria,                      Pakistan
Republic                                                  Sri Lanka

Cyprus,    Guyana     Argentina, Egypt,     Argentina,  Iraq,            Argentina,   Somalia        Bangladesh,
Egypt                   Iran, Sri Immka,      India,       Lebanon         !ndiaÿ                        Cuba, Somalia

Syrian Arab          United Beg°                Kenya
Republic, Turkey      ÿ ÿfanzania

Algeria,               Algeria, Egypt,       Iraq                          Argentina   Central        Afghanistan,
Syrian                 India, Iranÿ                                                        African        Cyprus, Iran
Arab                  Sri Imnka                                                       Republic
Republic

Ttmiÿia    Algeria, Argentina,   Cuba         Indiaÿ Peru     India        India          Cuba, Egypt,
Chileÿ  Cuba,                                                                              India, Iran,
India, Iraa                                                                         Pakistan, Syrian

Arab Republic

Kenya,      Cuba, Egypt            Cuba         Iraq, Peru     Algeria,     Chile,         Bangladesh
Peru                                                            India       India

Afghanistan

13

2

1

18

19

18

ll

3

9
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(Sources and foot-note to table 6ÿ)

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning9 Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on !nnovations in the Practice of Trade and
Economic Co-operation between the Socialist Countries of Eastern Europe and the
Developing Countries (United Nations publication9 Sales Noo Eo70olI.Do6)ÿ "Major
issues arising from the transfer of technology:   a case study of Hungaryÿ
(TD!B/AC°II/18ÿ 15 ÿy 1974) and ÿHeview of trends and policies in trade between
countries having different economic and social systemsÿ (TD/B/499/SuppoIÿ
5 August 1974)ÿ USSR ÿinistry of Foreign Tradeÿ Vneshniaia torgovliaÿ 19749 No. 59
ppo 17-24ÿ and selected issues of the following periodicalsÿ  Biulletenÿ inostrannoi
koÿmercheskoi informatsii (ÿscow)ÿ Czechoslovak Foreign Trade (Prague)ÿ
Ekonomicheskaia gazeta (Hoscow)ÿ Handel zagranicznÿ ÿWarsaw)9 Hospodarske novinÿ
(Prague)ÿ Romania (Bucharest)ÿ Rynki zagraniczne (Warsaw)ÿ Tass (Hoscow)°

a/ Sectoral entries in the matrix may refer to one or more projects.
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Table 65. Centrally planned economiesÿ  bilateral aid
commitments to developing coumtriesÿ by
donor countryÿ 1954-1974

(Millions of dollars)

Annual averaÿges
1954-  1961-  1966-  1971-  1971   1972   1973   1974ÿ/

Donor country          1960    1965     1970    1973

Total  .......  449    712    942   i 994  I 511  2 112  2 360  I 590

CMEA countries    o  420     585     796   ! 547   1 019   1 614   2 009ÿ  1 486

USSR  ......  340    332    427     944    677    921  1 236    845

Eastern Europe  o    80      253      369       603      342      693      773      641

Bulgaria  .....  8      40       46      55      40      43       3

Czechoslovakia    47       66      114       139       14      i00      303      i00

German
Democratic
Republic     .     9       50      i00        16       25       23      o°.       23

Hungary . °        6      35      47       78      42      45     148      85

Poland    ° o     16     60     28     136     65    i00    243    i00

Romania  ....  2      34      hO      187     141     385      36     330

China  .......  29    127    146     446    492    498    351    104

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Natioms Secretariatÿ based on Bank for International Settlementsÿ Press
Review (Basle)ÿ Biulletenÿ inostrannoi kommercheskoi informatsii (Moscow)ÿ
East-West Commerce Bulletin ÿÿ Vneshniaia torÿovlia (Moscow)ÿ Far Eastern
Economic Review ÿH-0ng Kongÿ and other official and unofficial information.

Note:  Developing countries do not include Cuba.  National currencies were
converted into dollars at current official rates of exchamgeo

a/ Data for 1974 are incomplete.
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Table 66. Centrally planned economies:  bilateral aid commitments to developing eountriesÿ
by region and recipient country, 1954-1974

(Millions of dollars )

Region and recipient country

|

I

Total commitments  ........

Africa   °  o  .  .  ........

North Africa  ........

Algeria .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

Egypt  ...........

Morocco  .  ......  °  .  .

Sudan  ...........

Tunisia  ..........

Other Africa  ........

Burundi ®  ÿ  o  o  o  •  ÿ  ÿ  •  e

Chad  ...........

Central African Republic  .
Congo  ...........

Dahomey  ..........

Ethiopia  .........

Ghana  ...........

Guinea  ..........

Kenya  ...........

Maÿascar  ........
Mall
Mauritania  ........

Mauritius  .........

Niger  ...........

Nigeria  ..........

Rwanda  ..........

Senegal  ..........

Sierra Leone  .......

Somalia  ..........

Togo  ...........

Uganda  ..........

Upper Volta  ........
United Republic of Cameroon
United Republic of Tanzania
Zaire °  .  o  ........

Zambia  ..........

1960
3 135

933
585

67o
5

lO

248

4
4o
94

Cumulative totals
1961-1965  1966-1970 1971-1973

5 558    4 711    5 983

Annual commitments
1970   1971  1972   1973

1 258  1511  2 ll2  2 360
1 735     1 566     2 475 693   886   95o   659
1 ll5       931     1 7Ol

298       230      575
745     429    954
12       65       5
22       154      127
38      55      4o

281    64o    715    346
6o    229    15o    196

103    313    511    130
44    5   ÿ
74     93     14    20

-        40

620       635      774 412    246    215    313

4
62

5
126
25
6o

ll2

m

14

7
28
%
30

51

-        2O

57
-               2

-           4

-             84

95       1
ll

-               ll
1        2

22
-             34
-               2

91      28
-               23
-              2

228

203

llO
45

51
71
1

lO0
6o

-          -           20

-       -        57

2

44     -
84

1          ÿ

-          20      -           2

-               54

7    28    -      -
-         -          22        1

-        ii0      -         -

-       -       45     -

-       -       =        51

-       -                 71

202        i
-       -                  lO0
2O3    -      5O    lO

i 59o
422
228

218

i0

194

65
8O

46

3



Region and recipient country

Asia  .............  2 089

Cumulative totals                            Annual commitments
i954-1960  1961-1965  1966-1970 1971-1973   1970   1971   1972   1973

1 538     2 751     2 696     453    375    718  1 605
West Asia .  .........  471 221     1 898     1 555     250    315    441    779

Democratic Yemen .  °  ....  -

Iran  ............  "217

IrÿJ.  ............

Syrian Arab Republic  ....  195
Yemen  i  ..........  52

67       23      65     16    -       7
99       985      519     120    -      49    470
18       531      749      3o    299    15ÿ    295
36       315      240      15    -     215     25
67       -         24     -      -      22     2

!

kO
-4
i

Other Asia  ..........  1 625 1 318     1 053     1 141     223     60    277    804
Afghanistan  ........  132
Bangladesh  .........  -

Burma  ..........  4

India  ...........  778

Indonesia  ..........  570

Khmer Republic  .......  34
Nÿal  ............  43

Pakistan  ..........  3

Sri mmka  .........  61

266        6      200       5     5    167    28
-        124            -      67    57

88       -          1             -      -       l

493       559      500     -            -      500
224  .....

17        16  ....
....

161       454      224     210     20    -     204
61      18     92      8   35    43    14

Latin America  .........  Iii 285       394      812     i12    250    464    98
Argentina  .........  109
Bolivia  ...........  -

Brazil  ..........  2

Colombia  ..........  -

Costa Riea  .........  -

Chile  ...........  -

Ecuador  ..........  -

ana..° I  .......  -

Mexico  ...........  -

Peril .  .  ..........  -

Uruguay  ..........  -

Venezuela  .........  -

15

27o

=

=

0  ....

28       32      28     27    -       5
i00  .....

-          7     -       2    -       5

i0                      i0               -        -
47      584     -     155    408     21
7        5       2     5    -      -

-         26      -             26    -

-       67    -          -     67
85       91      55     61    30    -
57             7        -    -
I0                       I0      -         -         -

1974
318
248

248

7o
6

64

85o
85o

Sources:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Seeretariatÿ based on
same sources: as 57.

a_/ Data for 1974 are ineompleteo



Table 67°  USSR:  bilateral aid commitments to developing
countries ÿ by region and recipient countryÿ
1971-1974

Region and
recipient
country

Regional distributionÿ f
1971-1973       1971   1972   1973   1974!I

(percentage)              (millions of dollars)

Total  .............

Africa  ...........

North Africa  .......

Algeria  .........

Egypt  ..........

Morocco  .........

Other Africa  .......

Central African Republic
Chad  ..........

Congo  ..........

Ghana  ..........

Guinea  o o  .......

Mauritania  .......

Niger  ..........

Rwanda  .........

Senegal  .........

Upper Volta  .......

Asia  ..........

West Asia  .........

Democratic Yemen  ....

Iran  ..........

Iraq  .........

Syrian Arab Republic
Yemen  ..........

Other Asia  ........

Afghanistan  .......

Bangladesh  .......

Burma  .........

India  ..........

Pakistan  ........

Latin Americabÿ/  .......

Argentina  ........

Bolivia  .........

Chile  ..........

Mexico  .      . .  .  . °  o

I00o0          677    921  1 236    845

26 o2          393    340      9    225

25° 8          390    340     -     160

189     -      -      -

196    340     -     160

o°4            3     -       9     65

-       -       65

:      :}     i     :

]      1)     2     ]
60o3          227    322  i !60     20

32° 2          222    133    559     -

-     49   347    -
222       -       210       -
-       84      -       -

28.0            5    189    601     20

5    122     -       6
-     67     -     14

-      -     400     -

-        -       200       -

13o 5           57    259     67    6oo

....  600

55   259    -     -
-       -       67      -

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on the same sources as table 57°

a_/ Data for 1974 are incomplete°

b_/ Exluding credit commitments in Cuba.
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Table 68° Centra!ly planned economies of Eastern Europe:a-'!
bilateral aid commitments to developing countriesÿ
by region and recipient eountryÿ 1971-i974

Region and
recipient
country

Regiona! distributionÿ
1971-1973       1971   1972   1973   1974ÿ/

(percentage)              (millions of dollars)

Total  ............

Africa  ..........

North Africa  ......

Algeria  ........

Egypt  .........

Sudan  .........

Other Africa  ......

Guinea  ........

Nigeria  ........

United Republic of
Tanzania  ......

Zambia  ........

Asia  ...........

West Asia  ......

Democratic Yemen     °

Iran  .........

Iraq  .........

Syrian Arab Republic  o

Other Asia  ......

Afghanistan  ......

Bangladesh  ......

India  ........

Sri Lanka  .......

Latin America  .......

Argentina  .......

Bolivia  ........

Chile  ........

Colombia  .......

Ecuador  .......

Peru  .........

!00o0          342    693    773

45°8          140    371    318

41o5          ll2    321    318

-     150    196
37   171   102
75     -      2O

4°3           28     50     -

28      -       -

641
93
i0

m

I0

83
8O

-        50       -        -

40°5           53    255    424    298

29°7           53    245    239    248

16     -       6     -
-     -    123    -

37   155    85    -
-      90     25    248

10o8          -      10    185     50

-        -        28      -

-     -     57    50
-        -       i00       -
-        !0       -        -

13.6          149     67     31    250

-      -      -     25o

25    -      5    -
98     37     21     -
2       -         5       -

19    30    -     -

Sources:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on the same sources as table 57°

a/ Bulgariaÿ Czechoslovakiaÿ German Democratic Republicÿ Hungaryÿ Poland and
Romania°

b_/ Data for 1974 are incomplete°
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Table 69°  China:  bilateral aid commitments to developing countries,
by region and recipient countryÿ 1971-1974

Region and
recipient
country

Regional distributionÿ
1971=1973        1971    1972    1973    197ÿ

(percentage)                (millions of dollars)

Total  ...............

Afÿrica  .........

North Africa  .........

Algeria  ...........

Egypt  ............

Sudan  ..........

Tunisia  ...........

Other Africa  ........

Burundi  .........

Chad  ............

Dahomey  ...........

Ethiopia  ..........

Malagasy Republic  ......
Mall  ............

Mauritania  .........

Mauritius  ..........

Niger  ............

Rwanda  ...........

Senegal  .......  .  .     .

Somalia  ...........

Togo  ............

United Republic of Cameroon .
United Republic of Tanzania .
Upper Volta  .........

Zaire  ............

Zÿabia  ...........

Asia  ..............

West Asia  ...........

Iraq  ............

Syrian Arab Republic  ....
Yemen  ............

Other Asia  ..........

Afghanistan  .........

Pakistan  ..........

Sri Lanka  ..........

Latin Americabÿ/  .........

Chile  ............

Guyana  ..........

Peru  ............

1OO°O          492     498     351     104
67.4          353    219    332    104
16.4          138     54     28     58

40       -
8o     -      28     -
18    14    -     58
=          40

51.0          215    165     304     46
-          20        -          -

=        =        56       -

-       44       -        -

20         ÿ           2

-         1       46
ii0     -      -      -

45       -       -

-        -        50       -

-          -        i00        -
-          -          lO        -

19.0           95    141     19     -

7.8           40     63      1     -

40       -        -        -

-          22          i        -

ll°3           55     78     18     -

-       45       -        -

20       -         4       -
35     33     14     -

13.6           44    lÿ     -      -

2       112        -         -

42       -        -        -

r

Sources:  Centre for Development Plÿingÿ Projections and Policies of the United
Nations Secretariat, based on the same sources as table 65.

a/ Data for 1974 incomplete.

b/ Exclÿding credit commitments to Cuba.
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